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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MAINE
SOUTHERN DIVISION

WUORI, et al.,
Plaintiffs

v.
ZITNAY, et al.,
Defendants

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

CIVIL ACTION DOCKET NO.

75-80 SD

I

DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO PART I OF THE MASTER'S REPORT
1.

Defendants object to the conclusion of the Master that Pineland Center must be closed.
Pineland Center is a residential facility for the care, treat-

ment, education and training of mentally retarded persons.

Pur-

suant to State Law, 34 M.R.S.A. §2651, et seq., all persons
re~iding

In the facility have been found by the Maine State District

Court to be in need of the services available at the facility.

In

each case the State Court has certified that no less restrictive
alternative is available which would offer a more suitable living
environment.
Pineland Center is an essential element of the State of
Maine's system for the delivery of services to the mentally retarded.

The parties to the consent decree negotiated, and the

Court agreed to entry of the decree on the premise that Pineland
Center would remain open and continue to serve the citizens of
Maine as a

resi~ential

facility.

At no time has it been contem-

plated that Pineland would be closed or converted to an educational
institution.

The Master apparently disagrees with the part Pineland

Center plays in the State's system for the delivery of services to

-2the mentally retarded.

The conclusions he has drawn in Part I

of his report flow solely from his perception of the appropriate
role for Pineland Center and his prepossession about the desirability of large residential facilities for the mentally retarded.
The conclusions do not emanate from the established order contained in the consent decree.
2.

Defendants object to the conclusion of the Master that no
effort has been made to comply with the purposes of the
decree.
The

tt~

c~nsent

decree contains a comprehensive plan for meeting

needs of persons residing at Pineland Center and for the

delivery of services to mentally retarded persons living in the
community .. Defendants have consented and been enjoined to meet
the goals detailed in the decree.

Defendants have not consented

nor have they been enjoined to employ any particular means to
meet these goals.

The primary goals of the decree are (1) the

reduction of the population of Pineland Center to 400 by July 14,
1979, and to 350 by July 14, 1980;

(2) an increase in the hours of

programming at Pineland Center; and (3) the development of suitable
placements for mentally retarded persons living in the community.
In the first year of the decree, defendants have (1) reduced the
population of Pineland Center to 390;

(2)

increased programming

hours over 40 per cent; and (3) developed over 200 community
placements.

The Master has not given due consideration to these

achievements of defendants.

He has not given any consideration

to the fact that Maine, of all the State's now subject to consent
decrees arising from suits brought to enforce the rights of the
mentally retarded, is the only State to have met its placement
goals; that Maine has the lowest percentage of institutionalized
mentally retarded citizens in New England; and that Maine is among
the leaders in the country in providing community based services.
3.

Defendants object to the conclusion of the Master that nonparty State officials have obstructed compliance.
The defendants before the cotirt in thii action are the

Commissioner of Mental Health and Corrections, the Director of

-3the Bureau of Mental Retardation, and the Superintendent of
Pineland Center.

The Court's decree runs against these officials

of the State of Maine, their successors, their agents, servants
and employees.

Contrary to the contentions of the Master, it

does not run against those officials of the State of Maine not
made parties to the litigation by plaintiffs and not subject to
the control of or legally identified with the parties.

Never-

theless, defendants have agreed to work actively to ensure compliance with the decree of all persons, facilities, programs and
departments whose cooperation is necessary for successful implementation.

To this end the Office of the Governor of Maine, the

leaders of the State Legislature, the Commissioners of Finance
and Administration, Education and Cultural Affairs, Transportation,
and Human Services have met with the Master, listened to his
requests for cooperation and, in fact, have agreed to work actively
to assist in securing full compliance, within and without the
framework of the decree.
Defendants consider unfair the Master's characterization of
State agencies as obstructionist.

The essence of the Master's

complaint concerning state officials is that they are reluctant
to adopt without question his ideas on the appropriate methods to
acllieve compliance and his interpretation of complex federal rules
and regulations.

State agencies have made every effort to facili-

tate compliance with consent decree:
1.

The Department of Finance and Administration has worked

closely with the Department of Mental rrealth and Corrections to
ilfllcnd statutory

func1:i 119 JllC'chilni8Il1~~

to ('I):llln~ money

Ls available

to meet the needs of the decreei
2.

The Department of Human Services has worked with the

Department of Mental Health and Corrections to certify Pineland
Center as an Int2rmediate Care Facility for the Mentally Retardedi
3.

The Department of Personnel has developed new job

descriptions and new classifications, held interviews, and reclassified numerous positions within a few weeks to meet the staff
qualification requirements of the decreei

-44.

The Department of Personnel has given priority to position

requests from defendants, including development of a drivercustodian position to resolve transportation problems at Pineland
Center;
5.

The Department of Personnel has waived hiring procedures

for lower level staff;
6.

The Department of Personnel and the Department of

Finance and Administration have approved the filling of any
vacant authorized position with a Mental Health Worker;
7.

The state Purchasing Agent has expedited bidding proce-

and facilitated the purchase of many articles including an

d~~es

ambulance, draperies, dressers, carpeting, and clinical equipmenti
8.

The state Budget Office has supported the request for

50 new positions for July 1, 1979, and has made commitments for
full funding of institutional and community services; and
9.

The Bureau of Public Improvements has waived bidding

procedures and given architectural assistance in developing group
homes.
4.

Defendants object to the advocacy role assumed by the Master.
Defendants are concerned with the Master's interpretation of

his

ro~e

and responsibilities as reflected in his report.

The

Court ordered, and the parties consented to the appointment of a
Master to monitor implementation of the decree.

The Master was

appointed to serve the Court and the interests of justice.

He

was to stand between the plaintiffs and the defendantsi he was
to be the bridge between the advocates and the actors.

Part I

of the Master's report clearly shows that the Master has abdicated
his impartial judicial office and become an advocate for those
who wish to close all institutions for the mentally retarded.
The Master's Order of Appointment directed him to develop
evaluation systems to measure the extent of compliance.

The

Order guaranteed him full access to all persons, facilities,

-5records and documents for the purpose of gathering information
relevant to enforcement.

It was anticipated the Master would use

the evaluation systems developed and the information gathered to
render a balanced report to the Court.
develop any evaluation systems.

The Master failed to

Instead, he has taken the infor-

mation gathered by his assistants and provided to him by defendants
and used it to develop an argument for the closing of Pineland
Center.
The Master's Order of Appointment granted him broad powers
to make informal suggestions and to make recommendations with
regard to implementation of the decree.

The only limitation on

these powers was that the recommendations be within the framework
of the decree and consistent with the intent of the decree.

The

Master failed to make any recommendations in the first year of
the decree.

Even when requested by plaintiffs in the spring of

1979 to make recommendations regarding staff at Pineland Center,
the Master did not act.

On occasion the Master has consulted

informally with defendants to achieve compliance.

But the tactic

most frequently employed by the Master to bring defendants into
compliance has been direct confrontation.
1.

For example:

He demanded defendants rescind the appointment of a

program director at Pineland Center;
2.

He directed defendants and other State officials to

ignore federal regulations regarding architectural accessibility
in the construction of the Freeport Town Square; and
3.

He has lectured the Commissioner of the Department of

Human Services on that Department's duties and short-comings in
administering various federal programs as the Master views them.
It must be concluded from the Master's Report that the Master
considers his efforts to achieve compliance a failure and that
the only appropriate way to remedy this failure is the closing of
Pineland Center as a residential facility.

To the extent this

remedy may be considered a recommendation of the Master, it is
considerably outside the framework of the decree and certainly
inconsistent with the intent of the decree.

-6-

Defendants have made sUbstantial efforts to achieve compliance
with the intent and letter of the consent decree.

They have made

every effort to assist the Master fulfill his role as an impartial monitor of defendants' progress towards compliance.

The

Master has made only a token reference to these efforts in his
report.

It appears from the report that the Master believes the

consent decree will never be implemented.

It can also be in-

ferred from the report and the overall approach of the Master
that the Master wants to close Pineland Center.
his report to advance this interest.

He has structured

A serious question is thus

raised as to the ability of the Master to continue serving effectively in the role assigned to him by the court.
II
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTIONS TO PART II OF THE MASTER'S REPORT
5.

Defendants object to the conclusion of the Master that
residents have been relocated for the convenience of
the administration.
Appendix A of the consent decree sets forth an ambitious

plan to remodel and refurbush Pineland Center to create an
attractive, suitable and appropriate residential facility for
approximately 350 mentally retarded persons, most of whom will
be profoundly retarded.

The realization of the plan within the

time frames contained in the decree would be a major accomplishment if there were not residents at the center, given the complexity of the task, the cost involved, and the essential
dependence of defendants on the cooperation and support of other
state agencies and other branches of state government.

But

renovations at Pineland are being undertaken with close to 400
residents, ninety percent of whom are profoundly retarded.

These

people have numerous medical, physical, social and behavioral
problems which must be addressed every day.

Wholesale, institu-

tion wide renovations therefore cannot be undertaken without
careful planning for the daily life of these people.

-7Defendants have expended approximately $1.5 million to
improve the quality of life of the residents of Pineland Center
since July 1975 when this case was initiated.

An additional

$518,000 has been budgeted for the current fiscal year.

Defen-

dants have renovated buildings, have purchased furniture, toys,
clothing and special equipment, have acquired vans for transportation, and have developed programs and activities to enrich
the lives of the residents at Pineland Center.

They are im-

plementing a plan to renovate or abandon those residential units
which do not now meet the requirements of the decree.

In some

instances defendants will not meet the time frames set forth ln
the decree, but even the Special Master at a meeting of the
parties in "the spring of 1979, has acknowledged that the time
frames in the decree are unrealistic.

An amendment to the decree,

therefore, may be in order.
Defendants have contributed to the improvement of the quality
of life for the residents' of Pineland by:
1.

Providing privacy in bathrooms, bedrooms and living

areas;
2.

Making bathrooms accessible to all residents and in-

stalling specialized equipment;
3.

Providing all residents with new, firm, washable

mattresses;
4.

Providing every resident with a dresser or other

storage space;
5.

Decorating living areas;

6.

Making, providing and repairing curtains and bedspreads;

7.

Investing in comfortable, attractive leisure-time

furniture;
8.

Ensuring most residents share a room with no more than

2 other residents;
9.

Furnishing residents with sufficient and appropriate

personal toys, garnes, and recreational items;
10.

Hiring ten additional housekeeping staff and issuing a

contract for housekeeping services in non-residential buildings

-8to improve building cleanliness and relieve direct care staff
of housekeeping duties;
11.

Establishing and equipping a beauty salon; and

12.

Redecorating and refurnishing a leisure center for

residents.
Defendants efforts to meet the demands of the decree are continuing.

They have enlisted and received the support of the State

Legislature as well as other state agencies.
Human

Services~

The Department of

in particular, has assisted defendants in

securing certification of Pineland Center as an Intermediate Care
Facility, thus ensuring an improvement in the standard of living
as well as an increase in available revenues.
6.

Defendants object to the conclusion of the Master that no
effort has been made to meet staffing needs of the residents.
Staffing ratios at Pineland Center are directly related to

population goals established in Appendix B of the consent decree.
Defendants have worked diligently to meet the staffing requirements of the current population at Pineland Center.

All addi-

tions to the staff have been made with due consideration being
given to establishment of the staff required to serve the needs
of a resident population of 350 or less.

Defendants cannot justi-

fiably employ a permanent staff large enough to serve a population
in excess of 400 when the projected population is 350.
projection with which even the Master agrees.

This is a

(Pt. II, p. 138)

Pineland Center has an authorized staff of approximately 780
permanent positions.
population of 350.

This is a sufficient staff to serve a
This is a dramatic change from 1975 when

Pineland had a staff of 585 to serve a population
of 471.
\
Defendants have recruited extensively and aggressively to
fill vacant positions at Pineland Center.

Defendants have

offered nationally competitive salaries to attract qualified professional staff.

The State has negotiated and agreed to a labor

contract which guarantees to entry level non-professional staff
salaries competitive with the private sector labor market.

Defen-

-9dants efforts in recruitment are continuing.

It must be acknow-

ledged, nevertheless, that it is difficult to keep filled all
available positions:

(1 )

There is a nationwide demand for

nurses and phys ical therapis ts i

(2)

attractively located geographically;

Pineland Center is not
(3) work with the profoundly

retarded is physically exhausting and mentally demanding, with
few rewards, resulting in a high turnover of lower level staff;
and,

(4)

the pressure of the consent decree and constant fault

finding of the Master have had a chilling effect on recruitment.
(In the summer of 1979 the Master met with groups of employees
and told them Pineland was out of compliance and receivership
was imminent).
Recent planning of defendants to meet the staffing needs
of Pineland Center must be assessed in light of a request by
plaintiffs in February 1979 that the Master make certain staffing

recon~endations.

These recommendations were based primarily

on a report prepared by Bert Schmichel, a consultant employed
by defendants.

The Master took no formal action on the request

of plaintiffs, thereby failing in his responsibility to assist
the parties in achieving compliance with the decree.
Defendants responded to the

reco~mendations

of the plain-

tiff by implementing a counter recommendation developed by
defendants.

It was assumed this plan met with the Master's

approval since he failed to object to it at the time.

This

recommendation included the addition of 50 new positions as of
July I, 1979; the addition of up to 30 positions through the
CETA program; the development of a team of 21 floating Mental
Health Workers to

~over

absences; and the filling of up to 30

authorized personnel lines with Merital Health Workers.

(The

Master fails to mention these actions of plaintiffs and defendants in his report.

He notes, however, that defendants did

acquire and fill the positions recommended by Mr. Schmichel.
[Pt. II, p. 93]

).

-107.

Defendants object to the Master's methodology and conclusions
regarding program development.
Defendants' success in meeting the programming goals and

requirements of Appendix A will probably be the true measure of
their success in achieving full compliance withfue consent
decree.

Partial success is already apparent:

met the placement goals of the decree.

defendants have

Only residents who have

been appropriately and adequately prepared can be placed in the
community.

Yet, programming remains the critical challenge of

the consent decree.

It is the major area where defendants and

the Special Master have not reached agreement on the proper way
to measure quantitatively and qualitatively the extent of defendants compliance.

The Court imposed upon the Master the duty to

"develop evaluation systems to measure the extent of defendants'
compliance",
fa~led

(Appointment of a Master,

~6.c.),

but the Master

to develop such systems.

In addition, the Special Master in his report erroneously
judges defendants' performance in the first year of the decree by
a standard to be met at the end of the second year:

the decree

requires 5 hours of programming each weekday in the first year,
not 6.

This basic error renders suspect and colors all his other

conclusions regarding programming.

But this is not the only

objection that must be made to the Master's report on programming.
His repor't is deficient also in the following respects:
a.

The Master refuses to count programs in residential

areas, including training in Activities in Daily Living (ADL) ,
contrary to intent of the decree which is to include all planned
activity in the term programming;
b.

The Master bases his program statistics on a concept of

"Core Program", a term not employed in the decree or accepted by
the parties, but fabricated by the Master; and
c.

The Master arbitrarily deducts from his statistics

205 hours each week for medical and dental appointments, a practice not validated by the decree or accepted by the parties.

-11-

Defendants have made a substantial effort to provide some
programming to all residents and to upgrade the programming
process.
a.

In particular:
They have established eight program centers at Pineland

Center--Berman School, Work Activity Center, Adult Day Activity
Center, Recreation, New Gloucester Learning Cooperative, Open
Classroom (Kupelian Hall), Perry Hayden Hall Day Activity Center,
and Residential Training;
b.

They have placed residents in the Woodsford School and

the Friends of the Retarded Activity Program;
c.

They have developed the Freeport Town Square as a

community group horne and as an off-campus work activities center;
d.

They have employed a consultant, Marvin Rosenblum, to

train program coordinators and to assist staff in understanding
the proper function of the interdisciplinary team process;
e.

They have adopted a detailed Program Guide to assist

staff in training techniques;
f.

They have employed a consultant, Carolyn Cherington, to

assist in staff development, the use of the Program Guide, and
the development of a media center;
g.

They have established an active Task Force to study,

upgrade and reorganize as necessary the interdisciplinary team
process;
h.

They have established a specialized living unit for

residents requiring intensive training in non-verbal communication skills (staff and residents in the unit use signing to
communicate) ;
i.

They have employed a consultant, Jacqueline Giasson,

M.Ed., Eden Institute, Princeton, New Jersey, to assist in
improving the education program at the Berman School;

j.

They have accepted for instruction at the Berman

School children from surrounding communities and have provided
community based education program for residents of Pineland
Center;
k.

They have maintained a gymnasium, a bowling alley, a

-12swimming pool, u resident leisure center, and a five acre camp
for the recreation of Pineland residents;
1.

They have established an on-grounds transportation

system to facilitate program attendance;
m.

They have developed a comprehensive health services

program including daily medical clinics, specialty clinics such
as orthopedics and seizure control, and medical service to all
residents at the clinic;
n.

They have established programs in medication, basic

nursing and medical terminology, and have begun development of
a 100 hour State Certified Nurses' Aide Program;
o.

They have systematically reviewed and studied the use

of psychotropic medications, initiated drug holidays, discontinued the use of medication such as an anticonvulsants when
appropriate, and employed an independent psychiatric consultant
to evaluate and document

th~

use of antipsychotic, antianxiety,

antidepressant, and antimanic medication;
p.

They have established a modern dental clinic which under-

takes quarterly check-ups and cleaning, training in oral hygiene,
and evaluations for mouth restoration, as well as providing the
services of an oral surgeon; and
q.

They have initiated establishment by the University of

Maine of an associate degree program in developmental disabilities
for Pineland staff, tuition and faculty to be paid by the State.
Independent of the Master and prior to his becoming interested
or involved in the counting of program hours, defendants undertook to measure their own performance under the decree.

John L.

IIoffman, Ph.D., Research Scientist at Pineland, has worked since
September 1978 to collect, analyze and report program hours provided to residents at Pineland.
Dr. Hoffman's work shows that in September 1978, approximately
240 residents were receiving less than 25 hours per week of program
activity.

By March 1979 this figure had dropped to 98.

In this

period there was a 46% increase in the number of scheduled program
hours and a 37% increase in the number of actual program hours.

-13Statistics developed by aefendants in August 1979 show that
10% of the residents were receiving 6 hours of program daily;
62% were receiving 5 hours; 16% were receiving 3-4 hours of
programming; and 12% were receiving less than 3 hours.
The extent of defendants compliance with the program goals
of the decree cannot be measured by bare statistics.

Statistics

do not take into account changes in daily routine (attendance at
a local fair or summer camp)

i

individual tolerance for extended

programsi or, personal problems of a resident which affect
attendance at a program.

Defendants are committed to meeting

actual program and activity needs of every resident of Pineland,
whether this means a full daily program or some variation dictated
by the individual resident.
Conclusion
For all the foregoing reasons the defendants respectfully
object to the content and bias of
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Definitions

For the purposes of this Appendix, the following terms
are defined as follows:
l.

"Plaintiffs" and
"Defendants"

refer to the parties named as
plaintiffs and defendants in the
caption hereof.

2.

"Department ll

refers to the Department of Mental
Health and Corrections.

3.

"Commissioner"

refers to the Commissioner of the
Department.

4.

IIBureau ll

refers to the Bureau of Mental
Retardation.

5.

IIDirector ll

refers to the Director of the
Bureau.

6.

IIpineland ll

refers to Pineland Center, Pownal,
Maine.

7.

"superintendent ll

refers to the Superintendent of
l;ineland.

8.

"The class"

refers to all persons who. were involuntarily confined residents of
Pineland on or after July 3, 1975,
or who were conditionally released
f~om Pineland and in community
placements on or after July 3,
1975, exclusive of those individuals admitted to Pineland for a
specific medical service at Benda
Hospital or for respite care for
.less than 21 consecutive days.

9.

"Resident"

refers to a member of the class who
resides at Pineland.

10.

"Competent reSldent"

refers to a resident 18 years or
older not adjudged incompetent by
a court nor determined to be incapable of making a particular
decision as set forth herein. A
determination that a resident is
incapable of making a particular
decision requires a finding by the
resident's interdisciplinary team
and an independent finding by the
appropriate advocate that the
resident does not understand the
nature and· consequences of the
decision in question. Such a
finding or determination shall have
no effect on legal competence or on
competence or capacity for any
other purpose.

./.
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11.

"Professional"

Except· as specifically provided
otherwise in this appendix, "pro -'
fessional" refers to a person
possessing appropriate licensure,
certification or registration to
practice his discipline in the
community; and where licensure,
certification or registration is
not required, "professional" shall
mean a person possessing a Master's
Degree in the appropriate discipline or a person possessing a
Bachelor's Degree in the appropriate discipline and three yea~s'
experience in treating the mentally
retarded or three years' experience
in a related human services field.

12.

"Interdisciplinary
team" or "IDT"

refers t6 a team of persons established, and whose meetings are conducted, in accordance with professionally accepted standards, and
whose purpose is to evaluate a
resident's needs and to develop an
individual prescriptive program
plan.

13.

"prescriptive
program plan" or
"PPP"

refers to a detailed written plan
outlining a resident'S specific
needs for education, training,
treatment.and habil'itation services, along with the methods to be
utilized in providing treatment,
education and habilitation to the
resident. A prescriptive program
plan 'shall be formulated by an
appropriately constituted interdisciplinary team.

14.

"contraindicated
by a resident's
prescriptive
program plan"

means a specific considered recommendation by an IDT with supporting
reasons stated clearly in writing
that a decree standard should not
be followed in the habilitation
program of a given resident because
a concrete. risk of physical, mental
or emotional harm is posed or
because the resident's habilitation
program will suffer if the standard
is followed. Whenever the IDT
reaches this contlusion it shall
set out the steps to be taken such
th~t the resident's program can be
governed by the standard at the
earliest possible time.

15.

"Programming" or
"Prbgram activity"

refers to any activity specified in
the resident's prescriptive program
plan that is individually designed
and structured to increase the
resident's physical, social, emotional or intellectual growth and
development.

16.

"Document,"
"Documented,"
or "Documentation"

means a current written record kept
of all activities bearing on the
relevant decree standard in a form
that is readily understandable to
all persons concerned with the
enforcement of this decree.

-
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17.

"Consul tant"

refers to a person, agency, firm,
or organization that is independent
of the Department and of Pineland
though not necessarily independent
of othe~ state agencies or departments.

18.

"Correspondent"

In the first instance, a correspondent is the resident's legal
guardian.
If the resident does not
have a legal guardian, the correspondent is the resident's parent. Where parents are deceased or
their whereabouts cannot, with due
diligence, be ascertained, and they
have failed to designate an appropriate representative and there is
no guardian, then the correspondent
shall be defined as the relative,
if any, in closest relationship
with the resident who has, at least
once within the previous year,
manifested interest in the resident
by communication with the Department regarding the resident or by
visiting the resident.
If there is
no legal guardian, parent or relative, as defined above, or if such
person is unable to exercise his
rights hereunder because of age,
illness, distance, or some other
compelling reason, the correspondent shall be a person designated
by the Consumer Advisory Board (see
Appendix A, section T this decree).
The notices required by this decree
to be sent to a correspondent shall
inform the correspondent of his
right to designate the Consumer
Advisory Board to act for him if
for the reasons stated above he is
unable to exercise his rights.
Any
designation by the Consumer Advi~ory Board shall remain in effect
until revoked by the legal guardian, parent or relative, as defined
above.

19.

"Persons concerned
with the enforcement of this
decree"

refers to counsel for plaintiffs
and defendants, any person designated by the Court to monitor enforcement and his agents.

20.

"Day" or· "Days"

Time periods referred to shall not
include the day of the act or decision involved.
If the last day
of such a time period falls on a
Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday,
the period shall extend to the end
of the next day which is neither a
S~turday, Sunday nor legal holiday.
When written notice of a decision
is required, the notice shall be
mailed within the specified time
period.

-
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Resident Rights

1.
Residents have a right to habilitation, including
medical treatment, education, training and care, suited to
their needs, regardless of age, d~gree of retardation or.
handicapping condition. Each resident has a right to a
habilitation program which will maximize his human abilities, enhance his ability to cope with his environment and
create a reasonable expectation of progress toward the goal
of independent community living.
2.
Residents shall b~ provided with the least restrictive and most normal living conditions possible. This
standard shall apply to dress, grooming, movement, use of
free time, and contact and communication with the outside
community, including access to educational, vocational and
recreational therapy services outside of the institution.
Residents shall be taught skills that help them iearn how to
manipulate their environment and how to make choices necessary for daily living.
3.
Residents shall have a right to the least restrictive conditions necessary to achieve the purposes of habilitation. To this end, Pineland shall make every attempt to
move residents from (1) more to less structured living; (2)
larger to smaller facilities; (3) larger to smaller livin~
units; (4) group to individual residences; (5) segregated to
integrated community living; (6) dependent to independent
living.
4.
No person shall be admitted to Pineland unless a
prior determin~tion is made that residence at Pineland is
the least restrictive habilitation setting feasible for that
person. No mentally retarded person shall be admitted to
Pineland if services and programs in the community·can
afford adequate habilitation to such person.
5.
Unless contraindicated by the resident's PPP,
residential units shall house both male and female residents; unrelated residents of grossly different·ages, developmental levels and social needs shall not be housed in
close physical proximity; and residents who are nonambulatory, deaf, blind, epileptic, or otherwise physically
handicapped shall be integrated with peers of comparable
social and intellectual development.
6.
Pineland's rhythm of life shall conform with practices prevalent in the community.
For example, older residents ordinarily shall not be expected to live according to
the timetable of younger children.
7.
Multiply handicapped and nonambulatory residents
shall, except where o.therwise indicated by a physician's
order, spend a major portion of their waking day out of bed,
and out of their bedrooms, have planned daily activity, and
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be rendered mobile by suitable methods and devices.
Residents shall not stay in beds" cribs, wheelchairs or orthopedic carts all day long, except on the order of a physician, which must be in writing if the order is to remain
in effect for more than four hours.
8.
Any violation of residents' rights guaranteed by
this decree shall be promptly reported to the resident advocate who shall investigate and document the compla'int.
9.
A comprehensive summary of residents' rights in
lay language shall be prepared for distribution to residents, guardians, parents and other interested persons. The
summary shall be submitted for comment to all persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree within 60 days of
the signing of this de·cree.
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B.

Environment
1.

Defendants shall provide living facilities which
dignity, comfort and sanitation.
ThlS shall lnclude, but not be limited to:
af~ord resi~ents privacy,

(a) accessible, private ano easily usable toilets'
and bathing facilities, including specialized equipment for
the physically handicapped;
(b)
accessible and easily usable sinks and drinklng facilities; ,
(c) adequate supplies of'toilet paper, soap,
towels, linen and bedding;
space;

(d)

individual bed and dresser or oth~r'storage

(e) attractive, comfort~ble and spacious living
and sleeping areas;
(f) attractive ~nd, normalizing furnishings and
leisure equipment, including materials to reduce noise
level;
(g)

normal temperature and adequate ventilation;

(h)

separate clean and dirty linen storage areas.

2.
More specifically, the following standards shall
apply: All toilets shall have toilet seats and toilet paper,
and all toilet stalls shall have doors or other appropriate
visual barriers. At least one source of drinking water
shall be available to residents on every ward of every
resident building.
Clean towels and bed linens shall be
provided at least twice weekly. All showers shall have
curtains and all bathtubs shall be screened for privacy.
Mattresses shall be fire and urine resistant and without
appreciable sag. Blankets with, holes or stains shall be
cleaned, repaired or replaced.
Sufficient padded chairs
shall be provided in living areas so that every resident
desiring to do so might sit in' one. An adequate number of
lamps and age-appropriate wall decorations shall be provided
in every living area. The standards specified in this
paragraph shall be met within three months, or in the case
of items which must be purchased, within six months of the
signing of this decree.
'
3.
Every resident shall be provided with appropriate
and attractive living and sleeping space.'
(a) No resident shall share a bedroom with more
than two other residents and at least 75 percent of residents wlll be provided single or double bedrooms.
,(b) All bed areas shall have qutside windows, be
above ground level and meet ICF-MR standards ln terms of
space and provisions for individual priv~cy.
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(c)

Walls.

(1) Unless impracticable for structural or
safety reasons, the walls of bedrooms shall extend from
floor to ceiling. Where impracticable, walls shall be at
least six and one-half feet high.
(2) Newly constructed walls shall be of a
permanent nature (studded and insulated, concr~te block or
comparable construction).
'(3)
Wall units installed or to be installed
in Vosburgh and Staples Halls sh'all be exempted from the
requirements of (1) and (2) above.

(d)

Doors.

(1) Bathrooms shall be provided with doors
or other suitable visual barriers. Bedrooms shall be provided with doors but where the safety or security of a
resident would be jeopardized by having a door on his bedroom, the resident's PPP may specify that the door be removed, provided the resident's program includes steps to be
taken for placement of a door on the resident's bedroom as
soon as feasible.
(2) No more than 10 percent of residents
shall have bedrooms without doors.
(3) Vosburgh and Staples Halls shall be
excepted from the requirements of (1) and (2) above.
(e) Resident living areas shall provide ample
space and opportunity for socialization, relaxation and
activity normally conducted in living areas (~, games,
crafts, listening to music).
(f) The provisions of this paragraph shall be met
within six months from the signing of this decree for 230
residents, for an additional 60 residents by May I, 1979,
and an additional 60 by January I, 1980.
4.
Perry Hayden Hall shall be abandoned for residential purposes within two years from the date of this
decree.
5.
Each resident desiring such shall ~ave locked
storage space for personal belongings and each resident
shall have adequate individual storage space. Each resident
shall have ready access to the Pineland grounds unless
contraindicated by the resident's PPP. Each resident shall
have access to his bedroom except during programming.
Within three months of the signing of this decree all windows in resident bedrooms shall have curtains and all beds
shall have bedspreads.
6.
Living, programming and working areas shall be
quiet, appropriately designed and conducive to programming.
Acoustical ceiling tile shall be installed wherever noise
levels remain high. Architectural barriers which impede
living and programming for handicapped residents shall be
corrected or removed. Residents shall be encouraged to
decorate their living and bedroom areas.
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7.
Every building shall be kept clean, odorless and
insect free, and sufficient equipment shall be provided to
housekeeping staff for this purpose.
In particular, lavatory areas are to be cleaned as often as necessary every
day, and bathtubs shall be cleaned after the.bath of each
resident. The smell of harsh disinfectants shall be eliminated.
8 . Residents shall ordinarily sit or be on the floor
only for therapeutic reasons (~, physical therapy positioning).
If placed on·the floor for play or other purposes, they shall shall be on mats, a sufficient number of
which shall be provided so that residents are not crowded
together.
.
9.
Residential ·life shall be structured so that it 1S
possible for residents to wear and us~ glasses, hearing
aids, crutches, braces, rolling walkers, and similar aids in
their living units.
10. Toys, games and other r~creational or learning
equipment of good quality shall be readily accessible to
residents on their living units during waking hours.
In
addition, each resident shall b~ provided with at least
three such items as his own. An adequate budget for such
equipment and materials shall be maintained so that items
which are lost, broken or stolen can be replaced within a
reasonable time.
11. A phone providing privacy to a resident shall be
accessible in each resident building and a mailbox shall be
available to residents on the grounds.
12. A concerted effort will be made to provide residents affected by renovation or temporary placement in .a
residence with accommodations meeting the requirements of
this section.
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c.

Staff Responsibilities, Staff Ratios

1.
The primary responsibility of the living unit
staff shall be the proper care, habilitation, and development of each resident.
In addition, living unit personnel
shall insure that the rights of residents set out in this
decree are respected.
In particular they shall:
(a) develop and maintain a warm, home-like"environment conducive to the habilitation of each resident and
consistent with the normalization principle;
(b)
facilitate enjoyment by each resident of a
Ifrhythm of life lf consistent with the cultural norms for the
resident's nonretarded peers;
(c) respect and promote each resident's right to
freedom of movement and unrestrained communications both
within and without the facility;
(d) encourage each resident to assume responsibility for daily needs and wants commensurate with the
resident's interests, abilities and program plan in order to
enhance the self-esteem and independent living skills of
each resident;
(e) protect and uphold each resident's rights to
keep and enJoy personal possessions and money;
(f) train each resident in appropriate activities
of daily living, self-help, social and communication skills
consistent with the resident's PPP;
(g) manage behavior problems in a consistent,
humane manner calculated to maximize resident safety and to
facilitate the learning of more adaptive behavior;
(h) permit and encourage each resident to select
and enjoy a variety of constructive, pleasurable activities
within and without the institution consistent with each
resident's PPP;
(i) respect and promote each resident's right"to
privacy including physical modesty, the right to be alone at
times, p+ivate communications and the confidentiality of
resident records; and
(j) respect each resident's preferences with
regard to living conditions, food, dress," grooming~ religion, personal associations, and visitations.
2.
Direct care staff shall not peiform routine housekeeping chores during residents' waking hours.
Routine
housekeeping shall include such chores as laundering services; the cleaning of an entire floor, wall or window area;
the making of beds; the cleaning of bathrooms; the cleaning
of furniture and the sorting of linen.
Separate housekeeping staff shall be provided from 6:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.

10

3.
For each shift, a specific direct care employee
shall be designated to have continuing primary responsibility for each resident's safety" and for the resident's
progress in daily living skills. Records shall be maintained listing such employeeB and the residents for whom
they are responsible. Such records shall 'be available to
persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree and to,
each resident's correspondent. Professional IDT members
shall b~ responsible for training, supervising and evaluating therapy aides and direct care'staff who implement any
part of a resident's program. Each professional IDT member
shall consult with direct care staff at least monthly.
Professional staff shall respond to requests by living unit
personnel for consultation.
4.
The participation of the direct care staff member
on each,shift primarilY responsible for a resident will be
sought in the resident's IDT meeting, and staff members will
be compensated for attendance at any IDT meeting scheduled
when the staff person is off duty.
When personal participation cannot be accomplished, the concerned.direct care
staff'member shall be requested to provide relevant 'written
input to the IDT including regular progress notes and shall
be provided a copy of the resident's PPP.
5.
Pineland shall employ and maintain sufficient
living unit staff to ensure that the following numbers are
present and on duty:
'
(a) During the hours of the day and evenlng when
residents are awake:
(1) One direct care worker for every four
residents in buildings primarily for residents who are
children, nonambulatory, multiply handicapped or have behavior problems (~, persons residing in Kupelian Hall at
the time the decree is signed).
(2) One direct care worker (or psychological
aide) for every resident receiving an intensive behavior
modification program.
(3) One diiect care worker for every six
residents for all residents and buildings not covered above.
(b) During sleeping hours, one direct care worker
for every 12 residents; but in no event less than one staff
person on each floor of each building.
6.
Day ratios shall apply when residents are waking
and preparing for breakfast and when residents are bathing
and going to bed.
7.
In no living unit except as provided in 5(b) above
shall the staff to resident ratio actually within the unit
ever be lower than one to eight.
8.
The direct care staff to resident ratios specified
above shall be achieved and maintained as promptly as possible and in no event later than twelve months from the date
of the signing of this decree.
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9.
Sufficient living unit supervisors, at at least
the Mental Health Worker II level, shall be employed to
ensure that there is one such person present and, on duty per
24 residents on both the first (day) and second (evening)
shifts. At least three supervisory persons shall be on
duty during the third (night) shift.
Such ratios shall be
achieved within three months of the date of the signing
of this decree.
Supervisors who are primarily involved in
the direct care of residents may be counted in determining
living unit staffing ratios.
Such supervisors shall be
responsible for assuring that paragraphs 1-4 of this section
are complied with by all staff under their supervision.
10. Sufficient PPP coordinators at the Mental Health
Worker V level shall be employed such that the PPP of every
resident will be appropriately prepared, coordinated, implemented and carefully monitored. The ratio of PPP coordinators to residents shall be at least 1 to 35. PPP
coordinators shall not personally conduct~ on a routine or
ongoing basis, resident programs.
11. The level of training and experience of staff
shall be substantially similar between all' halls and wards.
For example, the level of training and experience of staff
at Kupelian Hall 1 and 2 shall be substantially equal to
that of staff at Cumberland Hall. The'level of training and
experience of all staff shall be substantially similar for
residents of differing developmental levels.
12. Qualified professional staff in numbers sufficient
to develop and implement adequate habilitation programs
shall be provided. Pineland shall establish and maintain an
overall ratio of professional staff to residents of 1 to 3.
within existing disciplines the minimum ratios shall be
established as indicated below. Remaining professional
positions will be divided among disciplines so' as to best
meet the needs of the residerits. Compliance with staffing
ratios may be accomplished through either direct employment
or service contract. Ratios do not include staff with
exclusive supervisory or administration functions.
Discipline
Social Service
Psychology
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Speech Therapy
Special Education
vocational Training
Recreational Therapy
Dentistry
Medicine (physicians)
Medical Support (pharmacist,
medical technicians)

Ratio Staff to Residents
1:50
1:80
1:100
1:100
1:100
1:40
1:50
1:100
1:400
1:100
1: 134·

Qualified medical specialists of recognized 'professional
ability shall be available for specialized care and consultation.
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13. vocational training instructors employed at Pineland as of. October 1, 1977, may be counted as professional
staff for purposes of this decree.
However, any vocational
training instructor hired after 'October 1, 1977, must have a
Bachelor's Degree in an appropriate discipline and'three
years' experie~ce in teaching the mentally retarded in order
to be considered part of the professional staff for' purposes
of this decree.
14. A minimum of 40 percent of social service professionals shall have a Master of Social Work degree ~rom an
accredited school.
15. A sufficient number of registered nurses and
licensed practical nurses shall be provided to meet the
medical and habilitation needs of the residents.
The ratio
of nurses (both registered nurses and licensed practical
nurses) to residents shall not exceed 1 to 9.5.
16. Each professional department or major program area
shall maintain an adequate number of program aides to carry
out the recormnendations of the PPP for ea.ch resident.
To
this end, paraprofessional staff performing services in
programs shall be maintained at a ratio of at least 1 to 5
while programs are in operation. Paraprofessional staff
shall receive training appropriate to their assignments.
Professional supervision shall be provided to all paraprofessional personnel.
17. A sufficient number of clerical staff shall be
available to administrative and professional staff, program
coordinators and living unit personnel such that memoranda
dealing with emergency problems shall be typed and distributed within four hours of submission to the clerical
staff, so that memoranda needed to assure adequate resident
care shall be typed within 24 hours of submission and so
that other routine matters will be typed within 10 working
days of submission to clerical staff.
For this purpqse, a
ratio of 1 clerical staff to 15 residents shall be maintained.
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D.

Programming

. 1.
Each resident shall have an individual" plan of
care, development and services, referred to hereafter as a
prescriptive program plan. The prescriptive program plan
~hall ~e ~re~ared and re-evaluated at least annually by an
lnterdlsclpllnary team which shall include a direct care
staff member who is primarily responsible for the resident
(s~e Appendix Jl:, section C, paragraph 4, supra) and approprlate professlonals. The makeup of the interdisciplinary
team shall be sufficiently broad such that each habilitation
need of a "resident can be professionally assessed and appropriate remedial recommendations can be made.
The resident shall be asked to attend the interdisciplinary team
meeting and shall be consulted in the development of his
prescriptive program plan. Each resident'~ correspondent,
unless a ~ompetent re~ident objects, shall be asked to
attend the team meeting. Notification shall be sent at
least two weeks in advance of the meeting. Minutes of each
team meeting shall be kept in the resident's file and the
minutes shall include the names of persons present and in
the case of professional staff members, their respective
disciplines.
2.
A PPP coordinator, identified by name in the
prescriptive program plan, shall be responsible for reviewing and supervising the resident's program progress,
including his progress toward community placement, and coordinating the input and assignments of other prof~ssionals
and discip~ines in the interdisciplinary team process.
3.
The PPP shall be reviewed by a minimum of three
members of the interdisciplinary team, including the PPP
coordinator, at least quarterly. At the quarterly review,
minor modifications in the plan may be made, and progress as
well as problem areas shall be noted. The quarterly review
team may reconvene the entire interdisciplinary team if they
find that re-evaluation of the resident is necessary.
"
4.
Ea~h program plan shall describe the nature of the
resident's specific needs "and capabilities, his program
goals, with short-range and long-range objectives and timetables for the attainment of these objectives. The prescriptive program plan shall address each resident's residential needs, medical needs, AOL skill learning needs,
psychological needs, social needs, recreatiOnal needs, and
other needs including educational, vocational, physical
therapy, occupational therapy, and speech therapy, as appropriate. The individual program plan shall include a
clear explanation of the daily program needs of the resident
for the guidance of those responsible for daily care. The
recommendations included in each resident's prescriptive
program plan, both as to residential and programming placements, shall in all cases be the least restrictive placements suited to the resident's needs. The recommendations
of the prescriptive progr~m plan shall be based on the
interdisciplinary team's eval~ation of the actual needs of
the resident rather than on what programs are currently
available.
In cases where. the services needed by a resident
are unavailable, the IDT shall so note in the prescriptive
program plan and shall recommend an interim program based on
available services which meet, as nearly as possible, the
actual needs of the resident. The number of residents in
need of a service which is not currently available and the
type of program each needs shall be compiled and these
figures shall be used to plan for the development of new
services and programs.
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5.
Each resident's prescriptive program plan shall
include an analysis of the community placement best suited
for that resident and a projected date for the resident's
progress to a community setting. There shall be .at least an
annual review of each resident's progress toward community
placement.
6.
Each prescriptive program plan shall ·be carried
out,pursuant to a·written service agreement. Each service
agreement shall include at least the following information:
(a)
It shall specify the respective responsibilities of the resident, the family, correspondent or legal
guardian of the resident, of Pineland Center, of the regional office, and each public and private agency which intends to provide services to the resident.
(b)
It shall identify by j~b classification or
other specific description each individual who is'responsible for carrying out each portion of the prescriptive
program plan.
.
7.
At the first interdisciplinary team meeting held
on behalf of a re~ident under the terms of this decree, any
regressive or self-abusive behavior which has been exhibited
by the resident will be noted. The prescriptive program
plan shall addres~ in detail the programs and services which
must be provided to the resident so that such behavior can
be eliminated as quickly as possible. One-to~one training
shall be an option considered by the interdiscipli~ary team.

8: The prescriptive program plan shall provide in the
first year following the signing of this decree, for a
minimum of five scheduled hou~s of program activity per
weekday for each resident and in the second year following
this decree for at least six hours of program activity per
weekday for each res{~ent. Each resident shall receive
these scheduled hours of programming. This program activity
shall be designed to contribute to the achievement of objectives established for each resident in his prescriptive
program plan.
In exceptional cases, residents may receive
fewer hours of program activity per weekday if a physician
certifies' in writing that such activity would be medically
harmful to the resident.
9.
Residents shall not be sent back to their living
units from programming activity as punishment or because of
toileting problems, and programming shall not be withdrawn
from any individual except as part of an approved behavior
modification program. Programming shall be regularly
scheduled for both the day and evening shifts.
10. Each resident's correspondent shall be kept informed on a quarterly basis of the resident's educational,
vocational and living skills progress, and medical condition, and shall be allowed access to the resident's records,
unless a competent resident objects. Each resident shall
have access to his own records, unless the IDT determines
that serious harm to the resident will result arid in such
cases access may be denied to harmful portions of the record.
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11. Pineland shall provide the programming recommended
by the resident's prescriptive program plan within 30 days
of the prep~ration ?f ~he plan.
If the recommended programs
are not avallable wlthln the 30-day period set out herein:
(a) the resident shall be' placed in the interim
program recommended by the resident's prescriptive program
plan; and
(b) Pineland shall submit to the master for his
approval, either a plan, including a time schedule, for the
development of an appropriate program, or a statement that
the program will not be developed;with accompanying documentation demonstrating that the service or program is not
required by professionally accepted standards of habilitation or care.
12. Any resident, either independently or with the aid
of an advocate or his correspondent, may invoke the proce~
dures set forth in paragraphs 15-17 of this section when he
disagrees with his prescriptive program plan.
Subject to
objection to such representation by a competent resident,
the resident's correspondent may invoke the procedures set
forth in paragraphs 15-17 of this section when the correspondent disagrees with the resident's prescriptive program plan.
13. All ,residents and their correspondents shall
receive notice of their right to object to and to appeal the
prescriptive program plan, in connection with all quarterly
reports required by paragraph 10 of this section. The
notice shall explain the procedure for objection and appeal
and shall identify, giving name, address and telephone
number, an advocate whom the resident or correspondent may
contact for assistance.
14. The new prescriptive program plan shall be implemented while an objection is being pursued unless the
Superintendent and the objecting resident or correspondent
agree otherwise.
15.

Informal objections

(a)
Informal objections to the prescriptive
program plan, which need not be in writing, shall be conveyed to the PPP coordinator identified in the resident's
prescriptive program plan (see paragraph 2 of this section),
who shall immediately attempt to resolve such objections.
Such objections shall be noted in the resident's permanent
record.
(b)
If the PPP coordinator is unable to resolve
the objection to the resident's or corre~pondent's satisfaction, the PPP coordinator shall explain to the resident
or correspondent his right to invoke the formal objection
and appeal mechanism outlined herein, and shall inform the
iesident or correspondent of his right of access to the
resident's program plan and other r~levant records and to
all papers submitted at all stages of the proceedings.
The
PPP coordinator shall notify the appropriate advocate of any
unresolved objecttons.
16.

Formal objections

(a) Formal objections may be made only after the
informal procedure set 'forth in paragraph 15 above has been
exhausted. The informal procedure shall be deemed to be
exhausted if no resolution has been reached within 20 days
after an informal objection is made.
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(b) All formal objections must be in writing,
must state the basis for the objection, and must be addressed to. the Superintendent.
(c) Upon receipt.of a formal objection, the
Superintendent, after notice to the resident, correspondent,
and advocate's officer shall call a c6nference with th~
resident's PPP coordinator and the objecting resident or
correspondent. This conference shall be called within 10
days. The conference shall be cond~cted in· an informal
manner, in such· a way as to receive all relevant written and
oral evidence. The particular procedure to be used shall be
determined by the Superintendent. The resident shall in all
cases have the right to be present and to be represented by
an advocate. Persons who do not desire to participate in
this conference may submit papers in support of their
position.
(d) within five days, the Superintendent shall
lssue a written decision with regard to the formal objection
which shall fully state the basis therefor, and shall (if
the decision upholds the objection) recommend a resolution
of the lssues presented.
(e)
If the decision of the Superintendent upholds
the objection, it shall allocate responsibility to named individuals for carrying out the recommended resolution within
45 days of the date of the decision.
(f) The decision of the Superintendent shall be
communicated in writing to the resident, the resideht's correspondent, the resident's PPP coordinator, and the advocate. Notice of the decision to the resident and the
correspondent shall include notice of their right to appeal
to the Director.
.
17.

Appeals

(a) Notice of an appeal shall be filed with the
Director within ten days of receipt of the decision of the
Superintendent. The Director shall cause copies of this
notice to be sent out to the resident, the resident's correspondent, the· resident's PPP coordinator, the advocate and
the Superintendent. within ten days of the filing of the
notice of appeal, persons receiving notice of the appeal
shall submit to the Director and to each other all information deemed pertinent to the Director's review. The
Director shall render a decision solely on the basis 6f the
papers so submitted.
In the event that the Director requires further information, the Director may call a conference with notice to all persons receiving notice of the
appeal. The resident shall in ~ll cases have the right to
be present and to be represented by an advocate.
(b) within ten days of receipt of all information
necessary to a decision, and in no case more than 20 days
after receipt of the notice of appeal, the Director shall
consider the appeal and make a decision either upholding the
decision of the Superintendent, recommending a new or different resolution, or dismissing the objection.
(c)
If any resolution is redommended, the decision shall allocate responsibility to named individuals
for carrying out the recommended resolution within 45 days
of the date of the decision.
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E.

Personnel - Recruitment, Screening, Training,
Qualifications, Termination

1.
Defendants shall actively recruit qualified staff.
Active recruitment of nonprofessional staff shall consist at
a minimum of placing highly visible ads in the major papers
in Portland and Lewiston, and of professional staff, in
addition, in relevant professional journals, in the Boston
Globe, in the Maine Times and 6ther sources as appropriate.
Salaries and benefits offered shall be adequate, to attract
qualified staff.
2.
All job applicants shall be carefully screened.
At least three existing professional staff at Pineland Center will interview each candidate for professional jobs. At
every level of employm·ent every attempt will be made to
screen out those individuals who might pose a danger to
residents or fail to work in their best interests.
3.
Any employee charged with the physical abuse of a
resident shall be relieved of duties during the pendency of
a comprehensive and speedy investigation into the alleged
abuse.
Subject to the State personnel grievance proceedings, any employee found to have abused a resident shall be
terminated immediately from employment at Pineland and shall
not again be rehired in any capacity at Pineland. Every job
applicant shall, before being hired, be informed of this
rule and shall slgn a statement that he understands the rule
and will abide by it.
4.
(a) There shall be full staff orientation and
training programs to increase employees' skills and interest
in achieving the program goals of the residents. within 60
days of the signing of this decree, defendants shall prepare
and submit for comment to all persons concerned with the
enforcement of this decree a plan to improve Pineland's
orientation and in-service training programs, which plan
shall specify the proposed staffing, curricula and duration
of such programs.
(b) orientation training for all new employees
shall consist at a minimum of the following:
within two
weeks of being hired, each new employee shall receive 90% of
a 20-hour orientation. At least the following areas shall
be addressed:
introduction to mental retardation, principles of normalization and developmental growth, human and
legal rights, fire protection, safety, growth-oriented
programming, behavior shaping, function of each professional
department, and role of staff in implementing the philosophy
of care and training of residents at Pineland.
In addition,
all new resident care and programming staff shall receive
within two months at least the following training: eight
hours of practical training in resident programming including the interdisciplinary team process, twelve hours of
practical training in behavior influencing techniques and
the utilization of the Program Guide, two hours of practical
training in proper oral hygiene for residents, and two hours
of training in the requirements of this decree.
(c) All current employees will have the equivalent of orientation training within six months of the signing of this decree and the additional 24 hours of training
within one year.
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(d) Each-professional department at Pineland
shall prepare and implement an inservice training program
for all new departmental employees.
Such programs shall
emphasize-creative and professional approaches to working
directly with residents and shall be as comprehensive as
necessary for the competent functioning of departmental
employees and in no case less than 50 hours in duration.
Professional employees who have at least one year of experience in working with retarded persons in the capacity in
which they are employed at Pineland shall be exempt from the
training requirements of this subparagraph, but shall attend
relevant sections of the orientation training.
(e) At least annually staff training programs in
the following areas will be provided: basic nursing, gesture language development, behavior influencing techniques,
records and reports, supervisory training, ski+l development
and other appropriate ·courses. To the extent appropriate,
closely supervised practical experience shall be emphasized
in such programs. A sufficient number of intermediate and
advanced training courses shall be offered such that each
staff person desiring to do so could receive 50 hours of
training in any six-month period.
Fifty hours of appropriate training shall be a-prime requisite for advancement
for nonprofessional resident care staff.
(f) Hour-for-hour credit may be given for a staff
member's cOmpletion of relevant course work at a university
or relevant training received from any other source provided
that such instruction or training is approved in advance by
a professional department head in the case of departmental
employees or by the director of residential services in the
case of other employees, and in either case with the approval of the Director of Staff Development.
(g) All key super~isory personnel and PPP Coordinators shall be thoroughly familiar with the provisions
of this decree.
5.
The personnel records of every Pineland employee
shall indicate all training received by the employee and
such training records shall be available to all persons
concerned with the enforcement of this decree.
6.
A staff member shall not do any resident programwithout assistance from a qualified staff person until
such staff member has completed 90% of the training required
in paragraph 4(b) of this section (for non-professionals) or
paragraph 4(d) of this section (for professionals).

m~ng

7.
Staff shall be actively involved by the administration in the development and assessment of Pineland
policies and programming.
8.
Every member of the Pineland professional staff
shall be entitled to attend annually at least one conference
in the New England region of relevance to his work ot to
visit another facility or program which will provide him
with new ideas relevant to his needs. The name of each
staff member taking advantage of the provisions of this
paragraph and the place of the conference attended or visit
made shall be documented. Attendance at such conferences or
such visits shall be approved by the staff members' immediate supervisor, by the Director of_Staff Development,
and by the Superintendent.
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9.
Supervisors shall be responsible for the regl11ar
review and assessment of the performance of their subor~
dinates, including their success in meeting program objectives. According to the procedures established by the
state personnel department, an evaluation report shall be
prepared at least annually emphasizing concrete ways in
which the staff person can improve performance and shall be
given to the person evaluated. The administration shall be
responsible for pursuing every procedure and requirement
provided by law, regulation or contract, in the termination
or reassignment of employees whose performance is found
unsatisfactory.
10. Personnel policies shall be designed to maximize
use of individual employees' skills and to enhance effective
programming for residents and working conditions for employees.
In order to ~mprove personnel policies, personnel
terminating employment shall be interviewed if the employee
consents.
Summaries of these interviews shall be reviewed
by the Superintendent and by other appropriate persons, to
determine any causes of employee dissatisfaction and instances of dehumanizing or abusive practices and other
relevant information, including the determination of appropriate criteria for hiring and screening new employees.
such summaries shall be made available to all persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree.
11. Volunteers at Pineland Center will be eligible to
receive appropriate in-service training on terms identical
to those of regular staff. Volunteers will be encouraged to
make use of these opportunities by their supervisors. Each
volunteer will be provided a person who will provide direct
,supervision to the volunteer on a regular basis.
One person
shall be assigned the responsibility of recruiting volunteers, scheduling volunteers and seeing to the maximum
effective utilization of volunteers.
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F.

Food, Clothing, Hygiene

1.
Consistent with their capabilities and handicaps,
residents, shall be taught to feed themselves and shall be
fed both hot and cold foods and beverages in a normal
fashion, in cheerful dining r60m surroundings, with regard
for personal hygiene (including washing hands of residents
before and after every meal). Meal schedules shall correspond to normal community standards, with no less than 30
minutes allricated for each resident's meal. To the extent
possible, residents shall be tau~ht to eat in leisurely
family style, to use utensils, and to choose appropriate
quantities of food according to individual tastes and preferences. Direct care staff shall be trained in and shall
utilize proper feeding techniques.
Significant individual
feeding problems shall be addressed in the PPP and the
recommendations of the· PPP shall be followed.
2.
A nourishing, well-balanced, nutritionally adequate diet shall be provided. Residents shall be given
liquids at appropriate intervals during each meal, not ju~t
at the end of the meal. The food ~nd nutrition needs of
residents shall be met in accordance with the Recommended
Dietary Allowances ,of the Food and Nutrition Board of the
National Research Council, adjusted for age; sex, activity,
disability and 'special therapeutic needs of individual residents. There shall be a mechanism for ensuring that residents who require special diets receive them.
3.
A medical order shall,be required if r~sidents are
to be fed a diet of other than solid foods, are to be fed in
any setting'other than a suitable dining area, or are to be
fed in a prone position, and any such orders shall be reviewed quarterly by the resident's physician.
4.
Dining areai and food storage, preparation, and
distribution shall be in compliance with state and local
sanitation requirements. There shall be sufficient dishes
and utensils for all residents, which shall be thoroughly
cleaned between u'ses.
5.
Food shall be prepared by methods that preserve
nutritive value, served at normal temperatures, and protected from contamination in transport and storage.
6.
Denial of a nutritionally adequate diet shall not
be used as punishment, or as part of a behavior modification
program.
7.
At least one serving of fresh or frozen fruit and
one serving of a fresh or frozen vegetables shall be provided each resident each day. Every effort shall be made to
provide fresh fruit and fresh vegetables on a daily basis ln
season. A wide variety of breads will be available to be
served daily.
8.
a week.

Processed meats will be served no more than twice
A concerted effort will be made to restrict a
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resident's intake of refined sugar. 'Each resident will
receive daily supplemental vitamins if recommended by the
resident's physician.
9.
All residents, will be provided training at a level
appropriate to the resident's functional abilities in the
purchase, preparation and eating of food.
10. 'Residents shall be provided with clean,' adequate
and seasonably appropriate clothing which is comparable in
style arid quality with clothing worn by p~rsoris of similar
age and sex in the community. An inventory of clothing
owned by each resident shall be maintained on a current
basis and every resident shall have a summer and winter
compliment of dress clothing, daily wear clothing, recreational clothing and ileepwear. Each resident shall also be
provided with sufficient clothing for rainy weather, snow
and extreme cold. Whenever a resident's clothes are lost,
damaged or stolen, the affected items shall be repaired or
replaced to maintain the resident's currently needed wardrobe.
Special or adaptive clothing shall be provided to all
residents who need it, such that the standards of this
paragraph will be met for all residents.
Every resident
will be provided with an adequate supply 6f undergarments
such that he will have clean underclothing of his own.
Clothing will not be taped or tied onto a resident unless
the resident's PPP specifies the conditions upon which it
may be done.
Each resident shall be provided specific
habilitative services to teach the proper use and maintenance of clothing. Unless contraindicated by a resident's
PPP, each resident shall be involved in the selection of his
clothing and shall have ready access to it. All clothing
worn by a resident shall be his own, shall be noted on the
resident's clothing inventory and shall be inconspicuously
marked with the resident's pame.
11. Each resident shall receive assistance in learning
normal grooming and personal hygiene practices.
Individual
toilet articles shall be available to each resident unless
contraindicated by the resident's PPP. Residents shall
receive a bath or shower at least every other day. Hair
styling and finger and toe nail cutting shall be regularly
scheduled for all residents.
12. There shall be a sufficient number of qualified
personnel to fulfill the objectives of this section.
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G.

Education

1.
The educitional philosophy shall be that all
residents are presumed to be capable of benefitting from
education. Education services shall be provided. to adult
residents upon recommendation of the resident's PPP. The
education staff shall consult on at least a monthly basis
with those individuals and teams responsible for the daily
care and programming of each resident.
2.
Educational services at Pineland shall, ·at a
minimum, be equivalent to the special educational services
provided in the community. in accordance with Maine law in
terms of.:
(a) Staff qualifications and competencies, inservice training, and diagnostic or prescriptive teachers;
(b)

Program hours per student;

(c)

Nature, content and quality of programs;

(d) Curriculum guides, equipment, resource materials and diagnostic, testing and screening procedures.
3.
There shall be no more than ten residents in a
class. Each class of more than five students shall be
staffed by a paraprofessional in addition to the teacher.
4.
A resident shall be seen several times during the
day where the PPP determines that continuous hours of education would be inappropriate for a resident.
In exceptional
cases, residents may receive fewer hours of educational
activity per weekday if a physician certifies in writing
that such activity would be medically harmful to the resident. All such certifications shall be collected and made
available to persons concerned with the enforcement of this
decree.
5.
The Department and the Superintendent shall actively seek out, develop and utilize educational services in
the community for residents.
6.
Those residents with specialized needs, sucn as
the blind, de~f and multiply handicapped, shall receive
programs of special education and development specifically
designed to meet those needs, and special education staff
shall receive specialized training or consultation from
qualified professionals in the appropriate specialized
field.
7.
Toilet training or any other level of competency
shall not be a prerequisite to receiving educational.services.
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8.
All necessary c~assroom materials and equipmei1t
shall be on hand and reordered as necessary. Teachers shClll
have a major voice in deciding what is needed. All necessary diagnostic equipment shall be ordered immediately.
Teachers shall be trained to use such equipment.
9.
Education shall be provided to ~chool age children
on a year-round basis unless a resident's PPP specifies
otherwise and states in full why such year-round schooling
is inappr6priate. Modification of sch601 age children's
educational'progr~m will be made as necessary during the
activities and camp experie~ces scheduled through the summer
months.
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H.

Recreation

1.
There shall be a recreational program at Pineland
which meets the recreational needs of each resident as set
forth in his PPP. There shall be enough recreational
equipment to provide adequate recreational services to all
residents. There shall be a special effort to' find equipment appropr~ate for multiply handicapped and profoundly
retarded resldents. The recreation program shall conform as
closely as possible to normal community recreation activities, ,in particulai in terms of equipment, age and sex
grouplng, facilities and surroundings. A minimum of five
hours of,recreational program activity shall be prQvided to
each resldent each week.
2.
Recreation may be considered a part of programming
if it consists of organized and structured activity related
to the achievement of PPP goals.
3.
Recreation shall be conducted In developmentally
appropriate groups.
4.
Whenever possible, recreation shall take place in
the community. Additional vehicles shall be provided to
ensure adequate transportation for residents, regardless of
handicap.
5.
Recreation staff shall receive appropriate inservice training. Recreation shall be conducted primarily
during evening and weekend hours.
6.
In addition to recreational program activity,
developmentally appropriate opportunities shall be provided
all residents for use of their leisure time. Unless contraindicated by the resident's PPP, at least one major and two
minor evening or weekend recreational activities shall be
available to each resident each week. A major activity is
one which takes the resident off the 'campus or occuP.ies most
of a resident's morning, afternoon or evening. A minor
activity is one which involves the resident for at least one
hour. Weather permitting, and unless inappropriate for the
activity, it shall take place outdoors.

7.

Developmentally appropriate reading materials,
books,
film strips, special toys, games and records
coloring
shall be available to residents in places which are comfortable and conducive to resident use.
8.
An attractive area conducive to residents' enjoyment of outdoor leisure time, including equipment designed
to meet the residents' needs for unstructured physical
activity and appropriate to the residents' developmental
levels shall be accessible to residents.
Chairs shall be
available to residents who wish to sit outdoors.
9.
Every ambulatory resident shall have the opportunity fora minimum of four hours of outdoor activity each
week for seven months of the year and a minimum of eight
hours of outdoor involvement each week for five months of
the year, weather permitting.
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I.

Dental Services

1.
A dental clinic shall be maintained at Pineland
which will provide twice-yearly examination, cleaning and
repairing of all residents' teeth. Residents without teeth
shall be seen at least annually . . More frequent examinations
or treatment shall be provided when necessary.
2.
As a part of the PPP of each resident who is
without teeth or missing teeth or who has visibly crooked
teeth or swollen gums, a concrete plan shall be developed by
.the dental clinic for maximum feasible restoration of the
resident's mouth. All such plans shall be available to
persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree.
3.
Oral hygiene shall be maintained at a level that
will adequately assure the.oral health of each resident and
that will allow all professionally recommended prosthodontic, orthodontic, endodontic and oral surgery work to be
performed.
4.
All nursing and direct care staff shall receive
the practical irairiing necessary to fully implement the oral
hygiene standard specified in the preceding paragraph.
5.
A concerted effort shall be made to train each
resident in the proper care of his or her teeth, and all
residents shall brush their teeth (or have their teeth
brushed) every morning and every evening before bedtime.
Plaque detector shall be used under the supervision of
nursing staff as necessary to ensure that proper brushing of
teeth is accomplished. All reasonable steps shall be taken
to eliminate mouth odors.
6.
. Emergency dental care shall be available on a 24hour, seven-day-a-week basis. Appropriate specialists,
including anesthesiologists, shall be provided whenever
needed.
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J.

Psychological Services

1.
These services shall include at least annual
psychological evaluations which shall be conducted as part
of each resident's PPP pursuant to Appendix A, Section D.
such evaluations shall include personal interaction with the
resident.
In addition, evaluation, consultation, the preparation of a program plan, therapy and behavior modification
shall be provided, where necessary or appropriate, by sufficient qualified psychologists.
2.
All PPP recommendations by psychology professionals intended to be 'carried out in whole or in part by
direct care staff will be monitored by the psychology staff
on a weekly basis during the month following the recommendation, and monthly t~ereafter, unless closer monitoring
continues to be required.
3.
When appropriate, psychologists shall instruct
parents and relatives in the techniques of behavior management specified in the resident's PPP.
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K.

Physical Therapy Services

1.
Individualized physical therapy services on a
regular basis shall be provided to those residents who can
benefit therefrom, including all residents suffering from
cerebral palsy and all non-affibulatory residents, and shall
include positioning, feeding programs, self-ambulation
programs, intervention and activation. Each physical therapist shall keep evaluation and progress records for each
resident under his care, in accordance with the requirements
of Appendix A, section D.
2.
Sufficient numbers of qualified' staff shall promptly.evaluate all non-ambulatory and physically handicapped
.
residents to determine the number of wheelchairs (including
electric wheelchairs),' braces, orthopedic shoes, walkers,
crutches, positioning equipment, bolsters, helmets, adaptive
chairs and any other adaptive equipment that is needed.
Such equipment shall be ordered and/or constructed and
issued as quickly as possible. Staff shall be employed to
make adaptive equipment, tailored to the physical needs of
individual residents.
3.
There shall be immediate physical therapy followup on residents who have undergone orthopedic surgery.
4.
All PPP recommendations made by physical therapy
professionals and intended to be carried out in whole or in
part by direct care staff will be monitored· by physical
therapy staff on a weekly basis in the month following the
recommendation, and monthly thereafter unless closer monitoring continues to be required.
5.
When appropriqte, physical therapists shall instruct parents and relatives in the proper techniques of
physical therapy specified in the resident's PPP.

-

L.
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Speech Pathology and Audiology services

1.
The purpose of speech pathology and audiology
services s.hall be to improve the verbal or non-verbal communications skills of all residents.
For this purpose, it
shall be presumed that all residents can benefit from such
services. Speech pathology and audiology services shall be
provided as specified i~ each resident's PPP.
2.
To this end, there shall be available sufficient
appropriately qualified staff and necessary suppo+ting
personnel to carry out speech pathology and audiology services and communication skills development in accordance
with goals and stated objectives in residents' PPP's. Staff
who assume independent responsibilities for clinical services shall possess th·e educational and experience qualifications required for a certificate of Clinical Competence
issued by the American Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA)
in the area (speech pathology or audiology) in which they
provide services, or equivalent qualifications.
3.
All PPP recommendations made by speech and hearing
professionals and intended to be carried out in whole or in
part by· direct care staff shall be monitored weekly in the
month following the recommendation~ and monthly thereafter
unless closer monitoring continues to be required. When a
resident is being trained in a non-verbal or gesture language system, that resident's primary aides on the day ·and
evening shifts and primary program provider shall .be similarly trained in that system.
4.
Every resident shall receive a speech, language,
and hearing screening once every two years, administered by
a speech and hearing professional to identify speech, language, or hearing problems.
In addition, every resident
under ten years of age and those residents requiring closer
monitoring or who are high-risk residents (i.e., those·with
progressive hearing loss or diminishing speech or language
functions due to physical/neurological factors) shall be
evaluated annually by a speech and hearing professional.
In
addition, residents referred by the IDT process as requiring
additional ·diagnostic work will be evaluated as necessary.
Speech and hearing professionals shall develop PPP's for
those residents who may require such services as appropriate
to their developmental needs.
Speech and hearin·g professionals will participate in the IDT meetings of residents
receiving direct treatment services and IDT's of other
residents as appropriate. As part of the PPP for each non~
verhal resident, a specific communication skills training
program calculated to meet the resident's need to commun~
icate will be prescribed.
5.
Speech therapists shall teach parents and relatives how to stimulate language and train them in using an
al ternati ve communication system, when appropria·te.
6.
Residents who require hearing aids are to wear the
.aid as the therapist recommends.
Such aids are to be maintained at all times in good working order.
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7.
Speech therapists shall consult with physicians if
they believe surgery 1S appropriate.
8.
Speech therapists' recommendations as to ENT,
dental re.ferrals and contipued programming shall be considered by the lDT described in Ap~endix A, Section D.
9.
Where appropriate, deaf residents, hearing impaired residents, and residerits with neurological or physical damage precluding the acquisition of speech will be
taught sign language or an alternate communicative system.
10. A speech or hearing professional shall at least
semiannually observe and measure with appropriate equipment
the tioise levels in al~ resident living and program areas
and make 'concrete recommendations for the elimination of
unacceptable noise levels. All such recommendations shall
be provided to persons concerned with the enforcement of
this decree.
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M.

Medical .and Nursing Services

1.
Pinelatid shall. have a comprehensive program of
health services for residents which p~ovides quality, continuity and accessibility of care. Each resident shall have
at least annually a comprehensive medical· examination. A
full range of preventive, acute, and specialized.medical
services and resources shall be available to residents as
needed.
In ke~ping with App~ndii A, Section D, medical
services and diagnosis shall be closely coordinated with
each resident's PPP.
2.

Residents not requiring specialized medical or
Residents
who remain in the hospital for more than ten days shall
receive a level of pro·gramming comparable to their regular
programming, unless the written order of a physician certifies that such programming would be medically harmful.
n~rsing care shall not be kept in Benda Hospital.

3.
A full-scale immunization program shall be maintained so that all residents receive all necessary lmmunizations except as exempted by Maine statute.
.
4.
There shall be regular training sessions for
direct care staff on the identification and reporting of
medical problems, with particular emphasis on seizure control, aspiration, prevention of bed sores, and other common
health problems of Pineland residents.
5.
Physicians' schedules shall include adequate provision for medical coverage, including care for medical
emergencies on a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week basis.
6.
Pin~land shall maintain a contract for acute
medical· care with one or more accredited hospitals.
In
addition, service agreements with backup medical facilities
shall be developed, where appropriate.
7.
The comprehensive medical evaluations specified in
paragraph 1 above shall include evaluation pf the need for
comprehensive eye examination which shall be provided if
indicated~
Glasses shall be provided when indicated and
promptly replaced if broken.
8.
As part of the PPP for each bedridden or nonambulatory resident, consideration shall be given to providing orthopedic surgery to correct or allay further. degeneration.
9.
Nurses. shall be considered part of the care serVlce team. Residents shall be provided with nursing services in accordance with their needs.

include:

Such services shall
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(a)

Provision of skilled nursing care as needed;

(b) 'Control of communicable diseases and
fections through:

lIl-

(1)

I denti fication and as'sessment;

(2)

Reporting to medical authority; and

(3) Implementation of appropriate protective
and preventive measures; and

(c). Responsibility for attaining the standards
. set· for oral hy'giene and care in accordance with Appendix A
section I.

I
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N.

Restraints and Abuse

1.
Mistreatment, neglect or abuse in any form of any
resident shall be prohibited. The routine use of all forms
o~ restraint shall be eliminated .. Physical or chemical restraint shall be employed only when absolutely nece~~ary to
prevent a resident from seriorisly injuring himself or others.
Restraint shall never be employed as punishment, for the
convenience of staff, or as a SUbstitute for programs.
In
any event, restraints may only be applied if alternative
techniques have been attempted and failed (such failure to
be documented in the resident's record) and only if such
restraints impose the least possible restriction consistent
with their purposes. Pineland shall have a written policy
defining (1) the use of restraints~ (2) the professionals
who may authorize such use, and (3) the mechanism for monitoring and controlling such use.
2.
Only professionals designated by the Superintendent may order the use of restraints.
such orders shall
be in writing and shall not be in force for over 12 hours.
A resident placed in restraint shall be checked at least
every 30 minutes by staff trained in the use of restraints
and a written record of such checks shall be kept.
3.
Mechanical restraints shall be designe~ for minimum discomfort and used so as not to cause physical injury
to the resident. Opportunity for motion and exercise shall
be provided foi a period of not less th~n ten minutes during
each two hours in which restraint is employed.
4.
The use and duration of all restraints, including
mittens, tying devices, and camisoles shall be documented ln
daily reports made to the Superintendent by those professionals'ordering such use.
5.
straitjackets shall never be used, nor shall any
resident be tied, spread-eagled to a bed, or subjected to
either corporal punishment, degradation, or seclusion, which
is hereby defined as placing a resident alone in a locked
room, living unit or area, which he cannot leave ~t will,
without constant visual surveillance.
6.
Alleged instances o'f mistreatment, neglect or
abuse of any resident shall be reported immediately to the
superintendent and to the advocate, and there shall be a
written report that the allegation has been thoroughly and
promptly investigated, (with the findings stated therein).
Such written reports shall be ,made available to persons
concerned with the enforcement of this decreet and their
confidentiality shall be maintained.
7.
A resident's correspondent shall b~ notified in
writing whenever restraints are used and whenever an instance of mistreatment, neglect or abuse occurs;
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o.

,Medication

1.
No prescription medication shall be administered
except upon order of a physician.
such orders shall be
confirmed in writing by a physician within 48 hours.
2.'
Notation of each resident's medication shall be
kept in his medical rec~rds. At least every 30 days the
physician shall review the drug regimen ofe~ch resident'
under his care. All p~escriptions shall be written with a
termination date, which shall not exceed £0 days. The chief
medical or pharmacological professional shall provide a
,monthly statement listing the number of residents receiving
(1) phenothiazines, (2) tranquilizers, and (3) ariticonvulsants.
3.
Residents shall have a right to be free from
unnecessary or excessive medication and a continuous, concerted ~ffort shall be made to reduce unnecessary m~di.
cations.
'
4.
Psychotropic drugs ihall be used only as an integrated'part of an individualized habilitation plan that is
designed to lead to a less restrictive way of treating, and
ultimately to the elimination of, the behaviors for which
the drugs are employed. Before any new psychotropic medication is prescribed, the attending physician shall ascertain, consider and record in the resident's medical record
the following information:
(a) the diagnosis and the specific behaviors and
other signs and symptoms which indicate a need for the
medication;
(b) the reasons for the choic~ of medication,
including such matters as careful balancing of expected
therapeutic effects and 'potential adverse effects, the
history of the residerit's response to the same or similar
medication, and why techniques other than medication are not
deemed adequate or app~opriatetreatment for the resident;
(c) the method for assessing 'the resident's
progress or response to the treatment, including adverse
effects; and
(d) the fact that the physician or nurse has
explained in lay terms to the resident and to the resident's
correspondent the reasons for the treatment and possible
benefits and consequences of the medication.,
5.
During a course of administration of psychotropic
medication, the physician shall ensure that the resident's
progress or response to the treatment, including adverse
effects, are carefully monitored and recorded. Pursuant to
this re9uirement, the physician shall:,
(a) ensure that appropriate persons responsible
for the resident's habilitation, education, care and other
treatment are informed as to the significant potential
effects of the medication and record their observations

-
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thereof, including effects on the resident's progress in
habilitation and education programs and his participation
other activities; and
~erformed

lD

(b). ensure that appropriate laboratory tests are
and analyzed ..

6.
Repeated administration of a psychotropic medication, including substitution of a medication of the same.
class, shall never cumulatively exceed one year without the
attending physician effecting a carefully monitored withdrawal of the medication. This periodic drug withdrawal
shall be used to determine the need for continuing the
medic~tiori and the prescribed dosage.
During such withdra~al the re~ults shall be noted in the resident's medical
record. Withdrawal shpuld proceed as long as the patient's
condition is not worsened. Medication may be resumed only
if there is clear documentation of benefit derived from its
use.
Such a drug withdrawal program shall be repeated on an
annual basis. The physician shall be responsible for making
all decisions regarding individual withdrawal programs.
7.
Any resident subjected to the following medication
regimens shall have his medical record reviewed by a consultant in psychopharmacology at least annually:
(a) concurrent use of more thari one antip~ychotic
medication or concurrent use of an antipsychotic medication
with an antianxiety, antidepressant or antimanic medication;
(b) use of any anticonvulsive or anti-Parkinson
medication in the absence of current indications that the
resident suffers from convulsions or Parkinson-like effects;
(c) use of any antipsychotic medication in the.
presence of evidence of serious side effects, including, but
not limited to, tardive dyskinesia;
(d) use of any psychotropic medication regimen
when any pharmacist, physician, pharmocologist, professional
or staff member states in writing with reasons therefor to
the pharmacist that such regimen constitutes a hazard of
serious adverse effects not warranted by the therapeutic
benefit to the. resident. The pharmacist shall send· a copy
of all such .reports to the attending ppysician.
8.
Medication shall not be used as punishment, ·for
the convenience of the staff, as a substitute for program,
or in quantities that interfere with the resident's habilitation.
9.
Pharmacy services at the institution shall be
directed by a full-time professionally competent and licerised pharmacist. Such pharmacist shall be a graduate of a
school of pharmacy accredited by the American council on
Pharmaceutical Education.
10. The pharmacist shall perform duties which include,
but are not limited to, the following:
(a) receiving the original or direct copy, of the
physician's drug treatment order;
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~b)
reviewing the drug regimen, and any changes,
for po~en~lal~y adverse reactions, allergies, iriteractions,
contralnqlcatlons, rationality, and laboratory test modifications, and advising the physician of any recommended
cha~ges, with reasons and with a proposed alternate drug
reglmen;

(c) maintaining for each resident an individual
record of all medications (prescription and nonpiescription)
dispensed., including quanti ties and frequency of refills .
. 11. Only.appropriately trained persons shall be allowed to administer drugs.
Injectable drugs shall be administered by a registered nurse or licensed practical
nurse.
12 .. written poli~ies and procedures that govern the
safe administration and handling of all drugs shall be
developed by the responsible pharmacist, physician, nurse,
and" other professional staff.
(a) The compounding, packaging, labeling, and
dispensing of drugs, including samples and investigational
drugs, shall be done by the pharmacist,' or under his direct
supervision, with proper controls and records.
Each drug
shall be identified up to the point of administration.
Procedures shall be established for obtaining drugs when the
pharmacy is closed.
(b) There shall be a written policy regarding the
administration of all drugs used by the residents, including
those not spetifically pre~cribed by the attending practitioner.
There shall be a written policy regarding the
routine of drug administration, including standardization of
abbreviations indicating dose schedules. Medications shall
not be used by any resident other than the one for whom they
were issued.
13. Drugs shall be stored under proper conditions of
sanitation, temperature, light, moisture, ventilation,
segregation and security.
(a) All drugs shall be kept under lock and key
except when authorized personnel are in attendance.
(b) The security requirements of federal and
state laws shall be satisfied. in storerooms, pharmacies, and
living units.
(c) Poisons, drugs used externally, and drugs
taken internally shall be stored on separate shelves or in
separate cabinets, at all locations.
(d) Medication~ that are stored in a refrigerator
containing things other than drugs shall be kept in a separate compartment with proper security.
(e) A perpetual inventory shall be maintained of
each narcotic drug kept in the pharmacy, and on each unit in
which such drugs are kept, and inventory records shall show
the quantities of receipts, and issues and the person(s)
to whom issued or administered.
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(f)
If there is a drug storeroom separate from
the pharmacy, there shall be. a perpetual inventory of receipts and issues of all drugs by such storeroom.
14. Discontinued and outdated drugs, and containers
with worn, illegible, or missing labels, shall be returned
to the pharmacy for proper disposition.
15. Medication errors and drug reactions shall be
recorded and reported immediately to the practitioner who
ordered the drug, if he is available, and otherwise to a
physician on duty. A report shall also be made to the
pharmacist.
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P.

Behavior Modification, Research, and Hazardous
or Experimental Treatment

1.
Residents who require, in ad.di tion to regular
programming, services for psychiatric problems shall be
treated in ,their living units or in small groups within a
living unit of no more than four residents. Any transfer of
a ~esident td a psychiatric facility or unit shall occur
only in compliance with the ~roceduies set forth in Maine
admission and commitment law.
2.,
The use of aversive conditioning shall be
mitted only after positive reinforcement procedures
other less drastic alternatives have been tried and
(this failure shall be documented) and approval has
obtained:
(a)

perand
fail~d

been

from the resident's interdisciplinarY team; and

(b) from the resident, if he is capable of giving
informed consent, or from the resident's correspondent if
the resident cannot give informed consent; and
(c)
from a three-person special commi tt.ee on
aversive conditioning, designated'by the Superintendent,
which shall include the advocate, and two designees from the
Consumer Advisory Board.
3.
The Superintendent, the Director and Commissioner
shall be advised when a decision has been reached and approved to utilize such aversive conditioning. Aversive
conditioning techniques shall be employed only under the
supervision ~f a psychiatrist or psycho16gist licensed to
practice in Maine who has had proper training in the use of
such techniques, and who is specifically authorized by the
superintendent to conduct such aversive conditioning.
4.
Research or experimentation shall be conducted
only after apprdval has been obtained as set forth in parag~aph 2 above, except research limited to review of resident
records, provided that confidentiality is adequately protected.
'
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Q.

Maintena'nce, Safety and Emergency Procedures

1.
All necessary steps shall be taken to correct
health and safety hazards, including covering radiators and
stearn pipes in a manner to protect' residents from injury,
re~airing broken windows, and removing in~ects and vermin.
'pineland shall complY with the provisions of the
Life Safety Code of the National Fire Protection Association. ' Staff and residents shall be trained in emergency
procedur~s.Procedures to be followed in case of fire,
medical, missing person, or other emergencies, shall be
promulgated by the superintendent.
Special attention shall
be paid to the needs of physically' handicapped residents.
There shall be quarterly fire drills for each shift except
the night shift, and ~eriodic fire drills for the night
shift.
2,.

3.
o~tside windows shall be provided with screens.
Doors shall be provided with screens except where their
ins~allation would create a violation of fire safety standards.
4.
Floors in living or sleeping areas other than
dining or bathroom areas shall be provided with carpets or
rugs~ consistent with a pleasant, clean, quiet and safe
residential environment.
5.
DefendantS shall establish and maintain a program
of adequate maintenance of buildings and equipment which
sha11 include prompt elimination of existing maintenance
backlogs.
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R,

Labor

1.
Insti tution Maintenance': No resident shall be
required to perform labor which involves the operation and
maintenance of the institution or for which the institution
is under contract with an outside organization. Privileges
or release from the institution shall not be conditioned
upon the performance of labor covered by this provision.
Residents may voluntarily engage in such labor if the labor
is compensated in.accordance with paragraph 4 of this section. No resident shall regularly be involv~d in the care,
feeding, . clothing, training, or supervlsion of other residents.
2.

Training Tasks and

Labo~:

(a) . Residents may be' required to perform vocational training tasks which do not involve the operation and
maintenance of the institution, subject to a presumption
that an assignment of longer than four months to any specific .task is not a training task, provided the specific
task or any change in assignment is:
(1) an integrated part of the resident's PPP
and has been approved as a program activity by a professional
responsible for supervising the resident's program;
and
(2)

supervised by a staff member.

(b) Residents may voluntarily engage in labor
during non-program hours for which the institution would
otherwise have to pay an employee, provided the type of
labor or any change in the type of labor is:
(1)

approved by the IDT;

(2)

supervised by a staff member; and

(3)
4 of this section.

compensated in accordance with paragraph

3.
Personal Housekeeping: Residents may be required
to perform tasks of a personal housekeeping nature such as
the making of their own beds.
4.
(a)' Residents who are employed to perform work of
economic benefit to the employer shall be paid wages which
are commensurate with those paid nonhandicapped workers at
Pineland or at businesses in the vicinity for essentially
the. same. type, quality and quantity of work. The applicability of this standard does not depend on whether or not
the work is of therapeutic value to the resident.
lS

(b) Pineland shall maintain for each resident who
employed, and have available for inspection, records of:

(1) the productivity of each resident, to be
reviewed at quarterly intervals;
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(2) the prevailing wages paid nonhandicapped
workers in Pineland or in businesses in the vicinity for
essentially similar work to that performed by residents; and
(3) production standards for an average
nonhandicapped worker for each job being performed by a
resident.
5.
Residents~hall be allow~d
under this section.

io

keep amoUnts e~rned

6.
Every effort shall be made to provide compensated
employment for residents who are willing and able to work
and sufficient funds will be made available for the implementation of this paragraph.
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S.

Records

1.
There shall be a-system of records for each resideveloped and maintained under the supervision of a
competent records technician. - Each resident's records shall
be readily available to all professional staff. Direct care
staff involved with a particular resident shall have access
to those portions of an individual's records relevant to
programming.
Information shall be incorporated in the
resident's record in sufficient detail to enable those persons ,involved in therresident's program to provide effective, continuing services. All entries in the resident's
recor-d shall be legible, dated, and have th~ signature and
identification bf the individual making the entry.
d~nt

2.

These record"s shall include:

(a)
legal status;

identification data including the resident's

(b)" relevant family data, including family visits
and contacts, educational background, and employment record;
(c) prior medical history, both physical and
mental, including prior institutionalization;
(d)

an inventory of the resident's life skills;

(e)
a record of each physical examination, psychological report, and any other evaluations, including all
those required by this decree;
(f)
a copy of the individual's PPP, and any
modifications and evaluations thereof, with an appropriate
summary to guide direct care staff in implementing such
plan;
(g)
the
quarterly) reviews
with directions as
fessional involved

findings made in periodic (at least
of the -individual's response to his PPP,
to modifications, prepared by a proin the resident's program;

(h)
a copy of -the post-institutionalization plan
and any modifications thereof, a summary of the steps that
have been taken t6 implement that plan, and all social
serVlce reports;
(i)
a medication_ history and status, as required
-by Appendix A, section 0;
(j)
a signed order by authorized personnel for
any physical restraints, as required by Appendix A, Section
N;

(k)
a descriptibn of any extraordinary incident
or accident in the institution involving the resident, to be
entered bya -staff member noting personal knowledge of the
incident or accident or other source of information, including all reports of investigatiDns of resident mistreatment, as required by Appendix A, section N;
(1)
a summary of the extent and nature of any
work activities and the effect of such activity upon the
resident's progress;
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(m)

all team minutes relating to the resident;

(n) all other orders and certifications speClfically required by this decree.
3.
Defendants'shall employ an adequate number of
appropriately qualified staff, and necessary supporting
personnel, to facilitate the'~rompt~and accurat~processlng,
, typing, 'checking, indexing, fi ling and retrieval of records
and record data.
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T.

Consumer Advisory Board

1.
A nine-member Consumer Advisory Board shall be
established, "and its re~ponsibil{£ies shall inCltide evalua"tion of alleged dehumanizing practices, promotion of normalization," and examination of violations of individual "rights.
The Board shall submit written reports on at least a quarterly basis to the Superintendent and to the commissioner,
and shall make such reports available to person"s concerned
with the enforcement of this decree.
.
2.
Membership on the Consumer Advisory Bo"ard shall
include parents or relatives of residents, community leaders, the:~dvocate fro~ ~ineland, "the chaplain from Pineland,
and reside"nts· or former residents. Membership shall be
nominated from but not iimited to the following organizations: the Maine Committee on the Problem~ of the Mentally
Retarded," the Protection and Advocacy System, the Developmental Disabilities Council, "the Pineland Parents and
Friends, and the Maine Association for Retarded citizens.:
The members" shall be appointed by' the Commissioner fo'r terms.
not to exceed two years. Such terms shall be staggered so
as to afford appropriate overlap.
.
3.
The Consumer Advisory Board shall have direct
access to all living and progiam areas and to all records
directly related tO,resident care, other than personnel
records.
<

.

.

4.
Members of the Consumer Advisory Board shall be
reimbursed·by defendants for their reasonable expenses
involved in carryin~ out their responsibilities as stated ln
this section.
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U.

Management

1.
A meaningful table of organization shall be
maintained, clearly defining areas qf responsibility and
accountability by position and name. A means for resolving
disputes between units and professional departments, in~
cluding disputes concerning the deployment or supervision· of
staff, shall be provided.
.
2.
Pineland shall maintain an up-to-date manual for
employees including all policies, regulations and proc~dures
required by this decree. The manual shall be submitted for
comment to all persons concerned with the enforcement of
this decree within 60 days of the signing of this decree.
3.
Consultants shalt periodically evaluate management
and all major program elements covered by this decree.
Whenever consultants or outside. evaluators are utilized,
reports shall be forwarded to the Superintendent and be made
available to persons concerned with the enforcement of this
decree.
<

4.
At least one person shall be employed who shall be
familiar with all sources of federal and private monies for
which Pineland or any of its programs might be eligible and
who shall make application whenever appropriate.
5.
Pineland shall make a concerted effort to maintain
mutually beneficial contact and liaison with the various
campuses and departments of the·Uniyersity of Maine, as well
as other colleges, with the goal of providing students
practical experieDce in working with retarded citizens,
involving outside professionals in contributing to program
and research needs of Pineland residents, and developing
such other cooperative efforts as may be of benefit to
Pineland's residents. .
6.
The Commissioner shall prepare a budget request
which is calculated to meet all deficiencies in meeting the
terms of this decree. A copy of all portions of the governor'sbudget applicable to this decree shall be sent to
all persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree
when the budget is sent to the legislature, and. a copy of
the final budget approv~d by the legislature shall be sent
to persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree
immediately following approval of the budget. This section
shall apply to any supplemental budget requests.
7.
The services of a resident advocate shall be
maintained throughout the term of this decree.
8.
within 90 days of the signing of this decree, defendants shall hire an Assistant Superintendent at Pineland.
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V.

Integration with th'e Community

1.
Pineland shall utilize existing services and
resources in the community to the maximum extent possible.
When needed services and resources in the community are
unavailable to Pineland residents. Pineland shall systematically work toward the development of those services and
resources and shall documeht these efforts ..
2.
Unless specifically contraindicated by a resident.'s PPP, each resident shall be provided the ·opportunity:
(a)

to shop in the community at least monthly;

(b) to eat In a public place in the community at
least monthly;
(c) to participate in a major recreational activity In the community at least monthly;
(d) to attend a public event in the community at
least four times annually ..
Implementation of this standard'shall be documented in each
resident's record.
3.
Subject to guidelines established by the Pineland
chaplain, residents shall have the opportunity to worship in
the community as frequently as possible.
4.
Transportation shall be provided once ~ach morniIlg
and afternoon to Gray, Maine, and periodically to Portland
at times convenient for residents' trips for their private
purposes. Residents and staff shall be informed regularly
of opportunities for trips into the community. in compliance
with this paragraph and with paragraph 2 of this section.
5.
In order that the residents of Pineland be'provided adequate opportunity togo. into the community and to
utilize available community resources and recreational
opportunities, sufficient vehicles, including vehicles
capable of accommodating handicapped residents, shall be
maintained in good operating order.
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w.

Miscellaneous

1.
Unless otherwise specified herein, all steps,
standards and procedures contained herein, including those
relating to staffing, programming, clothing, housekeeping,
recreation, education, food and maintenance, shall be a~hieved, and thereafter maintained within 12 months of the
signing of this decree.
2.
Any resident's parent residing in Maine who is
desirous of visiting the resident but who, on account of
.poverty, is unable .to accomplish the visitation will be
provided the opportunity to do so at least three times'
annually . . Every effort will be made to facilitate ~uch
visitation on the resident's birthday and at Christmas; The
number of visits made "in accordance with the provisions of
this paragraph will be recorded and made available to all
persons conce~ned with the enfOrcement of this decree.
3.
Each resident shall have his birthday celebrated
and shall receive suitable birthday presents val~ed at at
least $10.
4.
Defendants shall make every effort to insure that
a person in the governor's office will be responsible for
being knowledgeable about the terms of this decree and for
lending all appropriate assistance of that office to the
full implementation of the decree.
5.
A copy of this decree shall be available in each
living unit and in each professional or program area.
6.
The resident advocate at Pineland, the chief
advocate within the Department and the Consumer Advisory
Board shall, upon request, have access to any information
made available to persons concerned with the enforcement of
this decree.
All correspond~nts, advocates and persons conwith the enforcement of this decree shall have an
obligation to keep all records and other personally identifiable information concerning' residents confidential
consistent ~ith the provisions of the relevant Maine law on
confidentiality.
_

7.

cern~d

8.
This decree shall be interpreted in a fair and
reasonable manner so as to attain the object for'which it
was designed and the purpose to which it is applied.
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Definitions

For the purposes of this Appendix,
are defined as follows:

the following t.erms

1.

IIPlaintiffs" and
"Defendants"

refer to the parties named as
plaintiffs and defendants in the
caption hereof.

2.

IIDepartmentll

refers to the Department of Mental
Health and Corrections.

3.

"Commissioner"

refers to the Commissioner of the
Department.

4.

"Bureau"

refers to the Bureau of Mental
Retardation.

5.

refers to the Director of the
Bureau.

6.

IIRegional Qffice ll

refers to the appropriate regional
office of the Bureau.

7.

IIRegional Administrator ll

refers to the professional who
heads the appropriate regional
office.

8.

IIpineland ll

refers to Pineland Center, Pownal,
Maine.

9.

"Superintendentll

refers to the Superintendent of
Pineland.

10.

liThe class ll

refers to all persons who were 1nvoluntarily confined residents of
Pineland on or after July 3, 1975,
or who were conditionally released
from Pineland and in co~nunity
placements on or after July 3,
1975, exclusive of those individuals admitted to Pineland for a
specific medical service at Benda
Hospital or for respite care for
less than 21 consecutive days.

11.

IIResident ll

refers to a member of the class who
resides at Pineland.

12.

IIClient ll

refers to a member of the class who
does not reside at Pineland.

13.

"Competent client ll
or II competent
resident ll

refers to a client or a resident
adjudg~d incompetent by a court nor determined
to be incapable of making a particular decision as set forth
herein.
A determination that a
resident or client is incapable of
making a particular decision requires a finding by the client's
interdisciplinary team and an
independent finding by the appropriate advocate that the client
does not understand the nature and
consequences of the decision in
question.
Such a finding or determination shall have no effect on
legal competence or on competence
or capacity for any other purpose.

18 years or older not
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14.

"Professional"

Except as specificaliy provided
otherwise in this rtppendix, "professi.onal ll refers to a person possessing appropriate licensure,
certification or registration to
practice his discipline'in the
community; and where licensure,
certification or registration is
not required, II pro fessional ll shrtll
mean a person possessing a Master's
Degree in the-appropriate discipline or a person possessing a
Bachelor's Degree in the appropriate discipline and three years'
experience in treating the mentally
retarded or three years' experience
in a related human services field.

15.

IICommunity service
worker"

refers to a person qualified in
social work, psychology, or other
relevant human services field.
At
least 75 percent of community service workers shall have professional qualifications.

16.

IIInterdisciplinary
team" or IIIDTII

refers to a team of persons established, and whose meetings are conducted, in accordance-with professionally accepted standards, and
whose purpose is to evaluate a
client's needs and to develop an
individual prescriptive program
plan.

17.

IIPrescriptive
program plan II

refers to a detailed written plan
outlining a client's specific needs
for education, training, treatment
and habilitation services, along
with the methods to be utilized in
providlng treatment, education and
habilitation to the client.
A prescriptive program plan shall be
formulated by an appropriately constituted interdisciplinary team.

18.

IIPPP coordinator"

refers to a prescriptive program
plan coordinator.

19.

IIProgramming ll or
II-Program acti vi ty"

refers to any activity specified in
the client's prescriptive prqgram
plan that is individually designed
and structured to increase the
client's physical, social, emotional or intellectual growth and
development.

20.

II Community
placement ll

refers to a residence in the community in a group home, foster care
home, natural home, apartment,
boarding home, or similar residential facility coupled with a
program element adequate to meet
the client's individual needs.

21.

"Group home ll

refers to a community residence for
no more than eight clients.
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22.

"Consultant"

23.

re fers to a person, agency, fi nn,
or organiza bon that is independenl
of the Department zllld of Pineland,
though not necessarily independent
of other state agencies or departments.
Time periods referred to shall not
include the day of the act or decis ion involved.
I f the I as t day
of such a time period falls 011 a
Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday,
the period shall extend to the end
of the next day which is neither a
Saturday, Sunday nor legal holiday.
When written notice of a decision
is required, the noii~e shall be
mailed within the specified time
period.

24.

"Correspondent"

In the first instance, a correspondent is the client's legal
guardian.
If the client does not
have a legal guardian, the correspondent is the client's parent.
Where parents are deceased or their
whereabouts cannot, with due diligence, be ascertained, and they
have failed to designate an appropriate representative and there is
no guardian, then the correspondent
shall be defined as the relative,
if any, in closest relationship
with the client who has, at least
once within the previous year,
manifested interest in the client
by communication with the Department regarding the client or by
visiting the client.
If there is
no legal guardian, parent or relative, as defined above, or if such
person is unable to exercise his
rights hereunder because of age,
illness, distance, or some other
compelling reason, the correspondent shall be a person designated
by the Consumer Advisory Board (see
Appendix A, Section T this decree).
The notices required by this decree
to be sent to a correspondent shall
inform the correspondent of his
right to designate the Consumer
Advisory Board to act for him if
for the reasons stated above he 1S
unable to exercise his rights.
Any
designation by the Consumer Advisory Board shall remain in effect
until revoked by the legal guardian,
parent or relative, as defined
above.

25.

"Persons concerned
with the enforcement of this
decree ll

refers to counsel for plaintiffs
and defendants, any person designated by the Court to monitor enforcement and his agents.
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A.

Community Placement and Client Movement

1.
By July 1, 1979, Pineland shall be reduced to an
institution of 400 or fewer beds to serve the needs of
individuals who require institutional care.
Within two
years of the signing of this decree, Pineland shall be
reduced to a maximum of 350 beds, and shall be maintained at
that level or smaller.
2.

Movement of residents

(a) As part of the individual evaluation required
by Appendix A, Section D of this decree, each resident's
Pineland interdisciplinary team shall determine whether
placement in the community is appropriate, and, if so, shall
make a community placement recommendation.
Community placement decisions shall be based on a determination that the
placement will offer the individual a better opportunity for
personal development and a more suitable living environment,
and will result in placement in the least restrictive alternative appropriate for the resident.
(b)
Following a determination, made in conformance with (a1 above, that placement ill the community is
appropriate for a resident, a community service worker shall
be assigned to that resident and the community service
worker 1 s name shall be recorded in the resident's file.
The
community service worker shall then locate and/or develop,
in consultation. with the resident and with the resident's
correspondent (unless a competent resident obj~cts to the
correspondent's involvement), a community placement that 1S
in conformance with the recommendations of the interdisciplinary team.
(c) Each resident shall be placed in a placement
located as close as practicable to the area in which his
correspondent lives. However, if the resident's interdisciplinary team specifically recomme~ds in writing a placement in an area other than as described in this subparagraph
and records its reasons therefore, the team's recommendations shall be followed.
(d) Any community placement located or developed
by a community service worker must be reviewed by the Superintendent, and no resident shall be placed in a community
placement unless and until the Superintendent finds that
such placement complies with the criteria set forth in (a)
above.
The Superintendent shall note his finding in the
resident's record.
(e) The procedures set forth in paragraphs 4-8 of
this section shall apply to any movement of residents from
Pineland into a community placement or into any other living
arrangement.
3.

Movement of clients.

(a) For clients in a community placement, as part
of the individual evaluation required by Appendix B, section
B of this decree, each client's community interdisciplinary
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team shall determine whet:hcr movement Lo any other 1 i ving
nrrangement is necessary to meet the eli en L' ~-; needs.
1 ( so,
the tenm shall make a placement recommendr1tjon.
Placement
decisions shall be based on C1 de-term i l1ed i 011 Ulcl L the placemen t wi 11 offer the lndi vidual cl. be Ll.E~1 opporlunl ty for
personal development and a more !..~uitClble Ilv.ing environment,
and will result in placement in the least restrictive alternative appropriate for the client.
(b)
F01' clients in communi ty placements for whom
movement to another living arrangement is recommended, the
client's community service worker in consultation with the
cli~nt and the client's correspondent (unless a competent
client objects to the correspondent's involvement) shall
locate or develop a placement that is in conformance with
the recommendations of the interdisciplinary team.
(c)
For clients in the community, the placement
must be reviewed by the appropridte Regionul Administrator,
and no client slla L1 be moved unless and until the Regional
Administrator finds that the placement complies with the
criteria set forth in (a) above.
The Regional Administrdtor
shall note this finding in the cl ien t' r: record.
(d) The procedures set forth ill paragraphs 4-8 of
this section shall apply to any movement of clients from a
community placement to any other living arrangement.
4.
After an appropriate placement lws been found and
approved by the Stlperintendent/Regional Administrator, and
prior to the resident's/client's transfer to that placement
the Superintendent/Regional Administrator shall notify the
resident/client, t_he correspondent and the appropriate
advocate, of the proposed placement.
No resident/client
shall be transferred to any other living arrangement without
prior notice and prior opportunity to challenge that placement pursuant to the procedures set forth in paragraphs 4-8
of this section, except:
( a)
I f the Super i.n Lenden t/J{egionul Admini stra tor
states in writing with supporting reasons that an immediate
placement is required to avoid serious llarm to the health or
welfare of the resident/client, the resident/client may be
moved and opportunity to challenge may be given after such
an emergency placement is effected, but in no case more than
10 days after such placement.
(b)
If a community residence provider refuses to
continue services to a client, or if a placement is otherwise terminated by other than Bureau action, the client may
be placed in respite care, while a new placement lS arranged.

(1) Before a client placed in respite care
pursuant to this paragraph is relocated, the procedures set
out in this section, including a team conference and a new
or revised placement plan, shall be followed.
(2) No client shall be placed in respite
care for longer than 30 days without movement being Initiated and notice sent pursuant to this paragraph.
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(3) The time limits governing the filing of
an objection and time limits governing the procedures set
forth in paragraph 8 of this section sllall be ~educed by
half for clients to whom this paragraph is applicable.
5.
The notice required by paragraph 4 of this section
shall specify:
(a) the standards (see paragraphs 2(a) and
3(a) of this section) pursuant to which all placements ~re
made; (b) the date the placement is to be made; (c) a detailed description of the placement; (d) the resident's/client's and correspondent's right on a continuing basis to
have access to all data on which the placement is based; (e)
the name, address, and telephone number of a staff member at
Pineland (when appropriate) and at the appropriate regional
office who can be contacted to respond to questions from the
resident/client or his correspondent or advocate; (f) the
procedure for indicating agreement or disapproval of the
proposed placement; (g) the procedures for challenge set
forth in paragraph 8 of this section; (h) the name, address,
and telephone number of an advocate whom the resident/client
or correspondent may contact for assistance; and (i) the
date by which any response must be received.
6.
(a) Prior to placement, residents/clients shall
have a right to a preplacement visit to the new residence.
Unless a competent resident/client objects, his correspondent and advocate shall be invited to accompany the
resident/client on this visit. A record of the preplacement
visit shall be kept in the resident's/client's file.
Exceptions to this requirement may be made:
(1) if a visit to
the placement would require the resident/client to ride more
than two hours each way; or (2) if the placement is an
emergency placement as provided for in paragraph 4(a) of
this section.
(b) The Bureau shall offer to make arrangements
for a visit to the placement by the correspondent, even in
those cases in which a visit by the resident/client is not
required.
7.

Agreement to movement.

Following the provision of the notice required by
paragraph 4 of this section:
(a) competent residents/clients agreeing to the
move may move immediately. Agreement need not be written,
nor need it be verbal, in the case of a nonverbal resident/client.
(b)
Incompetent residents/clients may move .immediately if the resident's/client's' correspondent agrees
and if the appropriate advocate, after co~sultation wit~ the
resident/client, agrees that a challenge 1S not appropr1ate.
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8.

Procedures for challenges to placement.

(a) Any challenge to the proposed placement must
be made in writing to the Superintendent/Regional Administrator or his designee within 10 days of the sending of the
notice required by paragraph 4.
Each resident/client.shall
be provided all necessary assistance in preparing his challenge.
(b) Residents/clients have a right to obtain all
information on which the proposed placement is based.
When
such information is requested by the resident/client, his
correspondent or advocate, the Superintendent/Regional Administrator's office shall furnish same within five days of
receipt of the request.
Requests for information need not
be made in writing.
If a request for information is made,
the 10-day limit for challenging the placement shall be
extended to five days following the date on which the requested data is fllrnished.
T f t~here is any disagreement
about the data furnished, a hearing shall nonetheless be
scheduled within 20 days of the receipt of the initial
request for information.
.
(c) Upon receipt of challenge pursuant to paragraph 8(a), the Superintendent/Regional Administrator shall
schedule a hearing to be held within 10 days.
Notice of the
time and place of the hearing shall be given to the resident/client, his correspondent and the advocate's office no
less than eight days prior to the hearing.
Such notice
shall also specify the parties' rights and the procedures at
the hearing.
(d) The hearing shall be held at or near the
placement in which the resident/client is located at the
time the challenge is made. The hearing shall be before an
impartial hearing officer who has professional experience in
developmental programs for the mentally retarded, and who is
not employed either at the resident's/client's facility or
placement or at the proposed new facility or placement. At
this hearing the resident/client and/or correspondent shall
have the right to be represented or assisted by a person of
his choice, to present evidence, to question and crossexamine witnesses and, if necessary, to compel the attendance of employees of the Department. The resident/client
shall in all· cases have the right to be present." The Superintendent/Regional Admlnistrator or an appropriate representative shall attend the hearing and shall be prepared to
answer any questions from the hearing officer or from the
parties.
(e) The hearing officer shall have the authority
to require the presence of any Department employee determined by the hearing officer to have relevant evidence.
(f) A record of the hearing shall be made and
kept on file in the Superintendent/Regional Administrator's
office for 12 months.
It shall be available to any party
for purposes of appeal.
(g) The hearing officer must determine if the
superintendent/Regional Administrator has proved, by a
preponderance of the evidence presented at the hearing, that
the placement challenged will offer the individual a better
opportunity for personal development and a more suitable
living environment and will result in placement in the least
restrictive alternative appropriate for the resident/client.

- n(h) Within five days of the hearing, ·the hearing
officer shall issue a written decision, setting forth the
conclusion reached and the reasons therefor.
(i) The decision shall be communicated In writing
to the resident/client, his correspondent and the advocate's
office. Notice of the decision shall include notice of the
right to appeal to the Director.
(j) An appeal by a resident/client, advocate, or
correspondent shall be made in writing to the Director
IVithin five days of receipt of the decision of the hearing
officer. The Director shall notify the resident/client, his
correspondent and the advocate's office of the pendency of
an appeal and the date by which a decision will be reached.
(k) The Director shall decide all appeals within
ten days after receipt of the notice of appeal and base the
decision exclusively on the hearing record.
The Director
shall decide only IVhether the decision of the hearing officer
is supported by substantial evidence and whether proper
procedures have been followed.
9.

Request for resident/client movement.

(a) A resident/client or, unless objected to by a
competent resident/client, his correspondent may at any time
initate a request for transfer to a less restrictive setting.
Following the receipt of such a request for transfer
the appropriate interdisciplinary team shall meet pursuant
to the procedures set out in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this
section.
within 30 days after receipt of such a request,
the Superintendent/Regional Administrator shall respond in
writing, accepting or rejecting the request and stating the
reasons for any rejection. A request for transfer shall be
rejected only because:
(1) continuation in the current placement
will offer the individual a better opportunity for personal
development and a more suitable living environment and will
offer the individual placement in the least restrictive
alternative appropriate for that resident/client.
(2) Placement is not currently available
In this. case, the resident/
because of space limitations.
client shall be moved as soon as an appropriate placement
can be found or developed.
(b)
If the request for transfer is accepted, the
procedures set out in paragraphs 4-8 of this section shall
be followed.
(c) A letter of refusal must advise the person
making the request that that person may within ten days
demand in writing a hearing which shall be conducted pursuant to the procedures set out in paragraph 8 of this
section. The letter of refusal shall comply with the notice
requirements set forth in paragraph 5 of this section.
If a
hearing is sought, the hearing officer shall determine the
validity of the reason for refusing the transfer.
10. Within 60 days following any resident/client
movement, the resident's/client's interdisciplinary team
shall meet and develop a new or amended prescriptive program
plan as appropriate.
If the transfer is from one co~nunity
placement to another, the PPP coordinator shall decide
whether a team meeting is necessary.
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Programming

1.
Each client shall have by February I, 1979, an
individual plan of care, development and services referred
to hereafter as a "prescriptive program plan".
By September I, 1978 half of the clients in the community shall
have prescriptive program plans.
The prescriptive program
plan shall be prepared and re-evaluated at least annually by
an interdisciplinary team which shall include the resident
home operator, foster parent or other person responsible for
the daily care of the cl ien t, the person l"esponsible for the
client's programming activities outside the residence, the
client's community social worker and other appropriate
professionals.
The makeup of the interdisciplinary team
shall be sufficiently broad such that each habilitation need
of the client can be professionally assessed and appropriate
remedial recommendations can be made.
The client shall be
asked to attend the interdisciplinary team meeting and shall
be consulted in the development of his prescriptive program
plan. Each client's correspondent and the client's advocate, unless a competent client objects, shall be asked to
attend the team meeting.
Notification shall be sent at
least two weeks in advance of the meeting. Minutes of each
team meeting shall be kept in the client's file and the
minutes shall include the names of persons present; and In
the case of professional team members, their respective
disciplines.
2.
The client's community service worker, identified
by name in the prescriptive program plan, in conjunction
with the PPP coordinator, shall be responsible for reviewing
and supervising the client's program progress, for ensuring
service delivery and coordinating the input and assignments
of other professionals and disciplines in the interdisciplinary team process.
3.
The prescriptive program plan shall be reviewed by
the client's community service worker and by those responsible for the daily care of the client at least quarterly.
At the quarterly review, minor modifications in the plan may
be made, and progress as well as problem areas shall be
noted.
The quarterly review team may reconvene the entire
interdisciplinary team if they find that reevaluation of the
client is necessary.
4.
Each program plan shall describe the nature of the
client's specific needs and capabilities, his program goals,
with short-range and long-range objectives and timetables
for the attainment of these objectives. The prescriptive
program plan shall addres~ each client's residential needs,
medical needs, ADL skill learning needs, psychological
needs, social needs, recreational needs, transportation
needs, and other needs including educational, vocational,
physical therapy, occupational therapy, and speech therapy,
as appropriate. The prescriptive program plan shall include
a clear explanation of the daily program needs of the client
for the guidance of those responsible for daily care.
The
recommendations included in eacll client's prescriptive
program plan, both as to residential and progranuning placements, shall in all cases be the least restrictive placements suited to the client's needs. The recommendations of
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the prescri.ptive program pL:lIl shall be based 011 the iIller-disciplinary team's evaluaLion of the actual needs of Lhe
client rather than on what programs are cllrrently available
in the community.
In cases where the services needed by a
client are unavailable, the IDT shall so note in the prescriptive program plan and shall recommend an interim program,based on available services which meet, as nearly as
possIble, the actual needs of the client. The number of
clients in need of a service which is not currently available and the type of program or residential placement each
needs shall be compiled and these figures shall be used to
plan for the development of new programs and residential
placements.
See Appendix B, section C, paragraph 14.
5.
Eich prescriptive program plari shall be carried
out pursuant to a written service agreement.
Each service
agreement shall include at least the following information:
(a)
It shall specify the respective responsibili ties of the client,' the family, correspondent or legal
guardian of the client, the regional office, the facility,
and each public and private agency which intends to provide
services to the client.
It shall include a specific description of the client's daily activities with an explanation of how they will contribute to the achievement of the
client's program goals.
(b)
It shall identify by job classification or
other specific description each individual who is responsible for carrying out each portion of the prescriptive
program plan.
6.
At the first interdisciplinary team meeting held
on behalf of a client under the terms of this decree, any
regressive or self-abusive behavior which has been exhibited
by the client shall be noted. The prescriptive program plan
shall address in detail the programs and services which must
be provided to the client so that such behavior can be reduced, controlled or eliminated as quickly as possible.
One-to-one training shall be an option considered by the
interdisciplinary team.
7.
(a)
It is the goal of the Bureau to provide the
programming recommended by the client's interdisciplinary
team and, to encourage integration with the community, to
provide such programming outside the client's residential
setting.
(b) Each client's prescriptive program plan shall
provide for a minimum of four scheduled hours of program
activity per week day, and each client shall receive this
programming.
This program activity shall be designed to
contribute to the achievement of objectives established for
each client in his' prescriptive program plan.
(c)
In addition to the four hours of programmlng
required by subparagraph (b) above, each client shall receive training in his residential setting in everyday living
skills, including, as appropriate:
(1)

care of individual living area;

(2) management, preparation and service of
well-balanced meals;
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(3)

selection, purchase and appropriate use

(4)

development bf grooming and hygiene

(5)

preventive health and dental care;

(6)

use of telephone;

(7)

safety skills; and

(8)

use and management of money.

of clothing;
skills;

SllCh training shall be monitored by the appropriate regional
office staff.
(d) Each client shall receive the programming
required by subparagraph (b) outside the client's residential setting with the following exceptions:
(I)
clients who at the time of the slgIung
of this decree reside in ICF-MR facilities (Klearview,
Pinkham, Northland and Houlton Residential Facility);

(2) in the first year following the slgnlng
of this decree, 100 clients;
(3) in the second year following the slgnlng
of this decree, 50 clients.
(e)
In cases where programming outside the reSIdential setting is unavailable and moving the client would
be irlappropriate, the interdisciplinary team shall develop
an interim plan pursuant to paragraph 4 of this section.
This interim plan shall include an alternative plan for
integration into the community which shall require frequent
participation in social functions, shopping trips, athletic
events, meals out or other similar activities in the community.
Activities of this sort shall take place at least
twice weekly.
In reporting to the master pursuant to paragraph 9(b) of this section the defendants shall cite this
prOVlSlon.
8.
A client may receive programming in the residence
and/or-receive fewer than four hours of program activity per
week day if:
(a)
a physician certifies in writing that four
hours of activity\outside the residential setting would be
medically harmful to the client. Any such decision shall be
reviewed quarterly and shall be subject to challenge as part
of the client's prescriptive program plan.
(b) A client who is competent for the purpose of
making this decision shall be permitted to choose to engage
in fewer hours of programming a day or to engage in programming in his residence. The client shall be asked to
reaffirm this decision quarterly.
9.
The defendants shall provide or insure that each
client is provided the services recommended by the client's
prescriptive program plan within 45 days of the client's
placement in the community, or for those class members
already in community residences, within three months of the
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prepclI'cltion of the client's first prescriptive progrcllll pL1!l,
Clnd for subsequent plans within 45 dclys.
If the recommended
services are not available in the community within the
applicable period set out herein:
(a) the client shall be placed in the interim
program recOImnended by the client's prescriptive program
plan; and
(b) the Bureau shall submit to the master for his
approval either a plan including a time schedule, for the
development of an appropriate program or a statement that
the pr<?gram will not be developed with accompanying documentatlon demonstrating that the service or ~rogram is not
required by professionally accepted standards of habilitation or care.
10. Each client's correspondent shall be kept informed
semi-annual basis (unless the correspondent requests
qUclrterly repol-ts) of the client's educational, vocational
and living skills progress, and medical condition, and shall
be allowed access to the clieht's records, unless a competent client objects.
Each client shall have access to his
own records, unless the ID,T determines that serious harm
might result and, in such cases, access may be denied to
harmful portions of the record.
011

d

11. The Bureau shall offer those clients who are
living independently or with their family (natural or adoptive) all services under this decree.
12. Any client, either independently or with the aid
of an advocate or his correspondent, may invoke the procedures set forth in paragraphs 15-17 of this section when
he disagrees with his prescriptive program plan.
Subject to
objection to such representation by a competent client, the
client's correspondent may invoke the procedures set forth
in paragraphs 15-17 of this section when the correspondent
disagrees with the client's prescriptive program plan.
13. All clients and their correspondents shall recelve
notice of their right to object to and to appeal the prescriptive program plan, in connection with all reports
required by paragraph 10 of this section.
The notice shall
explain the procedure for objection and appeal and shall
identify, giving name, address and telephone number, an
advocate whom the client or correspondent may contact for
assistance.
14. The new prescriptive program plan shall be implemented while an objection is being pursued unless the Bureau
and the objecting client or correspondent agree otherwise.
15.

Informal obj ections

(a)
Informal objections to the prescriptive program plan, which need not be in writing, shall be conveyed
to the client's community service worker, who shall immediately attempt to resolve such objections.
Such objections shall be noted in the client's permanent record.
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(b)
1 f the commulli ty service worker- is llnab ll' Lo
the objection to the client's or correspondent's
satisfactibn, the community service worker sllall explain to
the client or correspondent his right to invoke the formal
objection and appeal mechanism outlined herein,and shall
inform the client or correspondent of his right of access to
the client's program plan and other relevant records alld to
all papers submitted at all stages of the proceedings. The
community service worker shall notify the appropriate advocate of any unresolved objection.
H~solve

16.

Formal objections

(a) Formal objections may be made only after the
informal procedure set forth in paragraph 15 above has beel!
exhausted. The informal procedure shall be deemed to be
exhausted if no resolution has been reached within 20 days
after all informal objection is made.
(b) All formal objections must be in vn-iting,
mllst state Lhe basis for the objection, and must be addressed to the Regional Administrator.
(c) Upon receipt of a formal objection, the
Regional Administrator, after notice to the client, correspondent, and advocate's office, shall call a conference
with the client's community service worker and the objecting
client or correspondent. This conference shall be called
Hithin 10 days. The conference shall be conducted in an
informal manner, in such a way as to receive all relevant
written and oral evidence. The particular procedure to be
used shall be determined by the Regional Administrator. The
client shall in all cases have the right to be present and
to be represented by an advocate. Persons who do not desire
to participate ill this conference may submit papers in
support of their position.
(d) wi t~hin five days, the Regional Adminis tra tor
s11::111 issue a written decision wi th regard to the formal
objection which shall fully state the basis therefor, and
sllall (if the decision upholds the objection) recommend a
resolution of the issues presented.
(e)
If the decision of the Regional Administrator
upholds the objection, it shall allocate responsibility to
named individuals for carrying out the recommended resolution within 45 days of the date of the decision.
(f) The decision of the Regional Administrator
shall be communicated in writing to the client, the client's"
correspondent, the client's community service Horker, and
the advocate. Notice of the decision to the client and the
correspondent shall include notice of their right to appeal
to the Director.
17.

Appeals

(a) Notice of an appeal shall be filed with the
Director wi thin ten days of receipt of tlle decision of the
Regional Administrator. The Director shall cause copies of
this notice to be sent out to the client, the client's
correspondent, the client's community service worker, the
advocate and the Regional Administrator. Within ten days of
the filing of the notice of appeal, persons receiving notice
of the appeal shall submi t to t.he Director and to each other
all information deemed pertine 1 j"t to the Director's review.
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The Director shall render a decision solely on the basis of
Lhe papers so sUbmitted.
In the event that the Director.
requires further information, the Director may call a conference with notice to all persons receiving notice of the
appeal.
The client shall in all cases have· the right to be
present and to be represented by an advocate.
(b) within ten days of receipt of all information
necessary to a decision, and in no case more than 20 days
Cifter receipt of the notice of appeal, the Director shall
consider the appeal and make Cl decision ei ther upholding t.he
decision of Lhe Regional Administrator, recommending a new
or different re~301ution, or dismissing t.he objection.
(c) Notice ·of tile decision shall be communicated
to the client, the client1s correspondent, the client1s
community service worker, the advocate and the Regional
Administrator.
(d)
If any resolution is recommended, the decision shall allocate responsibility to named individuals
for carrying out the recommended resolution within 45 days
of the date of the Jecision.

/
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C.

Development of Community Placements

1.
The Bureau of Mental Retardation shall maintain at
least six regional offices which shall be responsible for
the development of appropriate residential arid program
placements to meet the needs of the plaintiff class.
2.
(a) Each of the regional offices shall be staffed
by at least one full-time person specializing in the development of foster, adoptive and natural homes, group
homes, sheltered workshops, vocational training programs and
other day activity programs.
The Regional Administrator in
each region shall also devote substantial time to the development of community placements.
If at the end of one
year the minimum goals set forth in this decree for the
creatiqn of community placements have not been met, and
other causes explaining this failure cannot be documented,
at least one additional full-time person shall be hired In
each region where needed to develop such placements.
(b) One full-time professional who possesses the
skills, knowledge and demonstrated ability to oversee planning and development of community resources shall be hired
at the central office to coordinate the staff described in
(a) above.
This professional should have a graduate degree
and two to three years' experience running a successful
progra~ for developing community placements for the mentally
retarded or other disadvantaged groups.
3.
A staff member in the· Central Office shall spend
at least two-thirds of his time preparing public education
materials and working with the media to encourage the development and acceptance of community facilities and programs for the mentally retarded.
4.
The Bureau shall take all steps necessary to
develop community placements including regular advertising;
distributing appropriate pamphlets in libraries, schools,
town offices, and other public places; speaking to co~nunity
groups for the purpose of encouraging their involvement;
displaying appropriate posters in public places; and making
appropriate .radio announcements and public service announcements on television. The Bureau shall prepare a booklet
discussing the need for group homes and describing the
availability of funding and services to help in establishing
a group home.
A similar booklet shall be prepared for
potential foster families.
These booklets shall be completed within three months of the signing of this decree.
Copies shall be provided to counsel for the plaintiffs.
5.
The regional office staff and Bureau staff shall
provide technical assistance in the following areas to local
groups, agencies or individuals interested in developing
community programs or community facilities:
selecting,
acquiring and preparing a facility; identifying sources of
funding and applying for fund}ng; budgeting; assessing
zoning requirements and requepting rezoning or exemptions if
necessary; obtaining fire, health and building inspections;
completing the licensing process; coordinating services
provided by various agencies; training staff and preparing
required proposals, forms and records.
Legal assistance
shall be provided where zoning or other legal difficulties
arise.
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6.
Start-up funds shall be available in sufficient
amounts and shall be utilized to fund construction or renovations of existing facilities, equipment purchasing costs,
program implementation costs and other expenses necessary to
set up a viable facility or program. The Bureau shall
promulgate written guidelines detailing the process and
criteria for the application and awarding of these funds.
Records shall be kept of the Bureau's decisions and shall be
made available to those concerned with the enforcement of
this decree.
7.
When a community agency, group or individual first
expresses interest in developing a community facility or
program, a specific individual in the regional office shall
be assigned the responsibility for coordinating the development of the program or facility.
In most cases, this
person shall be the resource developer.
8.
(a) By July 1, 1979.the defendants shall cause to
be developed and operated at least 130 residential placements in group homes (6-8 bed homes), boarding homes, foster
homes, natural or adoptive homes, and independent or semiindependent apartment placements. Approximately 70 of these
placements shall be in 9ro4P homes (6-8 bed homes), 20 in
foster homes, 10 in apartments and 30 in boarding homes.
At
least 100 of these placements shall be provided to members
of the class.
(b) Each year after July 1, 1979 the Bureau shall
maintain the level of newly created community placements
and, as the needs of the class demand, shall develop a
minimum of 62 new community placements every six months
until the needs of the class are met. The type and number
of placements developed shall be dictated by the· needs of
the class and the provisions of this decree, and shall be
consistent with the principles of normalization and least
restrictive alternative. Quarterly progress reports will be
provided to those persons concerned with the enforcement of
the decree.
(c) The community placements in (a) and (b) of
this paragraph refer to newly created beds in newly developed facilities or to beds not previously used for the
mentally retarded. Placements created by increasing the
population of existing facilities to over eight clients will
not be counted for purposes of this paragraph.
9.
No residential facility shall be developed for
more than 15 clients, except facilities which meet rCF-MR
standards, limited to a maximum of 20 beds each.
10. Defendants shall not place clients in and shall
remove clients from those facilities that fail substantially
to meet the environment, care and programming standards
included in this decree or set by the defendants by contract
or in statutes, regulations or guidelines.
11. For any client who resides in a facility of over
15 beds, except for (1) independent apartments clustered
together where the total population does not exceed 20 clients, (2) 20-bed rCF facilities and (3) the Houlton Residential Facility, the interdisciplinary team shall give
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special scrutiny to the continued appropriateness of the
client's residential placement and shall note their findillgs
and the reasons therefor in the prescriptive program plan.
The Regional Administrator shall review these findings.
12. Community facilities shall be integrated into the
community.
(a) Community residences -- sites shall be chosen
in residential settings normal for the community in which
they are located and with ample opportunity for interaction
with the community.
Preferably placements shall have easy
access to shopping facilities and be within a reasonable
commuting distance from programs attended by clients during
the day.
(b) Program facilities -- Sites shall be chosen
in or close to a population center. Programs shall be
located in areas appropriate to the training purposes of the
program.
For example, workshop programs should be developed
in business areas.
13. Defendants shall prepare a directory of all available day and residential programs whose principal client
population is the mentally retarded in the state, which
shal] include a brief description of each program and of the
procedures for obtaining services from each program.
The
initial volume shall be prepared and distributed before
October I, 1978, and the directory shall be updated annually
thereafter.
14. Defendants shall develop a data system of client
needs and of availability of services in the community. An
annual report shall be prepared listing the number and type
of placements made during the year, the number of clients
currently in need of service and the type of program each
needs, the total number of ~lients served in each type of
program and the number of openings available in each program, if any.
The needs of residents of Pineland for community services or placement shall be included in these
totals. The confidentiality of records identifying individual clients shall be protected.
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D.

Professional Services
1.

General

(a) Two resource centers shall be established,
fully staffed, and in operation by September 1, 1978. The
professional staff of each resource center shall include, at
a minimum, one psychologist, one physical therapist, one
occupational therapist, one registered nurse, one speech
pathologist, one special education teacher, one social
worker, one advocate, and four mental health workers. A
director and appropriate clerical and secretarial staff
shall also be provided. Where area conditions dictate,
staffing patterns may vary provided that there is no reduction in the number of professional level staff.
(b) The resource center staff shall provide
diagnosis and evaluation services and prepare prescriptive
program plans for community clients. The resource center
professional staff, in addition to their diagnosis and
evaluation and prescriptive program plan duties, shall provide a crisis intervention team, shall help identify and
evalute professional services available in the community,
link clients with the professional services appropriate to
meet their'needs, and monitor the services provided.
They
shall also serve as consultants to professionals and programs which are providing treatment.
(c) The Bureau shall provide the services of at
least one half-time qualified professional physical therapist, occupational therapist, psychologist, and speech
therapist in each of the six regions, in addition to the
professionals at the resource centers. The qualified professionals who provide these services need not be employees
of the defendants. Additional professional services shall
be obtained as necessary to provide the habilitation, programming and therapy specified in each client's prescriptive
program plan.
(d) One PPP Coordinator shall be employed ln each
of the Bureau's six Regional Offices.
2.

Medical and Dental Services

(a) Each client who has not had a complete medical and dental examination within the past year shall have
such examinations during the first year after the signing of
this decree.
Subsequently, each client shall have at least
annually a medica~ and dental review.
Each client shall
have included in his prescriptive program plan a medical and
dental plan which may require, based on need, a medical
examination, including an eye examination, on an annual
basis.
Complete medical and dental examinations shall be
provided, at a minimum, every three years.
(b)

Glasses shall be provided if a client cannot

pay.
(c) Medical and dental services and diagnosis
shall be closely integrated with the client's prescriptive
program plan.
(d) The interdisciplinary team shall monitor the
quality of medical and dental care the client receives and
where continuing problems arisE, shall seek a second professional opinion or take othf~ appropriate action.
j
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(e) Psychotropic medication shall be used only as
all integrated part of the client's prescriptive program
plan.
continued use of psychotropic medication sllall be
reviewed by the client's interdisciplinary team.

(f) When a regimen of psychotropic medication
approved, the interdisciplinary team shall ensure:

1S

(1)
that appropriate persons responsible for
the client's habilitation, education, care and other treatment are informed as to the significant potential effects of
the medication and record their observations thereof. including effects on the client's progress in habilitation and
education programs and his participation in other activities and any significant adverse effects; and
(2)
that appropriate laboratory tests are
performed and analyzed; and
(3)
that repeated administration of an antipsychotic or antianxiety medication, including sUbstitution
of a medication of the same class, does not cumulatively
exceed one year without the attending physician effecting a
carefully monitored withdrawal of the medication.
This
periodic drug withdrawal shall be used to determine the need
for continuing medication and the prescribed dosage.
During
such withdrawal the results shall be noted ill the client's
medical record.
Medication may be resumed only if there is
a clear documentation of benefit derived from its use.
such
a drug withdrawal program shall be repeated on an annual
basis.
(g) Defendants shall maintain or require horne
operators to maintain written agreeme~ts for the provision
of acute medical care with accredited hospitals.
Emergency
treatment by a physician on a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week
basis shall be available.
24~hour

(h)
Emergency dental care shall be available on a
seven-day-a-week basis.

(i) The client's need for training or assistance
in tooth brushing and oral hygiene shall be considered by
the interdisciplinary team.
Any necessary training or
assistance shall be provided under the supervision of the
registered nurse at each resource center.
3.

Crisis Intervention

The defendants shall provide crisis intervention
services in emergency situations which threaten a client's
program or residential placement.
Resource center staff
with skills in crisis intervention and behavior programming
shall provide intensive intervention at the community placement.
Only if intervention at the community placement fails
or if the crisis intervention team, after seeing the client,
determines that immediate movement is necessary shall the
client be moved to a respite care facility or other appropriate treatment facility.
Any time crisis intervention
services are required, an interdisciplinary team meeting
shall be convened as soon as possible thereafter to review
the client's prescriptive program plan, and in no event more
than 10 days after the event requiring the crisis intervention.
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4.

Respite Care

(a) Respite care or temporary residential assistance shall be available to clients by December 1, 1978.
When respite care is reasonably needed, it shall be provided
in community facilities.
Pineland may be used for respite
care purposes of a specialized nature only.
(b) Before a client is provided with respite
services, a written agreement with the client's family or
guardian specifying length of stay shall be reached.
The
maximum length of stay agreed to by defendants shall be 21
days at a time and shall not exceed 60 days during any
twelve months.
(c) Clients receiving respite care shall, whenever possible, continue to attend day programs they have
been attending. They shall be involved in appropriate
recreational and program activities in the respite care
facility as well.
5.

Education

(a) Defendants shall. attempt to ensure and shall
advocate for the provision of appropriate education to all
members of the class. Defendants shall document their
efforts in this regard and shall submit this documentation
to persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree.
(b) Defendants shall, by July 5, 1978, advise the
appropriate public school systems of the number of persons
under the age of 21 who are members of the class and who
currentlY'are out of school or who are inappropriately
placed.
This information also shall be provided to the
Commissioner of the Department of Education and Cultural
Services.
(c)
In addition, defendants shall advise the
appropriate public school systems of the number of schoolage Pineland residents being prepared for transfer to their
community, and shall supply the appropriate public school
with a projected timetable for the transfer of such residents to the jurisdiction of such schools. This information
also shall be provided to the Commissioner of the Department
of Education and Cultural Services.
(d) Defendants shall offer consultation serVlces,
offer training programs, and in general assist the public
schools to provide appropriate education services to mentally retarded children.
(e) Defendants shall assist parents, guardians
and/or advocates in enrolling class members in appropriate
education programs.
6.

Transportation

The defendants shall ensure that sufficient transportation is available so that clients can attend all recommended program activities and professional services, and so .
that recreation, shopping and other community activities are
reasonably accessible to each client.
School transportation
shall be provided by the appropriate school district, as
required by state and federal law.
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7.

Family Support Services

(a) Defendants shall provide by October 1, 1978,
a full range of support services for the families of all
tllOse clients living wi th their natural, adoptive or foster
family.
(b) All services available to residents of group
homes or other community placements shall be available to
clients living at home.
(c) The Bureau shall provide the services of
child development workers and community service workers for
every client, adult or child, who needs such services.
The
worker shall regularly visit clients' homes and assist the
family in meeting the developmental needs of the mentally
retarded family member. Child development workers shall
teach self-help skills, communication skills, motor development, socialization skills, and/or other skills as
appropriate.
Community service and child development
workers shall be provided support by the professional staff
of the resource centers.
(d) The Bureau shall assist in securing homemaker
services to a client's family when needed to enable the
family to adequately care for the client.
The homemaker
shall assist with and teach health care, meal planning,
marketing, budgeting, and housekeeping. Assistance shall be
provided, when appropriate, with the training program of the
client.
(e) The Bureau shall make available training in
caring for the retarded for sitters and homemakers.
The
Bureau will facilitate the provision of these services where
needed.
(f) Defendants shall provide counseling and
instruction which will enable a family to better care for
the mentally retarded client at home.
8.

Psychology Services

(a) Psychology services shall be provided and
shall include at least a psychological evaluation every
three years and in years when no evaluation is performed, a
psychological review conducted as part of each client's
prescriptive program plan pursuant to Appendix B, section B.
such reviews and evaluations shall include personal interaction with the client.
(b) One-to-one training programs supervised or
administered by a qualified psychologist shall be available,
where appropriate, to treat chronic or aggravated behavior
problems which are a potential threat to the client's program or residential placement or which prevent the client
from moving to a less restrictive placement.
(c) When appropriate, psychologists shall instruct care providers in the behavior management techniques
specified in the client's prescriptive program plan.
9.

Speech and Hearing Services

(a)
Speech and hearing services shall include a
hearing screening once during the first two years of this
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decree which shall be conducted as part of each client's
prescriptive program plan pursuant to Appendix B, section B.
Treatment and/or further evaluation shall be provided to
those clients who require such ~ervices by sufficient qualified speech and hearing professionals.
(b) Hearing aids will be provided as needed and
shall be maintained in good, working order.
(c) Where appropriate, deaf, hearing impaired,
and/or clients with neurological or physical damage precluding the acquisition of speech will be taught sign language or an alternate communication system. The Bureau
shall make available to parents, relatives, and other persons working with the client, training in language-stimulation skills or in the use of an alternative communication
system.
10.

Social Work Services

(a) Each regional office shall employ an adequate
number of community services workers to perform the following types of services for each member of the class residing
in the community:
(1) Case management - The coordination of
serVlce provision to each client including insuring that the
services recommended in the client's prescriptive program
plan are being provided.
(2) Follow-up and Follow-along - The maintenance of regular contact with each client and the provision of social work services as needed by each client.
(3)
(f) and (g) below.

Record-keeping - See paragraph 10(e),

(b)
In addition, there shall be one community
service work supervisor for each regional officer.
SuperVlsors shall be qualified professionals.
(c) The standards in subparagraphs (a) and (b) of
this paragraph shall be met within 60 dais of the signing of
this decree.
(d) All program and residential facilities shall
be visited by a community service worker or other designee
with regular responsibility for the clients at least once a
month and morefrequently!when necessary.
(e) There shall be a uniform system of records
kept by the regional office for each client, developed and
maintained under the supervision of the community service
worker assigned to each client. The community service
worker shall review the records at least monthly. The
client's residential facility and program placements shall
have a copy of those portions of an individual's records
relevant to the programming and the health and safety of the
client.
Information shall be incorporated in the client's
record in sufficient detail to enable those persons involved
in the client's program to provide effective, continuing
services. All entries in the client's record shall be
legible, dated, and have the signature and identification of
the individual ~aking the entry. The confidentiality of any
records identifying individual clients shall be respected.
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(f)

These records shall include:

(1)
Identification data, including the
client's legal status;
(2) Relevant family data, including family
visits and contacts, educational background, and employment
record;
(3) Complete medical record, including
medication history and status;
(4)

An inventory of the client's life skills;

(5) A copy of the individual's prescriptive
program plan, and any modification and evaluaiions thereof,
with an appropriate summary to guide facility and program
staff in implementing the plan;
(6) The findings made in periodic (at least
quarterly) reviews of the individual's response to his prescriptive program plan, with directions as to modifications,
prepared by a professional involved in the client's program;
(7) A record of activities outside the
residential facility and the amount of time each client
spends outside the residential facility;
(8)

A physical description of the client.

(g) Progress toward prescriptive program plan
goals, observations on the quality of the program being
provided, and any problems identified shall be noted in the
client's records by the community service worker at each
monthly visit.
(h) Regulations and forms for use in regional
offices, and community facilities and programs incorporating
the requirements of subparagraphs (e), (f) and (g) of this
paragraph, shall be developed by the Bureau within three
months of the signing of this decree.

-
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Program Administration

1.
Defendants are responsible for monitoring the
quality of services delivered to all clients in the community.
2.
Employees of the defendants or a consultant retained by defendants shall be responsible for monitoring the
provision of services at' each community placement facili ty.
Defendants shall evaluate the quality of prescriptive program plans, assess the extent to which recommended services
are being provided, and evaluate the adequacy of services,
facilities and programs. Records of such evaluations shall
be forwarded· to the Director.
3.
(a) Prior to placement of class members in any
facility or program, defendants shall reach a written agreement with the operator of the facility or program. This
agreement shall:
(1) require that the facility or program
comply with all the applicable terms of this decree and with
all applicable statutes, rules and regulations promulgated
by the united states, the state of Maine, the Department,
and the Bureau;
(2)
reserve the right of employees and
contractees of the Bureau to have reasonable access to the
facility or program and to its records, to audit the facility
or program, to provide services to clients, and for other
reasonable purposes;
(3) specify all charges and the sources of
payment for a client's program, room and board and any other
expenses;
(4) require the participation of the facility or program operator (or an appropriate representative) in the prescriptive program plan process for each
client placed in the facility or program;
(5) require compliance with the requlrements
of each client's service agreement.
(b) Sanctions for failure to comply with the
provisions of the agreement shall be included in the agreement.
Sanctions shall include, but are not limited to, the
termination of the agreement and the removal of the client
from the placement.
(c) The agreement shall be limited to one year.
Prior to renewal, the defendants shall audit the service
provider's compliance with 'the terms of the agreement.
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F.

Standards for Community Residences
1.

Daily living and clients' rights

(a) Clients have a right to habilitation, including medical treatment, education, trailling and care,
suited to their needs, regardless of age, degree of retardation or handicapping condition.
Each client has a
right to a habilitation program which will maximize his
human abilities, enhance his ability to cope with his environment and create a reasonable expectation of progress
toward the goal of independent community living.
(b) Each client shall be provided with the least
restrictive and most normal living conditions appropriate
for that client. This standard shall apply to dress, grooming, movement, free time, personal funds, and contact and
communication with the outside community, including access
to educational, vocational, recreational and therapy services in the community.
Clients shall be taught skills that
help them learn how to manipulate their environment and how
to make choices neceS$ary for daily living.
Restrictions on
client activities shall be noted in the client's records
with the reasons therefor stated.
(c) Clients shall be prepared to move from:
(1)
living and prograruning segregated from community to living
and programming integrated with the community;
(2) more
structured living to less structured living; (3) larger
living units to smaller living units; (4) group residences
to individual residences; (5) dependent living to independent living, as appropriate for the individual client.
(d) Living groups shall not ordinarily contain
unrelated residents differing widely in age level (~,
young children and adults) or developmental level or social
needs. Exceptions shall be recommended by the IDT, accompanied by written reasons, and approved by the Regional
Administrator.
Blind or deaf clients shall not be grouped
with lower functioning clients solely because of their
blindness or deafness. To the maximum extent possible,
physically handicapped clients shall be integrated with
their nonphysically handicapped peers.
(e) The facility's activities, routines and
rhythms shall conform with practices prevalent in the community and the client's age.
For example, older clients
ordinarily shall not be expected to live according to the
timetable of younger children; meals shall be served at
hours typical for the community.
(f) No client shall be denied the right to vote
because of mental impairment, unless the client is under
guardianship.
(g) Clients shall have the right to religious
freedom and practice.
(h)

Clients have a right to private conununica-

tions.
(1) Each client shall be allowed to receive,
send and mail sealed correspondence. Mail shall not be
delayed, censored or opened without the consent of the
client or, where appropriate, his legal guardian.
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(2), Clients shall have an unres tricted right
to Vlsltatlons durlng reasonable hours.
This provision
shall be implemented with sensitivity to other clients'
right to privacy.
(3) Clients shall be afforded a reasonable
opportunity to use a telephone.
(i) Each client has the right to the possession
and use of his own clothing and personal effects.
When
necessary to protect the client or others from i~ninent
injury, the director of a day program or a residential
facility may take temporary custody of clothing or personal
effects, provided they are immediately returned when the
emergency ends.
(j) Clients shall be assisted in obtaining, and,
if necessary, provided with adequate, fashionable and seasonally appropriate clothing, including shoes and coats.
Each client shall have sufficient clothing for rainy weather, snow and extreme cold. Where necessary special or
adaptive clothing shall be provided. Each client shall be
involved to the extent possible in the selection of his
clothing.
(k) Unles~ otherwise ordered by a court, each
client shall have the right to manage and spend personal
funds, including the right to maintain an individual bank
account.
'
(1) Any funds deposited with the head of a
community program or residence shall be subject to the
following provisions:
Such custody shall be promptly recorded in the client's record; a receipt shall be given; d
record shall be kept of every deposit or withdrawal of
funds, including the date and the amount received or disbursed; an accounting shall be provided 011 demand; deposited
funds shall be used in accordance with the client's desires.
(2) Where the client has deposited funds in
excess of $200 with the head of a community program or
residence, an individual interest-bearin~ bank account shall
be maintained.
Interest shall be property of the client.
Withdrawal of funds shall require the authorization of the
client or the client's guardian. The requirements of (1)
above shall apply.
(3) The, head of the cl ie.nt' s community
residence or program shall not act as representative payee
for the client. A representative payee independent of the
residence or program shall be designated, and shall be
required to make at least an annual accounting of the client's funds.
A copy of this accounting shall be kept in the
client's record.
(1) - A summary of the clients' legal and civil
rights shall be available in all community programs and
residences. For this purpose, the Director shall prepare a
comprehensive summary of clients' rights in lay language.
This summary shall be submitted for comment to all persons
concerned with the enforcement of this decree within 60 days
of the signing of the decree.

i
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2.

Environment

(a) Defendants shall ensure that community living
facilities afford clients privacy, dignity, comfort, sanitation and a home-like environment. This shall include ,
but is not limited to:
(1)

individual bed, dresser and storage

place;
(2)· attractive, comfortable and spaClOUS
living and sleeping areas;
(3)

prlvacy ln bathroom areas;

(4) normal temperatures and adequate ventilation, comparable to that found in private homes.
(b) Each facility must provide for all the functions characteristic of a normal home, including a kitchen,
living room, dining area, bedrooms and bathrooms of normal
residential design.
(c) The dining area shall be of sufficient Slze
to permit staff and clients to eat meals together.
(d) Hallways and circulation space must be comparable to that found in typical private homes and apartments.

(e) Exceptions to (b), (c) and (d) may be made
only when necessary to meet special needs of clients.
(f) No more than three clients shall occupy one
bedroom.
No facility developed after January 1, 1978 shall
have more than two clients in any bedroom.
3.

Food and Nutrition

(a) There shall be at least three meals a day
provided at normal times, and in a manner as close to normal
family-style dining as possible. Clients shall be taught to
eat in leisurely family style and to choose their own quantities and items according to individual tastes and preferences.
(b) A nourishing, well-balanced, nutritionallY
adequate diet shall be provided.
Clients shall have liquids
available throughout each meal.
(c) There shall be sufficient dishes and utensils
for all clients, which shall be thoroughly cleaned between
uses.
(d) A medical order shall be required for clients
served other than a normal variSty of foods.
Such orders
shall be reviewed quarterly by the client's physician.
Denial of a nutd, tionally adequate diet shall
not be used as punishment, or aq part of a behavior modification program.
(e)
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4.

Staffing

(a) All community residences -- Sufficient staff
shall be on duty in each residential placement to meet each
client's programming needs as set out in the client's
prescriptive program plan.
(b) Group homes -- In group homes, the staffto-client ratio of direct care staff actually present and on
duty during hours when clients are awake and at horne shall
be 1:8. During sleeping hours, at least one statf person
shall be at the facility.
(c)

Facilities with more than 8 beds

(1) These facilities shall comply with the
staffing ratios included in the relevant Maine licensing
regulations and with applicable federal law or regulations.
(2) Staffing shall be scheduled so that
maximum staffing levels occur during the hours clients are
in the residence and awake.
5.

Medication

(a) No prescription medication shall be administered except upon written order of a physician.
Behavior-modifying medication shall be administered only as an
integrated part of the client's prescriptive program plan.
(b) Notation of each individual's medication
shall be kept in records available in the client's community
placement.
(c) Clients shall have a right to be free from
unnecessary or exceSS1ve medication.
(d) All drugs shall be stored under proper conditions of sanitation, temperature, light, moisture, ventilation, segregation arid security.
(e)
locked areas.

All drugs shall be stored 111 secure and

(f) Poisons, drugs used externally, and drugs
taken internally shall be stored on separate shelves or in
separate cabinets within the locked areas,
(g) Medications that are stored in a refrigerator
containing things other than drugs shall be kept in a separate compartment with proper security.
(h) A perpetual inventory shall be maintained of
each narcotic drug in the facility.
(i) Discontinued and outdated drugs, and containers with worn, illegible, or missing labels, shall be
returned and properly disposed of.
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(j) During the course of administration of psychotropic medication, the staff of the client's conuounity
placement shall carefully monitor and record the client's
pi-ogress and response to the treatment.
Persons responsible
for the client's habilitation, education, care and other
treatment regularly shall record their observations of the
effects of the medication, including effects on the client's
progress in habilitation and education programs and his
participation in other activities.
(k) Medication errors and drug reactions shall be
recorded and reported immediately to the physician who
ordered the drug.
(1) Medication shall not be used as punishment,
for the convenience of staff, as a substitute for program,
or In quantities that interfere with the client's program or
work.
6.

Labor

Client labor in privately-operated community
facilities shall be governed by the requirements of the Fair
Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. section 201 et ~. and
the regulations promulgated thereunder.
Client labor in
State-operated community facilities shall be governed by
the standards set out in subparagraphs (a)-(e) herein or by
the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C.
section 201 et ~. and the regulations promulgated
thereunder at the option of the Director.
(a) Operation and maintenance of program or
facility:
No client 'shall be required to perform labor
which involves the operation and maintenance of the program
or facility or the regular care, treatment or supervision of
other clients.
Clients may voluntarily perform any work
available to them, provided they are compensated in accordance with sub-paragraph (d) below.
(b) Training tasks: A client may be required to
perform vocational training tasks not involving the operatibn or maintenance of a program or facility, subject to a
presumption that an assignment of longer than four months to
any task is not a training task, and provided that the
specific task or any change in assignment:
(1) does not involve the operation and maIntenance of the facility or program;
(2)
is an integrated part of the client's
prescriptive program plan and has been approved as a program
activity by a professional responsible for supervising the
client's program; and
(3)

is adequately supervised.

(c) Personal housekeeping:
Clients may be required to perform tasks of a personal housekeeping nature
such as the making of their own beds.
(d) Clients who are employed to perform work of
economic benefit to the employer shall be paid wages which
are commensurate with those paid nonhandicapped workers at
the facility or at businesses in the vicinity for ~ssen
tially the same type, quality and quantity of work.
The
applicability of this standard does not depend on whether or
not the work is of therapeutic value to the client.
\

-
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(e) Each workshop or other employer sha 11
taill, and have available for inspection, records of:

mCllll-

(1)
the productivity of each client to be
reviewed at quarterly intervals;
.

(2). the prevailing wages paid Ilonhandicapped

worker~ In th~ ~acIlity or in businesses in the vicinity for

essentIally sImIlar work to that performed by clients; and
(3) the production standards for an average
nonhandicapped worker for each job being performed by a
client.
(f) Every effort shall be made to find compensated employment for clients who are willing and able to
work.
(g) Clients shall be allowed to keep amounts
earned under this paragraph.
7.

Restraints and Abuse

(a) Mistreatment, neglect or abuse of clients In
any form shall be prohibited. The routine use of all forms
of restraint shall be eliminated.
Restraint shall be employed only when absolutely necessary to prevent a cliellt
from seriously injuring himself or others.
Restraint shall
never be employed as a punishment, for the convenience of
staff, or as a substitute for programs and shall be applied
only after other means of controlling behavior have been
tried and have failed.
Documentation of the faIlure of
these alternative techniques shall be included in the client's records and be available for inspection.
(b) The permissible forms of restraint thereafter
shall be physically holding the individual for a maximum of
one hour, placing the individual in a room with an attendant
for a maximum of one hour, or placing the individual alone
in an unlocked room with an attendant outside for a maximum
of one hour.
If these types of restraint prove inadequate,
chemical restraint may be used.
Each use of a chemical
restraint shall be ordered by a physician.
such order shall
be reviewed by the physician as soon as possible after use
of the drug and the physician's findings shall be noted in
the client's record.
Straitjackets and camisoles shall
Ilever be used, nor shall any resident be tied to a bed or
subject to corporal punishment, degradation, or seclusion
(seclusion is hereby defined as placing a client alone in a
locked room, which he cannot leave at will).
(c) Use of restraints by the crisis intervention
team shall be governed by the provisions of Appendix A,
Section N, rather than by the provisions of this section.
The duties of the Superintendent shall be performed by the
Regional Administrator.
(d) Alleged instances of mistreatment, neglect or
abuse of any client shall be reported immediately to the
Regional Administrator and the advocate's office, and there
shall be a written report documenting that the allegation
has been thoroughly and promptly investigated (with the
\ findings stated therein).
Copies of such reports· shall be
made available to persons concerned with the enforcement of
this decree along with a report indicating the action taken.
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(e) A client's correspondent shall be notified in
writing whenever an instance of mistreatment, neglect or
abuse occurs.
(f) The use of aversive conditioning shall not be
permitted unless positive reinforcement procedures and other
less drastic alternatives have been tried and failed (this
failure shall be documented) and approval has been obtained:
(1)

from the client's interdisciplinary

team; and
(2)
from the client, if he is capable of
gIvIng informed consent or from the client's correspondent
if the client cannnot give informed consent; and
(3)
from a three-person special committee on
aversive conditioning, designClted by the Director, which
shall include the client's advocate and one designee from
the Consumer Advisory Board.
(g) The Director shall be advised when a decision
has been reached and approved to utilize such aversive
conditioning. Aversive conditioning techniques shall be
employed only under the supervision of a psychiatrist or
psychologist licensed to practice in the state of Maine who
has had proper training in the use of such techniques, and
who is specifically authorized by the Director to conduct
aversive conditioning. The Director shall at all times
maintain a list of all persons authorized to conduct averSIve conditioning.
(h) Research or experimentation of any sort shall
be conducted only after approval has been obtained as set
forth in paragraph (f) above except research limited to
review of client records, provided that confidentiality is
adequately protected.
8.

Recordkeeping

(a) Each facility shall keep a record of the
client's progress toward the prescriptive program goals for
which the facility is responsible, recorded at least monthly, and recorded on a weekly basis for skill acquisition
programs.
(b) Each facility shall cooperate with the Bureau
In collecting other necessary data.
ec) These records shall be available to regional
office staff and to all persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree.

-
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Standards for Day, social, Pre-vocational and Work
Training Programs.
1.

Clients' Rights

Clients shall be treated with dignity and respect.
Programming shall be provided consistent with the requirements of the client's prescriptive program plan and in the
least restrictive and most normal setting possible.
2.

Staffing

(a) Sufficient staff shall be on duty in each
program placement to meet each client's programming needs as
set out in each client's prescriptive program plan.
(b) Social/pievocational programs:
In Social/
prevocational programs, there shall be at a minimum the
following staff:
(1) a full-time or part-time Director who
has professional qualifications in a relevant field or
experience in a relevant field including administrative
experience;
(2) one full-time staff member for the first
10 (or fewer) clients and an additional half-time staff
member for each additional 15 clients.
(3) Where neither the Director nor a fulltime staff member is a professional, the Bureau shall semiannually provide the services of a professional consultant
who shall make recommendations to the program and to the
Bureau for improving client services. A copy of these reports shall be made available to persons concerned with the
enforcement of this decree.
(c) Work training programs:
In work training
programs there shall be at a minimum the following staff:
(1) a full-time or part-time Director who
has professional qualifications in a relevant field or
experience in a relevant field including administrative
experlence;
(2) a full-time professional staff member
for the first 20 (or fewer) clients;
(3)

one half-time staff member for each 10

additional clients.
3.

Food and Nutrition

Where a meal is provided by a program facility,
the meal shall be nourishing, well-balanced and of normal
variety unless medically contraindicated for specific clients.
4.

Recordkeeping

(a) Each program shall keep a record of each
client's progress toward the prescriptive program plan goals
for which the program is responsible, recorded on a weekly
basis.

-
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(b) Each program shall. cooperate with the BllreClu
In collecting other necessary data.
(c) These records shall be available to the
regional office staff and to all persons concerned with the
enforcement of this decree.
5.

Restraints and Abuse

Communi ty programs shall comply (vi th Appendix B,
Section F, paragraph 7 (Restraints and Abuse).
6.

Labor

Community programs shall comply with Appendix B,
section F, paragraph 6.
7."

Medication

Those programs which administer medication shall
comply with the standards set forth in Appendix Bf Section F, paragraph 5.
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H.

Management

1.
The Bureau shall maintain a meaningful table of
organization, clearly defining areas of responsibility and
accountability by position. There shall be regular outside
evaluation of management and of all major program elements
covered by this decree.
2.
A current and meaningful policies and procedures
manual shall be developed by defendants for community service workers and staff and for resource center and regional
office personnel incorporating policies and procedures to be
followed in providing client care.
It shall include all
relevant provisions of this decree. At least one copy of
the manual shall be readily available at each regional office, resource center and at each state-operated facility or
program serving clients of the Bureau.
3.
Consultants shall be used purposefully and on a
regular basis. Whenever consultants or outside evaluators
are utilized, they shall prepare written reports and evaluations which shall be forwarded to the Director and made
available to persons concerned with the enforcement of this
decree.
4.
The Director's office shall be familiar with all
sources of government and private monies for which community
programs are eligible and shall, when appropriate, apply for
such funding.
5.
The Commissioner shall prepare a budget request
which is calculated to meet all deficiencies in meeting the
terms of this decree. A copy of all portions of the governor's budget applicable to this decree sllall be sent to
all persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree
when the budget is sent to the legislature, and a copy of
the final budget approved by the legislature shall be sent
to persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree
immediately follmving approval of the budget.
This section
shall apply to any supplemental budget requests.

-
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Personnel

1.
Defendants shall actively recruit qualified staff.
Salaries and benefits offered shall be adequate to attract
qualified staff.
2.
All job applicants shall be carefully screened. At
least two existing professional staff will interview each
candidate for professional jobs. At every level of employment every attempt will be made to screen out those
individuals who might pose a danger to clients or fail to
work in their best interests.
3.
There shall be full staff orientation and training
programs to increase employees' skills and interest in
achieving the program goals of the clients. Training programs shall be mandatory for regional office and resource
center employees. Operators or managers of any community
facilities or programs which serve a preponderance of mentally retarded clients shall be provided training by formal
program or by other means. Training programs shall be
available to all on a quarterly basis.
(a) Orientation training shall consist, at a
minimum, of 20 hours of training provided within three
months of the hiring or contracting date.
Persons who have
not had such training or equivalent training shall be provided it within one year of the signing of this decree.
(b) By October I, 1978, defendants shall prepare
and submit for comment to all persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree a plan to improve orientation and
in-service training programs, which plan shall specify the
proposed staffing, curricula and duration of such programs.
(c) At least the following areas shall be addressed in orientation and in-service training programs:
introduction to mental retardation; principles of normalization; human and legal rights; fire protection; safety;
health care; emergency care; growth-oriented programming;
behavior shaping; education; relationships with natural
families; leisure time and recreation; administrative responsibilities; human sexuality; vocational training and
counseling; and methods of insuring compliance with the
provisions of this decree.
(d) Records shall be kept of all persons receIvIng training and such records shall be available to all
persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree.
4.
supervisors shall be responsible under appropriate
laws and regulations for the regular review and assessment
of the job performance of their subordinates, particularly
of their success in meeting program objectives. The Bureau
shall be responsible for pursuing every procedure and method
provided by law or regulation in the termination or reassignment of Bureau employees whose performance is found
unsatisfactory.
In addition, the Bureau shall terminate
contracts or fail to renew them where job performance of
contractees is unsatisfactory.
5.
Personnel policies shall be designed to maximize
use of individual employees' skills and to enhance effective
programming for clients and working conditions for employees.
In order to improve personnel policies, personnel
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terminating employment shall be interviewed if the employee
consents.
Summaries of these interviews shall be reviewed
by the Director and by other appropriate persons, to determine any causes of employee dissatisfaction and instances
of dehumanizing or abusive practices and other relevant
iIlformation, including the determination of appropriate
criteria for hiring and screening new employees.
Such summaries shall be made available to all persons con~
cerned with the enforcement of this decree.
6.
Staff shall be actively involved by the administration in the development and assessment of Bureau poliCIes.
7.
Volunteers will be eligible to receive appropriate
orientation and inservice training on terms identical to
those of regular staff. Volunteers will be encouraged to
make use of these opportunities by their supervisors.
Each
volunteer will be provided a person who will provide direct
supervision to the volunteer on a regular basis. One person
in the Bureau central office shall be assigned the responsibility of 'recruiting volunteers and seeing to their maximum effective utilization.
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J.

Miscellaneous

1.
Unless otherwise specified, steps, standards and
procedures contained herein shall be achieved, and,thereafter maintained, within 12 months from the date of the
signing of this decree.
2.
No care, treatment, placement, program or service
necessary to implement the requirements of this decree shall
be denied to any client ~ecause of the client,' s inability to
pay.
3.
All correspondents, advocates and persons concerned with the enforcement of this decre~ shall have an
obI igation to keep p'ersonallY ideri ti fi able records and 0 the r
information concerning clients confidential, consistent wit}l
the provisions of the relevant Maine law on confidentiality.
4.
A copy of this decree shall be available ln each
regional office.
5.
Defendants shall ensure that an advbcacy system
adequate to me~t clients' n'eeds is in place.
6.
The Chief Advocate within the Department shall
upon request have access to any information made available
to persons concerned with the enforcement of this decree.
7.
De fendants shall make every e ffoi-t to ensure tha t
a person in the governor's offic~ will be responsible for
being knowledgeable about the terms ofth~s decree and for
lending all appropriate ~ssistance of that office to the
full implementation of the decree.
8.
This decree 'shall be interpre~ed in a fair and
reasonable manner so as to attain the object for which it
was designed and the purpose to which it is applied.
9.
Where implementation of st~ps, standards and procedures contained he~ein requires the cooperation of persons, facilities, programs, or departments not a party to
this litigation and not under the direct or indirect co~trol
of defendants, defendants shall work actively to ensure
compliance within their prescribed administrative ~uthority.
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TO THE UI\fITED STATES DISTRICI' COURl:'
FOR THE DISTRICI' OF .tJ'lAThlE

This action concerns the civil and constitutional rights of
mentally retarded citizens of tile State of Maine. It was initiated by
and on l:::ehalf of those persons who were involuntarily confined to Pineland
Center, a state institution for the mentally retarded, and persons
conditionally released from Pineland Center to state-"approved corrmunity
placements. * In July 1978 the parties ;to this litigation concluded a
three-year period of intensive negotiation and agreed upon the terms
of a decree to be entered by consent. On July 14, 1978, tlris Court entered
the consent decree as the judgment of ti1e Court.
Thereafter, by consent of the parties, tr~ Court appointed a
Special r-1aster to oversee implementation of the Court s order. The
~ccial Master is an officer of the Court and is directed to serve "solely
the Court and the interests of justice." This report presents to the
Court the Special IV-laster I s opinion on the implications of the Court I s
order and on the implementation of its provisions.

Not everJ mentally retarded citizen of r-1aine comes within the class
described. The state defendants have taken the position that, as a
matter of state policy, roe benefits of the decree are to l:::e extended
to all nBntally retarded citizens. I agree with that position, as a
mat-ter of both law and policy, and I will do nothing to interfere wi-th
it insofar as the State!s conduct does not linpede realization of the
decree's benefits by members of the plaintiff-class.
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I.

Implications of a Federal Court Decree

Hundreds of persons have responsibilities touching upon implementation
of the decree, including employees of the Department of Mental Health
and Corrections, officials and employees of other state agencies, persons
who provide services in cooperation with the Department f and other concerned
individuals. They are not familiar with federal equity decrees, and I
here address those questions which have arisen most frequently and persistently
concerning the meaning of the Court's injunction.
A. Persons Bound. The named defendants in this action are the
Commissioner of the DeP~1t of Mental Health ill1d Corrections, the
Director of the Bureau of Mental Retardation, and the Superintendent of
pineland Center. They are specifically enjoined to "-take all actions
necessary to secure implementation of this judgment; including Appendices
A and B, in a prompt and orderly fashion." The decree further provides:
"Defendants shall take all steps necessary to ensure full and timely
financing of this judgment, including v if necessary, sun-nission of further
budget requests to the legislature." This directive is not optional;
the state defendants have a binding duty to take the steps mandated.
The decree is specifically binding on tJ1e defendants and their
successors in office, their agents, and Lheir employees. Thus, each
Pineland employee is personally bound by the decree, and the decree is
binding on the offices of the defendants regardless of Who may come to
occupy those posi-tions in the future.
Rule 65(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that
a federal court order granting an injunction "is binding only upon the
parties to the action, their officers, agen-ts, servants i employees, and
attorneys, and upon those persons in active ooncert or participation with
them who receive actual notice of the order by personal service or otherwise."
The defendants here represeIlt a major state agency having primary responsibility for the care, treatment, and services for the mentally retarded.
The Department of Mental Health and Corrections does not, however, now
possess plenary state authority for carrying out this Court's mandate.
It is presently dependent upon the cooperation of numerous other state
agencies for accomplishing the objectives of the decree. other departments
of state government are necessarily in active concert and participation
with the named defendants. Acoordingly, Rule 65 (d) would include in the
class of persons bound by the decree representatives of all other state
agencies having responsibilities which directly affect implementation
of the Court's order. Should it become necessary to establish that this
understanding is correct and to ensure that it is properly acted upon
persons Who occupy positions of leadership in other state departments,
bureaus, and agencies can be named as additional defendants. Moreover,
this Court can exempt the Department from following normal state
procedures should -they prove to be obstructive or productive of delay.
B. Purported Conflicts with other Laws. By virtue of the Supremacy
Clause of Article IV, Section 2, of the United States Constitution, this
decree supersedes oonflicting state law. State regulations,procedures,
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and contracts may not be relied uJ?On as an excuse for failing to implement
the decree. While I am sensitive to the need to construe the Court is
order compatibly with state law, in the event of irreconcilable conflict
or delays preventing compliance with this Court's deadlines, state law
must yield. All persons affected by the decree must recognize that its
terms are not negotiable.
Any purJ?Orted conflict between this COlLrt i S decree and other
federal laws or regulations CClJl only be authoritatively resolved by this
Court. Opinions of state and federal agencies while entitled to weight,
are not final. The State may not excuse its failure to implement the
Court's mandate by relying on other provisions of federal law but must
bring any purJ?Orted conflict to the Court's attention for final resolution.
Persistent failure to implerrent the decree on account of conflicts, real
or imagined, between the decree and state or federal law will necessitate
my seeking ancillary orders directed to the state agencies responsible
in order to secure the Court's judgment.
C. Entry of the Decree by Consent. The decree was entered by
consent of the parties. This fact does not mean, however, 'chat the parties
can now change the decree by consent or vYaver in iniplementing its provisions.
At the ITornent the decree was adopted by the Court, t..he decree became the
judgment of the Court. It therl became bindLYlg on the State of Maine,
no longer by virtue of volUIltary agreement, but as a matter of federal law.
The decree does continue to have one special quality which is
derived from its having been entered by consent of the parties: Not only
has the State been ordered by the Court to carry out the decree f but also
the State has promised that it will do so. Individuals whose personal
approval was necessary to entering the decree by consent must be especially
sensitive to the present action required to fulfill 'cheir promise.
D. Retention of Jurisdiction.
This Court has retained jurisdiction
of the action for a period of -two years. Some persons assume that the
decree is, for that reason, binding for only two years and that the
state will then be free to conduct its affairs without regard for the
decree. This view is wrong. The decree is a pe:tpetual injUIlction, which
is binding on the state forever unless modified by a court of competent
jurisdiction. If, at the end of two years, it appears necessary or desirable for the Court to extend its retention of jurisdiction, I shall
recorrmend that it do so. If continum.g jurisdiction is unnecessary f the
Court will relinquish day-to-day supervision, but the order of the Court
will remain in full effect and will continue to be enforceable, as now,
through the ordinary processes of civil and criminal contempt. In making
my recommenda-tion I shall apply the following standard:
If one can read
the decree and find there an accurate description of conditions then
existing, continuing jurisdiction will not be necessary. If the decree
does not accurately describe existing conditions in terms of the actual,
every day lives of the plaintiffs, then further action by the Court will
be necessary.
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II.

The Beneficiaries of the Court's Decree

A word is in order concerning the beneficiaries of this Court I s
decree. It is doubtful that ]\faine citizens generally are aware of the
condition and status in ·the state of persons who are rrentally retarded.
While occasionally one sees folks who appear as if they might be retarded,
we have not generally come to know them, much less know them "".7811. OUr
ignorance is embodied in hateful terms still sometimes heard.
The reason we do not know the rrentally retarded is a result of the
first principle of a long-prevailing philosophy: a principle of segregation. In Maine mentally retarded citizens have been. segregated from
the rest of us by confinerrent to Pineland Center. There our concern for
their well ~being and our information about them and their existence
stopped. They were in the care of the state. '*
What rrost of us did not know was what happened to the rrentally
retarded after they were committed to the state's care. Essentially
they were kept. They were kept clean, kept safe, kept confined, kept
bed-ridden, kept in strait-jackets and camisoles, kept away from attractive
things, and kept away from us. Even so, they were not well-kept. Their
care was based on a second principle of the philosophy now abandoned:
that persons who are rrentally retarded are incapable of learning, of
growing, of having normal human experiences, of taking care 'of themselves,
and of contributing to society. Under these conditions a person's faculties
not only fail to develop to their potential but also are likely to deteriorate.
The present effects of these now-abandoned practices are currently observable
at Pineland Center.
The beneficiaries of this decree are interesting individuals, and
individuals they are, with as diverse and varied a panoply of hlID1al1 emotions,
interests, idiosyncracies, capabilities, and talerlts as anyone else.
Those persons presently living in the community are often the most capable
and least retarded. Most, but by no means all, of the residents of
Pineland are severely or profoundly retarded. They have varying capacities
for accepting education. Many are multiply handicapped, suffering blindness,
deafness, rrental illness, susceptibility to seizures, and physical abnormalities. Many have behavioral problems of aggression or self-abuse.
Some suffer in ways which even the experts cannot corrprehend. But, with
rare exception, they suffer rrost fram the failure to appreciate their
affirmative capabilities. They have doubly suffered who have endured
years of neglect of their intellectual and physical capacities.
Maine citizens would honor themselves by taking an interest in
discovering the worth and merit of those who through no fault of their
own are developmentally disabled. Many opportunities exist for both
volunteer 'WOrk and paid ernployrrent at Pineland, in group homes and dayactivi ty centers, in opening new group homes, or becoming foster parents.

* Largely because their conditions were unknown to us and outside our
concerns, the responsibility for correcting their poor condition fell to
the federal court. Long-standing inattention to basic human needs and
worth through normal political processes itself necessitates a court's
intervention to secure the rights denied or ignored.
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III .

Objectives of the Decree

A. Principal Decree Objectives. The operative provlslons of the
Court's decree are contained in two documents designated "Appendix A:
pineland Standards" and "AppE'J"ldix B: Com-nunity Standards." The decree
prescribes that it is to be in-terpreted "in a fair and reasonable manner
so as to a-ttain the object for which it was designed and the purpose to
which it is applied."
There are two central objectives of the Court's decree
'The first
is to seClrre the right of mentally retarded. citizens to be given training
and education p designated in the decree as "prograrnmlng." The second
is to secure the right to live
the least restrictive environment
possible. These objectives represent a reversal of tbe two least commendable practices of the past: segregating the In2J-:1tally retarded from
the rest of society and ignoring -their capabilities. These objectives
mean that every client in the community and every resident of Pineland
has a right to be taught 1rlhatever he may be capable of learning, with
an emp11asis on skills of practical value to attaining or increasing
personal independence. It also means that residents of Pineland have
a personal and present right to leave pl..,.'1eland and :bave a more normal
home found for them outside the insJci-tution.
All other provisions of the decree revolve around these two great
objectives. The decree cannot be properly understood or interpreted
resolving whatever issue may be under considera-tion in light of
these two aims. Any failure by the state to support_ the objectives of
prograrrming and normal living would cut to the heart of the order of
the COtlrt.
B. Rights of COmmuJ.'1i-ty Clients. For most class members the goal
of less restrictive, more normal living means living _in community residences.
Pineland Center has a pressing obligatiol1 now to find or develop new
community residences throughout the State of I~ll'1e.
1. Where a Client Lives. The point of community living
is normalcy. Community reside..nces are to be integrated into the commu.ni ty p
not set apart. Homes are to be, as far as possible, usual and ordinary,
like other normal homes. A person has a right to have a bed, a dresser
and storage space, attractive and comfortable living areas and privacy
in bathrooms. Clients are to be taught, in tlleir homes, to care for indi vidual living areas p to prepare :[neals, to buy clothing, to use the
telephone, and to care for themselves III terms of groomli!g and hygiene,
health and dental care, safety skills, and use of money. Home operators
have the teaching responsibility in these areas.

2. Where a Client Works. The essential ingredient of a
successful comTlUl1ity placelTl2l1t is formal education" training, or work
outside the home. For children this responsibility is borne by local
districts r which cannot t-::xclude handicapped children from public
For adults the responsibility lies with day-activity and
work centers. There ttle skills taught by horne O'NIlers are to be remforced,
and social f pre-vocational, and compensable work progr&LlS are to be
provided to clients as their capabilities and development permit.

CI'he
for irrplementing these prcg.cam objectives is called
the prescriptive program plan f a description of each
! s
specific
needs and capabili-ties I his prograll1 goals with short- and 10ng~term
objectives, and tinetables for achieving ti10se objectives. The prescriptive
program plan is to be prepared and reviewed regularly by all interdisciplinary
team composed of persons from various professional disciplines and persons
having responsibilities for can-ying out the plan I s recommendations.
Home operators and prograro directors bind ti1emselves to provide the
services specified in service agreements entered into wid1 -the Bureau
of Mental Retardation
0

3. Support Sel.vices
"1'11e decree requires the Bureau to
operate six regional offices and t-wo resourCe centers for the state.
In support of community residences and programs those offices must provide
or secure such services as
, farnily-support services, respite
care, medical aIld dental care! psychological evaluations and advice, speech
and hearing assistance, occupational and physical therapy, social-work
services, crisis-intervention
and in-service training.
0

c. Rights of Pineland Residents. Persons remaining at Pineland
have a right to the rrost no:rmal IIving conditions which CaIl be provided
and a right to a prog-.cam of
which will maximize their human
abili ties, enhance ·their abili"cies to cope witb their environnent, and
create reasonable expectatio11S of progress toward the goal of independent
ccmmuni-ty living.
L
Life in a Uni 1:.0 Each person at Pineland is assigned to
a unit which is his home. There he has a bedroom or sha:ces a bedroom
with others, personal belongings ar"e kept there, he takes his meals in
the unit diningroom; personal records are maintained on the unit. 'l'he
decree requires that living Ullits be attractive, nonnal, aIld clean, affording
residents privacy f dignity f
f
arlO. saIli-tation. Bedrooms are to be
attractive arld, for ti1e rrost
ei-ther slllgle or double rooms. Residents
are to be provided with personal dressers ru1d storage space. Toilets
and showers must afford privacy, aIld toilet paper must be provided.
Corrrnon living areas must be conducive to socializing with others, relaxing,
and engaging in usual leisure activities. Leisure-time and educational
equiprr.ent should be haIldy.
Direct~care aides, 'Who are responsible for a resident's daily
care p are tile primary teachers. Like the home operators in the community,
the aides must teach whatever skills in daily living a resident may lack
whenever there is some promise of a resident! s leaTI1ing to a.cquire those
skills. 'I'he aides must orgaIlize cons·tructive p . pleasurable acti vi ties,
train each resident in activities of daily living, self--help, SQcial skills,
and corrmunication skills, aIld facilitate freedom of movement aIld communication. Specific ratios are set forth in the decree -to ensure that
there are enough aides ·to carry out their irrportaIlt responsibilities.
To enable the direct-care staff to perform the function of teachers and
helpers, they are not permitted to perform routine housekeeping chores.
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needs and capabilities, give advice on long-range and short-range goals
to be agreed upon, and provide guidance and instruction on how those goals
can best be achieved.
Two parts of the decree Illm.t the discretion of -the professional
departments and set the direction for their advice and judgment
They
concern the use of aversive conditioning (negative and disagreeable
techniques for controlling bad behavior) a."1d psychotropic medications
(also used for controlling behavior). The decree provides that those
techniques are to be employed only as a last resort after other, more
agreeable alternatives have been tried and fOUl1d wan.ting and then may
be used only at the absolute rninimunL
0

4. The Consumer Advisory Board. Finally, the decree
establishes one on-going org~1ization to preserve ~ld protect the rights
of those persons confined to Pineland Center: the Consumer Advisory
Board. In addition to finding persons willing to serve as correspondents
for residents who have no other iJlteres-ted parent, relative, or friend,
the Board is commissioned to evaluate any alleged dehumanizing practices
at Pineland, to promote normalizatioI1 f ~1d to ex~nine violations of
individual rights. The Board is required to subnut periodic reports to
the Superintendent of Pineland Center and to the Commissioner of Mental
Healtrl and Corrections.
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IV.

Communi ty Programs and Residences

I have visited community residences and program centers throughout
the state from York to Aroostook Counties. I have examined Bureau records
and spoken with home operators f program providers f Bureau employees, and
mentally retarded clients in all six Bureau regions. Bureau employees
are working at high levels under intense pressure. They have completed
prescriptive program plans for all of the class members in the community.
A. New Group Hores and Program Centers. Nearly the full promise
of the Court I S decree is now being realized by clients living in new group
hores and participating in new day-activity and work programs. They live
in attractive, substantial, noninstitutional group heroes. Their lives
are active and filled '\.ath opportunities to learn. Persons running the
new homes and programs tend to be conce:rned for their clients and share
the philosophy of self-sufficiency and indepeJldence which underlie the
decree. They are working diligently to help people help themselves.
Anyone who may entertain doubts about the worth of the undertaking represented by the Court's decree must see the new group homes and programs.
B. CommuYlity Residences. The principal proble..YflS in the community
arise from older residential facilit.ies. Sore hore operators do not
understand the educational as distinguished from custodial, function
they are to perform. i"ihile that default can be corrected, the task is
a delicate one. It would be self-defeating for state workers to enforce
the decree against persons \'7110 have not first had a fair opportunity to
understand it. The decree is not like state regulations which have been
ifnI:;osed. Some persons may have becameso inured to the irrposition of
unreasonable or unexplaL~ed state regulations that they may fail to see
the decree as an opportunity for a better life for Lhe m9ntally retarded
and all persons upon whom they depend.
I have seen a few communi ty~based establishments which may be
irredeemable. They are eiLher places where the environffi9Dt is too poor
to expect that alterations could cure the deficiencies, places that are
too large or institutional to care properly for the individuals who live
there or places where those in charge believe tha·t they have full authority
to make all decisions for persons in their care. In many cases class
members living jn such facilities were placed out of Pineland Center
wi thout st.ate provision of programming which is necessary to achieving
the purpose of com:mmi ty placement. Once residents of Pineland have been
given opportunities to move out of the institution into community settings,
a major emphasis must be placed on improving Lhe conditions of persons
'who are now living in substandard hores. An invitation must be extended
now -to all community residences to impleffi9Dt the consent decree. If that
mvi ta·tion is declined community clients may have to move.
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In keeping \i\Ti th a:tt.i tudes of the
, Pineland Center is inaccessibly
loca·ted in New Glouces'l:::er,
BecaUBe the problems of Pineland are
so ingrained and inter~~related. ai'1d because thoseL~at are nlinor are treated
on an equal par with those that are maj or , it is clifficult to describe
Pineland wiLhout being
is a complex
of buildings including
administration building,
a kitchen a laundry,
and so on. It could
be like a little town
also not. like a hospital.
pineland personnel
which varies widely
from one part to anotiler
effect:iveness. Pineland residents,
presently nillTlbering more
dependent to one degree
or anoti1er on Pineland
provide. Their
lives are the measure of

Pineland Center
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The Pin.eland managerrent
{em executive committ.ee
heads and other key personnel)
Most demonstrable
is committed to complying with t.he C01.Jric: ! s order
improvements at
of decree negotiations
Court. Some entire
"iNhere doze.l1s of' beds and
people lAJere once
:L'1 "
apart.ments. Medications
were slIDst.antial1y reduced.
space and bedspreads
are beLng
have been hung
Nonnal
ftlluiture is being
installed on showers
and toilets. Toilet paper is
to 1::'£ found
bathrooms (which
was not the case vihen the decree 1.'\Tas entered)
Hore residents than ever
are receiving some form
seeing beyond the
Pineland environment. by
and towns. But all
is not well at Pineland Center.
0

0

0

[1,.
The
cunong the plaintiff-class
are those
denied even such prograrnm.ing, activities,
interests, and pleasures as Pineland is now able t.o provide
Those persons
pass t.he time f in whole or in part. left to their own devices to entertain
the:mselvese They are still just being kept. Life for them is purposeless.
Some are locked in.to their
units and at tne same time, locked out
of ·their rC)()ft1S @ Common Ii
areas where they are kept have no handy
equipment or educational
, and, if thEY did,
aides 'WOuld usually
be t:oo busy to supervise their proper UBe
Their access to fresh air
on the time and
of (1irect~care aides.
1::18C0l112 aggressors; others become their victims
The
of those persons .:'Ind othe:cs at Pineland is boredom.
0

0

is the direct~care staff,
are the ones who have
for persons confined
to t:h.e direc-t-care staff
to
axe also found in their
va.r:-ies
to lAj()rk hC"Jd cmd Decome teachers of the ret.arded@ Aides in
diffic111~cies caused by their residents
Sorne tID.i ts are so oveDlllorked by
can do
Hure 'than keep Ll-J.e
on providing essentially
The backbone
employees assigned 'co residential
imrnediate and

f
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custodial care
As well as dealing wit11 challenging residents (who are
sometL'112S destructive, aggressive self-abusive, or incontinent), the
aides rousJc accompany indi'vidual residents wherever they are required to
go; they must perforIn
housekeeping chores (or else leave such
chores undone); ill1d
must attend to ever-increasing paperwork demands.
Precious little time is left for participating in ·the formulation of
prescriptive program plilllS y for teaching daily livll1g skills, or for being
trained themselves in how best to carry out their responsibilities.
0

In the ffi.')St
the aides cannot be expected to assume
the role of teachers
the decree tmtil Pineland has an
infusion of additional direct-care aiOES to ease the burden and a substantial increase iII the number of house}:eepers -to remO'i78, once' and for
all, housekeeping chores from the direct-care stafL It may be that a
significant nurnl...--er of
will have to be made to prevent waste
Ln the tune of staff away from tile direct care of residents. Pineland
is not meeting the direct··ocare staff ratios set forth in this Court I s order.
l\t best those ratios aJ::e being met only in terms of authorized positions,
not persons present and on duty
Vacant positions and absent employees
are no-t the measure of
wit..h the decreeo
0

B.
Progratl'.rning
.LHC~=~U residents are scheduled into SOrr12
form of programming-;-a"ithouqh not all are, and every program center has
a Waiting list. When
te~T~ of individual needs, the arrount
training and e.t1gaging in activities
of t:ime
tileir 1,]nits is
inadequate
The decree calls for constant
should
at
all
times have available to him
activity. IA Pineland
the opportlmity to be in a classroom leaJ::l1ing sOfClething new or practicing
away from Pineland, to be enjoying the
an acquired
, to be
recreational activity unless he is
gYTrmasium or participating
attending to other matters which are parts of life such as eating, toileting,
seeing the doctor or dentist, or getting fresh air.
0

To be sure, there are persons whose tolerance for stimulation
is low, and everyone needs just plain rest and relaxation at times. But
for lnany Pineland residents the color less life they lead is attribl1.table
other than a lack of sufficient services, a failure by SOrr12
staff rrEnfuers to tmderstand -that they are all teachers who are obligated
to ITIcke life
, and a failure of or9anization.
staff ratios may be a consequeI1ce of
programrnil1g because residents are f in substance,
when they should be ill. programs.
C

Suppo:ct.

and Prescrip"cive Program Plans.

Professional

--ai- Pineland are close to bejng fully staffed for the first
\'17as entered.

The departments, including psychology,
therapy, physical therapy, speedl. and
seek to make the direct-care staff
Professionals should spend about half
resi.dents and the ot.her half teaching
of psychology especially needs to
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COlmte-DCe an out-reach and training program to bring the direct-care
staff up to 'that level of sophistication in psychology to enable them
to provide the experts with meaningful info:nna:tion.

the whole interdisciplinary
in the comrnunity. A similar study is needed at Pineland, where
the process for preparing prescriptive program plans is too generalized
&ld produces more paper trktn concrete objectives and specific methods for
acDi.eving them. The process is new f of course f and the persons concerned
are new to it. The time for redirection, however, is now.
i\ study is now undenvay to examine

D. Placement,s out of Pineland. While the decree envisions that
a community residence mus't be found whenever a Pineland resident is ready
to live in the comrmmity f Pineland procedures do not work that way. There
are persons now confined to Pineland I'llho are capable of productive community
lives but for whom no hone has been found. Several instances have occurred
in which residents were ready to leave Pineland and home operators were
williJlg ,to provide them with homes but Pineland delayed or obstructed
the placements. vilholesale placenentB out of Pinelal'ld in years past without
providing prGg'£ClJnrning and support have caused all. understandable reluctance
to I!1?J:e placements without perfection. But too often Pineland employees
,to appreciate t.he scope of their own competence. They wait for the
ingredients to fall into place rather than beiJ1g t:.r.e prune movers who make
things hapt:€D.
Eo 'The Cbnsumer A.dvisory Bo,:rrd. The Board is organized .and is
operatillg e,;thusiastically ill support' of the Court I s order. The Board
is an organization whose flmc,tioll and importance will last beyond the
perlC'Ci
v¥hj,ch t.his Court has retained jurisdiction. Should the state
defendailts fail to live up to the terms or pt.rrpose of the decree after
this Court has relinquished jurisdiction, the Consumer Advisory Board
is likely to be the responsible :mechanism for bringing any significant
deviations from the decree to the Court, 's attention. The nature of the
BDard s function ~Duld necessarily make it difficult for the Superintendent
or C(~ssioner to fail to follow Board recommendations. Should they do
so r ho\,vever f the Board would have access to this Court.
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VI.

Conclusions

'Two major obstacles are impeding full implementation of this
Court,! s decree. First, Pineland Center is insisting on implementing the
decree according to old Pineland modes of procedure. Second, the Department
of Mental Health and Corrections is not receiving the cooperation of other
state agencies necessary to enable the Department to implement the decree
with any celerity.

Pineland Center displays a worshipful devotion to foolish, cumbersome,
convoluted Pineland procedures. With exceptions, it avoids imaginative
problem solving and excels in producing' reasons wny things cannot be done.
Despite th.e difficulty of the work of many direct-care aides, Pineland
confoundingly makes life more difficult than need be. Restrictions are
imposed on Pineland employees wilich are perceived to be repressive and
necessarily based on a premise of unt.rustworthiness. Opportunities for
fundarnental change are routinely resisted. The happiness, the full-time
activity, 'che harmony contemplated by the decree are not being realized.
The Department of Mental Health and Corrections needs but has not
complete cooperation of ob~er state agencies in accomplishing
th.e decree I S obj ectives. Hiring and upgrading employees requires approval
of outside officials in charge of personnel. Obtaining federal funds to
help pay for changes mandated by the decree has been blocked by another
state agenc-y. Pineland cannot purchase items required by the decree or
renovate buildings without following various state procedures. Opening
a new group home in Freeport and improving Pineland buildings have been.
subjected to unjustifiable delays from both within and without Pineland.
The DePili"tm211t! s budget must be subrnitted for approval to persons who
ar'e not conversant with the requirements of the Court I S order. Homelicensing regulations based on a nursing-home model conflict with terms
or objectives of the decree. Pineland residents have been denied their
to leave Pineland for such reasons as a school district's failure
uJnduct a pupil evaluation, another agency's delay in conducting
a fire-safety inspection, another's failure to license a group home conceded
all
to be a good place to live, and failure of Pineland employees
to }:e decisive and facilitate bringing the outside processes to conclusions.
All such outside procedures are inherently obstructive because the objectives
the decree are being 'treated as secondary or irrelevant to the agencies'
functions under state law.
recei\~d

Pineland Center may prove itself in need of thorough-going
resClIJ.cturing by tbe Court. It may need to be emancipated from both
exte~11al mid internal limitations on its ability to achieve results quickly
It does need a permanent superintendent and more new
the institution to carry out its central mission of
for the purpose of increasing personal independence.
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The lion's share of praise for those accomplishments which have
occurred belongs to the Director of the Bureau of r1~1tal Retardation.
He has be~ tireless in his efforts to develop new community residences
and programs and to spread the message of the Cou~t!s decree throughout
the state. Creativi ty and resourcefulness have been the hallmarks of
his direction of the Bureau
While the Pineland managers want to comply
with the Court.' s decree, they seldom seek creative solutions to their
problems p they fail to ernulate the Bureau's direction, and they have
subv-erted Bureau plans for reasons known only to Pineland. Plans laid
by the Director and the Com:nissioner, huwever well conceived, are not
reliable reflections of the Pineland reality
Pinela'1d must awaken soon
to the fact that it has only one set of superverling instructions: this
Court's decree.
0

0

Specific
be forthcoming.

recomr~dations

for corrective action by the Court will

Respectfully submitted,

DAVID D. GREGORY

\

Sr.r=;ecial Master for the United States
District Court

Dated

March 19 f 1979
Portland, Maine

Professor David D. Gregory
Uni versi ty of ]\.laine School of Law
246 Deering Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE SPECIAL MASTER

The plaintiffs in this action are mentally retarded citizens of
Maine presently or formerly involuntarily confined to Pineland Center;
the defendants are officers of agencies of the State of Maine having
primary responsibility for care and treatment of retarded citizens. The
Court's decree describes the rights of retarded citizens of this State
and imposes upon the State the duty to provide whatever may be necessary
to fulfill those rights. The tenns of the decree were written by both
parties, and the decree was entered as the judgment of the Court_ with_
both parties I consent. The State's consent came with the personal approval of Maine's highest executive officials. The decree is binding upon
the offices of the named defendants, their errployees, and agents, and all
persons in active concert or participation with them including all state
agencies having responsibilities affecting the security of the rights of
retarded citizens.
The Special Master is an officer of the Court who is directed to
represent "solely the Court and the interests of justice." The Special
Master is to serve in part as a witness to the State I s performance in
ccmplying with the decree. The Master is directed to interpret the
Court's decree "to attain the object for which it was designed and the
purpose to which it is applied."

1. Compliance with the Decree. Pineland Center is not complying
wi th the order of the Court-.-Noncompliance is substantial and continuing.
In no major area is Pineland Center meeting the consent decree. The
environment in most residential and program areas at Pineland is poor; it
is neither normal nor conducive to learning. Pineland does not provide
anything close to the educational opportunities or individually planned
programs promised by the decree. Pineland does not have sufficient
qualified staff present and on duty to deliver the services called for by
the decree. Pineland fails to prepare Pineland residents for living in
the community and is denying their right to noninstitutional living.
These deficiencies could be partially, but only partially, cured by
increased state expenditures. Part II of this report details the extent
of the state's failure to implement the Court's decree at Pineland Center.

The state did meet its obligation to reduce the population of
Pineland Center to 400 residents by July 14, 1979. In the first year
of the decree the state did develop for members of the plaintiff-class
125 community residential placements and 156 day-program openings. *
Except for persons who have been placed out of Pineland Center, the
State's efforts toward compliance have had little impact on the lives
of Pineland residents.
The reasons for Pineland's failure to implement the Court's order
are subtle and appear to be endemic to a custodial institution. A
custodial institution is inherently abnormal and is thus in the worst
position to provide a normal environment conducive to learning. It is
difficult to teach normal behavior and ordinary skills to persons whose
affirmative capabilities have long been ignored, repressed, and contorted
by living in an institution. Institutional officials and employees are
not well prepared to carry out institutional refonn.

*See part II of this report, pages 5-7. Although this report does not
examine in detail the State's compliance with the community aspect of
the Court I s decree, the Special Master has, rievertheless, visited
community residences and programs in all six regions of the Bureau of
Mental Retardation. The Master has examined records of class members
and has interviewed employees of the Bureau, other state officials, and
former residents of Pineland Center. In general, new group homes and
programs for the retarded, while universally underfinanced and often
understaffed, under supported , and misregulated by the State, are proving
the value of the Court's decree in tenns of human capability and aspiration.
The problems in the community are older boarding homes and institutions
which are not complying with the Court's order, a lack of appropriate
opportunities for schooling and work, including opportunities for public
education and vocational rehabilitation under federally financed programs
which are related in purpose to the Court's decree, and a lack of transportation and other support services.
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The most gifted superintendent carmot reasonably be expected without
assistance frem the Court to effect fundamental change. Below the superintendent are managers who, with exceptions, do not know how to canplY
with the Court I s order. Sane do not want to comply and, hence, pronounce
themselves already in compliance; others treat canpliance as secondary to
their own limited vision of the obligations of their offices. Representati ves of direct care aides are concerned with employees, not persons
who are in their direct care; they protect the few employees who abuse
persons in their care; they prevent hiring the best qualified employees.
Beyond the superintendent are state agencies which do and will continue
to hamstring the Pineland management in a variety of matters pertaining
to personnel, purchases, placements, renovations, and budget and thus
impede compliance and cause needless waste.
2. The Cost of a Custodial Institution.
Pineland Center, as a
custodial instituti~Is a mental retardation facility in the sense
that it is an element in the process of facilitating mental retardation.
Barely a fraction of each dollar spent at a custodial institution reaches
its inmates in improvements in the quality of their lives.
Taxpayers of Maine right now pay nearly ten million dollars a year,
not including the costs of food and heat, to maintain Pineland as an
asylum for retarded citizens. At a population of 400 inmates, Maine
taxpayers are paying over $25,000 per year per person to segregate frem
society persons who are retarded; and the inmate receives nothing
remotely close to the quality of life which $25,000 can reasonably be
expected to purchase outside the institution. The figures are too plain,
the contrast between corrmunity and institutional living too stark, the
conclusion too inescabable for the people of Maine and their representatives
long to continue to miss. Only an insidious circularity of our own ignorance
protects Pineland Center in its present course: For three quarters of a
century we have paid to hide retarded individuals, and now we do not know
what to expect should they return to our midst because they have been hidden.
Fear or misgiving, born of our own self-created ignorance, will alone
permit us to continue to inflict, at extravagant cost, a custodial institution upon our mentally retarded peers.
One carmot in conscience recommend to the Court additional remedies
that entail expenditure ot additional mi~lions of state dollars at
Pineland Center. The Special Master here records that he has learned
over the course ot the last year that the cente!r of gravity of the Court I S
decree is not Pineland Center but the ccmnuni'ty. If near.,-normalcy is to
be achieved, the premise lies in normal surroundings. Pineland Center as
a.cu~todial institution is inhe~ntly abno~l.
It is better to concentrate
the $tq,te lS resources a,nd etfort on starting and supporting new community
~e$idences and programs tor ?ineland residents than to put finite resources
.J.l1to a custodial institution to no good purpose in the faint hope of reform.

3. The Cost of Compliance. The irony concerning the limited,
underfinanced opportunities now offered by the State for community
living, education, and work is that federal money which is available to
finance major costs of the consent decree in the community is being
spurned or misapplied by the State. Approximately seventy per cent of
the cost of maintaining community-based residences and programs and
providing various support services could be paid for right now by the
federal government. Additionally, mentally retarded citizens are
excluded from fair participation in federally financed programs now
being administered in Maine contrary to governing federal law. The
reason that federal money is available to assist the State in implementing
the Court's decree is that the purposes of federal programs enacted by
Congress are identical or harmonious with the purposes of the Court's
decree. Applicable federal regulatory standards are consistent with
the te:rrns and objectives of the Court's decree, and their mechanisms are
often identical. If administration of federally financed programs were
coordinated with the implementation of the Court's decree, Maine would
bring itself into compliance with the federal law which it now violates
and go far toward fully implementing the consent decree.
There is no sustainable justification for the State's maladministration of federal programs. Federal funding is not now being used to
finance group homes, programs, and related services because the State has
not seen fit to ask for it. Only reasons no longer tenable can account
for the State's reluctance, contrary to canmon sense, to seek federal
funds which are available to help the State in meeting its obligations
under a federal court order. Officials of State agencies other than the
Bureau of Mental Retardation are, like the rest of us, unfamiliar with
the needs and capabilities of retarded citizens. They are unaccustomed
to treating retarded persons equal I y with everyone else i they are content
to allow Pineland Center to contain the retarded. They resent being told
by a federal court order how the State's conduct affecting the retarded
must be rectified. As to existing programs, typically a state agency
is delegated the authority to administer a federal program. A specialized
su1x1ivision of the agency thus acquires monopoly control not only of
money but also of a canplex array of governing rules. A routine response
to a reasonable suggestion on administration of a program is that federal
regulations prohibit it I and there the matter ends because the agency
has the rronopoly on the law. If the agency fairly construed the law,
there would be no ground for complaint, but typically the agency acts
without regard to the purposes which the federal program was designed to
achieve and in utter disregard of the coordinate objectives of separate
federal laws and programs. The worst offender in this State on this
score is the Department of Human Services. It routinely displays only
the most elementary conception of law, as a regulatory , restrictive,
exclusionary, and punitive device; it applies rules purposelessly.

-54. Prognosis of the Future of the Decree. While the Court's
decree envisions the rIght of all Pineland residents to enjoy noninstitutional living, the decree does not call for the closing of Pineland
Center. My experience as Special Master compels me, however, to info:r:m
the Court of the following further observations.
Pineland Center's performance during the first year of the decree
renders doubtful whether Pineland will ever be capable of faithfully
carrying out the decree's objectives. Substantial time has been spent
feigning compliance or concealing noncompliance; little regard has been
given to attempting to understand the purposes of the Court's decree.
To be sure, Pineland Center has been without a superintendent for the
better part of a year, but the problem of Pineland at heart is not
traceable to the void at the top. The problem of Pineland is that
Pineland is a custodial institution. Pineland Center has no future as
a custodial institution, that is, as a place where persons are consigned
to live for an indefinite time.
A custodial institution, as exemplified by Pineland Center, exists
for the purpose of keeping people away from the community into which
they were born. As long as society is willing to pay the cost of
pursuing that purpose, then a custodial institution is effectively
insulated from refo:r:mation or improvement to which it does not assent;
institutional residents are hostages to preservation of the status quo.
Abno:r:malities of the persons incarcerated in the institution are only
the beginning and the least of the abno:r:mali ties of the institution
itself. Every single task undertaken in a custodial institution is more
difficult and more expensive and produces worse results than in a more
normal environment. The simplest prescriptions of the Court's decree-provide normal clothing; provide normal meals; provide a warm, home-like
environment; provide privacy, dignity, and comfort; provide toys, games,
and learning equipment--cannot be met by a custodial institution. They
are not being met by Pineland Center.
Not only is a custodial institution incapable of meeting simple
needs, but, if Pineland is exemplary, it also works a positive evil.
Inmates develop uniquely institutional behavior which comes to constitute a barrier to assimilation back into society. Retarded persons becorre
more retarded. Managers and employees exhibit their own modes of institutional behavior. Reasonable persons make unreasonable judgments in
the institutional context. Hann is constantly, unintentionally perpetrated. Keys separate the keepers from the kept and are a measure of status.
?ineland could have a worthwhile destiny, if it were capable of
e;mb,rp,cing it r but not as a residential facility. There will be a need
to,r a pl~ce to educate persons to work in community-based residences
and p,rQgrams ~ Community residences and programs will experience a
constant turnover of employees and require a constantly replenished
cOl)ple;ment o~ well-trained persons to work with the retarded.
(As
matte,rs now stand, neither Pineland nor the conmunity direct care workers
are well trained before corrmencing work.) There will be a need for a
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place to provide short-term respite care to retarded individuals and
their families. There will be a need for some place to provide shortterm intensive care for persons suffering fram the most perplexing
medical and psychological problems. Pineland could be an educational
institution. Pineland could have in residence expert teachers conversant
with the most sophisticated learning on meeting the most difficult problems and needs of retarded persons. Pineland personnel could be doing
the most advanced research. New parents of mentally retarded children
could be educated to their children's potential and taught how they
can keep their children fram the present cycle of deterioration in being
retarded, being ins-titutionalized, being ignored and repressed, and
becoming more retarded. Pineland Center's failure to became an educational
institution wholly supportive of oammunity-based care will leave Pineland
wi th no reason for being. '
The structure of a oammunity-based system is in place. New
comuuni ty residences and progr ams prove the worth of camnuni ty placement
in tenus of human lives. The purpose of a small group home for the
retarded is to advance a retarded individual's affirmative capabilities,
those qualities which have been stifled by institutional life. Former
Pineland residents now living in authentic homes are teaching us haw
IIUlch they are capable of learning. They are being helped to live normal
lives and are being allowed to became independent, self-controlled, and
productive. Those goals can be achieved only by their overcoming the
continuing effects of our having consigned them to a custodial institution. A person moving fram an institution to the corrmunity at large
needs substantial support. Experience teaches that the success of
oanmunity placement is dependent on the State's providing for each person
an individually planned educational or occupational program. Just like
anyone else who spends his day at school or work, a mentally retarded
individual needs a productive occupation away from home. The decree
guarantees and the State has promised to provide programs designed to
meet the needs and test the capabilities of retarded citizens. The
risks, obstacles to normalcy, and ambiguities of transition to camnunity
life which a retarded person must face are insignificant, when he is
given the proper support, in comparison to the losses attending his
continued institutionalization.

The people of Maine should know that the Court I s decree was
inevitable. We cannot justify incarcerating someone simply because he
is retarded. We cannot justify confinement on a pretense of providing
specialized services which do not exist or could be better provided
outside an institution. The S-tate' s consenting to the decree was, therefore, sensible. There is no reason now in law or policy for Maine to
fail to make every possible effort to implement the Court's decree
forthwith.
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One person deserves unqua,li;Eied Praise for his wOl:,'k in j.):yjpl~ttng
the Court's dec;ree; Kevin W. Concannon, Di;rector o;f the Bu,reRu of Ment~l
Retardation.
'
The Court I s retention o;E continuing jurisdiction a,nd the term of
the Special Master expire in July 1980 unless renewed by Qrde;r;- Q~ the
Court. Fran the vantage of thisll'Qll)E!nt r there ~ be. no ;reasona,ble
expectation that the Special Master will have any alternative other
than to rec~d renewal of continuing jurisdiction and :r:enewa,l of the
tenn of the office of Special Master. There is at this point no ;fo;r-e""
seeable end to this Court "s decree.

R/2spectfully sul:rnitted,

DAVID D. GREGORY
Special Master

Dated:

November 14, 1979
Portland, Maine

Professor David D. Gregory
Universi ty of Maine School of law
246 Deering Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102
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MARrI'I

~VUORI,

et al.,
Plaintiffs

v.
GEORGE A. ZITNAY, et al.,

Defendants
Civil no. 75-80-SD

REPORr OF THE SPECIAL MASTER
TO THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURI'
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MAINE

PARr II:

PINELAND CENTER

INTRODUCTION

1. The Decree. The obj ectives of the Court's decree can be
summarized in two words: education and normalcy. No separate section
of the decree can be properly understood or applied without considering
how it relates to the decree's obj ectives. The standards of the decree,
construed in light of its purposes, prescribe the quality and conditions
of each Pineland resident I slife. They are the principles which nrust
guide the State's efforts to serve the beneficiaries of the Court's
decree. The extent to which those principles are reflected in the lives
of the plaintiffs is the measure of the State's compliance. *

* See Report of the Special Master to the United States District Court
for the District of Maine, p. 3, March 19, 1979.

-2The two decree objectives are themselves interrelated. Normalcy
of envirOl'llre!lt is a predicate for benefiting from education. Learning
is difficult, for instance, more difficult than need be, if extraneous
noise affects the senses and diverts attention. Likewise p education is
necessary to facilitate adjusting to normalcy where norma.lcy is new. A
person cannot be expected, without being taught, to use a -table larrqJ
properly, for example, when he has never seen one before.
The decree requires that living units at Pineland Center be attra~
tive, normal, and clean, affording Pineland residents privacy, dignity,
canfort, and sanitation. Living, prograrrrn.ing, and working areas are to
be quiet, appropriately designed, and conducive to learning. A standard
of normalcy informs a spectrum of specifications from the condition of
toilets to the furnisillngs and appointments of bedrooms and common living
rooms to personal possessions to the rhythm of life of Pineland residents.
The mission of Pineland is education. Residents have a right to "habilitation," including medical treatment, education, training and care, sui ted
to their needs, regardless of age, degree of retardation, of handicapping
condition. Each resident has a right to a habilitation program which
will maximize his human abilities, enhance his ability to cope with his
environment, and create a reasonable expectation of progress toward the
goal of independent community living.
The mechanism for achieving these objectives in an individual case
is called a prescriptive program plan, an individual assessment of a
resident's specific needs and capabilities and an individually planned
program to meet those needs and test those capabilities setting forth
short- and long-range objectives and timetables for attaining them. The
prescriptive program plan must address for each resident a wide range of
needs: residential, medical , living-skill, psychological, social, recreational, educational, vocational, and therapeutic. Each individual plan
must include a clear explanation of a resident's daily program requirements for the guidance of those responsible for daily care. Each plan is
to specify how his needs are to be met. When services are unavailable 1
an interim program must be offered and a plan prepared for developing an
appropriate program.
The activities of a Pineland resident's daily life should be wellconsidered by persons who know him well and persons from a variety of
disciplines and be purposefully related to the goal of noninstitutional
living .. To these ends, Pineland must have sufficient equipment and
supplies and sufficient well-trained staff present and on duty.
The decree's objectives of normalcy and education carry over to
govern the State I s obligations in the community. Persons discharged
from Pineland are to live in hones as normal as possible. Just like
anyone else who spends his day at school or work, a mentally retarded
individual must be provided with a daily occupation outside the home.
The objectives of normalcy and education here oonverge to point to a
further purpose: to promote noninstitutional living and self-dependency.

Pineland's duty is to facilitate a person's placement out of Pineland
Center to ccmmmity living. It is a duty of affirmative action. Pineland
cannot itself be an obstacle to placement.
2. Sources. The following report is divided into four parts ~
environment, programming, staffing, and placement. All of the information
upon which the findings, observations, and conclusions are based cernes
fran the State and virtually all of it canes fran Pineland Center.
Guidance for inquiring into the workings and management of Pineland, for
examining the type and quality of various services provided p and for
framing the issues in need of inquiry canes entirely fran the Court IS
decree and the actions of the State respecting compliance. No consideration
has been given to issues which are outside the decree or the State's conduct
regarding implementation of the decree. Information relevant to all
sections of this report has been acquired from the residents and fo:oner
residents of Pineland, the Pineland management (through interviews,
attendance at meetings of the Pineland Executive Management Corrmittee
and management subgroups, and official management reports), and officials
and employees of the Bureau of Mental Retardation and the Department of
Mental Health and Corrections.
Information concerning the environment is derived fran interviews
with direct care aides, teachers, program aides, maintenance men, kitchen
and laundry workers, and housekeepers. As a source of information on
the environment, nothing could replace personal observation of Pineland
Center and new group hanes and programs in the carrmuni ty . The section on
programming is based on personal observations and information acquired
fran program coordinators, program directors, program professionals and
aides, direct care aides, interdisciplinary team reports, and the task
force on interdisciplinary teams. The fundamental information on programr
ruing is contained in Pineland's official prograrmning statistics. As to
personnel, information has been acquired by observations, interviews with
members of the Pineland personnel department, officials of the Maine State
Department of Personnel, union representatives, the Pineland Fire Department,
and various aides and employees, and an examination of persormel records
including job descriptions, records regarding allegations of abuse and
neglect, advertisements and applications for employment. The fundamental
information on personnel is contained in Pineland's records on daily
assignment of staff. Placement information canes fran observations and
interviews of persons who have and have not been placed out of Pineland,
reports of Pineland I s social service department, interviews with social
workers at Pineland and outside Pineland, resource developers, prog-ram
coordinators, group home operators, and officials of the Bureau of Public
Improvements, the Department of Educational and Cultural Services, and the
Department of Human Services. There is no single source of fundamental
information regarding placement. One must consider Pineland Center as a
whole and how it fits into the state-wide network of support services of
the Bureau of Mental Retardation and other state agencies having responsibilities which affect the rights of tile retarded.

The reliability of information at Pineland Center is subject to
judgrrent. There is a natural tendency among same officials at the institution to put matters in their best possible light or even a little
better, while others tend to be critical whatever the subject may be.
Official statistics may be misleading in the absence of analysis.
Employees may be reluctant to be forthright to outsiders (and even to
insiders). Manifestations of such reluctance have been anonymous
cammunications, requests for assurances of confidentiality, and remarks
expressing apprehension about the personal consequences which might
follow honest disclosure. This reluctance has been fostered by directives
fram Pineland management to employees implying that prior management a~
proval is required for an employee to speak with representatives of the
Master I s office or that the substance of a~l such conversations must be
reported to the management. There is no way to measure the chilling
effect of such directives.
3. Pineland Center. In no major area is Pineland Center meeting
the consent decree. The physical enviromnent in rrost residential and
program areas at Pineland is poor. It is antithetical to normalcy
It
is not conducive to learning. Pineland I s experience seems to suggest
that an institutional environment does in fact promote abnormal behavior,
a person's behavior and attitude do tend to improve when he moves to a
better unit. Pineland employees well know that some units, corresponding
to the degree to which they approximate normalcy, are better than others.
They are permitted to transfer to better units as staff vacancies occur;
and as a result the worst units have the rrost difficulty in retaining
experienced employees. * It is the staff, not the Pineland residents, who
enjoy the right to move from the rrore restrictive to the less restrictive
settings.
0

Pineland Center does not came close to scheduling the minimum
number of hours of programming prescribed by the decree. What is scheduled
is not generally individually planned by an interdisciplinary team.
Pineland I s programming is essentially a place where people go, not a
purposeful activity devised to meet an individual's needs and to expand
his personal capabilities. Of that programming which is scheduled, only
about three-fourths is actually received in the sense that Pineland
residents are physically present at program areas. Cancellations constantly occur for reasons having nothing to do with an individual resident.
staff absences are probably the most significant and least justifiable
reason. When a resident is in actual attendance at a program area, his
activity there cannot necessarily be regarded as programming receiVed. An
outside consul-tant hired by Pineland estimated that, of four to five hours
of "actual" program time in one area, each individual resident received
one half to one hour's individual attention.**

* Sec. C.ll., App. A: "The level of training and experience of staff
shall be substantially similar between all halls and wards."
** See, "Reccrrmendations Based Upon Conversations and Observations of the
Berman School & Staff" by Jacqueline Giasson, M.Ed. Her report is
reproduced at page 85 infra.

-5The little things that make life bearable, not to say enjoyable,
are not readily available at Pineland Center. Well-intentioned efforts
to correct deficiencies as often as not make matters worse. The food
at Pineland is institutional.
(One must see to appreciate a one-ounce
scoop used to apportion sane residents I ground meat which is the main
course of a meal.) To keep food hot Pineland adopted a system of
individual trays which approximates the normalcy of an airline; it does
not keep the food hot. Direct care aides canplain that the kitchen does
not properly prepare food for individuals and that requests made to the
kitchen are not followed; kitchen staff canplain that doctors give too
little information on individual requirements to make the instructions
meaningful. Unbreakably circular canplaints are cornnonplace at the
institution. Aides ccrnplain that they have insufficient towels and linen
to meet the needs of a unit; managers suspect that the aides steal
towels and linen and are disinclined to supply more. The same holds
. true for a variety of basic supplies. Same lines of ccmplaint point
straight upward to a final decision-maker outside the Department of Mental
Heal th and Corrections who has no understanding of retarded individuals.
Direct care aides complain that they do not have enough laundry soap to
keep clothes clean; the management canplains that it cannot buy the type
of soap needed even though it is readily available at low cost in handy
stores; the Bureau of Purchases buys the soap it thinks will do by sending
out huge, multi-institutional orders to bid. Painters have paint rollers
which are designed to apply a different kind of paint than they have.
Plumbers weld two inch bolts to four inch bolts in order to make six
inch bolts which cannot be purchased through the system within a reasonable
time. The forgotten man is the only one whose rights are federally
guaranteed. Some obstacles to securing those rights are endemic to an
insti tution but are not found elsewhere. The perplexing problems of
staffing at Pineland fit into that category.
Pineland is not well-geared to helping people escape from its
confinement. All of the major forces conduce toward continued confinement. Pineland cannot easily prepare persons for cc:mrnunity living when
preparation essentially entails ceasing and undoing the effects of being
institutionalized.
4. Achievements of the State. This report, guided as it must be
by the rights guaranteed to Pineland residents by the consent decree, is
necessarily negative. The problems exposed are not easily susceptible
of solution; they may be insoluble in the context of a custodial institution. But that is not to say that the State has done nothing toward
canplying with the order of the Court.
The State met its obligation to reduce the population of Pineland
Center to 400 residents by July 14, 1979. The Bureau of Mental Retardation
operates six regional offices and has established tvvo resource centers.
In the period of the first decree year, the State developed for members
of the plaintiff-class 125 cc:mrnunity residential placements and 156
day-program openings.
(Seventy-three cc:mrnunity clients who are members
of the plaintiff-class were not enrolled in day programs at the close of
the decree year.)

-6CIASS :MEMBER RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENTS DEVEIDPED July 1978 - July 1979
I

II

III

IV

V

VI

12

4

19

0

14

0

49

Boarding Hanes

0

4

8

0

0

15

27

Foster Hanes

2

22

7

5

3

1

40

ICF Nursing Hanes

0

7

2

0

0

0

9

Apartments

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14

37

36

5

17

16

125

REGION
Group Hanes

TOTALS

TOTAL STATE

Note: Total statewide residential placements for all Bureau of Mental
Retardation clients exceed 194.
NEW DAY PROORAM SIDTS DEVEIDPED FOR CIASS .MEMBERS July 1978 - July 1979
REGION
New program
openings

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

TOTAL STATE

20

33

46

8

22

27

156

The Ccrnmissioner of the Department of Human Services obtained a legislative
appropriation to finance ten new intermediate care facilities for the
mentally retarded and 72 new group hane placements over the next two years.
The state has recently opened a model group hane in Freeport. A program
center has been established as a part of the Freeport complex which will
allow Pineland residents to attend a workshop away from the grounds of
Pineland in a better setting in the corrmunity. Additional staff members
for Pineland were authorized and actually hired in record time. The State
has made honest and consistent efforts to enforce its policy of nontoleration of abuse and neglect of Pineland residents. Consultants have
been brought in to work with Pineland staff, Bureau employees, and ccrnmuni ty residential and program personnel.
If one focuses on the lives of Pineland residents, the impact of
these measures cannot be said to be great except in the case of persons
who have been placed in authentic corrmunity homes. If one focuses, on
the other hand, on the efforts required to achieve those gains -- including
in every instance the personal intervention of the Director of the Bureau
of Mental Retardation* -- those efforts have been rronumental. They have
required overccrning the resistance of Pineland Center. They have required
eliciting the cooperation of a number of State agencies undisposed to
cooperation. They have required vigorous efforts to oppose a few but

*

Except the Human Services appropriation
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important instances of resistance to allowing retarded citizens to live
in Maine carmunities. They have required strength to withstand pressures
fran official representatives of Pineland e:rrployees. In this light, they
merit the Court's praise.

THE ENVIR()M.I[ENT - INI'RODUCI'ION
Defendants are enjoined to provide living facilities which afford
residents privacy, dignity, comfort, and sanitation; they must develop
and maintain a warm, home-like environment conducive to the habilitation
of each resident. Presently, only the residents of Cumberland and Gray
Halls can be considered to enjoy such living conditions. * In these
buildings residents live in small "apartments," clusters of bedrooms,
attractively furnished, opening into clean, visually appealing cc:mron
areas. Carmon living areas are tastefully decorated and furnished in a
nonnal fashion. They are suited to the types of recreation and entertainment usually enjoyed in a home setting. Each "apartment" is equipped
with its own bathroom facilities and its own kitchenette. other residential
"units" do not provide a warm, home-like environment; they are not c0mfortable; they are not amenable to ensuring privacy or dignity; they
are not always clean. These deficiencies are also characteristic of
most of Pineland I s major program areas.
Noise levels frequently exceed those customarily associated with
living and working conditions. High noise levels deny residents effective program. Sane decibel readings in Pineland buildings show that
sustained exposure could cause pe:rma.nent hearing loss. The problem
stems from institutional architectural design and choice of building
materials. Rugs, carpets, and suspended ceilings, which would contribute
to no:rmalcy and noise reduction, have not been provided in many areas
0

After making the required allowances for the needs of physically
handicapped residents, bathrooms should be designed, equipped, and supplied
in the customary manner. They are institutional, camuunal bathrooms.
Soap, towels, and toilet paper are often unavailable without the assistance
of direct care staff. Alternative solutions to problerns of misuse and
destruction of these i terns by residents have not been attempted. Separate bathrooms for men and women are rarely found either in living or
program areas.
Defendants are enjoined to keep residents' personal property and
other recreational i terns accessible. Nevertheless, a significant number
of residents must still depend upon staff for access to their money,
their appliances, amusements, and clothing. Clothing and other personal
property is often stored in a central locked location away from its
owners.

* Garrison House and Cottages I and II, small homes located just off
Pineland's main grounds, also meet the principle of the decree. Another
way to state the problem is to say that only two of Pineland's major
residence halls provide plaintiffs with an approximation of the living
arrangements they could expect to encounter outside the institution.
The failure to provide nonnal living conditions affects other rights
guaranteed by the decree. Residents are not systematically prepared to
cope with conditions outside the jnstitutiono Their inability to negotiate
a non-institutional environment becomes a rationale for keeping them at
Pineland.

-9Defendants are required to provide each resident with at least
These items
are to be replaced as needed. Canpliance is, at best, sketchy. Toys
and games are usually to be found where residents live but are often
locked away.* Usually, staff cannot identify anyone particular recreational
item as the property of a single resident. Replacement of lost, stolen,
or broken items wi thin a reasonable time is not conmon. Residents are
not often involved in the selection of their clothlilg. Clothing is
frequently lost or damaged and not replaced. No systematic effort is
made to keep track of it. Residents are not taught proper maintenance
of clothing. If a resident is hard on clothing, staff dress him in the
poorest possible manner in order to minimize the loss.
three toys, games, or other recreational items of his own.

As an institution, Pineland errphasizes the principle of cost-effectiveness
when faced with the prospect of spending money to improve the residents'
environment. Because residents, for a variety of reasons, may damage, lose,
or misuse their own property and that of others, Pineland has kept such
things away from them. Defendants are enjoined simultaneously to allow
plaintiffs ready access to their possessions and to educate plaintiffs in
the proper use and maintenance of them. Defendants have not provided
many residents with either access or education.

While the decree requires defendants to provide plaintiffs with
most of the decree benefits, defendants have often obtained such things
for residents by invading residents I accounts. Plaintiffs have been
required to purchase their own clothing, rugs, footlockers, extra bedspreads, padded chairs, and toys. Not only have residents with funds been
required to finance canpliance with the decree, but those without funds
are often left to go without. On many "units" indigent residents have no
footlockers or rugs; they are more poorly and unifonnly dressed than their
more fortunate peers.
The environmental provlslons of Appendix A are not merely cosmetic.
They are central to the overall purposes of the decree: to provide
habilitation and normalcy to plaintiffs in the least restrictive setting
possible; to demonstrate, for each resident, real progress toward the goal
of independent comuunity living. These objectives cannot be achieved
unless Pineland acclimates residents to noninstitutional conditions, to a
more normal style of life.

* In one unit when the Master asked to see the residents I toys, games,
and educational equiprent, he was shown a cardboard box containing
one Lincoln log, two or three tinker toys, three large plastic beads, and
a few other similar i terns. At the same time a resident of the unit was
amusing himself with a game he had invented using a cup and a paperclip.
In another unit one roan is set aside for all toys and games. They
are typically pre-school items of the Fisher-Price variety. The roam is
kept locked. In the course of a year's occasional visits to the unit,
only once has a person been seen using the room.

Inter'-D2pariJr,ental Com:nunication
TO :

Dr.

Bur r

0

,.J
AdvocRte
----.--- --------

SUBJECT : ____A c c ide n t

R eE~::~~ __________ -_

Of a recent batch of 21 reports I

reviewed, 4 involved slipping
around bathing Rreas: at PHil 2 by whirlpool, VB I in tub,
KH 4 getting into shower, Bliss in tub.
Several suggested nonskid materials to be put in and around bathing areas.
I would like
to pass along their suggestion.
It would seem as though this
,,}ould be a pretty easy cllange to accomplish.
Is this something
you can ask the maintenance department to do?
in or

CF:pbt
cc - Joe Pel"ri
Julie Beggs

9a

Dcp31iment of AdministrCltion
Office of Superintendent
Dale:. October

6~

.. l9.7K.. __ .

Attached please find copies of recent accident reports and please note particularly the additional comment by ellery1 Fortier.
Apparently Dr. Burrm.;T agreed to
address the issue of 1naking bath areas Jess slippery.
I also note that the
accident report regard
indi cates that ballllnats have been ordered.
Hould you please let me knov.' whether tllis is, indeed, dle case and, if so. vIllat
we misht expect as the delivery date?
If this is not the case, please let me know
tl'lat also and I 'vi11 t;:dk ",ith various staff involved to' determine \olhat <'lction
should be taken at this point.
TIlanks very much for your cooperation.

\

CK/dbs

cc: elleryl Fortier

9b

~,

,,-- -

-'-=rc--~------

PLEASE RLTUrm THIS
MESS/:G[ R!:.Pl Y
~ ~ ~ ~ TO

:;/' ."\ ·~A_,·'- _I~"_~

DAlE

DATE

~IGNfD

ORIGINATOR-DETACH THIS PART-FORWARD B/\LJ\NCE OF SET INTACT

9c

I\..__..../;' ---'..
{ "4~f---:r-TC;;:;'':{(L""V
," \7

--""

PlFtISE f:U URtl THIS
M[SSAGE R[PLY
• ~ ~ ~ TO

(

OAT[

/"7 /PI /-1[?
SUBJECT

DATE _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SIGNED

ORIGihl!\TOR-DETACH THIS P!-\RT-FOfiWARD BALANCE OF SET INTACT

9d
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THE ENVIROM1ENT - FINDINGS
Finding: During the first decree year, Pineland failed to comply
wi th the directive of sections B.1. and B. 2. of Appendix A which require
derondants to provide the residents with private, dignified, canfortable,
and sani tary living conditions wi thin six months of the signing of the
decree. Non-compliance is continuing.
Discussion: The Business Office at Pineland conducted a unit-byunit review of compliance with section B of Appendix A during the winter
of 1978-1979. Many of the deficiencies which were, at that time, noted
for corrective action are still unresolved according to the reports of
direct care staff.* For example, adequate supplies of toilet paper,
soap, towels, linen, and bedding, as required by section B.l. (c) are often
lacking.
'Ihe quality of bathrocm facilities has improved. All toilets have
seats and nearly all toilet stalls have same type of visual barrier
adequate to the purpose. About one-fourth of Pineland's residents must
use bathrocms without doors or barriers. Section B. 3. (f) requires that
this privacy benefit be furnished to about three-fourths of the residents
at the present time. Pineland is at the rnanent in compliance with this
section. Bathtubs are often without screens in violation of section
B.2. however.
As much as half the time soap is accessible to residents. Toilet
paper is most usually found in bathroc:ms although often it is not accessible to residents in the manner customary to restroc:ms. For example,
holders are installed purposely at such a height that they cannot be
reached by residents, or toilet paper is stored in such a way that the
average resident cannot figure out how to get it. Other, less restrictive,
more normal solutions to the problems of residents' wasting and destroying
toilet paper have not been adopted.

'Ihe residents' bathrocms are, as a rule, not filthy although they
are not as clean as those to which most are accustomed. 'Ihere are same
occasionally striking exceptions. Bathroc:ms are usually accessible and
have the specialized equipment required by section B.l. (a) .

*It should also be noted that there are same discrepancies between reports
of unit staff and the reports of the various Pineland Departments which
conducted the uni t-by-uni t reviews. For example, the Business Office
reported no laundry problems at Bliss Hall. Yet, in June and again in
late August, 1979, both units of Bliss Hall had serious laundry shortages
that were as yet unresolved according to direct-care staff. The same was
true regarding reports for Doris Sidwell and Pownal Halls.

-11Pineland's bathrooms for use by residents are not private enough
for Pineland staff who will go out of their way to avoid using them.
One is always subject to possible unannounced intrusion by members of
the opposite sex, usually direct care staff.
Shortages of towels and linen continue to be problems for a substantial number of units. other units, sometimes located in the same
building, report no laundry shortages. Towel shortages are the most
serious, and weekends are the most troublesome times. One supervisor,
who takes pride in the increasingly normal environment afforded by his
unit, was told by the Business Office that the solution to his chronic
towel shortage was to keep towels locked up. Rigid Pineland laundry
procedures apparently take insufficient account of unit differences.
For example, on units where residents cannot feed themselves, towels
must be used for bibs. These units have a greater need for towels than
other units. Staff at one unit complained that towels were sometimes
returned from the laundry smelling of human waste. The laundry washes
towels and soiled bedding together. No other unit specifically complained
of this odor although others did mention that the tOVJels II smelled funny."
Mattresses appear to comply fully with section B. 2. No beds were
found smelling of urine on the morning shift after bedding had been
removed or beds remade. Mattresses are new, finn, and washable.
The quantity and quality of service provided by Pineland I s housekeepers have been subject to criticism by direct care workers and
supervisors. The Office of the Special Master has observed that some
units and program areas are routinely kept very clean and others are
often filthy. Staff at New Gloucester learning Co-op canplain of
continual filth and stench. They would clean the building themselves in
sheer frustration, but all cleaning materials and equipment have been
removed from their program area. Direct care staff report that they
often must chose between leaving the residents exposed to filth and
cleaning the uni ts themselves in violation of section C. 2. of Appendix A
which states that unit staff are not to perfonn routine housekeeping
chores during residents I waking hours. * To make matters worse, they are
sometimes hampered in the battle to keep their unit tidy by shortages
of cleaning supplies which they must order periodically fran a central
source. Supplies which they do receive are sometimes poor-quality
substitutes for the supplies they originally ordered.

* The purpose of this proscription is to permit direct care aides to
fulfill their principal function as teachers. Same aides must still
perfonn routine housekeeping chores. Other aides, who have been relieved
of housekeeping duties, refuse to became teachers on the theory that
that function is outside their job description or just out of laziness.
As one aide put it, "All you're really required to do is maintenance."
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Housekeepers report that some units are, by physical design, easier
to keep clean than others. Since residents are often grouped together
by developmental level for housing purposes, the natural consequence is
that some units are more likely to be beset by toileting accidents,
aggressive destruction, and, in general, a lack of attention by residents
to the appearance and condition of their surroundings. Residents on
sane units are prevented by physical handicaps fran attending to any of
their basic needs and cannot, therefore, contribute to the upkeep of
their surroundings. Supervisors on units which consistently violate
sections B.l. and B.7.* agree that a solution would be to assign housekeepers to these areas on a full-time basis.
Finding: Pineland has nearly complied with section B.l. (d) which
requires defendants to furnish residents with" individual . . . dresser
or other storage space."
Discussion: The unit-by-unit compliance reports, earlier referred
to in this section of the Report of the Special Master state that at
least four units failed, during the first decree year, to offer this
benefit. Only one residence unit now fails to provide residents individual dressers. However, a substantial number of residents on several
units are without any closet or other form of storage space for clothing
and personal possessions.
'The Business Office also noted a substantial lack of the "attractive and normalizing furnishings" required by section B.l. (f) when it
rated the units for compliance with the decree i terns on physical environment. Many units still lacked such furnishings at the end of the first
decree year, six months after the deadline for compliance. Same of the
units continue to present a drab, cheerless, institutional visage, although all units have improved and most have improved dramatically in
this respect. 'There is a tremendous variance among units in the extent
to which they provide a warm, homelike setting with appropriate furnishings and decorations. Most living areas now have the type of wall
decorations contemplated by B.2., but compliance 1s not yet adequate.
Sleeping areas are not as attractive and well-decorated as living areas
in sare units. On a few units, sleeping areas are afflicted with a
relentless uniformity of barren walls and floors; nothing distinguishes
one resident's roan fran that of another save a name tag over the doorway.
Residents are not often encouraged to decorate their living and bedroan
areas as required by section B.6. Decorations are usually the result of
the effort, initiative, and creativity of staff alone.

* "B. 7. Every building shall be kept clean, odorless and insect free,
and sufficient equipment shall be provided to housekeeping staff for
this purpose. In particular, lavatory areas are to be cleaned as often
as necessary every day, and bathtubs shall be cleaned after the bath
of each resident. The smell of harsh disinfectants shall be eliminated."
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Most windows in sleeping and living areas now have the curtains
required by sections B. 5. and B.1. Staff make an effort to repair and
replace curtains damaged by residents, but a few units are totally devoid
of curtains. On the whole, compliance with this feature of section B.5.
has been very good, if not complete.
Not all units have sufficient padded chairs as contemplated by section
B. 2. Some such chairs have been purchased from funds obtained frc::m the
residents' accounts, a questionable practice in view of the requirement
that "padded chairs shall be provided." *
Many sleeping and living areas are without rugs or carpets of any
sort. Floors are, almost without exception, tile, terrazzo, or similar
institutional, non-resilient surfaces. Such flooring is accoustically
undesirable and cold to the touch in winter. It is not normal. Carpeting,
large area rugs, and small scatter rugs are clearly indicated by sectiOl13
B.l. (e), (f), (g), and Q.4. Scatter rugs have been purchased for most of
the residents who have the money to pay for them.
Very few of the residence halls have any kind of larrp in either
living or sleeping areas. One unfortunate result of this widespread
non-compliance is that living and sleeping areas of the same unit must
be simultaneously either brightly lit or totally dark. Thus,
same residents of a unit cannot go to bed while others stay up, a choice
most of us take for granted. Another result is that residents are not
afforded the opportunity to learn that environmental lighting may be
more precisely controlled according to individual preference, time of
day, and task at hand. In general, there has been no attempt to comply
with this feature of section B.2. and no solutions to the likely problem
of breakage have been implemented.**
*As the memoranda of following pages illustrate, invading residents'
accounts to purchase things required by the decree apparent1 y has became
a widespread practice at Pineland. Clothing, footlockers, bedspreads,
and adaptive equip:nent are bought with resident's funds. Those without
financial resources are, in most cases, still waiting for their rugs
and other such items well after the end of the first year. They should
have been provided to all residents within six months after the decree
was signed.
**It should be noted that one unit supervisor has, on his own initiative,
undertaken to locate a type of larrp which would resist accidental breakage
and even outright aggression, at least to the point of preventing injury.
This type of creativity should be encouraged; however, it should also be
the primary responsibility of administrative personnel.
For example, same residence supervisors explained that rugs had not
been ordered for their units because residents would urinate on them, or
because scatter rugs may slip causing unsteady residents to fall, or
because wheelchairs could not negotiate carpets. Instead of merely failing to order such items, supervisors should be reporting to administrative
personnel who could then seek. corrmon solutions to the need for
furnishings: are there small, washable area rugs available? can scatter
rugs be backed with non-skid material, etc.?
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Inter-Departmental Communication
TO:

David Foss

.,

DATE:

--------------~~-------------------------------------

FRm1:

Joseph Witt, Acting Resident

Marc h 27 • 1979

--~~~--~~-~~~--------~

Advocatec:;p~

--~~~----~2-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~v~--------------------------------------

&ffifficr: __~~~~~~______________________________

As Acting Resident Advocate I have received your memo to Cheryl Fortier written
3/19/79 in which you state that $100 of the total bills for purchase and repair
of Rl
's helmet and face mask will be paid by Pineland. This appears to
leave about $85 for R
L to pay up to that point.
First let me say that I appreciate your action to, as you noted, attempt to
lessen some of the drain on his account.
I appreciate your efforts in this area.
However, a major problem still exists. R
continues to be violently selfabusive and in need of ~he helmet for protection of himself and the face mask
primarily for the protection of other residents and staff due to occasional but
dangerous biting. Unfortunately· from both a financial and humanitarian point
of view, he also continues to dislike and damage the helmet so that it is not
available for his protection most of the time.
Until such time as medical and/or psychological intervention can alter Rj
I' s
behavior significantly, I feel Pineland has an obligation to protect both
Fl
and others from harm. At this point it seems that such protection requires
that he have a helmet and face mask available and in good repair at all times.
It is obvious that to accomplish this at least one additional helmet and a
streamlined repair mechanism is needed.
Estimates from building staff as to the
number of helmets needed range as high as seven.
However, the speed of the
repair service enters into that estimate, I assume.
It is my feeling that Pineland should be responsible for the purchase and repair
of whatever number of helmets is needed for adequate protection.
I base that on
the fact that it is Pineland who has the responsibility for protecting
and others and it is Pineland who must impose the wearing of the helmet on
R?
who is an unwilling participant.
It seems unfair to also use his personal
money for this project especially when he cannot connect the action of damaging
the helmet with the concept of a reduction in funds and thsreby learn from his
mistakes.
I will anxiously await your reply on the two points of purchasing extra helmets
and payment by Pineland •
.1W:pbt
cc - John Conrad
Charlene Kinnelly
Rose Ricker
Jean Ross
C. M. Macgowan
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David W. Foss, Business Manager I

John C. Conrad,

April 19, 1979

Ins ti tu tional Dusiuess Banager

I have reviewed with Clarle.ne Kinnelly p the circumstances aroWld ",hich
'13 personal funds
wt!re used for tile purcb.ase and repair of his face
mask. It is my understanding that: 7
's personal funds have been used for a portion of the tot:al
expense.

In that the fun~l.s did not drop below ~lO() .00 as a result of thc.se charges, Charlene and I see nO reason
to alter the dec15ion to use the resident 'a personal
funds. It is felt that tile mank. is to F ;
fa personal benefit and personal safety and is an aid to
his functioning in a "nonnal" environruent much the
same wq mI resident funds are used to purcllase wheelchairs.

cc:

Jobh

C. Fortier \
C. Kinnelly

-l6PINELA!TD CENTER

Inter-Departmental Communication

TO:
FROl1;

Ch~yl

ForSier

DATE: May 2, 1979

ot~V{J{oC{~

SUBJECT :

In a recent review of R'
's status as a self-abusive patient I have been advised
by John Conrad that no change in treatment of R
,'s financial situtation is
warranted.
What this means in terms of Joseph Witt (and your 0\VT1 concern) for his (F
's)
ability to withstand the financial drain is this: any expenditure for face guard and
helmet which would lower his funds below $100 will he'born by the State.
At present 2 invoices, one for $100 and one for $75 are u for payment at our accounts
payable desk. This would wipe out any and all of
s funds should we draw on
them. As you and I briefly discussed any other purchase of personal items might keep
s funds balance down below $100 and thus the State would be compelled to
underwrite the payment of one or more helmets as the need is determined to be.
IIm.;rever, the benefit is still largely received by the resident himself even though
as you suggest SOille unmet needs do persist.
This has resulted in no change in the decision to use
purchase of self-protective equipment.

• personal funds for

DF/csm
cc:

John Conrad
Joseph ,.att
Resident Accounts

/

'
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Inter-Departmental Communication
TO:

rv"TE

John Conrad

L/t1.

----~~~~~~-----------------------------------

FROI1:

SUBJECT:

Cheryl Fortier, Resident Advocate

Novemb er 27 , 1978

'0

---~~~~~~~-~~~------

C'4

Resident Claims

On October 31st I asked you to let me know what is happening with resident
claims some of which were made in June and have not yet had a response. You
have told me resident claims are difficult to process because there is no one
to answer questions.
I am not aware of any attempt on your part to get
answers to questions. This resident cla~ms form was showed to us about a
half a year ago and to date one claim has been honored from many presented to
you.
I would like a response in writing by December 15, 1978.
On a unit like DAR I we have a basic problem for which the claim form is the
only solution I know. A few residents rip clothes. There is no known way to
completely stop them from ripping clothes. This morning none of the residents
had shirts to wear to their program. This clothes shortage probably results
from the extended period of time it has taken to handle the claims. The social
worker has asked you via the claims form to replace the damaged, clothes.
Because no action has been taken, she is being forced to make the residents
replace the damaged goods themselves.
In many cases bills for $300 - $400 will
be sent out for guardiads approval. Many of these guardians will be very upset
because they may recently have been billed for similar large amounts.
I am
advising the social worker to refer concerned parents to you or me.
Meanwhile, I suggest, a much more responsible approach is to resupply these
residents with clothes even if they have to come from the ~tate store. That
way the residents would not have to pay for the damage done by their co-residents.
CF:pbt
cc - Charlene Kinnelly
Dick Bogh
Skip MacGowan
Harriet Rogers
Attorney General's Office

.

..

, , /J
.:

)
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STATE OF MAINE
Inter,Departrnental Memorandum
To
From

Char] ene K; nne] ly, Act

Snpt

Richard F. Howard, Assistant

Date-2-6 DecemheL_~7JL

Dept. - _ _--.t:P:.. l;Jn.lJe:::!.. L]..c:au.nl..ld..L-..LC..t:e~nJ..tL.l::!e.Lr _ _ _ __

At to r n ey Ge ne"'-'r"--=a""l'--__

Dept.

Subjecr _Res; dent C) a; IDS

Pineland is clearly liable for replacement of personal
items 6f residents destroyed by another incompetent resident.
Sinc~ Pineland is also responsible for keeping residents clothed
and in programming, there is clearly a need to develop a system
for prompt replacement of damaged clothing, at least on a temporary basis.
The costs undoubtedly may be high, which may suggest
it would be cost effective to spend more programming and supervising the Doris Anderson rippers.
I
I see no legitimate basis for billing the families of the
victims for replacement clothing/and I am sure 'you will agree
missing programs for lack of clothing is serious.
I hope some
accommodation can be reaChed soon.

RiC:].:. ~w-:!

Assistant Attorney General
RFH/vv
CC:

John Conrad
Cheryl Fortier ~
Kevin Concannon

Jj':J

I,'

I
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PINELAND CENTER·'

Inter-Departmental Communication
TO:~___
J_o_lU1
___C_o_n_r_a_d~,__
B_u_s_i_n_e_s_s__Ma
___n_a~g~e_r________________DATE:__ April 3, 1979

FROI1: Joe Witt, Acting Resident Advocate
SUBJECT:

~)

Replacement of resident cl

----~------------------------------~~~~~

As you know a claim for replacement of lost clothes belonging to
submitted by building staff was recently denied.
You will be reconsidering
that claim in light of new information.
Therefore, my comments here are
general ones using this incident as an example.
While I recognize the need for Pineland to protect itself from fraudulent or
frivilous claims and while I recognize the need for orderly and appropriate
procedures to be followed in submitting claims, I have great difficulty with
what appears to be present policy as exemplified in
's recent case.
In this case the claim was denied because it had been submitted several months
after the date the clothes were alledgedly lost, thus making it impossible to
accurately determine the exact cause and, possibly, extent of the loss.
Please note that it was Pineland staff who failed to report the loss to the
appropriate Pineland agency (i.e. business office), but it is M
who
must suffer the loss, alledgedly at the hands of another section of Pineland
(the laundry). All the responsibility in this matter rests with various
Pineland employees and 1. submit that the institution as a whole should not and
cannot relinquish any of its responsibilities to its residents due to the
failure of so.me Pineland components to meet their share of that responsibility.
The current policy as exemplified here places the residents in another catch 22
situation.
I suggest that some method be found that will insure that employees
pass along claims properly but will not bring an adverse consequence to a
resident due to the action or inaction of an employee.
JW:pbt
cc
Charlene Kinnelly
C. M. Macgowan
Cheryl Fortier./
/
('

~)

.(v-b .
<

.
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PINELAND CENTER

Inter-Departmental Communication
TO :

Charlene Kinnelly, Acting Superintendent

FROl1:

Cheryl

SUBJECT:

oed
Fortier, ~ident

DATE:

April 4, 1979

Advocate

Attached unpaid claims

----------------~-------------------------------------------------------------

Enclosed are two notes received from Dave Foss which are basically uncomprehensible to me and I would appreciate comment from you.
In the instances of
both these claims, staff of Pineland Center admitted to being in charge of
the funds of these two residents.
These residents have been led to expect
that they are to turn over their funds to staff members for safe keeping
when not using the money.
Both instances of loss were reported by staff to
the Director·of Residential Services." Claims were filed by me as soon as I
became aware of the situation.
One of these residents worked long hours
each week to earn her small amount of money and the other lost a substantial
amount. Doesn't it seem more than a little unfair to expect these residents
to bear the loss of money which had been turned over to the staff for safe
keeping because those staff also did not properly document the amount lost?

0

If more documentation needs to be submitted, why did the Business Office
wait the good part of a year to respond? Why didn't they find out who was
responsible for gathering the documentation and have it done? Is Pineland
Center so callous to the needs of individual residents that this is what
they can expect from an honestly submitted claim?
Pineland Center should pay these claims in full immediately. Documentation
could probably be put together at this point in time if" you want to do it
but it would be more difficult because it happened so long ago.
It is
imposing an undue hardship on these individuals to. make them wait any longer
for repayment on their claims.
If I do not receive notification of full payment on these claims by April 9th,
1979, I will be forced to bring this matter to the attention of the Consumer
Advisory Board at their April 10th, 1979 meeting.
CF:pbt
cc - Skip Macgowan
Joe Wittv
Dave Foss
I,

PINELAND CENTER

PINELAND CENTER

Inter-Departmental Communication

Inter-Departmental Communication
TO: J~erYl For~ier
.

~,...

FROM:

TO:

Resident Advocate

I

(

\. .. ' . .J _ .....

avid Foss
Business Office

FROM:

Date Harch 23, 1979

~rYl

3kl4/~
FWier

Date

avid "ross

3/30/19

SUBJECT: Claim made on behalf of III• • • • - Money

SUBJECT: Claim made on behalf of l'

Your claim for reimbursement of

"'111I11IIIII1II

for money

taken from Garrison House dated 5/31/78 has been deniec
Your claim for reimbursement of money unaccounted for dated June 9, 1978" is denied.
In order for us to honor HI
It's loss we
would need documentation showing the presence
of funds as described. This has not been
established due to lack of record keeping.

In order to honor this claim more documentation would
have to be shown.

The exact amount of money

not

known. and the time frame of 6 days does not allow
sufficient verification.

t:,.DWF I c am
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DWF:clv

I

F-l9

~s

F-l9

r

I

I '
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All furnishings and decorations covered by sections B.l. and B.2.
were to have been provided at the latest by January of 1979. Non-compliance is substantial and, at the present time, continuing.
Same units also lacked the leisure equipment and noise reduction
materials required by sections B.l. (f) and B.6. six months after the
signing of the decree. These deficiencies have not all been corrected,
and non-compliance continues. In fact, a compliance report submitted
by the Acting Superintendent noted that nearly half of all residence
uni ts continue to exceed acceptable noise levels as determined by the
Pineland Communications Department. The fact that acceptable noise
levels are frequently exceeded in the major program areas as well as in
the residents' living areas has obvious implications for the efficacy
of habilitative programs which may require attention and concentration
by the participants, many of whom are easily distracted by competing
stimuli. Bringing together for educational purposes large numbers of
persons who have never before been educated is necessarily going to
produce a lot of noise. The noise will interfere with the education.
The solution in the institutional context is not readily apparent.
Doris Anderson Hall I, a residence unit, clearly violates the
provision of section B.S. which states, "Each resident shall have access
to his bedroom except during programming." The 2S residents of this
unit are routinely locked out of their bedrooms during waking hours. *
Finding: Sorte units are not in compliance with section B.l. (g)
which requires living facilities to maintain "normal temperature and
adequate ventilation."
Discussion: Compliance reports indicate that six residence units
are without normal temperature control or ventilation. On May 14, 1979,
the Residents' Advocate notified the Business Office that three multi~
unit buildings, all housing nonambulatory residents or constituting
locked wards, were without any cooling system. She reported, liThe
residents do not have the physical ability to get up and walk outside.
*In fact, Doris Anderson I violates many of the provisions of Section B
for all of its residents. It is drab, cheerless, undecorated, poorly
furnished. Residents have no access to their clothing and possessions.
Most have no toys, games, or recreational i terns of their
they live
behind locked doors. It provides, in the v..Drds of one Pineland observer,
"Kennel-type" housing.

Otm.,
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There are few windows that open in these buildings. My lU1derstanding is
that they were designed originally for air conditioning. These buildings
retain heat in the summer like an oven. Without a cooling system, the
temperature inside rises way above the temperature outside. . . To allow
such conditions to continue under a court order requiring humane care is
a paradox."
Finding: Pineland fails to ccmply with Sections Q.3. and B. 7. which,
respectively, provide: "Outside windows shall be provided with screens.
Doors shall be provided with screens except where their installation
would create a violation of fire safety standards." "Every building shall
be kept . . . insect free . . . "
Discussion: Windows often have screens. Doors rarely do, and they
are very often propped wide open in the sumner. Trash is left to accumulate.
Finding: Pineland fails to comply with Section Q. 5. which states,
"Defendants shall establish and maintain a program of adequate maintenance
of buildings and equipment which shall include prompt elimination of
existing maintenance backlogs."
Discussion: Maintenance backlogs are probably worse now than at
the signing of the decree. Maintenance efforts are focused on IeF uni ts*
so that federal money will not be lost. other units and program areas
make repeated requests for repairs and construction of equipment needed
to canply with Appendix A. These requests are met only after several
months, if at all.

* "IeF" is a designation of federal law which stands for intermediate
care facility. All of Pineland could be designated as an intermediate
care facility for the mentally retarded, and the effect would be to
bring into the State millions of dollars of federal aid to help improve
the lot of the retarded. No one r-nows why Pineland has not been designated
as an IeF-MR before. The State is now in the process of doing so but
is applying to Pineland federal regulations which are two years out of
date. State regulators are requiring physical changes, some of them
costly, where they are not needed and without regard to whether the
changes increase the institutional character of Pineland's environment.
In order to work toward the goal of creating an environment which approaches
normalcy (which is a difficult task when beginning with an institution),
Pineland is in the ironical position of battling State regulators who
demand changes which promote an institutional environment in order to
qualify for federal aid which could be used to make Pineland I s institutional environment somewhat more normal.
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Finding: Pineland nearly canplies with the combined requirements
of B.3. (a) and (f) that at least 290 residents share bedroom space with
no more than two other residents.
Discussion: In late August, 1979, at least 145 residents were sleeping in areas which did not corrply with this aspect of section B. 3. (a) .
Finding: Pineland fails to canply with the requirement of section
B.3. (d) that no more than 10% of residents shall have bedroans without
doors.
Discussion: Fully one-third of all residence units fail to canply
with this simple mandate even after the first decree year. Since other
portions of section B. 3 . specify that residents shall have bedroans,
as opposed to other institutional, less normal living arrangements, the
fact that same residents are without bedroans cannot constitute a valid
excuse for noncorrpliance with B. 3. (d) (2) .
Finding: Pineland failed to corrply with the requirement of section
B.3. (f) that the benefits of section B.3. be furnished to 230 residents
within six months and to 290 residents by May 1, 1979. Noncorrpliance is
continuing.
Discussion: Only Staples and Vosburgh Halls are exempt fran the
requirement of section B. 3. that permanent walls shall be put in place
to create bedroans for residents on those units where, prior to the decree,
there had been only open-ward sleeping arrangements. Under section B.3. (f)
this benefit is now awing to 290 residents. 152 residents now have sleeping
areas which do not corrply with the B. 3. (c) concept of a pennanently
constructed bedroan. Until the very recent abandonment of Kupelian Hall
II and IV for renovations, well after the end of the first decree year,
this figure was even higher. 152 subtracted fran the present, approximate
Pineland census of 390 yields a figure substantially below the 290 mark
required for corrpliance.
Finding: During the first decree year Pineland also failed to campJ.y
with the provisions of section B.IO. of Appendix A.
Discussion: B.10. declares that "toys, games and other recreational
or learning equipment of good quality" shall be made readily accessible
to residents on their living units. A corrpilation of unit-by-unit
corrpliance with this section presented by the Acting Superintendent showed
only one unit to be out of canpliance. On the other hand, unit supervisors,
sane reporting to the Special Master I s Office as late as August of 1979,
well after the close of the first decree year, have indicated that at
least five units are without sufficient recreational equipment.

-25In addition, section B.10. provides that each resident be furnished
wi th at least three toys, games, or recreational items, as his own, and
that these items be replaced within a reasonable time to compensate for
breakage, theft and loss. While neither the compliance reports nor the
reports of unit supervisors indicate a significant shortage of these
items, it is not at all clear that these things are being provided or
that they are "readily accessible" to the residents in the same sense
that ordinary individuals have access to their personal possessions. On
some units residents may obtain the use of their personal property only
with the assistance of direct care staff because all such items are kept
under lock and key in a central location. To replace these things in
the storage ~reas one likewise needs a key. Residents are not given
keys, nor are they instructed in the use of keys as a routine matter.
Access to their personal possessions, therefore, depends upon the assistance of direct care staff who mayor may not be available. *

The decree does not contemplate the central locking away of personal
possessions from residents in order to prevent theft, loss, and breakage.
Section B. 5. requires that each resident be afforded adequate individual
storage space. This space could be fitted with a lock which the resident
could be taught to operate. Breakage and loss could be minimized by
proper instruction in the use of personal possessions. In fact, the
decree envisions such instructions as a matter of course as is evident
in sections C.l. (e), (f), and (h) which describe the role of direct care
staff vis-a-vis the rights of residents. Defendants justify their failure
to provide ready access to recreational equipment on the ground that it
may be lost, broken or stolen. The decree says, "lln adequate budget
for such equipment and materials shall be maintained so that items which
are lost, broken or stolen can be replaced wi thin a reasonable time."
Finding: Telephone service at Pineland does not canply with section
B.ll. of Appendix A which provides in part, "A phone providing privacy
to a resident shall be accessible in each resident building . . ."
Discussion: Phones available to residents are not private. Nearly
all phones in residence buildings are located in an office for staff.
One resident said she was spanked by unit staff for trying to call a
relative. The resident's advocate stated that the relative was becoming
annoyed at the resident's frequent calls. The resident would seem to be
a candidate for instruction in proper use of a telephone. Spanking her
suggests that her calls were not private. All out-going and in-coming
off-campus phone calls are routed through a central switchboard which
is sometimes unattended. When no one is at the switchboard, Pineland is
cut off from the outside world. When, as happens, the phones cease to
work at all, intra-campus corrmunication is impossible.

*

Sec. C.l. (e), App. A makes it the responsibility of direct care staff to
"protect and uphold each resident I s rights to keep and enjoy personal
possessions . . . "
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Finding: Defendants have not made "[AJ concerted effort . . .
to provide residents affected by renovation or temporary placement in
a residence with accorrmodations meeting the requirements of [the environmental] section" of the decree.
Discussion: Entire residence units have :been relocated from one
building to another in order that renovations and improvements be made.
These moves have placed sane plaintiffs into less hane-like, dignified,
oamfortable and normal living facilities than they previously enjoyed.
In sane cases these moves have resulted in more, not less, restrictions
for residents.* Moves were made for administrative convenience only
and in circumvention of the individual planning process. Pineland has
made no interim improvement in the living environment for persons who
are required to live in a building which Pineland plans to abandon.
The children who are still assigned to Pownal Hall know nothing of the
guarantee of a harne-like environment. Pownal Hall violates virtually
every environmental provision of the decree.
Finding: Even after the end of the first decree year, direct care
staff continue to perform routine housekeeping chores during the residents'
waking hours in violation of section C.2., Appendix A.
Discussion: At the end of the first decree year, at least fourteen
tmit supervisors reported that direct care staff were doing housekeeping
chores when the residents were not sleeping. This report represented
almost no change frau conditions noted in the canpliance reports prepared
sane six months earlier. In addition to the question of who is to perform
housekeeping chores, there is the issue of how well such tasks are done.
Unit supervisors report a wide range of housekeeping quality. While
same units ordinarily meet carnmonly acceptable standards of cleanliness,
others are in frequent violation of section B. 7., which includes the simple
directive that, "Every building shall be kept clean . . ."
Finding: Defendants frequently violate the requirement of section
F.1., Appendix A, that, "To the extent possible, residents shall be taught
to eat in leisurely family style . . . "
Discussion: Meals may be rushed for a variety of reasons. The
residents may be scheduled for an off-campus trip or. same other recreational
event which requires that they be ready at a certain time. Direct care

* Some residents have been moved out of ICF-designated units , disentitling
them to a small federal monthly income. They have thus lost things and
activities which Pineland requires residents to purchase but which the
decree requires the State to provide.
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staff may be short-handed or simply less than conscientious at meal times.

Finding:

Defendants do not provide direct care staff with training

in proper feeding techniques, as required by section F .1.
Discussion: When direct care staff are hired, they are given a
very brief orientation to the institution. They are instructed on the
use of the Pineland Program Guide* which does contain information on
on feeding techniques. However, this section of the decree is very specific.
The skill with which a resident eats his meals is important both to
normal life and to his preparation for ccmmunity living, one of the prime
rights guaranteed by the decree. Unit staff have almost exclusive
responsibility for improving the residents' eating skills. The decree,
therefore, contemplates that unit staff be give.'1 special training in
teaching people, for the first time, how to eat nonnally. This training
is not being provided to the staff, and the staff, in turn, are not
teaching residents acceptable eating skills.
Finding: Pineland fails to comply with section F.9. which states
that, "All residents will be provided training at a level appropriate to
the resident's functional abilities in the purchase, preparation and
eating of food."
Discussion: Very few residents are ever provided training in the
purchase of food. Training in the preparation of food is provided rarely,
if at all. In buildings which have kitchens the kitchen facilities are
usually kept under lock and key. Residents have no ready access to the
appliances and culinary equir:ment which ITOst of us take for granted in
our daily lives, and they are not taught how to use a kitchen and its
equiprrent. It is simply easier to deny residents access to potentially
hazardous tools than to afford them proper instruction in safe usage.**
Finding: It is the intent of section F, Appendix A, that the residents
be furnished meals in the most normal fashion possible. The use of
* Barely minutes are spent in initial staff orientation on how to use the
Pineland Program Guide. As to the Program, "see page 117, et. ~."
** The managers at Pineland wanted to continue this practice of excluding
residents fram the kitchen when they planned a group horre in Freeport.
Their assumption that a retarded individual cannot learn to function in
a ki"tchen is contrary to the decree, underestimates the capacity of
retarded individuals, would, in this case, have cost considerable money
(to enclose a kitchen area with walls), and is now being proven to have
been false in fact in the Freeport group horre.
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Alladin food trays violates this section of the decree.
Discussion: Alladin air-void trays are used in an attempt to keep
food warm in transit fran the central kitchen to the dining roans of
sane residence halls. There is dispute about their efficacy. However,
there is no dispute as to the abnormal, institutional quality of using
trays instead of plates. Pineland is currently considering alternatives
to the Alladin tray method. Meanwhile, a violation of the decree which
three times daily touches the lives of many Pineland residents continues.
Finding: Pineland does not comply with section F.IO., Appendix A.
Non-canpliance results fran failure to meet several of the various directives
of this section:
Residents shall be provided with clean, adequate and seasonably appropriate clothing which is comparable in style and quality
with clothing worn by persons of similar age and sex in the canmunity.
Discussion: This section supposes that such clothing shall be
provided for residents, not merely obtained for residents with some
small means fran their own funds to pay for the clothing. Far too often,
the quantity and quality of a resident's clothing depends upon his ability
to pay. If a resident has sufficient funds in his Pineland account,
direct care staff submit an F-8 form to the Business Office to obtain
money to purchase clothes for the resident. If the resident has no
funds, staff must take the resident to "The Store" after submitting
Form F-13. At "The Store" the resident is fitted with clothing, but
there is no variety fran which to choose. Clothing is purchased in large
lots of one color and style. Purchase lots are often so large that
they are not used up in one year, and residents are then fitted with
styles from years past. This process also contributes to non-canpliance
with that portion of section F .10. which requires that each resident be
involved in the selection of his clothing. Unit staff frequently complain
that the procedures used by the Business Office to get funds fran residents I
accounts for such purchases result in lengthy and unnecessary delays.
In its unit-by-unit compliance reports the Business Office took notice
of these complaints. Six months later, the problems have yet to be
resolved.
Each resident shall also be provided with sufficient
clothing for rainy weather, snow and extreme cold.
Discussion: Some supervisors still complain that the residents of
their units are without rain gear at the beginning of the second decree
year. The irr[x:>rtance of seasonal and foul-weather clothing in the overall
scheme of the decree cannot be too strongly emphasized. Habilitative
programs are intended to be provided away fran the residence halls where
the participants live. Inhospitable weather is sometimes given as a
reason for whole groups of residents being unable to attend programs.
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Pineland in effect excuses its failure to provide programming on the
basis of its failure to provide clothing required to get to a program
center. Pineland can ill-afford to allow any such .impediment to programming to go unresolved in view of its poor record of compliance to date
with the program sections of the decree.

Every resident will be provided with an adequate
supply of undergarments such that he will have clean
underclothing of his own.
Discussion: It is not at all clear that this requirement is being
met on a regular, routine basis. On a recent visit to Kupelian Hall
it was noticed that none of the residents weJee wearing belts. This
phenanenon was also observed by the Residents I Advocate S(l[[e time earlier
and was the subject of a memo by her to the appropriate department.
Apparently, no corrective action was deemed necessary. The result, of
course, is that the resident's pants frequently slip down, often to the
thighs, before unit staff can assist the individual. At the time of
the last visit to Kupelian Hall it was apparent that the residents were
wearing neither belts nor undershorts. On a recent visit to Doris
Anderson Hall the Special Master was told that twenty of twenty-four
residents present were not wearing underpants.
Each resident shall be provided specific habilitative services to teach the proper use and maintenance
of clothing.
Discussion:

This training is sinply not done in any systematic way.
The infrequency
of instruction probably results from the fact that such instruction is
left entirely to direct care staff, who, pressed for time, find it easier
to do something for a resident than to inplement a consistent, daily
program of teaching the resident to do it independently. The direct
care staff are, themselves, not taught how to teach the residents.
Again, referring to the exarrple of Kupelian Hall's bel tless residents,
it is easier for staff sinply to pull up a resident's pants whenever they
slip down than to painstakingly, incrementally instruct each resident in
the proper use of a belt. When a unit is under-staffed, and Kupelian
Hall sometimes is, shortcuts became rrore than convenient for direct care
workers; they became necessary. Nevertheless, they deny residents the
rights guaranteed them by federal law.
In fact, if it is done at all, it is done infrequently.

Unless contraindicated by a resident's PPP, each resident shall be involved in the selection of his clothing and
shall have ready access to it.
Discussion: Residents are not often involved in the selection
of their clothing. Certainly, personal involvement may be expected to
vary depending upon such factors as the resident's developmental level.
It is clear, however, that residents do not have ready access to their
Clothing on all units. As of late August, 1979, at least 94 residents
had no access to their own clothing. Even on units where residents have
been furnished dressers or other individual storage space, it is not
uncorrmon to find the drawers empty and the clothing stored in a central,
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locked location.
(Doris Anderson Hall is one example.) Reasons usually
given are that if clothing were not locked up or otherwise made inaccessible, it would be stolen, torn or lost. If all residents were being
taught the proper use and maintenance of clothing, these reasons would
disappear. Residents would have all the clothing they need so theft
would diminish. Residents properly instructed in the use and maintenance
of clothing would be less likely to lose or destroy it. Aides are not
taught haw to teach residents the proper use of their clothing; and the.
Business Office fails to provide sufficient replacements for clothing
that is misused. The processes of an institution thus require the lock
and key. The lock is a substitute for education.
Finding: Pineland fails to comply with section F .12., Appendix A,
which reads, "There shall be sufficient number of qualified personnel
to fulfill the objectives of this section."
Discussion: Again, it is fair to emphasize that defendants do not
achieve automatic compliance with all decree requirements for staffing
merely by meeting the minimum staff-to-resident ratios specified in
sections C. 5., C. 6., and C. 7. As Pineland has moved closer to conpliance
with the minimum direct care staff ratios, it has become apparent that,
even where these ratios have been met, there are not sufficient unit
staff to provide all the residents of a unit with proper instruction
in the preparation of food, the use and maintenance of clothing, normal
living skills, and hygiene practices,as well as the benefits contemplated by section C.l., Appendix A. Not only is the mrrnber of unit-staff
present and on-duty often inadequate, but those present have not been
given sufficient orientation and training to deliver these services.
Section F.12. recognizes the need for such preparation by its use of the
words "qualified personnel." Pineland very seldon provides direct care
staff with more than the minimum, decree-mandated orientation including
cursory instruction in use of the Pineland Program Guide. In-service
training presentations, while often open to direct care staff, do not
constitute an adequate substitute because attendance at such seminars
requires that direct care staff neglect other duties. Residents are
likely to be denied same of the benefits of the decree while direct care
staff learn how to provide other benefits.
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PROGRAMMJNG - INTRODUcrION
The problems pertaining to Pineland I s environment are essentially
problems of oost; all environmental standards can be met, as well sooner
as later by simply paying the price. The problems of progranming are
rrore than matters of money i they are problems of personnel: what
Pineland employees dOi how well they do it; how well they are trained;
how well they are organized; whether they are supported properly.
Many residents who could benefit from sustained, careful training in
skills of ordinary daily living are not receiving it. Aides are not
now well trained to provide it. Nevertheless, Pineland residents have
a right to receive it. Institutional life inhibits careful training.
In the morning direct care staff are hurried. Residents are rushed
through breakfast and tasks of daily living are performed for theme
Residents are bathed, dressed, and groaned but are not taught how to
do these things for themselves. Severely retarded persons do not
learn easily or quickly. When a task is simply performed for them, they
acquire no skills and are no closer to normalcy and self-dependence.

Pineland has convened interdisciplinary teams which have prepared
individual plans for all Pineland residents. Pineland has established
same prO<Jram areas outside residential units and has scheduled same
attendance at program centers for rrost Pineland residents. Daily living
skills are sometimes taught in residential buildings. Trips away from
Pineland are being increased. But progranmirlg at Pineland, which defines
Pineland I s only sustainable mission, bears little resemblance to the
prescriptions of the Court's decree.
The method of addressing a resident's habilitative needs is termed
"progranmirlg. " The term includes any acti vi ty specified in a resident I s
prescriptive program plan that is individually designed and structured
to increase the resident I s physical, social, errotional or intellectual
growth and develo:r;:ment. The plan should include a clear explanation of
the daily program needs of the resident for the guidance of those
responsible for daily care. The recommendations of the prescriptive
program plan must be the least restrictive rreans suited to addressing
the resident I s needs. Unless a physician certifies in writing that
an activity would be medically ~ll to the resident, the interdisciplinary team responsible for writing a plan must recarmend that at least
six hours per weekday of formal, scheduled prograrnning be provided.
Recommended progranmirlg must be provided wi thin thirty days of the IIYI'
meeting, or, if it is not available wi thin thirty days, Pineland must
implerrent an interim program and submit a plan and time schedule for
developing a suitable program or documentation demonstrating that the
program is not required by professionally accepted standards of care.
IDT recorrmendations are to be based upon the team i s assessment of the
resident I s actual needs rather than upon what services are currently
available at Pineland.
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Program coordinators are the interdisciplinary team leaders. They
are the key personnel for ensuring that residents are taught and taught
well whatever they may be presently capable of learning. Qualified
program coordinators have simply not been hired in even the minimum
numbers prescribed. Interdisciplinary teams are inescapably bound to
such program and other opportunities as Pineland presently offers.
Accordingly, they address only in the most limited, hesitant, and fitful
fashion the actual needs of Pineland residents.* Interdisciplinary
teams frequently recommend fewer than six daily hours of formal program
wi thout a medical excuse and without considering methods of providing
a minimum program other than simply assigning a person to an existing
program center. Interdisciplinary team reports do not set forth individually tailored educational plans; they do not contain clear explanations of a resident's daily program for the guidance of persons responsible for his daily care. They do not contain short-range and long-range
objectives with timetables for measuring progress toward their attainment.
They do not attempt to match individual needs, which are inadequately
assessed, with individualized programs, which are, frankly, unavailable.
The quali ty of team meetings varies even wi thin the above limiting
norms. Important members of the team may not show up at team meetings,
or they may come with nothing to report. Sometimes a professional
discipline is represented by a person who is unfamiliar with the resident.
He may present the report of an absent professional but be unable to
answer questions posed by other team members about the resident. Reports
are sometimes patently inadequate. Psychologists may present results
of tests \~ch they have not personally administered.**

*There has been firm and continued resistance to the requirement that
the PPP address the actual needs of each resident. Recommendations
for program have been routinely limited to the range of services currently available. Even when an IDT has reccm:nended unavailable progranming,
Pineland has never made any attempt to oomply with the requirement that
it submit to the Master for approval a plan for developing the program.
In such a case, the resident is placed in the interim program, or, often
on the waiting list for the interim program, and the decree is simply
ignored.
**The principal psychometric device used by Pineland psychologists is
called the Vineland. It consists of a checklist of various tasks and
competencies which are considered to correspond to chronological ages
in the development of the normal human. Direct care staff are sunmoned
to the psychologist's office. The psychologist then completes the checklist by questioning the aide as to the resident's ability to perform
each task. Sometimes the test is given over the telephone.
Very often suggestions to an IDT for changing residents I behavior
are made without any consideration of why the behavior is being exhibited.
'rhus, there is no way to be sure that the means chosen to correct 'ci1e
behavior is the least restrictive. For example f a resident may be
described by a team member as "hyper-active." The team may recommend
(footnote continued on next page)
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Pineland residents seldom receive the programming to which they
are entitled. Slippage occurs at each point in the progression from
assessment of individual need to implementation of program. First, the
resident may not even be scheduled to receive the minimum of six hours per
weekday of program. The IDT may fail to recorrrnend it. It may be recommended but unavailable because there are no openings. In such a case
the resident's name is put on a waiting list. Because lIn" soften
fail to address actual needs, the resident may be waiting for an inappropriate service; thus, even when the resident is finally admitted
to a service, for him it is not "programming." Second, although a
resident may be scheduled for a certain number of program hours, the
anticipated prograrrming is often not delivered. A litany of reasons
is proffered to explain cancellations, nearly all of which are inconsistent
wi th the obligations irrq::osed by the decree. Direct care staff may not
bring the resident to his program area; program staff may be absent;
the area may be so overcrowded that it amounts to nothing more than a
day-care center; the resident may be sent home on account of toileting
problems or because he irks program staff.
Finally, the number of program hours which defendants purport to
have delivered, already considerably in arrears of decree minimums, is
highly inflated. One source of inflation flows from the failure to
formulate and provide programming that is individually designed and
structured.
Inflation also results from the fact that residents may simply be
physically present at the program area and receive little by way of
habilitation. For example, in one roam of the New Gloucester Learning
Cooperative, one of the six major program areas at Pineland, two staff
are expected to provide sensory stimulation to sixteen participants. *,
As the residents begin arriving, staff members provide each of them with
some activity and circulate among them. As the number of participants
in the room exceeds eight, same residents complete their activities and
are left unattended. By the time twelve of the sixteen scheduled residents
have arrived, the roam resembles a layman I s conception of bedlam. Attendance at a program area does not translate into an equal number of program
hours.
(cont.) a review of the resident's psychotropic medication. If the
resident is merely restless from a lack of exercise, the least restrictive
method has not been used. Or a resident may be kept in a locked unit
because he is aggressive. Even though he has never been known to be
violent in any other setting, the team may fail to investigate the possibility that the resident is aggressive because he is confined and
suffering from boredom and frustration.

* Section C.16. of Appendix A provides: "Each . . . program area shall
maintain an adequate number of program aides to carry out the recamrrendations
of the PPP for each resident. To this end, paraprofessional staff performing
services in programs shall be maintained at a ratio of at least 1 to 5
while programs are in operation.
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PROGRAMMING - FINDINGS

Program Overview
Finding: Pineland residents do not receive adequate education and
training and opportunities for leisure time activities.
Discussion: The changes most needed at Pineland are in program.
More hours of training and recreation must be provided, and the quality
of both must be improved. Constructive and enjoyable activity is central
to the purpose of the decree: for each resident, a life as normal as
possible, "habilitation according to his needs," and progress toward
the goal of independent canmunity living. Programming comprehends both
formal scheduled program, the weekday activities which take the place
of job or school on a regularly scheduled basis and occur outside the
residence, and other enjoyable activities such as recreation, social
life, and training in "activities of daily living" given by residential
unit staff.
Pineland is far fran meeting decree requirements for program, and
at least until recently has not been planning adequately. See, for
example, minutes of the Program Quality Ccmnittee for the 20th of June,
1979 (24 days before the deadline for compliance with decree program
standards) :
Cheryl Fortier [resident advocate] and John Conrad
[business manager] recommend that the ccmnittee make recommendations to Executive Management to came up with an overall program planning process in order to facilitate adequate
programming. At the present time program planning is
stalemated due to lack of direction on the following issues:
1.) Space for programs
2. ) Definite location of programs
3.) Transportation to and fran programs
4. ) Time frames for moves, renovations, etc.
5. ) Lack of definite times for beginning and ending
programs
6.) Program staffing patterns/deficiencies
It was agreed that the ccmnittee would summarize these
issues and present them to Executive Management for input.
Considerable planning and discussion are going on now in the field
of program objectives and methods. Many members of the Pineland staff
want reform in the direction of a "developuental" style of resident
training. This means paying closer attention to each resident i s indi-

vidual development: more precise assessment of his skills, more detailed
and individualized planning of his program, closer monitoring of his
achievements, and closer cooperation between the professional disciplines
and the direct care staff who have responsibility for him. The Program
Quality Committee has identified same practical problems and has worked
with a special task force to propose solutions. Reforms have been
recently instituted in the planning procedure. The Staff Development
Office has arranged for a new type of in-service training program on
how to teach ordinary living skills. It involves the use of consultants,
training movies, and texts related to a program developed by a psychological consulting firm. It is to be begun in three residential units,
and if successful, to be used in the others. The school is being reorganized and will make a greater effort in the direction of prevocational
training for severely and profoundly retarded children. Similarly, the
sheltered workshop is interested in trying different kinds of work
projects and in making its work, and the residents I training, closer to
oampetitive employment. The impetus for all of these changes has come
fran Pineland staff or fran the Bureau Director. These changes, if
successful, will bring Pineland closer to the decree goal of maximum
habilitation for each resident. The Decree leaves considerable leeway
in choice of methods, but it requires effort and measurable results.
We can say at present that same needed program planning is being done,
at the end of the first year of the decree. *
Formal, regularly scheduled program, i.e., an occupation, should
be the center of a resident I slife. A few residents have no program
at all. An example is Resident R. In the spring of 1978 he was dropped
fran program because of staff shortage. At that time he was attending
New Gloucester Lem:ning Cooperative, for residents of intennediate ability. He is now on the waiting list for Kupelian Hall Open Classroan,
for less able people. It is felt that Kupelian is more appropriate
because of his short attention span; with training there, he may be able
to move back to New Gloucester. He is deaf and should be learning sign
language. At present he receives sane recreational activi ty through
his unit and is said to receive about eight hours a v..:eek of training in
daily living skills, but he spends his daily living in his residential
unit. There he walks round and round, hour after hour.
Program provides attention, which is very important to most residents i
it also encourages mental and physical development and provides various
forms of stimulation to people who may not receive or understand the
sights, sounds, smells, and touches that help to teach nonretarded people
in a way they take for granted. A report on one near-blind, partlyambulatory, and profoundly retarded girl provides an example of program
for a multiply handicapped person. She has been scheduled for over

* Success cannot be reliably predicted. Changes, reorganizations,
shifting people around, abandoning a building and suddenly reopening
it are constantly happening at Pineland. Changes must be carried out
by employees who may not understand them. Major plans laid with the
good intention of solving a major problem can contribute to Pineland's
disorder.

five hours each school day this year.
(She often physically abuses
herself. Self-abuse is corrmon with some residents at Pineland and appears to have ffi3I1y different causes: boredom, mental distress, physical
pain or discomfort. To some extent self-abuse for this particular
resident is a cyclical matter. Mood swings are also corrmon among Pineland
residents.) A report on this resident states: "Goals for S. are independent arnbulation to degree can be achieved with severe sight problems,
and decreased self-abusiveness. . . She enjoys gross rrotor activities
[exercising arms and legs], rolling in barrels, swinging in the harcmock,
etc. S. also enjoys walking, cuddling, and playing games . . . During
therapy S. has been laughing, playing games, and in a very good rrood."
This resident has been observed being held by staff with her hands in
mi tts, her head in a helmet, squirming, crying, trying to slap herself
and to bang her head on the floor. Program is not always productive,
but when successful, it brings help and pleasure to people who lead
very bleak lives.
The decree requires that residents receive six hours each weekday
of formal program. It also requires training in skills of daily living
and recreation. The general structure envisioned by the decree is this:
everyone should have an occupation; everyone should learn as much selfcare as possible; everyone should have something pleasant to do after
work.
The decree requires, for each resident, "a habilitation program
which will maximize his human abilities, enhance his ability to cope
with his environment and create a reasonable expectation of progress
toward the goal of independent community living." Pineland keeps records
of hours spent in program areas. As quantity of program increases,
quality must also be improved. We emphasize that quality is as important
as quantity, if not rrore so. Pineland residents are difficult to serve,
and there can be no assumption that if they spend the right number of
hours in a program area they are productively engaged for that length
of time. Individuals:in program areas are left unattended. (This results
in routine overreporting of scheduled program hours because reported
hours reflect only a person's presence in a program center.)
Finding; P:ineland residents as a rule do not have prescriptive
program plans as defined by the decree.
Discussion: Section D.4. of the decree defines a prescriptive
program plan as follows:
Each program plan shall describe the nature of the resident ~s specific needs and capabilities, his program goals,
with short-range and long~range objectives and timetables for
the attainment of these objectives. The prescriptive program
plan shall address each resident's residential needs, medical
needs, ADL skill learning needs, psychological needs, social
needs, recreational needs, and other needs including educational,
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vocational, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and
speech therapy, as appropriate. The individual program plan
shall include a clear explanation of the daily program needs
of the resident for the guidance of those responsible for
daily care. The reccrnmendations included in each resident's
prescriptive program plan, both as to residential and programming placements, shall in all cases be the least restrictive
placements suited to the resident's needs. The recommendations
included in each resident' s prescriptive program plan, bo.th
as to residential and programming placements, shall in all
cases be the least restrictive placements suited to the resident's needs. The recornmendations of the prescriptive program
plan shall be based on the interdisciplinary team's evaluation
of the actual needs of the resident rather than on what
programs are currently available. In cases where the services
needed by a resident are unavailable, the lor shall so note
in the prescriptive program plan and shall recamrnend an
iterim program based on available services which meet, as
nearly as possible, the actual needs of the resident. The
number of residents in need of a service which is not currently
available and the type of program each needs shall be compiled
and these figures shall be used to plan for the development
of new services and programs.
Plans prepared at Pineland do not confonn to this description. As a
rule, plans do describe an individual's various characteristics and do
identify individual needs but only insofar as Pineland offers same service
roughly corresponding to an identified gap_ Otherwise, plans do not
set forth "specific needs" or "actual needs" and virtually never prescribe short or long-range objectives with any method of measuring progress
toward them. Prograrrmatic needs are gross generalizations based upon
present services, such as specifying that a resident needs to be added
to the waiting list at a particular program center.
Plans do not generally include any explanation of "daily program
needs for the guidance of those responsible for daily care." Instead,
a plan might say simply that a person needs training in activities of
daily living. The assumption seems to be that direct-care aides (whose
views are reportedly not usually relied upon by interdisciplinary teams)
will know which skills a person most lacks and can acquire and will
assume responsibility for teaching them. Direct-care aides, however, are
not trained prior to their corrmencing work on how to becane teachers
of the retarded. Their instruction in the use of Pineland's Program
Guide is simply one part of a one-hour lecture on the lDI' process. The
Program Guide (which is an elaborate, step-by-step instruction book) is
not generally used at Pineland.
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Changes are made in a resident I s program, his residential setting,
his overall treabnent and so forth without reference to his individual
plan. Massive relocations were prescribed by the Pineland management
during the summer of 1979 without consideration of the individual problems which might be thereby caused. Residents who objected to being
moved fran unlocked to locked units contrary to the decree were told
that IDT's would subsequently be convened to ratify and validate the
shifts which by then would have been accomplished. Of course, procedures
for objecting to individual plans were not then and are virtually never
if ever used; procedures for objecting to plans are generally ignored.
In sum, Pineland's plans are not individualized, are not generally
prescriptive of individual programs, and are not plans.

Finding: Section D.8. states, "The prescriptive program plan shall
provide in the first year following the signing of this decree, for a
minimum of five scheduled hours of program activity per weekday for each
resident and in the second year following the decree for at least six
hours of program activity per weekday for each resident." Pineland's
plans do not meet the min;imum.
Discussion;

Pineland's plans frequently do not provide for the
IDT recarrmendations are informed by the
knowledg-e of what is in fact available. All program areas are already
way over subscribed to be able to provide individual programming. The
best an excluded individual can hope for is to be placed on a waiting
list or that same way be found to increase the time he will be allowed
to be present at a program site to reach his minimum entitlement. Under
these circumstances, any reason for not adding another demand in an
individual's plan which is impossible to meet will naturally be relied on.
When plans do prescribe the minimum, the minimum is not scheduled for
the same reason: Pineland is presently incapable of providing even the
minimum programming required. Pineland has never sul:mitted to the Master
any plan for developing missing programs.

minimum hOurs of programming.
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Recreation
Recreation may be coilllted as a part of the six hours per weekday
of fonnal program to which each resident is entitled if, in accordance
with the resident's prescriptive program plan, it is individually designed and structured to increase the resident's physical, social, em0tionalor intellectual growth and development.* The decree also entitles
plaintiffs to recreational activity in addition to fonnal program.**
H.l. . . . There shall be enough recreational equipment
to provide adequate recreational services to all residents.
There shall be a special effort to find equipment appropriate
for multiply handicapped and profOillldly retarded residents.
A minimum of five hours of recreational program activity
shall be provided to each resident each week.
Finding: It is illlclear to what extent Pineland Center has
complied with the requirement of adequate recreational equipment.
Discussion: The Recreation Deparbrent noted, in a March,
1979 memo, a lack of recreation equipment in some illlits, especially
equipment required by more severely and multiply handicapped residents, but also noted that equipment was being ordered. Unit-bY-illlit
"needs lists" of mid-May noted a continued lack of recreation equipment
in the following illli ts: Cottages I & II, Perry Hayden I, Perry Hayden
III, and Pownal Hall. If sufficient recreational equipment is available
in other illlits , it is not often evident.
The gym and pool apparently have sufficient equipment to meet
present demand. However, both Janet Brown and Mary Crichton of the
Recreation Department have cited a lack of recreational equipment at
the Leisure Center. The Center has a pool table, ping-pong table, game
table, piano, and T. V., all of which appear to be in serviceable, though
greatly used, condition. The building itself has a ramp for wheelchair
access, but there is a distinct lack of equipment adaptable to the
recreational capabilities of nonambulatory residents.
Finding: Pineland is not providing a minimum of five hours per
week per resident of recreational program. Noncanpliance is substantial.
Discussion: For the week of Jillle 18-22, 1979, a resident population
of approximately 400 was furnished a total of 918.25 hours of recreational
*8ee definition number 15 and Section H. 2., App. A.
**8ee generally, section H., App. A.

program. The average hours furnished per resident was thus less than
half the number required by the decree. During this same week a few
residents received more than five hours of recreation. The great majority
received less, and nearly one-half received none at all. Figures for
September are worse. During the week ending September 28, 1979, Pineland
furnished only 737.5 hours of recreation to 389 residents. Hours furnished in June were 46% of decree minlinUInS; in September , only 38%. The
average hours of recreation received by each resident dropped fram 2.3 to
1. 9 hours per week.
H.4 . . . . Additional vehicles shall be provided to ensure
adequate transportation for residents, regardless of handicap.
Finding: Additional vehicles equipped to transport nonambulatory
residents are needed to allow full compliance with items H.4., H.6.,
and V.2.
Discussion: At the end of March 1979, Pineland recreational opportunities were lllnited by lack of adequate transportation. This was
especially true for the nonarnbulatory. By the end of July sufficient
vehicles had been made available such that, with proper planning and
scheduling, the recreational transportation needs of Pineland I s ambulatory resident popUlation could be met. No one now cites lack of
transportation as a reason for failure to canply with Sections H. 6. and
V.2. for this group of residents.
For Pineland I s 79 wheelchair-bound residents, however, lack of
transportation continues to be an obstacle to realization of their
right to recreation. Currently, only one wheelchair lift van (carrying
four passengers) and one wheelchair lift bus (carrying fourteen passengers)
are available for recreational transportation of the non ambulatory .
Although sane nonambulatory residents can, with assistance in getting in
and out of wheelchairs, be conveyed in conventionally equipped vehicles,
there is a problem of fitting both passengers and wheelchairs into the
same vehicle especially with adaptive chairs which do not fold up for
storage in transit. Mrs. Beggs, chairman of the Nursing Department,
feels that safety requires that all wheelchair residents travel in lift
vans. While there is little disagreement on this point, the vehicles
have not been purchased. Janet Brown suggests that two additional lift
vans would meet present demand for recreational transportation of the
nonambulatory and would provide enough transportation to allow full
compliance with the recreational i terns of the decree. Transportation
remains a problem in non-recreational programs. The recent addition of
three class II licensed bus drivers to the Pineland staff has alleviated
a shortage of drivers which the Recreation Department had earlier cited
as an obstacle to compliance with decree requirements fIDr recreation.

H. 5. . . . Recreation shall be conducted primarily
during evening and weekend hours.
Finding:

More evening recreational opportunities should be provided.

Discussion: There are two reasons for the mandate that recreation
be conducted primarily during weekends and evenings. First, the principle
of normalcy requires that Pineland provide residents with an approximation
of the ordinary events and rhythms of daily American life. * Second,
recreation which is not part of core program should not conflict with or
detract fram program. Pineland, not now in compliance with decree
requirements for either recreation or program, schedules them in conflict.
Although it sends recreation aides directly to program areas, the
Recreation Department provides on-campus recreational opportunities
chiefly through three facilities, the leisure center, the gym, and the
pool. The leisure center is presently open briefly during the afternoon
and again fran 5:30 to 8:00 p.m. each day of the week. There should
be same assessment of whether the center should remain open longer in
the evenings.** The center itself is inadequate as will be discussed
later. During the week of July 20-26, 1979, the center logged a total
of 307 hours of use by a total of 79 different residents or about onefifth of the resident population.
During the same time-frame, and for fewer actual hours of operation,
the gym logged a total of 610.5 hours of use by 185 residents. During
rrost of the first decree year, the gym was open for general use only
for a few evening hours. The rest of the time it was locked, and residents seeking to use it were turned away by Recreation Department staff.***
As late as August 1979 the g-ym was still often locked. The Recreation
Department attributed this state of affairs to a staff vacancy. When
this position was filled in late August, open gym hours were established
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. These hours conflict with regular program
hours resulting in substantial under-use of the facility. Under-use
of the gyrmasium is not, however, a unifo:rm phenanenon among residence
halls. Fran August 24 to September 22 the recreation department kept
track of which units visited the gym during "open-gym" hours. Only nine
residence halls made use of the gym during that rronth. That Vosburgh
*See Sec. A.6., App. A: "Pineland's rhythm of life shall confo:rm with
practices prevalent in the carmunity."
**Direct care aides make a concerted effort to put residents to bed
ear1 y . The earlier the residents are in bed, the easier is the work
of the aides.
***The gym was accessible only to residents who were scheduled to use
it by the program area which they attended or who happened to be brought
there by a direct care aide. If a person who was not so scheduled
wanted to use the gym, he could not unless he, a mentally retarded individual, were able to convince an employee of the desirability of allowing
him to do so. Pineland residents could be seen sitting on the front
steps of the gym while behind them were locked doors, to which they
had no keys, and behind the doors was a million dollar, empty gymnasium.
Pineland justified its locked door policy on the basis that residents
create a mess and can hurt themselves with recreational equipment.
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and Doris Anderson Halls were heavily represented belies the possibility
that aggressive or more developmentally delayed residents cannot benefit
fran activities offered by the gym. More likely explanations are the
conflict between open gym hours and scheduled programning, shortage of
direct-care staff to accompany residents to the gym, and apathy on the
part of direct care workers. This conflict can only be expected to increase as Pineland moves closer to canpliance in the area of programning
by furnishing each resident the requisite number of hours of regular
programs during the day. This schedule will decrease the opportW1.ity
for canplying with recreational standards during residents' working hours.
The recreation department makes vehicles available to the unit staff
for off-carrpus events and activities. During May and June a few of these
vehicles scrnetimes would go unused for a portion of the day. However,
at least some, and often many, of these vehicles went unused during
the evening hours of every calendar day of May and June.
The concensus is that unit staff shortage is the primary cause of
decreased use of vehicles for recreation-related transportation for
off-carrpus activities during the evening hours. Unit staff must attend
to residents returning fran afternoon programs, and adequate time must
be allowed for supper, oral hygiene, toileting, etc. Residents may
need assistance bathing as v.rell. Uni t staff must perform end-of-theshift record-keeping and paperwork chores. When sane residents do not
wish to participate in an evening recreation activity, lU1it staff coverage
must be adequate for each group, those remaining on the unit and those
wishing to attend the event. If the unit is fully-staffed and no unusual
situations arise, the staff can provide adequate coverage for each group
and perform all necessary tasks. If the unit is under-staffed or shortstaffed because of absenteeism, residents who want to cannot participate
in planned events.
H. 6. . . . Unless contraindicated by the resident's
PPP, at least one major and two minor evening and weekend
recreational acti vi ties shall be available to each resident
each \'leek. . •
Finding: While not yet canplete, corrpliance with H.6. has increased
dramatically in recent weeks. This gall, while not illusory, is at
least partly seasonal.
Discussion: The Recreation Department collects and furnishes excellent data on Pineland's canpliance with decree i tern H. 6. OVerall
compliance with items H.6. and V.2. for all twenty-one residence units
is expressed in percentages. Fran October 1978 through February 1979
overall canpliance for these decree items remained below 50%, showing
an actual decrease during that time of over 3%. By May 1979 canpliance
had climbed to 70% and by June stood at 81%. However, nearly one-third
of all units remained below 75% of full canpliance with these items.
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Conpliance for July was reported to be at 85% with only four units below
75%. In August these figures worsened sanewhat; overall ccmpliance with
items H.6. and V.2. was reported at 77%. Seven units (one third) were
again below 75%. Nonambulatory ICF units account for most but not all
of the substantial noncanpliance with these decree items; some of Pineland's
most capable residents live in three of the seven units.
The recreation hours reflected in these figures include not only
activities provided by the Recreation Department itself, but also activities planned and conducted by direct care staff. unit staff are
encouraged to report recreation activity hours to the Recreation Department for inclusion in the overall ccmpliance figures. Compliance figures
for each unit are separately reported by the Recreation Department providing easy ccmparison between units and, therefore, incentive to
conduct and report unit recreation activities.
Although the increase in H. 6. and V. 2. ccmpliance is due in part
to the increased number of vehicles and qualified drivers, the Recreation
Department notes a more positive attitude on the part of unit staff
toward conducting recreational activities and attributes part of the
increase to their attitude.* There is general agreement, however, that
the most significant contribution to the recent surge in ccmpliance
has been climate. With warmer weather has cane an increased availability
of off-campus recreational facilities and events, improved road conditions, and increased ease in transporting the nonambulatory. Decreased
rates of canpliance can be expected during the winter months unless
plans are made now.
Finding: The quality of the recreation now being provided to Pineland
residents is difficult to assess because clear standards have not been
promulgated and unit staff must be taken at their word regarding the
actual nature of the activities they conduct and report to the Recreation
Deparbuent.
Discussion: It is not certain that any of the reported recreation
program hours are of less than adequate quality. Program coordinators
report improvement in the quality of trips taken for recreation over
those of years past, and the Recreation Department is camnendably concerned
to ensure the quality of recreational activities. The Recreation Department will disallow unit-reported "recreational" activity which it feels
does not qualify as worthwhile, bona fide recreation. The Department
exercises similar discretion over requests for vehicles, and it may "bump"
a scheduled recreational vehicle use for another use which it feels will
provide residents with more worthwhile recreation. The honesty of the
Recreation Department and its willingness to exercise judgment on matters
of quality even when it may have an adverse effect on paper-cc:mpliance
should be underscored.
* In some units canpliance is half-hearted and in name only. At the
end of the month a flurry of activity occurs "to get in our V-2's and H-6's."
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Finding: Compliance with section V.2. is made rrore difficult for
indigent residents by Clmlberscme, slow-rroving Business Office procedures.
Discussion: When recreation or unit staff wish to afford indigent
residents the opportunity to eat, shop, or attend an event in the cc:mmini ty, as is required by decree item V. 2. at specified frequency, unit
staff must request funds frc:m the Business Office. A separate form
must be submitted for each resident, and each form requires multiple
signatures. This process always takes days and sc::rnetbnes weeks. The
business office requires proof of indigency upon each request for funds
regardless of a resident's financial status at the date of the last
request on his behalf and regardless of when the last request was made.
"Accountability" of institutional employees is the reason for burdensc:me
procedures. The rrore burdenscme the procedures, the less an employee
wants to invoke them unless he has to. The econc:mic value of Business
Office procedures is unproven. Human needs and federal rights are beside
the point to the values of the Business Office.
The arrount of rroney allocable through the Business Office to indigent
residents for recreation is insufficient to allow compliance. Residents
who are indigent may receive only $3.50 per rronth for personal spending
rroney, and this arrount is to be spent on food only. * While this arrount
may be marginally sufficient for compliance with V.2. (a) of the decree,
it leaves unit staff with no means of satisfying the requirements of
items V.2. (b) through (d). Unit staff have indicated that $15 to $20
per month would be sufficient.
Finding: The condition and status of the residents I leisure center
is a continuing obstacle to compliance with item H of the decree.
DiscusE:;ion: Although the decree does not impose upon defendants
a duty to maintain a residents I leisure center on the grounds of Pineland,
defendants have chosen to do so and the residents have come to very much
depend on it and to anticipate its continued operation and accessability.
Maintenance of such a facility improves the opportunity for full compliance
with item H.I., which requires that each resident be afforded the chance
to have a minirm.:rrn of five hours of recreation weekly.
The center continues to be the only recreational facility at Pineland which is solely devoted to use by residents. Staff make at least
sc::rne use of all other recreational opportunities available at Pineland.
It seems fair to assume, therefore, that the center would be afforded
priority of attention with regard to access, sufficiency of equipment, and

* This figure was recently increased to $8.50 per month and criteria
for determining indigency were standardized. Prior to this, unit
supervisors were apparently free to decide, independently f whether a
resident I s account should be invaded to finance cc:mpliance with items
H and V.2.
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physical plant, especially since money spent on these items would directly
influence chances for full conpliance with sections H.1. and H. 6. This
has clearly not been the case, and quite the opposite is true. In
February of 1979 the Business Office determined that the canteen and the
leisure center, located on superadjacent floors of the same building,
should be relocated, each to the space then occupied by the other. Each
space, the Business Office advised, would be refurbished promptly, allowing for a speedy and simultaneous r20pening of both facilities. The
canteen, operated for profit by an outside organization, was renovated by
state enployees and correctional inmates. It reopened a few days after
both facilities closed. The center did not reopen. It remained closed
for renovations for nearly three months during which time very little
renovation was accomplished.
Although the leisure center is finally operating again in its new
location, it remains deficient in several respects:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

The leisure center is drab and visually unappealing.
Equipment is old and inadequate, especially that needed
to provide recreation to the nonambulatory residents.
Accoustical tile has not been installed. Tests conducted
by the communication department show noise levels to be
at least disturbing and sometimes above the range of
safe human tolerance. The department feels that working
at the leisure center is a hazard to enployees I hearing.
Leisure center staff believe that noise levels cause
residents to became agressive.
Apart from the main entrance there is only one fire
exit. This exit is located at the end of a short maze
of corridors and is not plainly marked.

The leisure center now meets the needs of a relatively few, high
functioning, independent, ambulatory residents. It has little to offer
the nonambulatory or more developmentally disadvantaged residents.
It should also be noted here that when the canteen was reopened
at its new location its business hours were sharply reduced. The canteen
now closes at 4:00 p.m. and is not open on weekends. Thus, the canteen
is open only during regular program hours making it virtually worthless
to many residents, especially persons involved in full-day work programs,
who are the most likely to have a little money to spend on themselves.
Residents and staff are unanimous in their disdain for the new canteen
hours. The canteen has been the subject of a petition drive for more
hours of operation and of resolutions by the the Residents' Council.
The Council has also complained that the operator of the canteen dislikes
residents. While the canteen plays no specific role in the scheme of
the consent decree, it has the potential to be indirectly helpful to
full canpliance with the requirements for programming and cammmity
interaction. For example, the canteen has been used, albeit unsysternati'cally, by direct care staff to teach residents how to handle money,
to make purchases, and in general to conform to societal expectations
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of proper behavior in public places. In addition to providing a tool to
direct care staff in the area of programming, the canteen has been used
by unit and recreation staff to prepare residents for the types of
cammunity excursions and activities mandated by decree items H and V.2.
Reduced hours of operation will make it more difficult for staff to
prepare residents for oammunity recreation.
Finding; Staff shortage ha:rr'pers full realization of both on-campus
and off-campus recreation opportunities.
Discussion: When the pool and gym are opened for general use, the
following procedure is used: Recreation Department staff devise a schedule of activities which is made available to the staff of each residential unit. Unit staff then canpare the types of activity listed with
the needs, wants, and abilities of the residents in their unit
The
residents thus matched to a given activity who wish to participate must
then get to the gym or pool. If they are not accompanied by sufficient
unit staff to assist Department of Recreation personnel, the activi ty
may not be well-supervised, and resident participation may be diminished
or rendered .impossible. If there is sufficient unit staff to provide
coverage for all residents (those wishing to participate and those wishing
to remain at the unit), the system mrks. As in the case of off-campus
recreation, if a unit is understaffed or short-staffed due to absenteeism
or if crises arise, then no one from that unit may get to participate
in the scheduled activity .
0

A possible solution would be to have the Recreation Department
determine the extent to which full compliance with section H of the decree
is being hampered by staff shortages . Additional recreation aides could
be made available to supervise the residents of units suffering staff
shortages which would otherwise prevent residents from taking part in
on-campus activities.

ADL Training
Finding: Pineland does not provide the training the residents need
in basic self-care. Pineland does not comply with those sections of the
decree which irrpose a duty to teach basic self-care. See sections A.l.
and C.l. (f) .
Discussion: ADL stands for "Activities of daily living." We use
the tenn to cover training in bathing, grooming, toileting, and the like.
Last March the program coordinators reported on ADL needs. Coordinators
in 15 units reported a substantial deficiency. In some others there
was a need for better documentation of existing programs or for more
attention to table manners. Most of the serious shortages of ADL training
were in the units for the profoundly retarded.
Defendants' violation of decree requirements for staffing accounts
for same of the lack of ADL teaching. In the Perry Hayden units, for
the most profoundly retarded and gravely handicapped, the coordinator
asked for more staff time and trained and experienced staff. He asked
that the staff-resident ratio be brought to the 1:4 level required by
the decree for this unit. As of September 1979 this had not been accanplished. The residents of Perry Hayden Hall are all bedridden or wheelchair bound; most are incontinent and require the assistance of staff to
accorrplish even small tasks. Staff must perfonn strenuous nursing duties.
Until recently, they were also required to perfonn unit housekeeping
chores in violation of the decree. (Staff report an improvement in ADL
since the Housekeeping Department assumed cleaning duties at Perry Hayden.)
The type of ADL assistance required by the residents of same units is
exacting and time consuming. The coordinator at Bliss Hall described
the elaborate feeding programs necessary for five children. A staff
member must manipulate the child's jaw while he eats; otherwise, these
children are in grave danger of developing arthritis of the jaw. For
one of these children the program takes an hour i the other four average
45 minutes each.
ADL training is also sacrificed to other conflicting duties required
of direct care staff. A staff member at Perry Hayden said that clinics
are the biggest bottleneck for direct care staff. "At times it
gets tight, U said one worker. Another reported that the staff feel pushed.
UThey are good people," said the nursing supervisor, "but they have too
much to do." The afternoon shift is more seriously understaffed than the
morning onei on many days, only three staff members are on duty. On
Thursdays, but only on Thursdays, five staff members (the decree minimum
for this unit) are scheduled for the afternoon shift.

The coordinator for three of the Kupelian Hall units, for profoundly
retarded and often very difficult residents, reported a need for varying
amounts of additional ADL time, regularly each week: 3 1/2 hours, 7 hours,
l2 1/2 hours, depending on the needs of the individual resident. More
staff was called for.

The supervisor of coordinators recommended for Kupelian II:
More professional consultation in training programs. Documentation of what constitutes each program.
More open classroom [formal program area] involvement
in ADL.
(March 29, 1979)
On August 28, 1979,· the coordinator for Kupelian N was interviewed.
She said that this unit did not camplain of short-staffing, but she felt
there were organizational problems. Kupelian N staff felt that ADL
should be done on a one-to-one basis, but there were always residents to
be taken to clinics, or errergencies, and there were not enough staff
present in the unit so that one aide could work with one resident and
leave the others adequately supervised. The coordinator said there was
still a lack of "serious ADL training," intensive work on a regular
basis, the same time each day. The coordinator for Perry Hayden also
reported scheduling problems.

In other units, an extra hour a day of ADL training was a cc:mrron
request; two hours more were asked in a few cases. A need for consistency
was mentioned in several reports and, in two, a need for clearly written
programs. One unit was described as providing "inconsistent training
as staff have time." More work is needed on table manners in units
with capable residents.
In one of the units which is generally running well, staff dish
out food, then sit at the side and watch until the residents need sanething.
The residents eat together without observing meals as served to nonretarded people and without being instructed. "Refining eating skills" is
a camnon IDT requirement.

Another problem mentioned in Perry Hayden and Bliss Halls was the
need for adaptive toilets and other equip.uent necessary for providing
proper ADL training.
One direct care aide asked if a "check system" could be set up for
monitoring ADL. Present systems can be quite time-consuming. Pineland
has only recently begun documenting hours of ADL received. The supervisor
of the program coordinators wrote:
Slowly, more in-house programs (including ADL) are
being written up, and, therefore, an increase is seen in
program hours. Right now this increase is indicative of
counting more and more of what is already being done, and
not as much actual increased programming. But with this
system, there is more initiative on same people's part to
see "credit" given for their work, which has increased the
programming that the resident is getting.*
(March 3, 1979)
* We are not using in-house program figures in this report. Such
figures include ADL training and may also include other activities.
The reporting system is not standardized, and the figures are open to
serious doubt.
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Both the present supervisor of coordinators and the IDT Task Force
saw a need for residential supervisors to help program coordinators in
monitoring ADL training. There are various on-going and prospective
efforts to irrprove training of aides in the teaching of ADL skills.
There is at present a Program Guide available. It is considered
a model; other institutions have asked for copies. The consultant now
VK>rking with the IDT Task Force was the author of the Guide. She feels
that it should be revised, and the format changed to make it less formidable
and more usable. By staff development policy, all Pineland errployees are
given training in the use of the Guide, but sane of them have not been
trained or do not rerre.mber what it is. Actual use of the Program Guide
is rare.
The Program Guide section on toothbrushing gives an idea of the
patience and consistency necessary to teach ADL.
1.

[Put toothpaste on toothbrush, etc.]
Teach the resident to put toothbrush to the outside
back and brush the upper and lower teeth on one
side of his mouth. Then have him repeat this on
the other side of his mouth.
Cue VK>rds: 1. "Put the toothbrush to the back
of your mouth."
2 . "Now brush your teeth."
3. "Now do the other side."

2.

Give the resident as much assistance as he needs
at first, gradually fading out. Teach the resident
to clear his mouth if necessary.
4. "Spit."

3.

Next teach the resident to brush the insides of his
back teeth, top and bottan. . . .

4.

Now, teach the resident to brush the inside of his
front teeth, top and bottan.

5. - 8. OUtside front top and bottan teeth, rinsing
mouth, rinsing brush, putting toothbrush away.
To get through all eight steps could take months or years. If the
trainer is in a hurry, the easiest thing to do would be to brush the
resident's teeth.
Staff developnent has proposed a new program, the "Try Another Way"
system developed by the Marc Gold consultants. Staff Development will
insti tute the Gold system in three units next year, under the guidance
of a consultant, two days a month. The system will train direct care
staff to write and irrplement programs for individual residents. The
Program Guide would be used as a reference but would be adapted for
individual residents. Staff Development feels that this system could
produce substantial progress in one year in the three units and should
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then be tried in others. Many staff members are enthusiastic about the
Gold system and see it as a real break-through.
An experimental program, tried in three tmits, does not meet decree
requirerrents; other tmits must also increase their corrmitment to ADL.

Formal Programming
Finding: Pineland does not schedule six hours each weekday of
formal program activity for each resident.
A.l. Residents have a right to training and care, suited
to their needs, regardless of age, degree of retardation,
or handicapping condition.
D.8. The prescriptive program plan [for each resident]
shall provide in the first year following the signing
of this decree for a minimum of five scheduled hours
of program activity per weekday for each resident and
in the second year following this decree for at least
six hours of program activi ty per weekday for each
resident. Each resident shall receive these scheduled
hours of programming . . . in exceptional cases, residents
may receive fewer hours of program activity per weekday
if a physician certifies in writing that such activity
would be medically harmful to the resident.
Discussion: Chart I on page 53 shows program hours, both actual
and scheduled, as reported by Pineland. For ease of canparison, scheduled
hours are in bold outline for the test weeks in September 1978, March 1979,
and September 1979. Chart II on page 54 is based upon the figures seen
in Chart I on the row titled "Core Program Total."
Fran Chart II the following appear: In September 1978 Pineland
scheduled 8326 hours of core program for 425 residents in one week. The
decree required at least 10,635. Pineland had thus scheduled only 78.4%
of the programming required. Furthenrore Pineland actually provided
only 83% of what it scheduled, or 65% of what was required.
Reading fran left to right across the rows of Chart II, one sees
that these figures becorre progressively worse. In March 1978 Pineland
scheduled only 75.7% of required hours and furnished only 77.3% of what
it did schedule. Hours provided were only 58.5% of those required.
The data for September 1979 shows further decline in compliance
with the decree. Only 66.7% of the minimum required core program was
scheduled and only 77% of that was actually provided. Hours provided
were only 5l.4% of the minimum required, 13.6 percentage points less than
one year ago.
Another way to rreasure canpliance is in the terms of number of
residents scheduled for the minimum hours. Twenty-five hours a week
were required last year; thirty, this year, assuming program equally
divided arrong weekdays. In September 158 residents were scheduled to

receive 25 or more hours a week; in March, 138. In September compliance
was 37.1%; in March 30. 9%. P1 March Pineland scheduled fewer than 15
hours a week for 166 residents. In March, but not in September, Pineland
listed the number of residents "scheduled" for fewer than 25 hours a
week of fonnal program, recreation, and in-house program canbined. This
figure came to 98, or 24% of the population. (This figure is noteworthy
only as evidence that for 24% of the population, nothing much is done.
To COlll1t as program, recreation must be scheduled and must "consist of
organized and structured activity related to the achievement of [prescriptive program plan] goals," Pineland lists all recreation in
"scheduled hours"; furtherrrore, in ...house program cannot be COll1ted toward
the decree minimum of six hours' of scheduled, fonnal-program per weekday.
Non'rcarrpliance in this area is very substantial and very serious.
During the test week in March, 274 residents, frcm a papulation of 416,
were scheduled to receive fewer than 25 hours a week of program. In
March Pineland failed to comply ~~ decree program requirements for
more than 65% of its population.
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TEST WEEK IN M)NTH OF:

September, 1978

Resident Census
Hours per week of program
to which each resident
is entitled

I

..,

1

March 1979

I

September, 1979

425

414

389

25

25

30

10,625

10,350

I

Minimum Hours Required

Per Population

11,670

!

I
I

Hours Scheduled

8,326 (78.4%)

7,832 (75.7%)

7,789.45 (66.7%)

6,914: (65.0%)

6,054 (58.5%)

5,999.17 (51.4%)

I

I
Hours Actually Provided

I

I

Average Hours Per
Resident Actually
Provided

16.3

14.6

15.4

Percent of Scheduled
Hours which were
actually delivered

83%

77.3%

77%

I
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At present, two areas schedule rrore than 25 hours a week of program
to same of the residents enrolled. The sheltered workshop schedules
31 hours a week for same residents. The school schedules 27 1/2 hours
a week for residents under 21 years old. (Most children attend school.
A few children from the unit for the rrost profoundly retarded are in a
different program; a few others attend for less than a full day because
of medical reasons. A memo of April 13 stated that eight children were
on half day program for the summer because of lack of staff. During the
school year 1977-1978, the number of hours spent at school was increased;
effort was concentrated on improving behavior, attention span, and socialization. The increase in hours brought dramatic improvement to some
children who had been programmed slightly or not at all.) New Gloucester
learning Cooperative schedules 17 1/2 hours per week for morning clients,
13 3/4 per week for afternoon clients. In June Kupelian Hall Open
Classroom, for profoundly retarded clients, provided 11-15 hours for
rrost of the residents in its program; Perry Hayden Day Activities Center,
for very profoundly retarded and severely handicapped residents, provided
14 or fewer hours for about 2/3 of its clients; more, up into the 20's,
for about 1/3. The geriatric program provides mild social and physical
activity to 16 residents in their fifties or older. None receives more
than l2 l/2 hours a week. There is a waiting list for the program.
Finding:
residents.

Pineland does not provided adequate education for blind

Sec. G. 6.: Those residents with specialized needs,
such as the blind . . . shall receive programs of special
education and development specifically designed to meet
those needs, and special education staff shall receive
special zed training . . .
Discussion: There is a "blind program" serving 11 residents,
staffed by one teacher and providing (in April, 1979) minimal program
for four residents (six hours a week or less); 10-16 hours to six residents, 23 hours to one. There are about 41 blind or visually impaired
residents at Pineland. Most attend program with sighted residents;
they lack specialized attention. Mr. Eastman, the teacher of the blind,
would like increased staff so that he could improve quantity and quality
of program, This seems essential although, thanks to him, progress has
been made even with very limited resources. Here is a report about one
resident:
I have been quite pleased and encouraged with A's
responses and performance over the past two weeks.
Although I have him only 30 minutes a day, on an individual basis, this has been sufficient time to note a
definite improvement in communication skills and
general awareness. . . He has consistently responded
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to walks and related experiences such as safety train-

ing, noting the weather and temperature, and limited
social interaction with people encountered along the
way during travel trai..'1ing.
(A at that time received no other formal programming.
He presently receives 6 hours a week.)
There is a group of six blind residents with severe behavior
problems who are among the most difficult to work with at Pineland.
Of this group, Mr. Eastman reports:
Reference has been made to a select group of special
projects involving residents with such severe physical
and emotional problems that any sort of conventional
prograrrming is usually impossible. . . Here again,
they could be programmed on an individual basis at their
unit or integrated somewhat into classroom programs
and other activity areas if the right kind of additional
program staff were available to properly handle the
kind of crisis and disruptive problems that would
inevitably arise while programming this type of resident.
Finding: In the first Decree year, Pineland has actually decreased
the number of scheduled program hours. As to scheduling of formal program,
Pineland is seriously out of canpliance with section W.1. of the decree.
W.1. Unless otherwise specified herein I all steps, standards, and procedures contained herein, including those
relating to staffing, programming. . . recreation, education, etc., shall be achieved, and thereafter maintained
wi thin 12 months of the signing of this decree.
Discussion: Pineland must provide more hours of intensive program
right away for residents ready to accept it, and more hours of less
stressful activi ty for those who cannot tolerate a full six hours of
the programming currently available. Every attempt should be made to
increase the residents' tolerance for program participation.*

* It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the decree does not recognize
a resident's low frustration tolerance or short attention span as
excuses for failure of the IDT to recommend that each resident receive
six hours of program. Only medical excuses suffice. (See section D. 8. )
If the resident cannot tolerate a full six hours of any of the presently
available programs, that resident should be seen as having an unrnet
need for programming to which he can attend. The decree recognizes
this possibility and specifies a solution of intermittentprograrrming.
Sec. G.. 4. states: "A resident shall be seen several times during the day
where the PPP determines that continuous hours of education would be
inappropriate for a resident." The IDT report should always recamrnend
six hours of program in the absence of medically verified potential
harm. It is up to defendants under the tenus of the decree to devise
and implement the programming required to meet the needs presented by
each resident I s IDT report. Quite simply, neither of these steps is
being carried out systematically.
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The Activities and Training Department provided a list of residents
ready for more program of intensive quality as of June 8. At New Gloucester
there were 14 residents, some needing 3.5 hours more a day, some 2.75.
Total hours needed were 208. At Adult Day Activity Center, 41 residents
needed three hours more a day.
(These residents are only one step away
from the sheltered workshop, the program for the most able residents.)
Total hours needed for these 41 residents, plus four others needing lesser
increases, oomes to about 622 hours. Perry Hayden Day Activity Center,
for the most profoundly retarded and seriouslY physically handicapped,
listed 28 residents who could be brought up to a full day of program
right away, 11 who could be increased to a full day slowly. This might
mean about 504 hours right away, 198 hours more later on. The singleteacher blind arid geriatric programs should both be expanded. The geriatric program was started this year and is considered a success as far
as it goes. One coordinator said that it would have to grow bigger.
"People are just finding out about it."
Finding: Pineland must make a much greater effort to ensure that
scheduled hours of formal program are in fact provided.
Discussion: Actual hours are well below scheduled hours. In
September 1978 Pineland provided 83% of scheduled hours; in March of 1979,
77.3%; in September of 1979, 77%.
(This last figure takes into account
the increase in required hours for the second decree year.)
In March the gap between hours scheduled and hours received was
caused mainly by staff absence. The problem was particularly acute at
the school. In March hours scheduled for the school were 1,686; hours
received were 1,270, 75% of hours scheduled. The lost hours represent
enough program time for 16 residents. It is important to remember that
lost hours are distributed unequally. One boy received 16 hours of
program in the test week in December, none in the test week in January,
and one in the test week in February. Lack of transportation, as well
as program cancellations, contributes to the difference between hours
scheduled and hours provided.
In March the school staff spent 1,505 hours in direct program activity; 408 hours in miscellaneous other duties. They spent 197 hours
in sick leave and uncompensated time off; 171 hours in vacation and
administrative leave. About 402 hours of program were cancelled because
of teacher absence. Pineland management is working to reduce sick leave
and to find ways to cover vacation time.

Pineland has only recently begun to try analyzing fully the causes
of lost program hours, including the various causes of program cancellations and nonappearance of residents. The system is still rough;
an item for August reads "21 residents, 1/2 hour each, therapist out/camp."
With this system, a reader only knows that a given number of residents
missed program for any of several reasons. we found for the month of
August that at least 575.75 hours were lost as a result of sickness,
home visit, or medical appointments. If this is a standard figure, and
8,000 or so hours are regularly scheduled, then perhaps there is a
legitimate excuse for 7.2% of the lost hours. On the other hand, with
half-day program, there should be plenty of free time in which to schedule
appointments.
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Finding: Pineland has not derronstrated COIrq?liance with sec. V.5.
which requires "sufficient vehicles, including vehicles capable of accanmodating handicapped residents" to meet the requirements of section V,
integration with the carmunity. Pineland has not shown that it will be
able to provide transportation adequate to meet the requirements of
sec. D.8., which requires six hours a day of program for all residents,
or of secs. D. 4. and D.11., which require that each resident receive
program suitable to his particular needs.
Discussion: Transportation is needed to bring residents to programs,
and to allow program areas to take residents on field trips or to the
gym. Transportation was considered a very serious problem last winter,
and last winter the majority of Pineland's wheelchair residents attended
programs within their residential units. Same residents were inadequately
scheduled because of lack of transport; same missed particular types
of program; same were scheduled for hours which they did not receive.
Transportation is particularly important for wheelchair residents and
for others who are timid or unsteady.
In March and April combined, transportation problems accounted for
76 or so of the hours lost between "scheduled" and "actual" hours. *
Since April, two new vans have been purchased, and three new drivers
have been hired. Even so, the Director of the New Gloucester Learning
Cooperative reports that his program had to give up its van for the
sumner to Pineland I s summer camp, Camp Tall Pines. Transportation has
been a major problem and will continue to be one. If the overall hours
of core program are increased as they should be, and if Pineland COIrq?lies
with sections H (Recreation) and V (Comnunity Exposure) of the decree,
then more vans will be needed for wheelchair residents, and new drivers
may need to be hired. The Master has yet to see a detailed numerical
analysis of future transportation needs, though we have been provided
with statistics on current use of vehicles. Wheelchair residents need
vans with hydraulic lifts. Pineland has one hydraulically equipped
minibus with space for 14 wheelchairs; it has two vans with places for
four wheelchairs in each. ** There are 79 residents in wheelchairs.
In winter, vans are essential, as it is hard to push wheelchairs on
slush. (The medical office sees no probelm in wheeling residents on
cold, clear days over dry ground.) A goal of the decree is to stop the
practice of confining people to residential units. Moving programs out
of residential units will make transportation much more difficult next
winter than it was last; last winter transportation was a serious problem
for many residents.

* This is an estimate; number of cancellations was shown, but not length
of time lost in each cancellation.
**

Each van holdS four small wheelchairs or two large ones.
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All program coordinators saw transport as a major unmet need. A
report on Gray Hall by the Canmunication Department states that wheelchair residents were usually half an hour tardy for program and serretimes
absent. Because of lack of transportation people have missed particularly
beneficial programs such as swimming and physical therapy. Gray had
one long ramp for wheelchairs which terminated at the side of the
building in a dirt driveway. There was a drain pipe which concentrated
water just at the foot of the ramp. It was often very difficult to get
chairs fram the end of the ramp to the tar road.
Mr. Eastman, teacher of the blind, states the following:

With regard to transportation problems, we have at
least three blind wheelchair residents who appear
ready for quite extensive progra:rnm:ing, but lack of
mobility and human supportive help makes it impossible
to properly schedule or program them . . . During the
severe winter months one can triple this number before
carning close to the number of blind residents that
seldam reach their programs because of the general lack
of an adequate transportation system.
(Report, March 26, 1979)
Finding: Pineland does not provide individually developed plans,
suitable to meet the needs of each resident, within 30 days of an annual
team meeting as required by secs. D. 4. and D. 11. of Appendix A.
Discussion: The Decree stresses individualized program. One must
tour Pineland to understand fully how important this is. Residents
differ enormously in their needs and capabilities. Some residents love
attention and cuddling; others are terrified of any physical contact. Serre
must be urged to participate in any activity at all; others want and need
strenuous projects to use their energy. Either too little or too much
stimulation can lead to violence or self-abuse. The retarded are often
physically handicapped, and the most profoundly retarded are the most
cruelly handicapped. People who live at Pineland often develop serious
behavior problems. Residents must advance by very small steps. A
program must be difficult enough to be interesting I easy enough to allow
small successes. Residents must be helped in a variety of ways, by
people fran different disciplines, but should not be subjected to too much
pressure. To put together and deliver the package necessary for each
resident requires planning techniques and resources that Pineland does not
now have.
Planning requires coordination of the range of services involved.
At a given rnanent, a single resident may be receiving direct or indirect
help fram several different departments and may need several different
kinds of follow-up treatment fram direct care staff.* Coordination is
the responsibility of an "interdisciplinary team" or IDT. The interdisciplinary team meets once a year at least; a smaller group meets
quarterly to update the resident's prescriptive program plan. The team is
* For most Pineland residents, direct care aides provide no follow-up
to progra:rnm:ing. With a few notable exceptions, direct care aides do not
(footnote continued on next page)

required by the decree to make recommendations based on the resident~s
actual needs rather than on services that are currently available (0.4.).
If service cannot be provided within 30 days of the meeting, then Pineland
must submit to the Master, for approval, a plan to implement later the
report as written or a statement that a reoammended action will not be
taken. The statement must be accanpanied by documentation showing
"that the service or program is not required by professionally accepted
standards of habilitation or care." App. A, sec. D.ll. The 30 day
reports and statements have never been submitted.
The IDT should discuss very specific program needs for each resident,
including, for residents over 21, the possibility of adult education.
All residents are presumed capable of benefiting from adult education.
(Sec. G.1. ) Coordinators do not feel that all the unrret needs are being
brought up at the IDT meetings. Staff is not in the habit of planning
on a basis of the necessary rather than the available; they are reluctant
to suggest difficult or expensive programs.*
Professional departments which might be represented on an IDT
include Medical and Nursing, Activities and Training, Recreation, Psy,....
chology, Social Service, Communication, Physical and Occupational Therapy.
These last three departments play an important role in the care of the
retarded. Professional staff should offer direct therapy to residents
and consultation and training for direct care staff. The communication
department is in charge of speech and hearing, and also ccmrnunication
through signing or corrmunication boards; (sane residents carry boards
covered with small pictures; residents canmunicate by pointing to the
pictures) • Physical and Occupational Therapy overlap considerably.
The occupational therapist works on splinting, positioning, and "range
of motion" exercises for residents with certain congenital physical
problgrns~
Residents with muscular "contractures," tightening of ann
and leg muscles, may be placed in certain positions or may wear splints
for a certain number of hours to straighten their limbs. "Range of
rrotion "maintains or improves ability to use one' S joints. Occupational
therapy also conducts sone feeding programs and "sensory stimulation"
which involves systematic exposure of the resident to various experiences~
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, go to p;oograms with the residents who are in their care. They do not
s.ee participation in progrC31l1 activities as an opportunity to leRXTI how
to beco;IT\e teachers thernselyes" On the other ha,nd, they envy prc:x;rra.m
positions because of the ,favorable da,y .....ttme hou,rs. Employee representa"""
tiyes are :;:;eeking to secure for them the right to transfer frc:m the
posi tion o;t' a:tde to the position o;t' teache;r on the basis o;t' seniority
wi.thout regard to quali.ftca.tions.
* It also ap~s that Pineland's Program coordinators are not su;t'....
ficiently ;t'amiliar with exi:;:;ting community resources to comply with
section V.~. which states in paxt; "Pmeland shall utilize existing
services and resources in the corrmunity to the maximum extent possible. '.1
Sone P;t;"09XanJ :;:;ources I available to Pinela,nd residents! are thus going
untapped at the present tj:me.
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watching, listening, tasting, smelling, rocking in hammocks, bouncing
on air-mattresses. Sensory stimulation is considered an important
technique in behavior control. Physical therapy is concerned with
motion and muscular developnent: walking, range of motion, positioning.
At present an IlJI' Task Force is studying program and IlJI' procedure
at Pineland. They want to "make sure that all residents' programs are
coordinated and are part of their daily living routines and that conflicting instructions are minimized." (Interview with Betsey Davenport,
Chairman of IlJI' Task Force)
The quality of program planning is not satisfactory to Pineland
staff. They do not feel that there is now enough tearrwork between the
various members of the IlJI" s. Mrs. Paine, head of the occupational
therapy department, feels that the interdisciplinary team should agree
on four or five major goals and coordinate their efforts to reach those
goals. She gives the example of a person learning self-feeding with
direct care staff, and having his hands weighted, and rubbed with hand
cream by the occupational therapy department so that he will becane
more aware of his hands. Some staff members see a conflict between
program area activi ty and the residents' needs to spend time becaning
independent in dressing, etc.; Mrs. Paine says that the various activities
can be put together so that different fonns of learning reinforce each
other. Goals should be planned in small sequential steps so that something is accomplished in 6 months or a year. Goal setting should be
the major effort of the IlJI' meeting. Dr. Monroe of the psychology
department says that the IlJI' needs to set priorities and to devise a
program closely adjusted to the resident's skills and his perceptual
abili ties. Mrs. Paine asks for more canmunication among IlJI' members
and discussion and agreement upon specific goals. Dr. Monroe would
like the direct care staff to receive more training so that they can
accurately report the resident's progress and problems.

The decree requires that "each habilitation need of the resident . . .
be professionally assessed." The prescriptive program plan is to "describe
the nature of the resident's specific needs and capabilities, his program
goals, with short-range and long-range objectives and timetables for the
attainment of these objectives." These principles are agreed upon but
not applied. Various corrments have been made about the lor process
as it has existed in the first decree year:
[Mrs. Paine:]

We just go in there and read our reports.

(Interview with Master's assistant)
[Program Quality Committee (representatives fran Activities
and Training, Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy,
Program Coordinators, and Acting Superintendent) :]
It was agreed by all members [present] that priority
assigned to IlJI' reports [here meaning reports taken to
IlJI' meeting] vary according to each discipline and
program area and that lack of time to prepare reports
was a major problem, since professional staff often do
. paperwork at home. The lack of a true interdisciplinary
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process and the reluctance of professional staff to
question other disciplines or program areas was dis.cussed . • • [Chainren of occupational therapy and
communication departments] will continue to pursue
the possibility of overtime pay for professional staff.
(Minutes of meeting r 2/7/79)
[Program Quality committee;] The IDT should be cancelled
if the staff comes unprepared.
(Ibid. )
[A Building Report;] The IDT' s at Pownal Hall are more
interdisciplinary than most.
[Program coordinators:]
to speak up.

Di+ect care staff are afraid
(Interview with Master IS
assistant)

[Dr. Hotfman r ;Research Scientist;] These are general
ccmnents pertaining to IDT's in all areas so far seen • . •
Presence of the resident at the entire IDT meeting. If
the resident lacks comprehension altogether, no purpose
is served by his presence. If the resident has sone
canprehension, his presence inhibits the discussion
(which may take partial refuge in polysyllables), he
understands only part of what is said, he may be de...
pressed or humiliated by what he does understand, and he
tends to participate minimally. Suggestion: the regular IDT meeting should be held without the resident (who
has same understanding), the resident should be brought
in at the end, the content of the meeting sumnarized for
him at his own level and language, and input should be
sought actively from him on his own views. [Mrs.
Davenport r chainnan of the IDT Task Force, feels it is
essential that IDI' na:nbers have the resident with them,
whether he can participate or not.]
[program Quality Carmittee and IDT Task Force: J [There
isa need for] more individualization of professional
and direct care programs--Need for quality in goal setting
and monitoring.
(pQC minutes, July 12, 1979;
Task Force :memo, July 18, 1979)
[Executive Management Ccrmtittee report of February 2
on a particular residential unit:] Since the psychologist
• • • has not been able to attend most of the IDT meetings
of late I there is a question as to adequate support in
this area.
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[Program study Task Force:] At Work Activities Center,
special IDT's are held without advance notice.
(Report, August 10, 1979)
According to the Building Survey reports, 1DI' 's were
sometimes held without progress notes fram the program
areas.
(Report, April 25)
Vie here describe one recent 1DI' report with the alln of showing roughly
what an IDT report is and of pointing out areas where at least one report
did and did not meet decree standards. The report was prepared in 1979
following an IDT meeting on March 28, 1979, and concerns a resident with
behavioral and other problems. The first page of the report provides
name, description, address of "correspondent," guardianship status,
certification dates, "level of functioning," medication, some other basic
infonnation, a list of team members at the 1DI', and a list of reports.
The second page describes "present program" by listing recommendations
of the last 1DI' report, along with present status of those recommendations.
There follow reports from various professional departments and from the
residential unit. The last two pages of the report are devoted to the
"service agreement" in which various people agree to provide particular
kinds of service to the resident. The prior service agreement had eight
clauses, including the following:
1. Direct-care staff will continue to work with resident
on refining his ADL skills in the areas of eating, dressing
and toileting. STATUS: ADL training continuing, staff
are trying to teach resident to keep his head up while
eating, and he dresses himself well. . . .
4. Resident will continue to have community excursions
weekly. STATUS: Vieather and transportation permitting,
resident has been having canmunity excursions almost
weekly, either with direct-care staff or the Open Classroom.
7. Resident to be referred to physical therapy for motor
planning activities. STATUS: Physical therapy has
given the Open Classroom suggestions for motor activities.
8. Resident to be referred to the Open Classroom teacher
for inclusion in more vigorous large muscle activities.
STATUS: The Open Classroom teacher is involving resident
in vigorous large muscle activities.
Reports of various departments followed. These included Communication,
Nursing, Residential Services (represented by two direct-care aides from
two shifts), Psychology, Social Work, Recreation, and Activi ties and
Training, represented by an Open Classroom teacher.
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The Residential Service and Social Work reports showed the resident
to be aggressive, apparently fran boredom, and from being asked to
participate in activi ties when he did not feel like it. He was toilet
trained but inclined to smear feces. When eating he put his head near
his tray and shoveled food in; he stole bread fran other residents.
Occupational Therapy reported a tremendous increase in tolerance to
program and in attention span. He was able to stay in the Open Classroom
"cubicles" (area for intensive work) for an hour, while at the beginning
of the year he had only been able to stay for 10 nrinutes. Ccmmmication
reported notable gains in understanding speech. The Recreation Department
reported that this resident went to the gym for 3 1/2 hours on Tuesdays
and to the pool for one hour a week. They reported considerable gains
in gym activi ties; he had overcome his fear of the trampoline and had
learned to float contentedly in the pool with a life preserver.
The Service Agreement included, among other provisions:
2. Direct care staff, under the supervision of [the building supervisor] are to continue to work with [Resident] on
refining his ADL skills in the areas of eating and
toileting. The program coordinator is to monitor this
program by June 30, 1979. .
6. Direct care staff [under supervision] are to involve
[Resident] in as much gross motor activity [walks, swims,
etc.] as they can, documenting such activi ty in his
chart. Program coordinator to review his chart for these
activities by 6/30/79.
7. In order to lessen [Resident] 's stripping behavior,
he should not be redressed immediately upon stripping
but should be left unchanged for 10 nrinutes before dressing.
8. The team's recorrmendation is that [Resident] should
be transferred to a higher functioning unit, i.e. Doris
Anderson I. However, an irrmediate transfer would deprive
[Resident] of Open Classroom programming hours, so such
a transfer is not recorrmended until he is acceptable in
the NGHIC program.
9. A behavior modification program, involving the use
of mitts ,should be tried to prevent [Resident] from
scratching others--trial period to last five days; if
successful to be followed up by a written behavior
modification program. The trial program follows:
a. The mitts are to be applied with brief, consistent
verbal directions.
b. The mitts are to be applied for 10 nrinutes at
a time, immediately after he has scratched somebody.
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This 1m' report, taken as a whole , gives quite a complete picture
of a resident; it would be useful to anyone who read the whole. It
does not satisfy the requirement of sec. D. 4. that "the individual
program plan shall include a clear explanation of the daily program
heeds of the resident for the guidance of those responsible for daily
care. " Direct care staff fran both morning and afternoon shifts were
present at the IDI' meeting, which does not always happen, and is to
be very much encouraged. The 1m' meeting was held on the 28th of March,
and monitoring of ADL and gross motor activities was not to take place
until June 30 although section D.Il. provides: "Pineland shall provide
the programming recommended by the resident's prescriptive program plan
wi thin 30 days of the preparation of the plan."
More of the material fran the reports of individual disciplines
should have been incorporated into the service agreement, at least by
reference. For example, the resident was making good progress in ccrnmunication games which could have been carried on in the unit as well
if direct care staff could and would refer to the 1m' report for
guidance.
Sanething more specific than "ccmnunity excursions" should have
been included. There should have been more specific directions about
ADL, including time-frames and short- and long-range goals. According
to a veteran direct care aide, the best sources of information on resident care carre fran professional consultation, from other direct care
staff, and from trial and error. He was afraid that a "clear explanation
of daily program needs" might becarre rigid, and inhiliit creativity.
This is, of course, a danger with legally mandated "explanations."
W:! would stress the fact that the decree asks for an "explanation," not
an order. If the explanation becanes outdated, it should be changed.
Suggested revision of the IDI' process includes a two-step procedure
under which direct care and a few professional staff work out detailed
systems for ADL and other training. If the new system works well, it
should provide more detailed explanations which would help to provide
guidance for different shifts and for "floats. "* Consistency in the
training of the retarded is a prime requirement. Another change in
procedure involves sharing of individual disciplines' reports before the
1m' meeting.
The content of the 1m' report is, of course, academic to the
extent, unmeasured but probably substantial, that the report is unread.
Last year, in sane cases people got along for more than half a year
without 1m' reports. In August staff in one unit were surprised to
find that a report had been missing since May. This fact suggests that
much more should be done to make sure the reports playa useful role
at Pineland. Content should be improved; management should make sure
that they are read and discussed and that each section is ccrnprehended

* "Floats" is the Pineland term for a pool of direct care workers drawn
upon, as needed, to fill staffing gaps created by absenteeism.
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by the people who are expected to use it.
IDT reports are actually used.

We have no evidence that

Given gocx1 content and systematic use, the speed of filing of IDT
reports is bnportant. During the first decree year they were often
late. section D.11. of Appendix A requires that Pineland provide the
IDT-recamnended programning "within 30 days of the preparation of the
plan. " Since the plan is "prepared" at the meeting of the IDT, the
meeting marks the start of the 30-day period. Pineland has set itself
a 3~-day Ibnit for the filing of IDT reports. This Ibnit was met regarding
recent reports in three units; five units ran between 30 days and six
weeks; nine units took over six weeks; at least two reports were unfiled
on August 21 that had been written in May; last winter's record for
unfiled IDT's was 267 days. The decree requires (by implication) that
the report be filed soon enough to be useful in planning; that is, in
time to allow the various service providers to camnence implementing
their respective program responsibilities within 30 days of the IIYI'
meeting and to be able to check what other service providers are supposed
to be doing. Pineland should try to approach more closely the standard
set by the fastest units: two or three weeks. There may be two important consequences of late filing of IDT reports: major changes may be
held up for want of a signed service agreement and direct care staff
would not have "a clear explanation of daily program needs." (Sec. D. 4 . )
There are two bottlenecks in IDT preparation, neither of which is
clerical; one is reports fran the separate disciplines, and the other is
signatures. A recent policy change by the coordinators should greately
reduce the signature problem; as for reports fran the disciplines, it is
Pineland I s duty to find time for reports as presently written or to
simplify them.
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Restraints
Finding: Pineland uses restraints as a substitute for program and
as a substitute for staff. Pineland uses restraints without showing
that other tedmiques, including one-to-one training, have been tried
and found to have been inefficacious.
D. 7. At the first interdisciplinary team meeting held
on behalf of a resident under the terms of this decree,
any regressive or self-abusive behavior which has been
exhibited by the resident will be noted. The prescriptive
program plan shall address in detail the programs and
services which must be provided to the resident so that
such behavior can be eliminated as quickly as possible.
One-to-one training shall be an option considered by
the interdisciplinary team.
N.l. The routine use of all forms of restraint shall
be eliminated. Physical or chemical restraint shall
be employed only when absolutely necessary to prevent
a resident fram seriously injuring himself or others.
Restraint shall never be employed as punishment, for
the convenience of staff, or as a substitute for programs.
In any event, restraints may only be applied if alternative tedmiques have been attempted and failed.
Discussion: Very little one-to-one training is done at Pineland.
The reason is lack of staff. Because IDT' s frequently consider the
actual availability of needed services, one-to-one is not often recamrrended. Coordinators know that one-to-one will not usually be provided
even if recanmended. They, therefore, seek alternatives, even if
inappropriate ones. we are concerned that more could be done to devise
ways of dealing with residents who are self-abusive or aggressive, that
one-to-one is not seriously considered. The decree forbids restraints
if any other method of dealing with problem behaviors can be found.
IOT's of difficult residents must show all the alternatives considered,
including one-to-one, particularly if restraints are being considered.
To the extent that restraints are now used without first providing oneto-one training, restraints are being used for the convenience of staff
or as a substitute for staff.
On June 11, 1979, Allita Paine, Chainuan of Pineland's Occupational
Therapy Department reported:
I consider inservice training to be a vital role of the O.T.
Department at Pineland. we have developed much media which
is only partially organized. If greater priority could be
given to this activity [by the staff development office], we
could put together training programs on . . . tedmiques to
control behavior problems [distractibility, self-abuse].
Fran this view it appears that the Occupational Therapy Department feels
quite sure that it could substantially improve resident behavior by
providing programs which would overcame the tendency toward self-abuse.
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If this is so, then it means that restraints to control such behavior
are now used as a substitute for programming.
Of the seven individuals wearing mitts for over 250 hours in
September 1979, only one had nore than 25 hours of program. The others
were provided only 12.5 to 15 hours a week, or 50 to 60 hours a month,
usually less than half the programming to which residents are noW: entitled.
Restraint time has increased since the decree was signed. The Human
Rights Assurance Committee minutes of September 13, 1979, show that
hours rose fram 1,400 in July of 1978 to 2,800 in August; for April 1979,
4922; for August 1979, 3780.
Pineland reports the use of physical restraints for the month of
July 1979 as follows:

Type of Restraint

Hours

Mitts

2465.75

Crib nets or other devices to
keep people fram falling out
of bed

858.75

Masks

535.75

Arm splints

96.25

Program chairs or other major
restraints on liberty

46.25
4002.75

Mitts are used for various purposes: to prevent self-abuse, prevent
scratching at scabs, prevent picking up small objects and eating them.
Masks and arm splints are also used to prevent people fram swallowing
dangerous objects. In sane cases, the mitts are used to prevent scratching of infections, which could cause fatal blood poisoning. The nursing
office says that some of these conditions date fram earlier times, when
people were less careful to avoid infections; an effort is being made
at present to reduce rashes and infections. A few residents account
for nost of the time in mitts; mitts are sometimes used while a resident
sleeps and at all times when he cannot be watched very closely because
of lack of staff. At least one resident in mitts is usually able to
go without them at programming (12 1/2 hours per week) and on van rides,
which he enjoys.
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The danger with mitts is that people will lose hand skills.
This happened to some extent with resident S. on whan mitts were used
to prevent unwanted behavior. At one time she had been playing with
toys for two or three minutes; later when mitts were taken off in therapy,
she would either put her hands to her eyes or restrain her arm in a
hammock netting. When objects \Vere place in her hands, she discarded
them. The most recent report states: "S. is doing well in hand-overhand eating training, though some break-down in consistency is evident .
. . . Attempts at weaning her fran the protective mitts are being impleJrel1ted." (July 25, 1979). Bet\Veen May and July her hours (per month)
in mitts were reduced from 545 to 292. In September she was back to
537.5 hours, perhaps because she had to adjust to new staff at this time.
There is only one resident at Pineland for whan use of chair
restraint regularly exceeds 8 hours a month. Resident B is a young
man with a history of aggressiveness and self-abuse. A time-out, sittingin-the-corner program was tried, unsuccessfully. A restraint chair
program was instituted in December of 1977. The following comments
are taken from his IDl' reports of August 20, 1978, nine months later.
[Building report:] He is very moody and if asked to do
something when he doesn I t want to he gets extreme 1y upset,
and it is usually at these times that he is put in the
chair. . . . It is believed that B is progressing very
well and should be considered as a primary candidate for
placement when an appropriate place is found.
[Communication Department:] He eagerly carnes to the
classroom, outside activities, or walks to the gym,
ho\Vever he is initially resistant to structured activities
unless they are familiar. If care is taken to introduce
these activities in a gradual manner his cooperation is
usually obtained. Prognosis for B is good, as long as
care is taken to monitor the progressive structure of his
activities not to exceed his tolerance.
October 13, a special IDl' was held.
as follows:

On

The reason for the IIYI' was ~itated

The reason for holding this Special IIYI' was to consider
continuing B I s time-out program with chair for another
90 days. If the program cannot be follo\Ved consistently,
it should not be continued.
The following are excerpts fran various reports presented at the
special IIYI':
[Kupelian Hall Open Classroom:] B's behavior has improved
slightly. He appears to enjoy working with blocks. When
returning fran bus rides he tends to became upset and
self-abusive. When this behavior occurs he is put into

his chair. we've tried to decrease this behavior after
bus rides by placing him on the toilet. This works at
times.
[Recreation: ] B behaves a lot better than when the
classroom first began; he will now wait his turn to go
in and gives very little trouble leaving. He is getting
rrore involved in the activities in the classroom and
the gym. He behaves very well on bus trips and also
on walks.
[Communication:] He appears able to ~olerate structure
and will accept "no" without beccming upset.
[Psychology:] Since 12/14/78 [sic] a chair restraint,
time-out behavior management program has been utilized
on this resident. The target behaviors are both aggressiveness and self-abuse, although he is also placed
in the time-out chair for denudati ve behavior, since
this is alrrost always a prelude to self-injurious
behavior or aggression. . . During the last reported
10 day interval, various difficulties in condition and
availability of the chair [were ~solved], concanittantly
one notices a very sharp reduction in restraint chair use. *
It was decided to continue the program.
following:

Data presented included the

First 120 days, 140.75 hrso; last 120 days, 69.5 hours;
reduction 49%. In the 120 days approx. of May, Jlll1e,
and July of 1979 the resident was in restraint for
aggressiveness for 66.75 hours.
The 1978 Recreation report shows B to be an enthusiastic program
participant. Enthusiasm was his chief difficulty: he would push his
way to the front of the line and wanted to stay as long as possible
The Open Classroom report confinus that B liked to be away from Kupelian
0

* Sometimes, IDTls accept and implement the team psychologist's recommendations for a method of dealing with lll1wanted behavior when the psychological report contains no opinion as to the causes of the behavior
addressed. In fact, direct-care staff have been observed to be more
consistent in offering suggestions on the origins of residents' behavior
than any other category of staff. Professionals have been observed to
disregard these suggestions and renew their reccmnendations to the
coordinator. Unless the cause of a particular behavior can be identified,
there is no assurance that the means chosen to eliminate it are the
least restrictive. Psychologists should be especially sensitive to this
principle when restraints, physical or chemical, are recorrmended since
the possibility that same type of program could reduce the behavior must
be accolll1ted for. Restraints cannot be used as a substitute for program.
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at Kupelian Hall, according to the reports, was restraint required.
Everywhere else B was reported to be stubborn but amenable if treated
with firm consistency. Although B was known to become uncontrollably
aggressive only in a restrictive, nonprogram environment, the team's
solution was to continue his regimen of restraint. It appears fair to
conclude that restraints were in effect recommended as a substitute for
program. The Open Classroom noted that B became upset when his program
was over for the day. The team prescribed, not more program, but more
restraints. One-to-one training was not considered probably because
everyone knew it would not be provided. The decree was violated in the
case of Resident B in ways both obvious and subtle.
The Psychology Department report seems to focus entirely on "behaviors" as targets which call for an institutional response with disagreeable techniques. It does not seem to consider the total context
in which the person does and does not exhibit his behavior. It does
not seem to consider the possibility that the behavior is a reaction to
something which could be changed.
After more than a year of the chair restraint program, Resident B
was transferred to a different living unit, worse in sane respects than
where he had been living. Despite increased use of the restraint chair,
he became even more aggressive. He caused many hundreds of dollars in
damage to the buildings and created general havoc. He was sent back to
Kupelian Hall. * Two years ago, the IDI' report of direct care staff
suggested that Resident B "should be considered as a primary candidate
for placement." He still lives at Pineland.
Program chair and camisole were used for 46 hours in July. Of
these 14.75 were "IDI''' hours; the others were emergency. "IDI''' restraints
are authorized by the residents's IDI' team in case the resident does
specified undesirable acts. Nine of these IDI' hours were used for chair
restraint of Resident B. It is not clear fran the report sul::mitted
whether or to what extent other "IDI''' hours were supposed to have value
as training for the residents involved.
Restraint has apparently brought improvement in sane cases.** An
outstanding example is a woman with a tendency to severe self-abuse
who was essentially cured of her behavior problem and is now an unusually
happy and appealing person, soon if not already moving to a group hane
"near IT!Y mama."
*Moving a person fran one unit to another is a standard method of addressing behavior problems without any special analysis of the problem
or more than a guess that sane other environment might make a difference.
One resident who is aggressive is said to have been moved to nearly
every building at Pineland. He is blind.
**That restraints may be efficacious does not justify their use if other
al ternatives have not been tried. One woman on whom restraints are used
becomes aggressive only in her residential unit. She attends the blind
program, where she does not have as much to do as she should because of
lack of staff; even though she does not have proper program, the quiet
atmosphere is good for her.
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OBSERVATIONS ON PINElAND'S PROGRA1'1 AREAS
The Court's decree calls for individually planned programs for each
Pineland resident. Persons who are closely familiar with a resident are to
meet with professionals fran a wide variety of disciplines to consider all of
a resident's needs and potential abilities and are to decide how best to meet
those needs and take advantage of those abilities.* The team decides what a
resident can presently learn and how to go about teaching him; it prescribes
short-range and long-range objectives and timetables for attaining those
objectives. The polestar guiding preparation of a resident's individual and
specific program plan is to "maximize his human abili ties, enhance his ability
to cope with his environment and create a reasonable expectation of progress
toward the goal of independent com:nunity living. if His educational program,
like the other activities of his life, are to take place in an environment
which is normal and conducive to learning. His teachers -- professionals,
paraprofessionals, and direct-care aides -- are to be trained and are to be
present in sufficient numbers to carry out each individual program expertly.
All other acti vi ties, services, and procedures of Pineland revolve around
Pineland's central educational mission.
At Pineland formal programming is a place. Certain standard activities
occur at the programming area, and the fortunate resident is one who gets to
be there for the time of his minirmnn six-hour entitlement. The activities are
not individually planned; they mayor may not coincide with a person's needs
and abilities or be purposefully related to his personal objectives. The
environment may vary fran the very good (as at Berman School) to the extremely
poor (as at New Gloucester Learning Cooperative). There mayor may not be
sufficient staff present to provide a semblance of individual training for
a small portion of the time while he is present.
The differences between the programmatic prescriptions of the Court's
decree (which the State participated in formulating and pranised to carry out)
and programming at Pineland are not just incongruities. There is Ii ttle
relationship between the two. Pineland does not provide anything close to what
the State, by its consenting to the Court's decree, has pranised. Nevertheless,
however great the distance between the pranised and the provided f i t is Pineland's
effort toward programming which is its one redeeming feature.
Not until the close of the first decree year, when the Director of the
Bureau of Mental Retardation assigned himself to the acting superintendency,
did Pineland realize that education lies at the heart of the Court's decree and
thus at the heart of Pineland Center. It remains to be seen how well the lesson
has been learned. Efforts toward programming must have the highest priority.
If anyone can narrow the enonnous distance between program as promised and
program as it exists it must be the program coordinators. But one thing is
clear. That distance renders intolerable those obstacles even to Pineland's
present efforts toward programming. Those obstacles principally emanate from
the Pineland Business Office; that small portion of direct-care aides who f encouraged
by their bargaining representatives, disparage education and the capacity of
*The decree establishes a procedure for a resident or persons acting on
his behalf to object to a prescriptive program plan and to appeal adverse
decisions to a level as high as the Director of the Bureau of Mental Retardation.
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hiring the persons best qualified to be teachers; and the indifference of
sane psychologists and perhaps other persons. What follows are observations
on Pineland's program areas as they exist.
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Overview of Program Areas
Program staff have been praised for their good relationships with
residents.
(Report of Program Quality Task Force). Program staff have
been observed by assistants to the Master. They are generally patient and
enthusiastic; response of the residents is often impressive. On the other
hand, there are same difficult problems com:non to various program areas.
One is insufficient coordination between the various disciplines represented
in each area, between the various areas and the residential units, and
between the areas themselves. Others are budgeting and equipment, insufficient and sometimes unsatisfactory use of direct-care staff at program
area, need for rrore precise goals and methods, and lack of space in which
to operate.
The Program Quality Committee reported: "The small budgets alotted to
the open classroom and other program areas was discussed. Further discussion
and rroni toring of this problem will be on an ongoing basis for the Program
Quality Ccmnittee." (Minutes, June 20, 1979; see also ffi8It'O of IDr Task Force,
July 18, 1979.)
Budgeting is presently being done on the assumption that program hours
will not be greatly increased. If the budgets are low now, they will be
patently inadequate if rrore program is provided. Getting equipment is also
a problem recognized by the IIJI' Task Force. Program areas now wait many
rronths for any equip:nent which is to be fabricated by Pineland I s maintenance
department. New Gloucester Learning Cooperative, for example, has been
wai ting over a year for same program equipment to be built. This, in itself,
constitutes a violation of Sec. Q.5., App. A. which requires "prcrrrpt elimination of existing maintenance backlogs. n*
The Program Quality Task Force found that staff in various program
areas felt isolated from the total workings of Pineland. The Program Quality
Com:nittee has noted "the lack of a true interdisciplinary team in some areas
particularly Bennan School." It was felt that special services providers
(Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, and Communication Department) were
not being considered as part of the habilitation team. (Program Quality
Com:nittee minutes, 1/31/79.) Direct care aides do not believe that they are
considered as part of the habilitation team either. Pineland Staff see a
need for greater coordination between departments, and discussion of philosophy. Minutes of the program quality conmittee, April 25, 1979, state:
The need for a consistent philosophical IIDdel to be
adopted by all program areas was discussed. Functionality and appropriateness of program activities was
also stressed. It was agreed that professional and
paraprofessional discipline staff were not always being
utilized to best advantage for goal-oriented training in
program areas.

*This state of affairs is further illustrated by the memoranda which
follow Page 9 of this report. Note the dates of each, the seriousness of
the problem, and the relative ease with which it could have been corrected.
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were carrying over signing with non-verbal residents.
(Building report,
Doris Sidwell Hall, Jan. 1, 1979.)
A key issue at Pineland is hON best to use direct-care staff in the
training of residents. This is important both in ADL and other training
in the residential units and in fonnal program at program areas. Program
areas depend on direct-care staff for help. Five of the six major programs
report varying degrees of dissatisfaction with this arrangerrent, not in
theory, but as it works in actual practice. Irregular attendance is one
problem. Short staffing contributes; so does lack of motivation. The use
of "float teams" who are assigned to short-staffed units on a shift-byshift basis provides a partial solution to lew attendance. This is less
than satisfactory, hONever, since"floating" direct-care staff may not be
familiar with the particular residents with whom they will be expected to
work. Direct-care staff are more effective program assistants when they
are thoroughly familiar with the residents and their individualized plans
of habilitation. Furthennore, direct-care staff who regularly care for a
given resident should learn at program areas hON to build the resident's
skills when he is at horne, but they nON do not.
When direct-care staff fail, for whatever reason, to attend programs
with the residents from their units, the adverse impact on program effectiveness is likely to be substantial. Professional and paraprofessional staff
must then ignore program acti vi ties, many of which should be conducted in
very low ratio settings, in order to attend such peripheral problems as
toileting, behaVior, and time-out. * Shortage of direct-care staff may contribute to the rate at which residents are returned to their units fram
program areas for various behavior problems in violation of section D.9. of
Appendix A. Direct-care staff are most needed in programs for the most
profoundly retarded. Clients in these programs must be taught skills that
babies pick up by themselves: "eye tracking" moving objects, localizing
sound, grasping objects. Much of the training has to be on a one-to-one
basis. With insufficient staff each client spends considerable time doing
the sorts of things he would do without programs: staring into space,
wandering aimlessly, rocking back and forth, pulling threads out of his
shirt. In some cases, direct-care aides or "foster grandmothers" (parttime helpers hired under a federal grant) have been extremely helpful. In
other cases aides have appeared at program areas but not done much. Program areas need to improve training and organization of direct-care staff.
"There is as Imlch or as little as you want to do," explained one directcare aide. Sometimes aides develop a specialty, and the other aides are
left with toiletingand a temptation to take extended coffee breoks
The Program Quality Cornmi ttee reported:

*Aides refuse to go to program areas because they are expected to
handle those disagreeable problems. Aides believe that program staff
treat them disdainfully by expecting them to handle those problems.
Aides do not see why they should be expected to go to program areas to
handle the most disagreeable problems in order to make life easier for
program staff whose working hours are more nonnal and thus more favorable
than their own. Union representatives of direct care aides promote suspicion
of persons who are qualified to be teachers referring to them as "people
wi th pieces of paper ( i . e . college degrees] ."
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trainers in the program area ... It was identified that what
was needed to be done was to (1) decide on the job role of
the direct-care staff, (2) design/implement a formalized
training system, and (3) design a canpetency rreasurement
for direct-care staff.
(Minutes, July 25, 1979)
The IDT Task Force is studying the following problems identified by
the Program Quality Committee:
(1) Need for design of "minimal corrpetencies" for direct-care
staff [certain specific skills which must be mastered] before
going off probation. [Direct-care staff have a probationary
period, which may be extended, before they are permanently
hired. Pineland seldan fires a staff Il1PJnber who has passed
the probationary period. *] The Program Quality Committee
would draw up specific tasks which would have to be mastered
by probationary direct-care staff.
(2) Facilitation of communication/cultivation of relationship
between program areas and residential services. Possible
use of WAC/DAH II relationship as a nodel. [Memo, IDT Task
Force, July 18, 1979.]
Minutes of the Program Quality Cammittee of June 27, 1979 state:
Discussion centered around training of direct care staff.
Cheryl Fortier [the advocate] suggested giving feeding programs
top priority. The need for more practical orientation for new
direct-care staff receive training in positioning, feeding,
sensory stimulation, a few basic signs, etc. before they begin
to work on the units. Passing of some sort of rreasurement
cri teria in these areas could be held as a contingency for removal of the 6 month probationary period.
Adult education is clearly mandated by the decree, but Pineland does
not provide it. The Activities and Training Department feels that education
is most needed for the residents at the she 1tered workshop but would be
beneficial to other adults in less advanced programs. One resident at
age 35 is learning his numbers; another, who is scheduled for only two
hours at the workshop, can add four figures. Under the decree, all residents are presumed capable of benefiting fran education. "Education, "
to the Activities and Training Department, rreans fairly intensive work
on "cognitive" skills, understanding letters, numbers, traffic rules,
coin values.
Housekeeping has been inadequate at program areas; Pineland has a
plan to have program areas cleaned by an outside ccmpany. This service
began in September.
Waiting lists: At least 60 places need to be found in present programs
for residents not programmed at all or programmed inappropriately.
*State procedures make it almost impossible to fire someone for anything short of criminal conduct. Even discharging an employee who has
abused a resident is a struggle.
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in this section, consider the many residents who either receive no formal
program at all or who have been positively reccmnended, or reccmnended for
an evaluation, for a different program than they now receive. As it happens,
the residents receiving a nearly full schedule of hours are either at the
school or at the Work Acti vi ties Center and are not on waiting lists. The
people on the lists are receiving program which is acknowledged to be .
deficient both in quanti tv and quality.

As of July 4, 40 residents were on waiting lists for Adult Day Activi ties and Work Activities Center. There were three unprogrammed residents
who should be admitted to Kupelian Hall. Kupelian Hall was hoping to get
two residents into New Gloucester learning Cooperative.
There are nine prople on the waiting list for the geriatric program
as of September 21. Perhaps 6 people would be on a waiting list for a blind
program if the program had any hope of taking them in.
(There are about 41
blind or partially sighted residents. Eleven or twelve are in the blind
program and eight placed at school. Sixteen need special instruction at
Perry Hayden.) In all, perhaps 60 residents are either totally unprogrammed
or in need of a change of program area. This figure includesnEdlther'the
16 needing a special program for the blind at Perry Hayden nor the much
greater number needing adult education.
Blind Program: Lack of suitable program for the blind is an obstacle
to community placement for same and to any kind of a rewarding life for
others. Of Pineland's approximately 41 blind or visually impaired residents,
six "should be considered feasible candidates for a carrmuni ty day care
training program and eventually more comprehensive carrmunity placements."
(Report of Mr. Eastman, Teacher of the Blind, March 26, 1979) These
residents are in the program for the blind but none are scheduled for the
minirnlrnl number of hours per week mandated by the decree.
The program needs more staff, and minor renovation, which
would allow for a formal classroom area on one end of the
program area, a central bathroam in the middle, and living
skills and household acti vi ty area on the other end. Such a
facility would lay same foundation for participation in a
group hame, day program, or workshop program at the community
level.
Six other residents should be integrated into the
classroam for the blind, for limited social academic training.
In order for these six individuals to experience classroom
integration and attend other programs and therapies, or even
approach their possible potential we get back to the matter
of more program staff under this instructor's direct guidance
and supervision.
Six blind residents, as reported under "program hours," presently
recei ve almost no programming. Another eight are placed at Berman School.
There is also a group of about 16 residents at Perry Hayden who are
blind or visually impaired. Mr. Eastman states:
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Perry Hayden Hall to varying degrees, and more individual
attention and quality services are probably being provided
than these particular individuals have ever experienced
previously. However, program staff has stressed the special
care and cmplex problems of working with this unique group
and expressed the need for one additional full-time person
to work exclusively with blind people involved in that particular program.
Work Activities Center: At the Work Activities Center residents
work on contracts for Pineland customers and are paid at piece rates.
TIley put parti tions into boxes, sort IJ3II1 cards, tear rags, fringe kilts,
box toothbrushes and soap, and do same other jobs. Partition work is the
most frequent; some residents greatly prefer it.
Some people who sit and doze in their residence may be quite chipper
at the work center. The social atrrosphere is pleasant, and the residents
are delighted to earn money. TIley understand the difference between
earning and being given something. TIley are proud of their accamplishrrent.
Staff have been camrnended for good relationships with residents and for
the use of signing. Nevertheless, the work experience needs to be upgraded
and supplemented. TIle basic activity is determined by the needs of
Pineland customers. TIle program is not designed to build skill upon
skill indefinitely, and at least one resident has been there for ten
years. * After a time the program, though beneficial, cannot be considered
"educational" except in the sense that any sociable activity is educational.
At present the program is not in fact a stepping stone to independent
employment. 'Ihis state of affairs is questionable under Section R. 2. ,
App. A, which states "Residents may be required to perform vocational
training tasks ... subject to a presumption that an assignment of longer
than four months to any specific task is not a training task ... ".
Residents are paid according to the amount of work they do in comparison
to non-handicapped workers i in the week ending March 1, none earned more
than $25 for 31 hours of work. A thorough study should be made of different
projects and methods. A staff member working on school reorganization
reports that some workshops in other states are very successful. Some
sheltered workshops train severely and profoundly retarded people to work
as well as or better than non-retarded people. For example, a deaf, blind,
profoundly retarded person has been taught to assemble a 19-piece bicycle
brake.
TIle work experience is apparently much more beneficial to some
residents than to others. Payment records provide some indication of
response to the work program; some residents, including some among the more
intelligent, work 30 hours for under ten dollars. One resident earned
$2.06 for 26.,Shours. On the other hand, one resident who earned $8.18 for
30 hours work said that he liked the work and liked the chance to earn
money. Workshop policy is to require people to came but not to pressure
them to work. 'Ihis policy should be reconsidered.

*The Acting Superintendent visited the workshop this surrt!lBr unannounced.
No work was available. Residents spent their day making and unmaking
parti tions .
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lack of a smooth flCM of available work, lack of clarity as to contract
procurement responsibility, and a need for recreational and social
experiences when work is not available. A proposal had been submitted
for use of the gym; it was turned dCMn. Staff feel they are not part of
the total picture at Pineland. They do not knCM why they keep statistics.
(Report of Program Study Task Force, August 10, 1979)
Sheltered workshop staff and the Activities and Training Department
would like to offer more learning experiences. At present 28 workshop
clients receive an a regular basis one or one and a half hours a week of
"experiences of daily living" (similar to adult education) and sorre
miscellaneous training at the workshop, but much more is needed. Adult
education was stopped at Pineland because the institution was bound by
state law to educate all children, and there were not enough teachers
to go around. The class action suit has also been blamed for the lack of
teachers for adults. In fact, the decree clearly mandates adult education:
The educational philosophy shall be that all residents
are presumed to be capable of benefitting from education.
Education services shall be provided to adult residents upon
recommendation of the resident's prescriptive program plan.
(G. 1)

Subjects which might be taught include recognition of one's name
and of letters and numbers, simple arithmetic in some cases, coin identification and coin combinations, basic nutrition, language. Clients would
be taught to read signs and might be taught a little general reading.
Some of these subjects are dealt with at the workshop, but residents
could benefit from more intensive training in small groups with a teacher
to every two or three residents. The Director of Acti vi ties and Training
feels that workshop clients are those most in need of "adult education,"
but that similar training would be beneficial to other adults in less
advanced programs. The head of the sheltered workshop program would like
to stress "awareness of money"; this seems essential as residents are very
proud of their paychecks and shCM them to everyone they see.
Adult Day Activities Center: The Adult Day Acti vi ties Center prepares
people for the sheltered workshops. The Center has been praised by the
Program Quality Task Force for "excellent interaction with residents and
good organization of overall program.' I) The task force recommended more
ccmmunication with other program areas and questioned whether the program
as it was should be changed to fit in better with other program areas.
The ADL area should be expanded. There should be in-service training in
conmunication and physical therapy. There should be more use of directcare staff to get residents ready for the work Activities Center.
New Gloucester Learning Cooperative
The program quality task force praised New Gloucester for good interaction between staff and residents. The physical plant was criticised. It
is a large, old, unrenovated residence hall. It is noisy and dirty.
Housekeeping is a constant problem. Its bathrooms do not conform to
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applicable sections of the decree. Heat in the basement where classes are
conducted cannot be turned off. Equipment is needed, has been ordered and
reordered and is still needed.*
"The quality of
floors needing to be
equiprrent needing to
it is to be used for

the environment is poor, with walls needing painting,
replaced, and the whole place and its materials/
be cleaned. The building [should] be renovated if
programning for another year."
(Mrs. Paine, Executive M..anagement Survey)

Staff recommended more interaction with direct-care workers.
King, Director of New Gloucester, reports:

Mr.

Direct-care staff are not assigned to New Gloucester learning
Cooperative on a consistent basis. The ratio varies from day to
day. We receive anywhere from one Mental Health Worker I from a
uni t to three. Whenever possible this staff is assigned to the
same area in order that they became as proficient and helpful as
possible. Moreover, it is hoped that they will identify with
that discipline and the program staf£.
Mr. King said,

I don't think we have a good system. I don't 1mem' what
the answer is. Afternoon is the greater problem. First
shift aides came for an hour or an hour and a half; this
breaks the day. Furthermore, they are tired when they co:rre
Same of the aides are very good.

0

(Conversation with Bill King.
Director of New Gloucester
Program, Sept. 21)
The Executive Management Ccmni ttee report praised one unit's direct-care
staff for their work at New Gloucester:
[Vosburgh staff do a nice job at New Gloucester] , sh<:m'ing
a real sensi ti vi ty to their residents' developmental needs and
behavioral problems.
As to program quality, an Executive Management Ccmni ttee report said:

NGLC needs to develop more specific goals, more intensive
programs, and more corrprehensi ve reporting on individual
residents. With recent staff additions and program changes,
these issues are being addressed.
Physical therapy needs are not :rret:

*The Business office has a rule that it will ~ot replace any item unless
the used i tern is presented as evidence of the need for replacerrent. New
Gloucester had this summer about two dozen brand new hand-held vibrators to
use for sensory stimulation, but the Business Office refused to supply any
batteries because no old batteries could be presented.
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therapy is now being provided.J
(Conversation with Bill King,
Sept. 21)
As a result of New Gloucester's overcrowded, noisy, dirty, shorthanded conditions, its staff is increasingly demoralized. They feel that
they receive little by way of support or recognition from Pineland management.
It\Thether or not these latter feelings are justified, they are genuine. It
is a cammon observation among direct-care and program area staff that
management does not maintain sufficient contact with "front line workers"
to appreciate their daily problems.

Perry Hayden Hall Day Activities Center
The program at Perry Hayden was just begun last fall and has not had
a director until recently.
(See the section on Staffing for a discussion
of this problem.) On February 15, Mrs. Paine reported:
The program has had a very difficult beginning with
little self indentity or representation
The most encouraging feature of the Perry Hayden program is the
professional and paraprofessional staff; they are enthusiastic and eager
to serve the residents assigned to them, people with such severe handicaps
that until recent years they were put in the "back wards" and merely kept
alive. At the Day Activity Center one resident was observed lying on a
mat and, with the direction of an aide, stacking rings with his good hand;
he was thoroughly enjoying himself. Another resident was walking between
railings with an aide urging him on. All aides present were working hard.
On the other hand, some residents were lying on mats doing nothing. This
program needs intensive staffing.
The acting director of the Perry Hayden program wrote in August 1979:
No field trips have been taken since I have taken over as
acting Director due to lack of documentation of previous trips
and lack of support and aides to help from the units. Most
trips before that time were van rides for the purpose of sensory
stimulation which is the primary goal of the program.
We have experienced little support and attendance in our
program area. [Direct-care staff J attended the Day Activity Center
sporadically and mostly at their convenience. Usually they would
only attend for an hour or so and then return to their unit.
Same are very helpful. Most, however, don I t understand the
usefulness of the program and therefore diOO't assist very much.
This I think was due to the fact that the program aides diOO I t
have any direct supervisor besides myself. We were without an
ar:R (Registered Occupational Therapist) for five months which
made it very difficult on the ar aides. However, the program is
beginning to corne together to becoming an excellent program area.
We now have a new ar:R and a Director will soon be hired.
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equiprrent ordered in August had not arrived by February. The coordinator
for the Perry Hayden units reports less use of the swimming pool in
August than nine months previously. This is very unfortunate, for the
Perry Hayden people, even more than other residents, need every pleasure
they can get; furthermore, they benefit greatly from the physical experience of being in the water, relatively free from the burden of
gravity in the pool. They have an opportunity to move which is important
for their developrrent.
The Perry Hayden Day Activities Center needs soundproofing materials
and staff resources; it also needs an environrrent where residents can be
separated into smaller groups. Transportation is a problem. Staffing is
a problem. Housekeeping is a problem, with as much as 27 hours weekly
of professional program staff time given to cleaning.
Kupelian Hall

Open Classroom

There are five staff members to 17 or 18 residents. Usually one,
sometimes three, direct care aides come to the program. The program needs
more.
A report on Kupelian Hall Open Classroom, written in August, states:
Attendance of direct-care staff irregular because of
shortage of staff. At least two from Sebago, one from
Vosburgh with three boys. They assist with group and
individual sensory stimulation, w:l.hks, field trips, and
at the gym, toileting, and ADL skills.
A ITeITlOrandum from the director of the open classroom stated that rapport
with direct-care staff was a problem, although the present acting director
feels there has been irrprovement. A memorandum of June 18 said that the
Open Classroom would expand its case load to include at least seven more
residents; the program. needed more staff. The program is ready to move off
its unit and should do so as soon as possible.*
Berman School
The school was surveyed by the Program Quality Task Force, and found
in need of extensive reorganization. Reorganization may occur and include
exploration of different program sources, a reorientation toward more prevocational training, more supervision of teachers, staff rreetings, an
effort to eliminate cancellations of programs, an effort to irrprove the
use of direct care staff and foster grandparents, and better use of teacher
time. On the plus side, the Task Force found that the faculty were dedicated and genuinely interested in the residents, that the facility was
"extrerrely adequate," and that there was enough equipment. Court personnel
have found the school generally pleasant, and have observed sorre good use
of direct-care staff and foster grandparents. The grandparents take their
title literally; they provide the warmth and attention that goes with it.

*The program moved recently to the basement of a residential unit,
Vosburgh Hall.
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Despite the findings of the Task Force, there is probably a need for
increased supplies and extra space. The staff member in charge of program
development says that different equipment and more space will be needed
for prevocational training. Even before the question of change in program
arose, a teacher had submitted a memorandum strongly requesting more
classroom materials. The teacher had submitted to the acting principal
a list of necessary materials costing $741. He was granted $70 (from
the Library Fund, which is "around" $250 per quarter.) According to the
teacher:
[This budge~of $250/quarterly supplies paper, paste, crayons,
staples, scotch tape, pencils, folders, duplicator paper,
etc.; I would guess that a portion of this money is spent on
office supplies and not directly for the students' benefit.
This obviously leaves an extremely small amount of money for
each student per year; quite possibly and most probably well
under $10. The tCMIl of CUmberland spends $45 per year per
student .... It is obvious that students with special needs require
a significant increase in allocated budget to provide adequate
programming materials.
It should be added that the Pineland School, unlike the CUmberland schools,
lasts all year long; also, that much of its equipment is obviously designed
for very small children. To the extent it is feasible to replace present
equipment with more age-appropriate things, this would be in line with
gocd practice. The acting principal mentioned the need of replacing toys
that are lost or broken. Sec. G.2. and G.8. mandate that:
Educational services at Pineland shall be, equivalent to the
special education services provided in the cammunity in accordance
wi th Maine law in terms of:
(c) Nature, content, and quality of programs;
(d) Curriculum guides, equipment ...
All necessary classroom materials and equipment shall be on
hand and reordered as necessary. Teachers shall have a major
voice in deciding what is needed. All necessary diagnostic
equipment shall be ordered immediately.
The acting principal wanted to have a bus assigned to the school.
Participation of direct-care aides in school program has increased,
but has not becorre consistent. School staff feel that consistency of
attendance is absolutely necessary to make the aides' help as useful as it
should be. It is universally felt that direct-care staff at school need
training. The acting principal reported:
Staff should provide explanation of why procedures are important, goals
of program, techniques used in school, education and discipline, and
our educational philosophy. Staff would also assist and demonstrate
activities as needed. Most training would be on the job. An inservice on philosophy and theory also should be conducted .... With
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could encourage carry-over (further training in the residential
uni t) in behavior management techniques, (and the follCMing
kinds of skills: fine motor, visual motor, socialization,
conceptual, carmunication, ADL) ... The worker needs to internalize the need for carry-over, before we would have
effective carry-over between school and the buildings.
One of the most appealing features of the school is the music program.
All children seem to enjoy it; for some it is a very special treat. Directcare staff and foster grandparents often assist. A Special Master's assistant observed the progTam and found that sore grandparents were trying to
help with counting games; others did not seem to have much to do. What
direct-care workers or grandparents do in music program needs to be looked
at; perhaps they could be very useful, or perhaps a good deal of their time
might be better used elsewhere.
The Program Quality Task Force reported that children generally use
the swinming pool one hour a week; same children who don I t like the pool
lose an hour of program. The principal reports difficulty in persuading
direct-care aides to get into the pool.
Coordination between disciplines has been a problem.
Quali ty Carnmi ttee reported:

The Program

[At Berman] there had been situations where goals set by
different staff members were either not developmentally
appropriate, functional, or mutually complementary. [Minutes,
Feb. 28]

A more recent report frClll Mrs. Paine states:
Problems at Bennan School alluded to in past reports for
the Executive Management Ccmni ttee regarding lack of inclusion
of disciplinary (i.e., professional) staff in planning school
programs for the residents have eased in a few situations. Also,
Mary Barriford, orR, nCM meets with Pat KnCMles, Acting Principal,
occasionally for carmunication purposes. The program quality
ccmnittee will be follCMing up on this matter. [Report,
June 11, 1979]

RECOMMENDATIONS BASED UPON CONVERSAT IONS AND OBSERVAT IONS
OF THE BERMAN SCHOOL & STAFF 8/6-8/7
SUB~ITTED

I.

BY:

JACQUELINE GlASSON M.Ed., COORDINATOR OF PROGRAMS
EDEN INSTITUTE
PRINCETON, N.J.

Structure of a "Head Teacher" be set up Immediately and fulfill the
fol lowing recommendations:
1.

Regular; Iy scheduled staff meetlno times be arranged to cover the
fol lowing: behaviors, programatrc Issues, scheduling & scheduling
problems, sharing of general Information, staffing of Individual
chi Idren, field trip Information, new educational Issues or
coverage of current research.
(BASED UPON: needs expressed by staff members, observations of
common frustrations of teachers (expressed and witnessed),
expressions of "lack of knowing what the other teachers are doing,"
separation of staff ("Pownal vs Bliss teachers"), needs for
general staff-continuity, recognition of acting principal that
"there Is a need for more meetings," In addition to Inservice
Training Meetings.)
1~

2.

Emphasis on staff abi lities and assets be stressed.

Direct supervision of classroom time (monthly basis per teacher and
additional on a need basis and for general observation of day-to-d~
flow) *Possibly Include in-house evaluation.
(BASED UPON: No existing evaluation of program by the Individual
writing the bult of programs through direct observation exist to
date; Pat - "I'm in and out of the room but haven't gotten Involved
I n the "N I tty-Gri tty" aspects of the teachers and ch II dren I n the
classroom," need for adaptation of individual programs on an
Individual child basis, expression of frustration by teachers In
deal ing with, the implementation of educational programs or behaviors.
2A.

3.

Each chi Ids Individual program be evaluated by direct observatIon.

Uti lizatlon of existing materials more extensively.
(BASED UPON: Observation of approximately 20-30% of materials that
exist being used by teachers on a dally basis, expression by the
teachers that the materials needed are either (1) more pictures to
hang on the wal Is, expressed by two teachers and (2) materials that
the chi Idren could do, without teaching necessary, expressed by three
(the remaining felt they had sufficient materials), use of a variety
of materials may eliminate some of the behavioral problem that presently
exists).
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4.

Structure of class time be analyzed.
(BASED UPON: Amount of actual program time taking place appears to be
anywhere from 4-5 hours, the residents appear to have no difficulty with
the length of program time as It exist, many chi Idren observed to be
sitting idly and in some instances asleep, uti I izatlon of recess or break
time appears random and possibly could be better structured around Inschoo" program times, teachers or teacher-aides often observed Idle while
during classroom time, implementation of programs Involve approximately
i-I hour time spent Individually with each chi Id.
4A.

Suggestions to teachers Include increased group activities or
where more than one chi Id interacts with teacher.

5. -Er-nnrnate the "Cancellation of children" from proqramming concept,
(unless 2 or more certified teachers are out),
reASED UPON: (1) Extremely poor uti Ilzatlon of Grandparent and Mental
~ealth Workers as additional and supportive staff, (2) Non-use of
acting principal as an additional ~~rtified teacher-substitute,
(3) As the program exist, It appears that It would not be detrimental
to other residents If the extra residents were absorbed by the other
classrooms, (4) the necessary back-up system should be consIdered part
of programming responslbl I Itles to be assumed by the coordinator ot
princIpal, (5) It was expressed that "usually a two day notice Is .
provided to the principal when a teacher Is generally out (sufficient
time to seek out support If needed),
6.

Resource be made -- materials be made available and circulated to staff
(relevant program Ideas be discussed on a need basis),
(BASED UPON: expressions by staff members that new Ideas be Introduced to
a~ them In their teaching or behavioral management, observations of lack
of confidence by staff members In their choice of management techniques,
lack of resource available within the building).

7.

Use of additional resource materials be utilized when programming for each
chi Id and further adaptations be made when necessary.
(BASED UPON: observatlon and confirmation that one program source Is
presently the guide being fol lowed (it Is four years old), additional
res~urces may provide Ideas for programming for the more severely handicapped).

8.

Grandparent-Involvement be analyzed, and procedures be outf Ined to best uti I Ize
their fnvolvement.
(BASED UPON: Poor or lack of appropriate use of the grandparent as an additional
staff, Inconsistent preparation of the classroom time whi Ie the grandparent Is
present, Grandparents' excessive removal of chi Idren from programs to take walks
(some appropriate, many not).
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9.

~

Mental Health Workers - Procedures be developed to uti I ize t~HW's as additional
staff, with specific guidel ines and task assignments.
eASED UPON: Observation of lack of use of MHW's as aides, those ~~W's observed
not assigned bspeclfic classrooms and Inconsistent assignements given to them).

10.

Re-evaluate placement of Individuals according to "Classroom Placement"
(Possible re-work according to compatabi I itv of working tOQether on~grams).
(BASE UPON: Expression by teachers, "that it is jmpossi~le to' imptement programs
and work simultaneously with two or more children," simi larlty of programs across
c I ass rooms) •

I I.

Addtlonal responsibi I Itles be

assu~d

by teachers as fol lows:

I.

Teachers assume more Initiative In the development of each individual Drogram
to be approved by the principal.
(BASED UPON: Observation of lack of Initiative In making adaptations or
introducing new programs other than what Is provided).

2.

Dai Iy record keeping of activities that take place in addition to the
programmed material and/or schedul In9 of how and when the programs wi I I
be implemented over the course of the day.
(BASED UPON: The existence of too much Idle time and seemingly a lack of
available possibilities to fl I I that Ime).

3.

Better uti Ilzatlon of preparation time to Include the above.
(BASED UPON: Paper work not a concern for 6/6 teachers spoken to and 4/6
reported that there Is usually plenty of time "Ieft-over", this time
observed to be primarily inactive time for teachers).

III.

Point, to work from:
1.

Staff (teaching) generally hardworking, dedicated, interested,
and caring in their respective jobs.

2 •• Staff members seemingly responsive to suggestions and
recommendations made.
3.

Extremely adequate facilities available.

4.

Sufficient materials (childrens') and resources available (i.e.
recreational facilities).

5. Sufficient staff available to be able to run the school very
effectively.
~

6.

Isolated aspects of programming and teaching are very appropriate
and carried through effectively.

-89STAFFlliG - INTRODUCTICN
Pineland does not often have,
sufficient to deliver the services
staff to resident ratios specified
maintained. Staff shortage is the

present and on duty, qualified staff
contemplated by the decree. MinimlIDl
by Appendix A are not consistently
result of several related situations.

First, defendants have not received and filled enough personnel
positions. Even if all staff, nCJV.l hired, vvere to be present and on
duty fran day to day, there would not be enough paraprofessional aides
to satisfy decree ratios. Recent statistics show that, on many "units,"
there are not enough direct care workers scheduled to meet minimum ratios.
None of the major program areas has enough paraprofessional aides to
canply with the decree. These shortages contribute to non-canpliance
in delivery of required program, recreation, ADL training, and professional
services. Lack of adequate supervision of residents contributes to the
rate of accidental injuries and to the use of more restrictive means of
behavior con-trol, i. e. chemical and physical restraint, reduced freedan
of movement, denial of access to belongings and recreational equir:ment.
Second, a significant fraction of the staff members hired and
scheduled to work on any of the three daily shifts fails, for a variety
of reasons, to be present and on duty. Vacation-time, sick-time, and
unauthorized absences all contribute to the discrepancy betvveen positions
filled and persons working. Direct care staff may be present on the
Pineland campus but may have duties which conflict with providing care
and habilitation to residents. Staff Development may require that direct
care workers attend the orientation and training sessions specified by
Appendix A. Residential Services simultaneously needs their presence
on the "units" to maintain the ratios prescribed by other sections of
the decree. No means of resolving these kinds of inherent tensions,
while achieving full canpliance, have been implemented. The net result
is that, on a given day, over 40% of all residential "units" do not have
enough direct care workers present to satisfy minimlIDl ratios or to provide
the range of services required of direct care staff by Appendix A.
Defendants also fail to supply required services because a number
of the staff hired and on duty are not adequately trained. Pineland
has not closed the gap betvveen minimum training requirements of the
decree and the current qualifications of s-taff. No attempt has been
made to ensure that, prior to pranotion, direct care staff have logged
fifty hours of appropriate training. * Furthermore, Pineland I s annual
employee turnover rate exceeds 40%. This casts some doubt upon the
efficacy of that tririning which is being provided.

*

Section E.4. (e), Appendix A.
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Pineland's staff developuent efforts have suffered, as well, fran
forces beyond the defendants' control. Although Pineland is enjoined
to "actively recruit qualified staffll* and t.O design its personnel policies "to maximize use of individual employees' skills and to enhance
effective programming for residents, "** the direct care workers' union
takes a contrary view. The union has insisted that prauotions be made
in accord with employee seniority alone. In its negotiations and dealings
with Pineland the union applies the same criteria it uses to assess the
personnel policies of all other state-run agencies and institutions.
That union has, as yet f seen no reason to cooperate with the decree.
Procedures used by the state Deparbnent of Personnel in the hiring,
prOIIDtion, demotion, and firing of staff also contribute to defendants'
present staffing situation. *** Pineland has suffered long delays in
filling positions. Intransigent or incompetent employees are seldan
demoted and very rarely fired because of the lengthy and cumbersome
procedures imposed upon defendants by State personnel policies and the
union contract. Neither of these entities is legally canpetent to frustrate the implementation of federal law, yet each constitutes a roadblock
to Pineland's compliance.
It must be noted that morale and the attitude of employees toward
their work also contribute to the failure to provide staff--delivered
services to the plaintiffs. Staff may work very hard only to find
their accomplishments undercut. Educational gains, slowly and painstakingly achieved, may be rapidly lost when a resident is inadvisedly moved,
is cancelled from a program, or fails to receive consistent follow-up
care. Staff may work very hard, performing above and beyond their job
descriptions, only to find that they are, after all, no closer to compliance with Appendix A standards because of circumstances they are powerless to change. The resulting low morale swells the ranks of employees
whose concern for resident care slips progressively, who simply put in
their time and collect their pay.
Finally, it is not at all clear that the ultimate problems besetting
Pineland can be effectively addressed by a mere infusion of staff. It
cannot be said -that a 20% increase in staff would yield a 20% increase
in habilitation for Pineland residents.

*
**

Section E. 1., Appendix A.
Section E.IOl, Appendix A.

*** At appropriate intervals, and collected at the end of this section
of the report, there appear u as exhibits, memoranda which illustrate same
of these difficulties.
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STAFFING - FINDINGS

Most of the important benefits of the decree, such as those requiring
habilitative and educational programs, can be provided only through the
daily labors of the defendants and their agents. Mere renovation of
buildings and acquisition of equipment cannot suffice. Pineland must
retain adequate staff in all its departments, not only to meet the
absolute minimum staff-to-resident ratios determined by the decree, but
also to ensure the actual delivery of all decree benefits.
Finding: Pineland does not have enough staff present and on duty
to safeguard the physical well-being of its residents.
Applicable sections of Appendix A:
Q.l. All necessary steps shall be taken to correct
health and safety hazards
Q. 2. [In preparing emergency procedures] [s] pecial
attention shall be paid to the needs of physically
handicapped residents.
Conclusion: Substantial non-canpliance poses a threat of death
or serious bodily harm to residents.
Discussion:
(1) Pineland is geographically isolated from population centers.
The critical time for response to a residential fire, according to the
Pineland Fire Department, is five minutes fram the time of outbreak.
Pineland must, therefore, rely upon its own resources to prevent injury
or loss of life from fire. The Pineland Fire Department is a mixture
of volunteers and fully qualified, professional fire fighters. It is so
severely understaffed that effective response to a fire in a residence
hall would be virtually impossible. Loss of life among the nonambulatory
residents would be a distinct possibility.
Except for the evening weekend shifts when two trained fire fighters
are on duty, there is only one fireman available at Pineland. If his
duties require him to leave the firehouse for any reason, the problem is
further exacerbated since time for response to a fire must then include
the time necessary for him to return to the station.
The roofs of same residence halls are beyond the reach of equipment
now on hand. Emergency equipment is otherwise adequate. However, this
equipment, while available, may prove worthless in an actual fire emergency
because of a shortage of personnel trained in its use. Large ladders
require three men for handling, and a pumper truck requires a crew of five.
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Firefighters entering a burning building with Scott air pad(s should
always work in pairs. Their lives depend upon the expertise of the truck
crew keeping them supplied with water. Trained volunteers mayor may not
be available to assist the fireman. A night-time fire, when residents
would be IIDst likely to be on the unit, would be the IIDst dangerous. It
is precisely during these hours that the fewest volunteers are available.
It must be noted here, that, in same instances, unit staffing patterns constitute deliberate violations of sections Q.l. and Q.2. as well
as section C. 5. (b) which require, as an absolute minlinum, a staff-toresident ratio of one to twelve during sleeping hours. In recent interviews with unit supervisors it was discovered that Pineland very often
fails even to schedule sufficient direct care workers to meet this ratio.
This conclusion is inescapable despite the use of "float teams" as a
method of alleviating specific unit staff shortages for the evening shifts.
Even where "floats" are used, a IIDre careful inspection of personnel
records often reveals that, in fact, the same float was scheduled to work
on more than one unit or that, while the float did work the night shift
of a particular unit, he was there only for an hour or so. Although it
should not be concluded that staff coverage statistics are being reported
in a deliberately misleading way, there is no escape fram the conclusion
that defendants have intentionally violated the above-mentioned decree
sections with the result that the lives of many residents are daily
endangered. One example of this course of conduct is scheduling of direct
care staff for Perry Hayden Hall. This building comprises three residence
units, each having individuals who are arrong the most multiply handicapped
and physically dependent beneficiaries of this decree. Each unit has
about twenty residents. Many have severe medical problems such as frequent, violent seizure activity. Same require medication soon after a
seizure, if left unassisted they may aspirate and die. The evening
shift direct care staff must attend constantly not only to the IIDst
basic needs of these residents, but to a substantial arrount of other
work as well. Unit staff are obviously the front line of defense in an
emergency situation jeopardizing the residents of that unit. In a fire
emergency, unit staff would have to remove physically each resident of
Perry Hayden. If this took one minute per resident, it would require at
least four staff to rerrove all the residents of any unit of Perry Hayden
within the five minutes' time cited by the Fire Department as a maximum
time-frame for avoiding death or serious injury.
In spite of this, all three shift supervisors interviewed at Perry
Hayden reported that there is rarely more than one aide per unit scheduled
to work the evening shift in that building. If the direct care staff of
other units are to act as "volunteers" in the event of a fire, it is
clear that they will be leaving their respective units understaffed in
many instances if they must leave to assist the one regularly scheduled
fireman. In fact, if there were a fire on any unit of Perry Hayden, the
lone aides on the other two units would be forced to choose between leaving
the residents of their units totally unattended and watching helplessly
as a disaster unfolded on the involved unit.
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Even on units where sufficient staff are scheduled to provide the
1:12 coverage required by section C.5. (b) on the 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
shift, such coverage is often not achieved in fact, and defendants are
well aware of this. Pineland's Department of Personnel recently reported
that on this shift, on Thursday, August 16, 1979 only about two-thirds
of all residence units were staffed according to minimum decree ratios.
On Friday, August 17, this shift was less than minimally staffed on
fully one-half of all units.
(2) Accidental injuries and injuries inflicted by other residents
are sometimes attributable to staff shortages. At least this explanation
is sanetimes given by unit staff in their reports of such incidents.
This explanation receives sane support fran the conclusions of Bert
Schmickel, an independent consultant, who evaluated Pineland's staffing
situation and reported in January of 1979 that sixty additional staff
would be needed to ensure "minimum coverage." Such coverage is defined
as that" . . . which assures only safety of life and limb to the resident."
It seems clear that staff shortage is still well within the realm of
reasonable explanations for accidental injuries to residents at the
present time even though the positions recanmended by Mr. Schmickel have
been acquired and filled since his report was filed. As will be seen
in the following pages, positions filled do not nearly equate with persons
actually working.
Nursing personnel have considered the incidence and cause of serious
accidents on a unit-by-unit basis. For units on which accidental lnJuries
were a problem, the near universal conclusion was that an increase in
unit staff could decrease the frequency of such harm. "Accidents," as
used here, include cases of resident-to-resident abuse.
There follows, for illustration a series of memoranda concerning
the effects of understaffing upon the residents of Pownal Hall and Doris
Anderson Hall I. The former span the time-frame 12-28-78 to 5-21-79
indicating that, even after being formally apprised of a dangerous situation, defendants allowed it to continue for at least five months. Recent
data show that, even now, the situation continues virtually unabated.
During the two weeks of October 1 to October 14, 1979, Pownal Hall was
staffed below minimum decree standards on 31 out of 42 shifts or 74% of the
time. *
The situation described by the Doris Anderson I memos is also roughly
the same today. The conditions they cited in November of 1978 were not
effectively addressed by Pineland's managers until June or July of 1979,

* See

Table 3, page 108.

· OFFICE OF ADVOCACY
STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HBALTH AND GORREOTIONS

RM.411 STATE OFFICE BLDG.

GEORGE A. ZITNA Y
COMMISSIONER

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333
TEL. 289-3161

SUSAN YOUNG
CHIEF ADVOCATE

INVESTIGATORY REPORT
OF ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE RIGHTS OF
A MENTALLY RETARDED PERSON

client:

Pownal Hall I residents (26-29)

place of Residence:

Pownal Hall

Date of.Alleged Violation:

Dec. 28 - present (1/l8/79)

Alleged Violation:

Understaffed unit.

Residents unsafe.
as making pro ress

other resident

in diminishing self abuse. outbursts increased dramatically since Pownal I.
crowded by move - he is recommended for private room.
to me from Art Bannister

teacher.

The report on

Last Sund

there were

daytime ratios of 1 staff to 13 residents for some
periods of time.

Only Ora Littlefield and Bob Malcolm were on.

Marilyn

Finch, shift supervisior, went in to help part of the shift.

Recommended Action:

Increase numbers of mental health workers available

to residential services for assignment to Pownal Hall.

1/19/79
Date
cc: Administrator of Facility
Commissioner of MH&C
Chief Advocate
Bureau Di re c tor
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pnJEL,I\lJD CEnTER

Inter-Departmental Communication
TO:

Charlene Kinnelly, Acting Superintendent

FRO~'l:

Joseph Witt

SL~JECT:

Actin

Resident Advocate

DATE: April 19, 1979

,UyU

__~P~own~a~l~H~a~l~l~_______________________________________________________

The current situation at Pownal Hall is one that requires attention and action,
as you are most likely aware. There are two interrelated issues which have
been brought to my attention by a number of sources: the unwiedly heterogeneous
mix of residents and inadequate numbers of staff.
When one group of residents moved from Pownal Hall to the cottages the group
which remained at Pownal Hall was combined on one floor of the building. The
result is a group which varies widely in age, aggressiveness, behavior, etc.
I urge speeding the process of relocating, rennovating, and whatever else is
involved in providing an adequate setting for Pownal Hall residents.
Concurrently, the situation is complicated by what appear to me to be inadequate
numbers of staff.
In my opinion the building is understaffed for 24 residents
when al,l ,staff ss~eduled are present.
A supervisor and three aides is insufficient at the times when all residents are the responsibility of the
building staff, ie: when residents are not in school. Further, there are indications that even this number of staff is occasionally if not frequently
shortened by staff not reporting to work.
The most recent events calling this to my attention were the most recent
Consumer Advisory Board Meeting and
's IDT. Mrs.,
reported
at C.A.B. that the morning of the meeting she found the building short staffed
with many residents, including her son, not properly groomed
a reasonable
hour.
She was told the ratio at the time was one to nine. At
s IDT
staff expressed doubts as to their ability to consistently carry out parts of
the program
needs due to short staff.
I know there are plans for filling at least some staffing gaps.
I wanted to
be sure you are a\.Jare of this perception of the Pownal Hall problem and to
ask what will be done to insure the quality of life for those in this current
situation.

.

JW:pbt
cc - Cheryl Fortier
C. M. Macgowan
Joseph Ferri
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OFFICE OF ADVOCACY
STATE OF MAINE
DBPARTMENT OF' .M..BNTAL HRALTH AND CORRBOTIONS

GEORGE A. ZITNA Y

RM. 411 STATE OFFICE BLDG.

COMMISSIONER

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333

SUSAN YOUNG.

TEL. 289-3161.

CHIEF ADVOCATE.

REPORT OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION OF RIGHTS OF
A MENTALLY RETARDED PERSON
Pursuant to 34 MRSA c. 186-A, the following report is submitted to the Attorney
General's Office.

Mentally Retarded Person:
place of Residence:

Pownal Hall I residents (24)

Pineland Center

Date of Alleged Violation:

5/21/79

Description of Alleged Violation:

(include all pertinent names, dates, places, etc.)

Follow up: on Report filed 1/19/79
Understaffing. 1/6 ratio in bldg.
Problem ameliorated somewhat hut continues.

Mrs

(C.A.B.) also

registered same complaint at last meeting on 5/8/79.
See attached memo.

An' inves t-iga ti-on-is-be ing--conduc ted-by-t-fie--{)f-f-i-ee-of----A-dvoCtl"Cy.-----A--summa ry--report
will-be--submitted to the--{;ommiss ioner-and,-if- appl i<:ab le-,-to--t-he-Ghief--Adm in is trat ive
-~fficerof

the residence of the rnentallyretarded-person.
/ - I)

,
5/21/79

Date

Copies to Chief Advocate and Attorney General's Office
Superintendent - Court Master
Bureau Director
Commissioner

/,'
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PINELAND CENTER

Inter-Departmental communication
To.:
FRQ.1.:

J. Ferri
GHP

Date:

11/2/78

G. Parsons MEW III supervisor DAH I

SUBJECl':

Coats
-----------------------------------------------------------

In trying to meet requirements of the decree it is difficult to
comply with each standard and still meet others.
While working with a ratio of 1 aide to ten residents time, especially
while getting resednts to programing is in short supply
Although working with this high aide to residnt ratio emphasis has
been placed on tooth brushing and shaving skills The period of time
between 6: 00 AM and 8: 05 AM is very rushed to get necessary shaving
accanplished even though staff is required to make beds, put away soiled
linen and clean bathrooms also during this time period
Due to time priorities, unfortunally each resident did not recieve
his own coat.
Also at this time I would like to bring you up to date on the situation
concerning the unlocked rooms.
As documentation has shown the destruction of clothing has necessitated
that clothing can no longer can be be put in the rooms
In turn this has had a very damaging effect on the resident that
were able to choose clothing and dress themselves. In general the
entire program of residnts dressing themselves 'has been 'effected.
Taking into consideration the pros and cons of each issue, the
rooms being open and the deterioration of the dressing program, I am
locking the bedroom doors so that clothing can be kept in the bedroom.
Perhaps with proper staff ratios the unit would be able to comply
with both standards.
cc. J. Ferri
R. Gregory
C. Fortier
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Inter-Departmental Communication
TO:~_________________________________

'__--_______________

DATE :

FROH::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
s~cr:

ll';

_________________________________________________

J, I:~ ,I Ie ~

e G.
(
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d

,_
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Ie ..
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;,,,,,, J ~VjJ
I

Pi n eI anCioo- Cen ter
Inter.:Departmental Memorandum
'T"

~o

____________________
AI Wrenn

~

_____________

From _____J_o_h_n___C_.__M_i_l_a_z_z_o_________________

Date_N_o_v--.,_l_S.!-,___1-=-9--.7_8_ _

Depl. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Dept. _ _'-r-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subject ____J_u_s__t_i_f_i_c_a_t_i_o_n___f_o_r~3__P_r__o_j_e_c_t__P_o__s_i_t_i_o_n_s__f_o__r __D_AH
___l___________________________________
I am requesting 3 project

hfln~

I positions for Doris Anderson Hall I.

-

My just,:! fication

for this request is as follows:
Doris Anderson RaIl I is a unit which houses 29 male and female residents. }iost of
these residents are very active and excitable, and a number are aggressive.
Therefore.
the present staff to resident ratio of 8 to 1 during waking hours is not appropriate
or safe.
In addition to the difficult nature of a number of the residents, the physical structyre
of DAB I. with its long corridors and semi-private rooms, in line with Consent Decree
requirements, causes difficulty relative to properly supervising the large number of
residents. There have been a large number of accident reports recently involving this
u~it. and a significant number of accidents with unknown causes.
This indicates that
the residents are not being properly supervised and "I do not believe the staff are
negligent. DAR I lost two CETA positions recently, and the amount of clothes being
destroyed by a number of residents has almost doubled, again indicating a problem with
sho~tage of staff.
"
The residents of DAB I have a number of programming needs, and are very active in proIf they were not, the number of assigned staff might be sufficient to sustain
life with minimal hazards.
But being active and very involved in programs~ both at
Pineland and in the community, has served to increase staff demands drastically, and in
some cases, increased the potential for accidents proportionately.

~ramming.

At this point, I consider DAB I a priority area for assistance, hence this
the present time, no other area at Pineland has the potential for
Thank you.
has.
If you have "any questions, please contact me.
JCM:dw

e~tropy

request.~

that DAR I

At
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INVESTIGATORY REPORT
OF ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE RIGHTS OF·
A MENTALLY RETARDED PERSON

Client:

27 residents

place of Residence:

DAH I

nate of Alleged Violation:

ongoing at present 1/18/79

Description of Alleged Violation:
aggressive residents.
frightening.

Understaffed unit.

Male and female,

Minimum 4.

Active,

Atmosphere on unit chaotic and

Many extra staff requests have come from within Pineland.

Special 3 project posi tions recently denied by John Conrad. (See Righ ts
roval of

Now wait!
hiring 50 MHW I in vacant positions.

Supervisor of

DAH I informed me that staff are working 5-6 extra shifts/week to cover
~eeded

overtime.

Staff work more than they want to in order to help out

with poor situation.

Supervisor says staff reach their frustration point

and may abuse residents because they reach their limit.

Nurse on unit

very concerned about many recent accidents - lacerations
found on residents - with unknown causes.

Nurse coneeeds staff are

frustrated -- was crying herself out of frustration -- but does not think

1L19 /79

cc:

nate
Administrator of Facility
Commissioner of MH&C
Chief Advocate
Bureau Director
1
.-1.::
.,--1'1 (C. 1 • ~;)

s1

5"C

Advocate

taff abuse residents. Recently a staff menDer was being strangled by a
resident and it took 2 other staff to get him off and marks were left on
woman'lS neck. My observation of the staff is that they work well wi th
residents but much of their time is spent averting cris£s with little time
left for other work. Also, supervisor does not seem to provide good role
model or ~rganization.
B

Recommend: To residential services - new supervison.
Moving as fast as possible to get new staff approved.

To Bureau Director:

-103according to the Residents' Advocate.
as much as 43% of the time.*

Even now, this lmi t is lmderstaffed

It is hard to assess the extent to which short staffing is being used
either as an excuse or as a bona fide explanation of why accidents happen
at Pineland. The Resident Advocate's office will keep track of such
reports from now on and determine whether the lmi t or program area was,
in fact, short-staffed at the time of the accident. In at least one case,
unit staff blamed lack of personnel for an accident which occurred at a
time when five persons, including the supervisor, were signed in to work
on the unit. This particular lmi t houses about twenty residents who,
lmder the decree, require a staff/resident ratio of one to four at that
time of the day. Without further investigation it cannot be determined
whether staff shortage merely constituted a convenient excuse for the
accident or whether the minimum decree ratios, even when met, as they
apparently were at the time of this accident, are sometimes inadequate to
"correct health and safety hazards" as required by sec. Q.l.
Section C.S. of Appendix A determines the minimum ratios permissible
for direct care staff:
C.S. Pineland shall employ and maintain sufficient
living lmit staff to ensure that the following numbers are present and on duty:
(a) DUring the hours of the day and evening when
residents are awake:
(1) One direct care worker for every four residents in buildings primarily for residents who are
children, nonambulatory, mul tipl y handicapped or
have behavior problems (e.g., persons residing
on Kupelian Hall at the time the decree is signed).
(2) One direct care worker (or psychological aide)
for every resident receiving an intensive behavior

*Id. The first DAR I memo is noteworthy in two more respects. First,
the supervisor notes that he will begin locking residentq out of their
rooms in order to facilitate storage of clothing in individual dressers.
At last inspection, ten months later, not only were the residents of
DAR I still being locked out of their rooms, but all clothing, toys,
and possessions were concurrently stored in a locked, central location.
Second, this is the memo which prompted Pineland managers to circulate memoranda to all staff in repeated attempts to block the flow of
such information to the Special Master. Instead of heeding the supervisor's
advice and devoting their energies toward correcting conditions which
threatened the safety of residents and the efficacy of their habilitation,
Pineland I s managerrent worked hard at keeping such information secret.
Although they were unsuccessful in this attempt, meanwhile, nothing was
done to protect the beneficiaries of the decree.
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modification program.
(3) One direct care worker for every six residents
for all residents and buildings not covered above.
(b) During sleeping hours, one direct care worker
for every 12 residents i but in no event less than
one staff person on each floor of each building. . .
In addition, section C.7. states:
C.7. In no living unit except as provided in S(b)
above shall the staff to resident ratio actually within
the unit ever be lower than one to eight.
It is difficult to detennine the extent to which this last section
of the decree is being contravened because violations result not only
from inadequate scheduling of staff and from absenteeism among those
scheduled to work, but also from the fact that direct care personnel
are often called upon to leave their units for various reasons over
the course of the day. Often, not all the residents of a given unit
will participate in same off-unit activity. For example, same may
go to the gym, leisure center, program area or to therapy and others
remain in their living areas. Staff for that unit must then be split
among these groups to provide adequate coverage for each. The problem
is most likely to arise when an individual resident must be accompanied
by a staff member. Since the need for supervision often depends upon
the capability of the resident, and since residents are housed according
to developmental level, the problem is obviously more acute for same
units than for others.
One would assume that the favored solution would be to bring the
service to the resident in a situation where the one to eight ratio
would be violated by bringing the resident to the service. However,
this is not always the case. For example, units having severely handicapped residents, many of whom suffer chronic medical conditions, complain
that Pineland's Medical Department no longer makes house calls as a
routine matter. Use of the clinic as a central medical resource is more
efficient, allows better medical practice, and is more normal than
having the doctors make rounds. However, direct care staff must often
leave their units to accompany residents to the clinic. - The very units
which most need a high staff to resident ratio are the most likely to
have to violate section C. 7. The Medical Department reports that it has
recommended one additional employee be hired to assist the on-campus
van driver in situations where use of direct care staff to transport
residents to the clinic would result in a violation of section C.7.
for other residents of the same unit. This recommendation has not been
implemented, nor have other solutions been provided.
In the spring of 1979 Pineland conducted a multidisciplinary, unitby-unit review of compliance with a variety of decree items. This review
showed that only a few residence units were in compliance with section
C.S. In January of 1979 Bert Schmickel had estimated the shortage of
unit staff to be about 60 positions. On February 20 Pineland's Department
of Residential Services estimated the need for unit staff at 71 positions,
assuming a resident population of 400.

By the third week of August 1979, Pineland had authorized a total
of 331 positions for direct care staff, Mental Health Workers I, II and III.
305 of these positions were filled, reflecting a vacancy rate of about 8%.
During that week, the number of direct care staff needed to fulfill the
ratios specified by section C.5. of Appendix A was 235. John Milazzo
of Pineland I s Residential Services and independent consultant Bert
Schmickel recommend hiring 1.2 times this figure to determine the size
of the empolyee pool necessary to provide actual coverage, allowing for
scheduled vacations and sick leave. 235 X 1.2 = 282. Therefore, one
would suppose that, with a pool of 305 filled positions to draw upon,
Pineland could staff its units at least to meet decree ratios. In fact,
for the two-week period August 13 to August 26, 1979, these ratios were
frequently not met. * By October 19, Pineland had 345 direct care positions
of which 314 were filled.

Ivbre precise figures are available for the two-week period, October
1 to October 14, 1979. Table 1 shows that, including floats, sufficient
staff are assigned to each shift to allow for scheduling proper coverage
of each unit. Table 2, however, shows that, frequently, this was not
done. Table 2 shows the number of times, from a possible maximum of 14,
that each shift was scheduled to be out of compliance with the decree. **
Table
the number
Appendix A
that large

2 should be canpared with Table 3, following. Table 3 shows
of times each unit was actually staffed in violation of
during the same two-week period. From this it is apparent
numbers of direct care staff scheduled to work fail to report. ***

Same means must be agreed upon for ensuring that the requisite
number of direct care staff are, in fact, present and on duty. Once
workers are employed, attendance must be monitored to make sure that
the increased staffing actually provides the specified levels of coverage.
Units may be amply staffed on paper while dangerously understaffed in
practice. An example is Kupelian Hall, in theory the most heavily
staffed at Pineland. In these units live profoundly retarded adults,
many of whom present severe behavior problems. By the terms of the
decree, defendants are to maintain an actual ratio of one staff member
to every four residents.****
* Statistics show that on a given day, the number of understaffed units
often exceeded 40%.
** Note especially the night shift figures for Perry Hayden Halls I, II,
and III which are populated by profoundly retarded, multiply handicapped
and helpless people.
*** Again, note the figures for Perry Hayden Hall.
**** It should again be noted that Pineland does not achieve automatic
canpliance with the decree requirements for staffing merely by meeting
the minimum ratios for various categories of staff to residents. Meeting
these ratios is necessary to full compliance but need not be sufficient
in every case. If there are not enough direct care staff on a given
unit to prevent accidental injuries or resident-to-resident abuse or to
furnish adequate support to program area staff for the residents of
that unit, then there is non-canpliance with applicable decree items
regardless of whether the direct care-to resident ratio for that unit is
being met.
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TABLE 1

BUILDING

# RESIDENTS

RATIO
STATUS *
(A or B)

ASSIGNED

aID-Ern-night

KHI

20

A

8-7-1

KH III

15

A

8-7-3

PHH I

20

A

8-7-1 1/2

PHH II

20

A

8-5-1

PHH III

19

A

8-7-2

BH I

20

A

8-7-1

BH

24

A

9-9-3

CHI

23

B

7-6-1

CH II

20

B

7-5-2

DAH I

24

A

7-9-2

DAH II

24

A

7-6-1

STAPLES

23

B

7-5-2

VHI

24

A

8-7-2

VH II

21

A

8-8-2

PH

23

A

7-9-2

GH

17

B

6-6-2

DSH

17

B

7-6-2

GAR

6

B

3-3-1

car

I

6

A

4-3-1

car

II

6

A

3-3-2

SEBAGO

15

A

8-7-2
4-5-7

FWATS

*

A
B

= 1:4,
= 1:6,

1:4, 1:12
1:6, 1:12
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TABLE 2
Scheduled coverage - October 1 - 14, 1979
BUILDING

Times Below Ratio

AM

PM

KHI

1

3

6

KH III

0

0

0

SEBAGO

0

0

10

PHH I

4

0

9

PHH II

4

8

9

PHH III

1

9

9

CH I

1

0

4

CH II

1

1

9

DAH I

7

10

0

13

14

13

1

0

13

VIII

11

11

8

VII II

11

11

14

PH

10

2

6

BlI

2

7

0

BHI

4

9

4

GH

0

0

13

DSH

0

0

12

GAR

0

0

0

DAH II
SH

NIGHT

car

I

2

0

0

car

II

0

0

0
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TABLE 3
Number of times below ratio, October 1 - 14, 1979
BUIWING

AM

ill

PM

(%)

11-7

(%)

35.5

12

85.2

2

14.2

KHI

5

35.5

5

KH III

1

7.1

0

PHH I

4

28.4

7

49.7

11

78.1

PHH III

4

28.4

13

92.3

10

71

PHH II

6

42.6

12

85.2

14

100

BH I

5

35.5

10

71

10

71

BH

6

42.6

9

63.9

1

7.1

CH I

3

21. 3

2

14.2

6

42.6

CH II

4

28.4

9

63.9

14

100

DAH I

8

56.8

10

71

14

100

14

100

10

71

3

21. 3

2

14.2

13

92.3

VHI

13

92.3

13

92.3

7

49.7

VH II

13

92.3

13

92.3

12

85.2

PH

14

100

7

49.7

10

71

GH

0

0

14

100

DSH

0

0

14

100

GAR

0

0

0

car I

0

1

car III

2

14.2

0

0

SEBAGO

1

7.1

0

13

DAH II
SH

7.1

0

0

92.3
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Nevertheless, a program coordinator reported in February:
This mOTI1ing when I came in at 7:25 a.m., the following
staff were present at Kupelian Hall:
K.H.I (for 16 residents): Assistant supervisor and two
aides.
K.H.II (for 21 residents): Two female aides. (this
also constitutes a violation of C.7. which requires an
absolute maximum ratio of 1 to 8 during waking hours.
K.H.III (for 18 residents): Assistant supervisor and
two aides.
K.H.IV (for 19 residents): supervisor and three aides.
The coordinator concluded her report with the observation:
SCMETHlNG HAS Gar TO BE DONE ABOUT COVERAGE AT
KUPELIAN HALL!!!

Not only are section C.5. ratios for direct care staff frequently not
met as observed, supra, but defendants often fail to ensure that living
unit supervisors are present and on duty as required by section C.9. of
Appendix A.
Of 19 residence units visited by the Special Master's Office in
late August, 1979, six units, or nearly one-third, had no supervisor
present on the moTI1ing shift. One unit had not had a regularly scheduled
supervisor for this shift in two months. Unit staff at the Mental Health
Worker I level reported that they refused to fill the leadership void
because this would impose an added burden of responsibility with no
corresponding increase in pay. Therefore, when a unit supervisor is
absent, there is usually no one in charge. That saneone in the administrative hierarchy may be available by telephone to assume the responsjnility for certain actions and to give advice does not satisfy section
C.9.
Various reasons were cited for the absences of supervisors. Some
could have been eliminated by simple planning. For example, at Bliss
Hall the supervisor was on vacation and the assistant supervisor was on
a regularly scheduled "off-day" or "0 day." Such absences could be
addressed by a "float" system.
Finding: Staffing continues to be one of the problems behind Pineland's
substantial, continuing non-compliance with decree requirements for
habilitative programs, although it is not the only cause of those
deficiencies.
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Applicable sections of Appendix A:
A.l.

Residents have a right to habilitation, including
education [and] training suited to their needs .

D.8. Each resident shall receive five scheduled hours
of program activity per weekday in the first year following the signing of this decree, and six hours in
the second.
C.16. Each professional department or major program
area shall maintain an adequate number of program aides
to carry out the reccmnendations of the [Prescriptive
Program Plan] for each resident. To this end, paraprofessional staff performing services in programs
shall be maintained at a ratio of at least 1 to 5 while
programs are in operation. Paraprofessional staff
shall receive training appropriate to their assignments. Professional SUpervlslon shall be provided to
all paraprofessional personnel.
[Education] G.3. There shall be no more than ten residents to a class. Each class of more than five students
shall be staffed by a paraprofessional as well as a
teacher.
Discussion: As noted in the section of this report dealing with
prograrrrning, Pineland fails to schedule much of the program time required
by the decree for each resident. Not all of the program hours which
are actually scheduled are finally delivered. Shortage of program staff
and shortage of direct care staff who aid these professionals and paraprofessionals in carrying out program activities have been cited as
reasons for both of these phenomena. A recent assessment by the Department of Personnel shows that none of the six major program areas has
enough paraprofessional aides to meet minimum requirements of section
C.16. Not only have defendants failed to hire sufficient paraprofessionals
to staff what is, at present, a grossly deficient program regimen, but
the ratios are even worse in actual practice because of absenteeism.
Non-canpliance is substantial and continuing. However, Pineland's
Program Director, Mary Crichton, reports that the overriding problems
wi th delivery of decree-mandated program hours are lack of coordination
and carrmunication between programs and between program areas and residence
units and, more important 1 y, lack of physical space in which to conduct
program activities. Pineland is currently conducting an analysis of
programming. Once this is done and the other obstacles to full program.uing
are addressed, the need for additional program area/direct care staff
to enable Pineland to comply with the programming sections of the decree
will be more easily quantified.
Nevertheless it is apparent that, although staff shortages at
program areas may not be the only problem, such understaffing is contributing to non~compliance in the field of program.uing. The effectiveness
of any program depends upon each of three categories of staff.
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(1) Professional staff. The decree does not speci~y the number of professionals needed in program areas other than the school* It
is nevertheless clear that each program area must have sufficient professional staff to allow for compliance with all relevant decree items
including those listed above for this finding. ;For example, when there
are not sufficient professionals to design and supervise enough programs
to supply the IDT program recommendations of all Pineland residents,
there is no compliance with sections C.l6., D.8., and A.I. regardless
of the absolute number of professionals hired.
The occupational therapy department is chronically understaffed.
Pineland has alloted enough positions to fulfill the decree requirements,
but it is extremely difficult to recruit therapists. Furthermore, therapists are not always used to the best advantage. The therapist at New
Gloucester is a class instructor all morning, and during sane afternoons
when there is a coverage problem. In addition she does the usual work
of a therapist, screening residents, consulting, training, and supervising
aides, and fabricating and repairing splints. The department considers
her workload excessive and frustrating.
In March, the director of the occupational therapy department found
coverage a"t school inadequate to meet "the legal mandate that all children
needing o. T. services shall receive them within their total school program." (Report, Cottages, Executive Management Committee)

There are sane adults in the vocational training program that the
Department used to work with, and would be interested in working
wi th again. There is no waiting list for therapy, as there is no plan
to provide it. The therapy was formerly provided by aides, rather than
registered therapists. At present, Pineland is not in compliance with
section D.I., which requires that "each habilitation need of a resident
be professionally assessed and appropriate remedial recommendations
be made. II

o. T.

Last winter there was a backlog in annual evaluations.
Paine, EMC, l/19/79)

(Gray Hall,

(2) Paraprofessionals are program aides who have received
specialized training from professionals in such areas as physical or
occupational therapy. section C .16. of Appendix A requires that, while
programs are in operation, paraprofessionals be participating in a
ratio of l to 5. If the total Pineland resident population were receiving
the minimum number of program hours required by the decree, at least 60 of
* Nevertheless, sec. C.l2., App. A requires an overall ratio of professionals to residents of l to 3. As of August l7, 1979, Pineland had
only 120 professionals and a census of at least 390, for an overall
ratio o~ l to 3.25. It is doubtful whether all 120 professionqls should
be counted, however, since some are not included in the exhaustive list
of disciplines comprehended by C.12.
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these program aides would be necessary. This assumes a resident population of about 400 receiving six program hours per day. with the
attendant preparation and paperwork considerably less than a full eighthour shift could be devoted to actual program acti vi ty . Pineland's
major program areas now employ the equivalent of only 42.35 paraprofessionals (full and part time).
Although at current program enrollment levels the shortage of professional and paraprofessional staff does not appear to be critical in
all of the six major program areas, this fact must be placed in context.
Many Pineland residents either receive no program hours or fewer than
the required six hours per day. Therefore, if Pineland is ever to camply
with section D.8. of Appendix A, it will have to hire nDre program staff
in order to canply with sections C. 16 . and G. 3. since the demand on programs will have to be increased dramatically.
(3) unit staff. All six of the major program areas depend
to sane extent for their efficacy upon the participation of direct care
staff who accanpany residents to the program areas and assis-t program
staff. The program problems created by lack of direct care staff are
also considered in the section of this report dealing with programming.
The relationship between professional and direct care staff is
complicated and needs to be improved. Professional staff have not
generally used the authority they have to monitor or discipline direct
care staff. Coffee breaks and absenteeism have been a problem at the
program areas. In theory, direct care staff should continuously treat
residents consistently with professionals' program goals. However, while
on the unit, direct care staff have a great deal of de facto independence.
One coordinator said, "They can subvert anything they don't agree with."
On the other hand, management generally feels that direct care
staff need to be made nDre aware of the importance of their role. The
chai:r:man of the IDI' Task Force sees this as an important problem.
Sensitivity training sessions were held, and were helpful to the staff
involved; not everyone was involved. One staff member reported that
professional IDT members do not always meet with direct care staff every
month as they are required to do by the decree; when they do not meet,
"This widens the gap" between direct care and professionals. IDT meetings
are generally scheduled at the convenience of professional staff. "The
professionals should bend a little."

The Open Classroan program associated with Kupelian liall provides
a good example of problems at Pineland I s program areas. It has a staff
of one half-time and four full-time employees including the acting
director. It has an enrollment of thirty-five and a waiting list of
three. One of the residents on the waiting list has been without habilitative program of any kind since early spring of 1978. The program
does not operate for all thirty-five residents at one time. None of
the residents receives a full day of programming. In this manner the
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Classroom maintains a working ratio of I: 3. (During program activities the staff/resident ratio may be 1:3.) The overall ratio for the
program is only about 1:7, and the ratio of paraprofessionals to residents is only 1:6.8 at best; often it is only 1:8.5 -- a clear violation
of section C.16. of Appendix A. This figure becomes even worse when
total resident enrollment is compared to paraprofessional staff, yielding
a ratio of only 1:10.625, twice the 1:5 figure contemplated by section
C.3. (b) as a minimum. Attendance of direct care staff is not a problem
for this program since it operates in the residence hall where the
participants live and the staff work. Direct care and program staff
have a good working relationship and productively share in the responsibilities. Direct care staff are variously reported to be indifferent
to or actively involved in programming.

Open

The critical problem for this program is lack of suitable space
in which to operate. When an area which can accanmodate the entire Open
Classroom program is found and renovated, the staff should be increased
to around twelve. Section C. 16. will require eight paraprofessionals
for "the Open Classroom as the ratio of I to 5 will be applied to an
enrollment of at least thirty-eight. But achieving this staffing level
before suitable space is ready would not have the effect of increasing
enrollment in the program or of affording present participants more hours
of habilitative services.
Finding: The IDT process is one of the central features of the
decree. The effectiveness of the IDT in the scheme of developmental
habilitation efforts is being severely undercut by staff shortage.
Non-compliance is substantial.
C.10. Sufficient [Prescriptive Program Plan] Coordinators at the Mental Health Worker V level shall be employed such that the PPP of every resident will be
appropriately prepared, coordinated, implemented and
carefully monitored. The ratio of PPP coordinators to
residents shall be at least I to 35. PPP coordinators
shall not conduct, on a routine or ongoing basis, residential programs.
Discussion: A ratio of I to 35 would require a minimum of
12 PPP coordinators for the present resident population which exceeds
385. As of March 28, 1979, Pineland had managed to retain only 6.
As of August 17, 1979, Pineland had 7 Mental Health Worker V positions
for PPP coordinators. Six of these positions were filled. Most of
Pineland's PPP coordinators continue to carry more than one-third again
the case-load contemplated by the decree as a maximum. About 84 residents
are served by PPP coordinators at the Mental Health Worker II level.
This has the effect of removing same of the case-load burden from the
6 MHW V-level staff but does not have the effect of bringing Pineland
any closer to compliance with decree item C.lO.
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The fact that Pineland has failed to hire more than one-half of
the IDT coordinators required by the decree constitutes more than a
merely numerically remarkable deficiency; it cuts to the quick of the
decree. As described in the section of this report discussing programs,
the IDT report is crucial to the decree I s vision of Pineland as an
evaluative, prescriptive, educational and habilitative resource. It
is the IDT which makes the assessments upon which all future services
to the resident will be based. It is the source of wisdom regarding
the programmatic needs of each resident and constitutes the point of
reference to which all service providers return for guidance.
Nevertheless, during the first decree year it was not at all uncorrmon for the time-lag between the team meeting and the filing of the
final IDT report to run weeks and months, leaving the original observations and assessments upon which programmatic recommendations were
based subject to a host of variables during that passage of time.
Although the decree does not specify a maximum length of time which is
permissible for preparation of the IDT report,* it seems clear that
any delay sufficient to hanper the intended purpose of the IDT is contrary to the decree. The average delay has now been cut considerably,
and new procedures are being tested by Program Coordinators to reduce
it even further. The Coordinators continue to cite their unwieldly
case-loads as the primary cause of delay in getting IDT reports out,
however.
Finding: Pineland now meets or exceeds the ratios of professional
staff for ten of the twelve disciplines listed in sections C.12. and
C.15. of the decree. The fact that compliance is not total does not
appear to be the result of any lack of effort by defendants to recruit.
Discussion: Decree ratios for professional staff are not met in
the disciplines of Physical Therapy and Nursing. These particular
deficiencies simply mirror a nation-wide situation. People trained
in these two areas are in short supply. Although Pineland now offers
competitive salaries, it has the disadvantages of geographic isolation

* Section D.ll. of Appendix A states that, "Pineland shall provide the
programming recommended by the resident's prescriptive program plan
wi thin 30 days of the preparation of the plan." Program coordinators
have routinely considered the plan "prepared" at the IDT meeting itself,
not when the plan is finally drafted and filed. Under this construction,
the 30 day period starts to run on the day of the IDT meeting. It has
the advantage of maximizing decree benefits in the area of program.
Coordinators now try to have the IDT report drafted and signed well
within the 30-day limit so that all service providers can refer to it
as they begin to implement IDT recammendations according to section D.ll.
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from population (housing) centers and less than glamorous working conditions. Defendants have not offered prospective employees premiums
to offset these disadvantages.
Finding:

Pineland does not comply with section C.14. of Appendix A.

Discussion: This section of the decree delcares that, "A minimum
of 40 percent of social service professionals shall have a Master of
Social Work degree from an accredited school." In the first decree year
Pineland maintained a roster of 11 social service professionals, 3 of
whom held Master's degrees. 'Ib meet the 40 percent figure 5 of these
11 should have held Master's degrees. On March 29, 1979, Pineland's
Personnel Officer noted this non-compliance and recommended it be rectified as vacancies occurred. During the same decree year two professionals
at the Bachelor's degree level left the Department of Social Services.
The Department again filled these positions with staff at the Bachelor'S
degree level. At least one of these social service professionals was
hired after the Personnel Officer's recommendation to rectify non-compliance through attrition. As of August 17, 1979, only 3 of 11 social
services professionals held a Master's degree, and no progress had been
made during the first decree year towards compliance with section C.14
of Appendix A.
Finding: Procedures imposed by the State Department of Personnel
put an unnecessary burden on Pineland's recruitment efforts.
Discussion: By way of example, the Open Classroom program needs
an occupational therapist. This position is "competitive" by Maine
Personnel Board regulations. To hire staff under the competitive system
is an elaborate process. The state administers tests to potential workers
and keeps a list of those who pass. When requested to do so by a state
agency, it sends a "register" of six names. The agency then hires one
of the persons named on the register or requests a new register if none
of the initial candidates is suitable for the position. When candidates
are in short supply, the actual practice differs from this procedure.
Pineland hunts for therapists by itself. Advertisements may be sent all
over New England, to Florida, California, and several other states. If
a licensed therapist comes to Pineland to apply for a job, the applicant's
name and qualifications are sent to Augusta where the Department of
Personnel determines that the applicant is, in fact, licensed. The
applicant is then given the appropriate test. As there are never enough
unemployed therapists to overload a 6-name register, the therapist's
name is always returned to Pineland. The time lost is at best an unnecessary nuisance; there is the risk that by the time the register
returns p the original applicant will be happily employed elsewhere.
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Nursing is a "non-competitive" discipline under the state personnel
system. Pineland's Personnel Officer has requested that the various
categories of therapist also be made non-competitive. As in nursing,
only licensed practitioners would be qualified and competence would be
guaranteed.
The state's system for classification of employees has led to delays
in hiring necessary staff at Pineland. For example, during the first
decree year the Day Activities Center, one of only six program areas
at Pineland,was without a leader. When an institution wishes to hire
a program leader, it must apply to the state Personnel Board. It does
so by forwarding a job description. The Personnel Board then takes that
description and determines the title and salary range which the position
will carry. Pineland' s request for the Day Activities program leader
included an exact duplicate of the duties and necessary qualifications
of another program leader who had been hired shortly before and who was
determined by the Personnel Board to be a Mental Health Worker VI. One
month after its request was filed, Pineland was granted a Mental Health
Worker III position for the Day Activities leader. Four months after
its request was filed, Pineland's appeal f~om this decision was heard.
It was decided that the position should indeed carry the same salary
range as Mental Health Worker VI, although the Personnel Board refused
to use that appellation and invented instead the title, .Mental Retardation Program Supervisor. From the time its initial request was filed
until Pineland was able to hire its program leader, six months had
elapsed, and a crucially important habilitative program had been foundering for want of leadership.
One final link in the chain of compliance with staffing specifications
is that Defendants must take proper steps to ensure that staff are properly
trained in accordance with the requirements of section E of Appendix A.
Finding: Sane direct care staff have not yet received the training
contemplated by section E as necessary for minimal competency in delivering
decree benefits to the plaintiffs.
Discussion: Section E. 4. (a) of Appendix A requires defendants to
submit to the Office of the Special Master a plan to improve Pineland's
orientation and in-service training programs. Such a plan was received
by the Special Master. Overall, the plan is good, and in general it has
been adhered to in actual practice. There are, however, certain notable
deficiencies which remain in Pineland's efforts to canply with the personnel training paragraphs of section E. Two key portions of this
section of Appendix A are E.4. (b) and (c):
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Robe~~t

J.

stolt, Commissioner

Dennis R. CorDon, Dept. Pcrcormel Officer

P(:l'l:onnel
Plnc]J;,nd Cent.er

Clasoif.:1catiorl./J--l1oncoropetitive lUring Proced\,tre

Per our conver8f1t:lon of l'.ugUGt. 21 ~ 1978 ~ I [im f'o;:-w:iJ.l1y x'eq,·l.H-oG'l:.ir;g tha.t; the
clIJ.Rsificl.~tion[j liGtca heloTl t)C pJI~ced. in th(: nOAlcolj)l)r:.'·C.l·i:;ivc (le.:Jign[}tion.
'iibe
rat.ionoole foX' tb.iG :Ul "i:.1J:;,t in m:der for a. person to be q't.'nJJ.. fled for theBe
ClB.88il:icati.ons, liceuDu.:re of' one fo:r.l;'l 01' D.):J.ot!l81" it! l1D.nd.G:to:c-;,{, For eX[.im:ph~ p
at thi3 point in time mn'r:d.lig clasn:i..:t:lcn.tion£, l.1.re nonccrr!pct1."i;;ive because \Ire
canno·t hix"e 8, n\ll'E:H:; nnl(::DIJ she iLt cCl:~l;Li::!crl by the 10.i.D.c Gts.te Hoa.rd (Jf rTuZ'(d.ng.
In alt'los-G cycry C/l,se $ your depn.l"·tmct"tt <'loeB not b~ve o. ,'·hli.d J.~cc~lstci.· ~ o,nd Pinelrmd
center h::;w to recruit the.Be people:: ina.iv:Ldu':),lly end then. sena 8.11 of the neC05GG.:ey
paper~Jo:rk to your deps.rt.m0D:t; vlhlch in turn r.f."na.o Flne1Ecr;d Center (,\ register.
HopefuJ.J 0r , b~r p1J.ic:l.ng 'then(;-; cl)J"ssif:l.cf.'i;.ion:3 1n ti uoncompetHiive designation, this
time deJa,;v \.f:tll be eliDJinc"tcd.

TherDpiGt. I D,nCt II.! ChJ_cf' OCClJl",:1t1,on'H '.2be:capiGt;
Physical Tb.eJ:'lipiGt I 8.n.d IIp Ch.lei' Phynic[;l,l 'I'l).erap:l.r;J(>
Speech R.thologli~t I [l.no. II1 Cl:d.ef Bpeec:h PJ,tho1.ogict
Ph8.!'mQ.c:Lr:t

OCGu'p:J.t~,onal

Rec:te.,d,ion

fl~l()l~J.pi rtt.

Psycnolo3ist

!~

IIp III, IV
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Rohert J. Stolt, COr'L1it:IJiol1er

Personnel

Dcnni3 R. CorBon, Dept. P<::l'IJOI'lnel O:fficcr

P.tncland Center

I Gubmi'c;ted D. memo to :rou on AU.g1.1.ut 23 s 1978 ~ :t"C:llul~3tin.c; n,rJ]w·()v·al for ce.rta,in
clalJs:1.flcationrl to be n(lcte nol1.cOn}?ct.i t:!.ve (18 'well I).n a d:t"aft 8tv,tero.ent :to)::
pro.3pecti ve provialon!;!.l appoluteen to sign. It., 1.1) Daly l3epte:'Uber 13 L'.l1d nei thc;r
P:l11.eh'nd Center nor the D~:rc.rtri1ent of l'Jen'i:;11 Heg.lth a.nd C0l'1'cc1:.1.ons bar:: l'f~eei vea
any cm:.'res].xmrience fx'om ~'"Our siepart.men'i;; conccrn:tng thez;e :eC()UClJtBo
I cat} uno.p-;t.';;;to.nd the

or have been

d.8:I O,)'

Vl-l,Cr~nt ;COl:'

a

in

tl~\1t

pel.~iod

Heye:r.'p,l 0:(' yO'll!" importr.mt IDS! tio115 eH:;!J.e~~ are
HOHcV'cr» I (1j;:j oleo under constrD.J.rr\;'3

of time.

nil diet-B..-tea by Al)penclb:. A.

If f'DrthE~!' imo:nn':"1'1;;;.on :l.B needed OJ;' dec:t);,cci concerning these
be more tl')'.',ll h'2.ppy to i'u.T'nish it.

:requeGtfl~

I 1riD.

Sl'/\Tl~ ()F ~,1/\lJ'.JE,

DI'/)(.

Bure::lU of

t~(,J1tr.J.

Retardation
......

------~--- --.~-----------~--~------

-~--,-----

As you Imm'J? I have been actively involved in recruiting for 11 nmnber of profe~:)si,:.mal
vacnncieB ove:c the pa~d) fevl r;Jonth~." I,/hilr; I have not encountered any actlve inte~
ference from the Depart.ment of P8r~ionnolt I a1l1 becoming incren~,:d.nely frllstrl1t,ed hy
their considering physical, oecup,:{tion~11 alld speech therapy positions as competitive, requiring e;3tnblicclJment of a recister.. All of these professionals nX'o licensed
by their respeGtive state or nation111 boards... It is unnecesiHJ.rily redundant for
Personnel to verify their erodentials be:{ond the fact of lic:ensurel,l Nllrse~3~. physicians 9 Hnd t.euchers? who nrc E,iJn1llirly llcen.'3c:Qp arc not considered compet1.tl ve"

It is espec:l.al1;:{ frustrating \,:h'.3n these profct',sionals are scarco~ M thtly arc nOI'J v
lmd much time is devot.ed to extensive :cccruitmenL p to locr3.toan intCl:,nsted inrllvi~·
dual [mel. then have to wait for the Personnel Department to review~ cert~fJrp and
malce up a rcgi~:ltor\l
I lmdel'stand that Dennis Cort;on addreSijed this matter to CO!iliTL'issioner stolt some
time. ago Ii I l'lOuld like to add my support t.o a Departmental effort. to cDJninate
tJu.s small hut aggJ'avating hllrdle in the hir1ng process f?

PNT/vp
cc:

Frank Mack 9 Hental Health & Correct,iom}
vDennis Corsol1 p Pineland
.'

,
.)
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To Robert. J ~ stoJ,b CornIlli~)sioncr
From

L

/'

PatQ~N ~ a~~r ,~il'e~to~ - [J~F-

__

Dcil/. ---Northern
Center
- - - . Resource
.- -----------._-

G_

.::::.===

- .=====

Since August 1? 1978 I have been Director of the Bureau of Hental Retllrcintion vs
Northern }1csource Center" One of my major tasks'has becn recruiting the professional
staff m81ldated in the Pineland Consent Decree (Appendix D, Section D, pa.ragraph 1) t
specifically an Occupational 'l'hcrapi3t n ~ Physical Thert1pist II? Speoch 'rrwl'e.pi.st II
and Psychologist IIo

I have found it very frust:r-atin,rs that thc~Je clnssificut:Lorw nre trol3.ted os com~·
pet:Ltive t and applicants must be certified for registers" Right nOI'1 aJ.l of these
professionEtls are in short s1J.pply" I have BE)On only one namo for an Occupational
There.pistj; tHO names for a Psychologict? and one name for a Phyr.d.cc)l 'I'h,erapitlG9 Lw.d
till~_~;_~)_~~J2~ople were Iwpn:hlL~Joye~}sev'1l~~~c,> BeCQU[:l8 of this extreme
SC8.!'cit.y OJ: registers? I have invested a considerable part of my th18 and. EJ. 8ignifi~·
cant p~1.rL of our budget in advertising ond recruJting" This invc!:)tment has br()tl{;ht
some :r'e~)pcm[':,e from qualified. people ~ but it pones a problem v/hon 1 :Lnfo:cm them t.hey
must apply for cerliification to a registcr~ l'lhich mny take DeVenJJ: \~8ek8... Professional
people looking for a neH job expect to be t:L.~eated 1l~5 profcs~JionaJ,s [lnd accepted on
the stx'ongth of t.heir license or professional cGJ."1:.:Lficatiol1 o Some c183s:tficatlofw
in the Gt.r:..te system \'Jhlcl! l'equ.:i.re licensure f such as physicions and nurses p OEm be
employed d:Ll~8ctly as long as thoir applicat.ion and credenti8.ls sati:5fy the closs
specification~Q
In the interests of consistency and professional c.onsider-n.tion I
SuggC3t that :licensed profec3Si.0na~s be excluded frorn the competitive registers,.

I unclel.'s-c,and that tIlls issue has been raifwd before t vli,thout re301ution" It
may not ha.ve a high prlority among the other concerns throughout, the Per,sonnel
system ,'r.ith Nhich you are faced daily I' but it bas been a stUJ11bling block and un
aggravation. to me fairly consistelltly ovor the past sovel~al mont.hs as Nell as oc; casionaJ.ly during previoas years 0 1 8pprecil:lto ;yroUl' consideration and look fol:'.\'I'ard to receiving your reply"

PNl,/vp
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-122E. 4. (b) Orientation training for all new employees shall
consist at a min.imum of the following: Within two weeks
of being hired, each new employee shall receive 90% of a
20-hour orientation. At least the following areas shall
be addressed: introduction to mental retardation, principles of normalization and developmental growth, human
and legal rights, fire protection, safety, grawth-oriented
programming, behavior shaping, function of each professional department, and role of staff in implementing the
philosophy of care and training of residents at Pineland.
In addition, all new resident care and programming staff
shall receive within two months at least the following
training: eight hours of practical training in resident
programming including the interdisciplinary team process,
twelve hours of practical training in behavior influencing
techniques and the utilization of the Program Guide, two
hours of practical training in proper oral hygiene for
residents, and two hours of training in the requirements
of this decree.
E. 4. (c) All current employees will have the equivalent
of orientation training within six months of the signing
of this decree and the additional 24 hours of training
within one year.
The requirement that 90% of a 20-hour orientation be furnished
within two weeks of hiring is frequently and routinely violated. Orientation is now offered once in each four week period on grounds that the
decree-mandated time frame is inefficient.* Furthermore, new employees
sometimes miss orientation when first scheduled.
Most new employees do, eventually, receive the orientation and
training contemplated by section E.4. (b). However, since Pineland relies
upon its own professional staff, all of whom have many other duties,
classes scheduled for the orientation package are sometimes cancelled.
No systematic attempt is made to re-schedule classes cancelled because
the instructor was absent. Usually, in such a case, the employee simply
fails to receive that portion of his orientation.
Failure to implement methodically the requirements of section E.4. (c)
constitutes the most serious example of defendants' non-compliance with
staff development features of the decree. Employees on board prior to
July 14, 1978 receive only a four-hour lire-orientation." Beyond this, no

*

An important consequence of this particular non-compliance is that it
jeopardizes compliance with sec. E. 6., App. A: itA staff member shall
not do any resident programming without assistance from a qualified
staff person until such staff member has COITpleted 90% of the training
required in paragraph[s] [4 (b) and 4(d)] of this section."
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attempt is made to ensure that such employees get the equivalent of
section E. 4. (b) orientation or the 24 hours of training required for
direct care and program staff. Defendants could have complied with
E.4. (c) by providing E.4. (b) training to pre-decree workers as a matter
of routine or by selectively filling in the gaps in their training
records to avoid duplication of training previously provided. Defendants
have done neither. The annual turn-over rate for Mental Health Worker lis
(direct care staff) slightly exceeds 40%. It therefore seems logical
to conclude that over 50% of Pineland's direct care staff were affected
by this lack of training at the end of the first decree year, amounting
to substantial non-compliance. Since direct care staff have perhaps
the rnos·t significant impact upon the beneficiaries of the decree, they
should, in fact, have been the focus of any lire-orientation" effort.
Instead, they received the standard four-hour program given to all predecree employees.
Plans are currently underway in Pineland's office of Staff Development to provide direct care staff with training in new techniques of
teaching self-care skills to the profoundly retarded. Such training
exceeds the minimums required by section E. However, this training is
not a substitute for the entire regimen of lire-orientation" required
by section E.4. (c). Furthermore, this training will not be completed
for many months. It cannot be cited as a source of compliance with
section E.4. (c).
Finding: Pineland substantially corrplies with the in-service
training requirements of sections E. 4. (d) and (e).
Discussion: Clearly, the orientation and training schedule established by section E.4. is a minimum. Pineland must ensure that each
employee receives sufficient training to enable him to provide residents
with each benefit he is expected to implement under other applicable
sections of the decree. Initially, Pineland set out to canvass the
direct care staff of each unit to determine their need for additional
training. This program was abandoned and attention was redirected to
the above-mentioned training system for teaching self-care, or ADL, skills
to residents. Although the latter system should go far towards providing
unit staff with the skills necessary to performance of their responsibilities, as determined by section C.l. of Appendix A, Pineland should
undertake a canprehensive evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses
of direct care staff, mod.ifying additional training programs accordingly.
Dni t workers sometimes report that they haW! Eoducational "blind spots"
which decrease their effectiveness in dealing with residents. One direct
care worker made repeated requests for training in how best to deal with
low-functioning, aggressive residents on his unit. He was told to use
his best judgment. The worker finally requested a transfer to another
unit because he did not feel that he possessed the skills necessary to
care for residents with such special needs, Such a response to a plea
for training violates at least the final provision of section C.3.:
"Professional staff shall respond to requests by living unit personnel
for consultation."
It is very difficult to determine the extent to which this type
of thing goes on at Pineland. Professional staff have expressed a wish
tha·t direct care could be taught more theory i in addi'cion, they need
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very specific guidance with regard to their particular residents. Left
to themselves, they develop their own habits and prejudices and their
awn idea of what is possible and desirable for their residents. Program
coordinators have asked that direct care staff have more training in
occupational and physical therapy, communication, and psychology. They
need suggestions and guidance for interacting with residents and for
providing "constructive and pleasurable activi ties." The nurses have
asked for more medical training, especially for units for the multiply
handicapped.
(See "Direct Care and Residents I Rights. ") A monitoring
mechanism should be established to log each request for in-service training
and the action, if any, taken by staff develo:pment personnel.
Training efforts which have pleased coordinators and professional
staff are the interdisciplinary training program at the cottages and
the communication department program at Doris Sidwell, the residential
unit for signing residents. Mrs. Paine feels that the Doris Sidwell
experience should be a model; staff learned to sign, accepted it as part
of their job, and are proud of their ability. Similar effort should go
into other forms of training; she sees ADL as a prime need at present.
Although not tailored to the self-perceived training needs of direct
care staff, Pineland now offers a wide variety of in-service education
programs for employees in confonnity with section E.4. (d) and (e). It
must be noted, however, that Pineland makes no attempt to comply with
the final directive of section E.4. (e): "Fifty hours of appropriate
training shall be a prime requisite for advancement for nonprofessional
resident care staff. II Promotion of a Mental Health Worker I to the
level of paraprofessional (e.g., occupational therapy aide) is done
without regard for whether he has logged fifty hours of appropriate
training. Defendants have not complied with this specific requirement
by virtue of their canpliance with the remaining portions of sections
E. 4. (d) and (e). Such training must also precede pranotion, not merely
follow after the fact. A college program leading to the Associate Degree
in Liberal Arts with heavy emphasis on develo:pmental disabilities will
soon be operating at Pineland. This expanding array of training opportunities should result in a more highly qualified and confident team of
habilitative employees. The coming year should see telling gains in
staff training which may yield significant benefits for Pineland residents.

Inter~Dcpartmcntal

Memorandum

Date

Octohe~-.19J~

Subject ___________

I have just received a copy of COJT~nisr,ioner Stolt's J:H:Y;!orand,lm to you vlith the
returned FJA-l and Form 5' s attached. I \wuld like for ;you to knm-r the following
facts that may not }-::ave been clear in C01T.;r:issio~!2r St.olt I s memo. I\a,mely, these
facts are:

1)

2)

h'hen first contacted by Everett Johnson in the FLTA Room to supply supporting
material, I cO;l)plied. I hand-delivered to l<r. Jolmson copies of my oriGinal
:request and orC2,ni:'ational chrrrts that I hRd sent to the J:lureau of Bl),Qc;et for
their organizational review. He' called shortly thereafter and asked for
further information. I aGain complied b;y bringinG all Jn2.terial and corres-,
pondence between the Budget Office and Pineland Center concerning the
• prolJosed '~pgru.dinGs. I miGht also ucid that I rea],ly didn I t have to do this
beceuse copies of all correspondence to and from the Budget Office vere
sent to the Department of Personnel"~
The rCctL"est for on FJA-J. and lorm 5 for each indivic:'ual position to be
UlJi~')'[tdcd is a chan;e from P3st rTactice.
For eze:;:ple, the arJprclxim8tely
25 positions that Pineland Cent~r uP2raied to rental Health Worker II's were
done in t!-le fash:i on of one FJ1>.··l B.nd 25 Form 5' s. Also, tbe 2h 81;-'1'..'1:(2)'
positions v:ere establiGh~d in the sc.YfJC l::f~nnc;r, i.e.) ODe FJA--l and 2)~ Form 5's.
This practice has been in effect for the past two years. I might also point
out that the Form 5 does in faet provide the exact position mm.ber of each
position beinG ul)sraded. t,rhe FLTl\.-l not on1:: [;i yes the incumbent's nal:Je ond
iiTlrnediate supervisor but also each individual t2,sk that that person vill be
perfoTning. 1.~y able 2,ssistant also po:i nts out that page 3 of the FJA
document delineat.es any and all supervisory tasles.

It would seem that t11is is a frivolous a.ttE.mpt to delay 2,ny action on these
posi t:i,ons. You are well 8sare of the Class Action :Jecree standards for custodia+
workers. Pine}e,n'l Center feels tbe.t these upc;yadin:::;s are instrU1r:ental in recruitin8 people to do tllese ~uch-needed tasks.
I will supply an orcanizational
ol')1;;,rt 8J; requested by' Co;r:n:i.ssioner StoJ t, Ec.".;evcr, HS you and I are both a\';d.re,
that orC::E..nizational c}:art ':rill be valid r'o:c th2.t one Ino;,le11t in time. Any transfer, substitute nppointE;ent~ leave of absence, rcsibnation, dis;nissal, etc.)
,.nIl n;aJ~e th3.t organiznticnal cl:art instantly out of date. The custodial \'Iork
force is at this time being hired on afloat basis in that because of our
tremendous t~rnover in these areas, a person cannot ~e assigned to only one area
for eternity. He IT:ust ["dve the :(,le):i. bili ty to assL::;n the present \wrkers to tbe
areas that need the !;108t attention.
If you rJeed or \\'ould be interested in furHlcr inforrr,ation concernine; thi s
pleace contact me.

dile~La,

DRC/II18.r
cc:

Ccn~issioner

K. Concannon

Zitnay

I ",.'

David Grear'ory
,T. J. O'Toole (;::-
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STATE (;F MAINE
Inter~Dcpartmcntal

'~t7C7iAPer sonnel

To _----"'F;.r.=apk J. Ma CkG,'

From

Dennis H. Co

h1cmoraJ.ldum

Offi cer D,pt.

/ ' .JJ

~s

~l.3.rch 2~ 1979",-_ _

_J..k'.ntEl.L1kill1LilllQ----.CQlT~s;;ti2D_::l_

DcPt.. _J5.n.Q,l1}mLQ.llit~,,-r_________

nL-D.c;pt. I)c.r8.Qp.nel Officer

Subject __________

Date

________~3~0. POSITrONS

-As you are "reD. aware) t.he negotiated set.tlement ,,6th the 13uclget Office concerning
the use of 30 M.ental Health Horker I positions to Ur? ut:l.1i7.cd in lieu of the hllrdto-recrui t posi tion3 came to fruition in your office on ~lareh 9, 1979. Much to my
chagrin, Dlany dioturbing incidents have occurred since thflt meeU_ng. The 30
positions tha.t we settled on is nm-r 12. The 30 positions that became 12 have
also been changed to ty'pe 07 (project) after you so graciou,sly hand carried the
Form 5' s to Pinela.nd Center so that the type C01Lld be changed to 01. Also, the
negotiated 039-99 identifier has been changed to 039-00 ,d th no change ill
act.ivity. These 11 subtlc ll changes vrill muke it irnponsible to -track these
posi tioDS. As I remember, this trackine;/controlllng device ,.;us paramount to the
Budget Office errdssar;y. I.rhe change t.o project present.s 11 severe problem in that
how can we rec:nri.t someone to ,.;ork on a project basis when He have vacancies that
are permanent, ful~L ti.me'l

To reiterate, I find the a.bove changes to l)e quite distrensing in that "'hat
appeared. to be negoti.ations in good faith D,nd negotiations for 11 solution to a
connnon problem have manifested i tsel±' to be another round ,von for the bureaucracy
in the championship bout fo:!:' the Consent Decree.

DRC/mar
cc:

Charlene KinneJ~y
Kevin ConcamJon

Cr
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Ir; I>,:cr',-rcpart-:-ncnt J.L Ccmnul1icatj'-'n

The attached copy of Form 15 for Reproduction Equipment Supervisor (our langu8<se
printer), '..rill show that it starteel its arciuous trek throU(.<;h the Personne1 Hilri.erness
on Mg,y 31, 1979. A hasty bad.ground summary ',.;ill reveal the lJ2Pt. of Personnel
did not have a. va.lid register, therefore, my request ',ras fonrD.rdc~d to the ?unctional Job Ana.lysis room. The request for a printer plummeted deeply into the
chasm and a bys s of the F <TIl. room on June 4, 1979.
To this date, no advertisement and therefore no list of eligihles
It would appear that either;

i~ forth(,~)ll1ing.

1. ) the req.uest has been lost
2.). it is receiving the usual "special" attention that Pineland
requests receive
3.) these time frames are typical of aetions requested of the
Dept. of Peri30nnel.

In any of thepossihili ties listed, it I{ould seem Pinel(1nd Center has done "d. thout the services of a printer long enoUgh. I ivould propose that you investigate the possibilities of making this classification non-competitive so that
we may bire directly and avoid the continued poor service provide~ by the Dept.
of Personnel.

cc:

Mack
Gregory
K. GrzelkOivski
J. Conrad

'F

JD:

\
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ST/l....~r-T?
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,~~

On I,·jay 31, 1979, Pi:-:,cJe.nd Center fon;(~l'C2cC:, a For;;) 15 to ~'oUT department
requestinc; 8, list of eligibles for th::> c.1.::.ssificf.tion of Reproduction
Equipnient Supervisor. I I',"8.S infoTTnCs.l.,y a IT;enbcr of yOUT staff that there
",ere no lJ8::,CS, aild o~l;e Cl?prof'!:i2.tc P:;i .:c.:~'l"l;: ,.'(-:'3 sent to the FcJA room for
openinG the class ani s.dvertisir:>;;. ';;.c 1'3;" !:'CCj;;' received this request
JUJle 4, 1979.
The e.ttached rner.10randUli, cated cTuly (" }~i7~1, ~Ld sent to Tern Meiser expressed
my concern of the seel;lingly unendine; del:::.y for advertising of Reproduction
Equiprr,ent S1..1.pe1'vi::;o1'. 1-:1'. Meiser's Slclltll ":ork revealed that the request had
been bllYied in 8.n c~!'ployee IS basl:et. Tcm \;as informed tbat the necessary
vm:ck ,wu1d be done c):pedi tiom:ly. I I·ie!..S (pi te upset ",ben I perused this past
weel~cnd 1 s edition of tbe Portland Sundo.:1' 'Ielec:cam and sa,,! no announcement or
advertisement.
I am fllYther distre::;,scn. by thE fact th2.t t;18 pCJsi tion of Reproduction Equipment Supervisor V;(1S e[~ta'~!lished on I,~ay 21) 1979. It \wuld seem that the next
logical f.tC:P 2ftel" e~:·t3bl:i sl!iDG, e. nC','1 pc~::' ~jon 'h'ould be to call for a list of
eligibles. It Vlould i\lY"Lber seer., loc:;:tce.} ~,i;!~t d)en a ne,l' position of other
than the ordinary va:ciety is est,:.blisfied, 2. cl.:.rsory glance nt the appropriate
register m:i.e;ht be in oroer. Hith the iulJl':Ycnt delays built into the system,
the classification COG.1d be and probably E:L:;1j.iCi be opened, ann01.mced, and
advertised ,v-hile the system is busi1y r:](;arlCle::.':..ns upon its set course of
rDJminc; us.
In short, I am formally protesting the totally ul1acceptab1e amount of time
that Pineland Center h~l..s been "rai ting for a n'c:production ECl'..lipment Supervisor
register.

DRC/n:.ar

Attachment

cc:

F. J. Hack, Jr.
K. H. Concam10n
/
.vD. Gregory
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STATE OF MAJNE

Subject
~-.-

--,..-===

This memo is to fo110\{·-up my ]}3.st correcpondence t.o you dated <Tuly 17 and yOl1X'
ac}mmrledgement and answer elated July 27, 1979. As you )fleW r~lllember, in my
memo I ex--pressed deep concr:~rn for the seeminGly unending cle.1Cty in the announc.ement, 8.dvertisemen-c., reCrl..!:t tment > cmd rei'e:nal of tlU3,lif'icd applicants to t.he
c1,,1,ssification of Reproduction Equipment Supervisor here at Pineland Center.
Your memo expressed -your belief that "t.est construction and announcement.
pl'ocedures have been fol101·red as re'l)icl.ly D,S possibJ.c." v;hile that phl'ase lr.<1y
well be true, the only El.venue that I may :[0110;.,. is the receipt of a Form 17.
I have monitored the advertising, recruiting, acceptance, and revenue proc83s
of those Hho have applied; and I stilJ. find it most distressful that here it
is September 13, 1979, Etncl I still do not have a registe:r.. It is even mo).'e
distress:i.n..~ 1-111en i),fter I submitted a Ji'o1'm 15 on l.:ay 31, the clQSS "IIlS not
opened for recruitment until August 11 nnd. closed August 25 and that only tllO
people D'NJlied :fol' t11at position. Three Heelw lat.er I sJcill do not have 0, register
to choose from.

1 mnst. 2.gD.:i.n quote the last pa2:'[l.SnJ.ph of my JuJy 17, 19'(9, memo Hhen I sr),id ~
"I am form8,11y pTotest"ing the totnl1~r uD:lccept8.bJ.e amount of time that F.i.nelnnd
Center has been Ha:Lting fOJ~ a Reproduct:i.on J~quipment Supervisor register. If
DRC:mal'
cc:

F. J. M3.ck> LTr.
K. H. Concannon
/
~/D. Gregory
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ST A l~E OF MAINE
To

891~~l"_~._J1-'._~!<;I.2SweJJ_,--~rer i

t: __ 0Y~t~£I!._j\Qr.1.

TO-~- Be-.!_s1_1.~_])_~~ ~~1~91~_t)~~ r'5 ClITl_.CO l1f>_~J 1 t iJ n t

F

St~bjt'CC

Roger Deshaies, Progi"a\il,l-Coor,l i nil tor Supv.
__.
Nent;~]'_J:l~.El~b __~vorl~x_'L Exa_~ __

..----------

-----"--------_.-

===_

-:=0=-",=

In response to your memo of 8/27/79 to Mr. Corson, it would appear necessary
to clarify the facts in this matter. We did indeed spend a considerable
amount of time with a Mr. Allen Shervis working on the development of this
exam.
It should be noted thiJt there were numerous points of disagreement
regarding the inclusion of items. The questions regarding knowledge of
cretinism come to mind immediately. \~e specificl\' re<1uested that such questions
be deleted.
In discussions with applicants, we have been told that there are
indeed questions involving cretinism.
It should further be noted that although we were asked to review questions and
we did in fact relay to Hr. Shervis our selections, we were never shm'!D the
final driJft nor \.Jere we given any indication that our choices \,lould appear in
total on the exam. We were told that our input was merely a step in the
process.
In terms of provid ing you vIi th specif ic evidence, th(~ problem is this. In
the inimitable style of tIle State Personnel Department, you have placed us in
a catch 22 situation. You will not allow us to see the test without specific
evidence, we cannot give specific evidence unless we see the test.
Since He did " part icipClte in the selection and revievl of questions", it \.;ould
seem only fair that we be allowed to see the final product.
BJD:pbt
cc - Dennis Corson
Jadine O'Brien
Frank Hack
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APPENDIX TO STAFFING:
OBSERVATIONS ON DIRECT CARE
Direct care is very good in some ways, inadequate in others. Everyday
physical care of residents is generally good, but could be improved. For
the most part, residents are treated kindly. Direct-care aides do not yet
function as guides and teachers of the retarded.
C.l. The primary responsibility of the living unit staff shall
be the proper care, habilitation, and development of each resident.
In addition , living unit personnel shall insure that the rights of
residents set out in this decree are respected. In particular
they shall:
a.

Develop and maintain a warm, home-like environment conducive
to the habilitation of each resident and consistent with the
habilitation of each resident and consistent with the normalization principle.

e.

Protect and uphold each resident's rights to keep and enjoy
personal possession and money.

g.

Manage behavior problems in a consistent, humane manner calculated to maximize resident safety and to facilitate the learning
of more adaptive behavior.

i.

Respect and promote each resident's right to privacy including
physical modesty, the right to be alone at times . . .

A first impression at Pineland, and a valid one, is that a large
proportion of the direct-care staff have a genuine interest in, and fondness
for the residents. Usually, you see staff speaking gently to the residents,
and residents showing affection for staff. A Special Master's Assistant
has observed a few instances in which individual residents became violent.
Staff were impressively kind and patient. On the other hand, not all staff
members are as patient as they should be. Problems of staff shortage and
lack of training and organization can result in bad situations. IJ::M morale
among some staff, and in some instances irresponsibility, have caused
problems.
Various events of last Christmas season show strength and weakness of
Pineland Staff. On the good side, there is the report on the Christmas
party at Kupelian Hall, a residence for the profoundly retarded. Staff had
given extra time, and had made decorations, arranged music and tableaux,
baked cookies, and provided a very nice Christmas party for the residents
and their families. Staff offered to put on a bake sale to raise money for
presents. *

*The money was raised by the volunteer office, as a matter of Pineland
policy.
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resident was left on the toilet for three or four hours and missed the
Christmas party at the gym. The morning shift worker didn i t tell the
afternoon shift worker about the resident ; apparently there was no system
of double checking to make sure everyone was accounted for. In another
unit, all the morning shift, and all but one of the afternoon shift, called
in sick on Christmas Day. A near-fatal accident occurred which might have
been related to short staffing. A child left on the toilet slipped
under a restraining cord and nearly strangled. The physical system of
tying him was obviously faulty; furthermore, he may have been left there
for 45 minutes to an hour while the direct care worker was otherwise
occupied. The advocate I s report states:

[Residents are supposed to be left on the toilet only 20-30
minutes.] The 20-30 minute limit on toilet time is not now
strictly enforced because of other duties which apparently
interfere. This limit can probably realistically be enforced
if it is considered a priori-ty.
[On March 20 a nurse wrote:] Some toilet training programs on these

residents are not carried through per IDT. Those residents that
are hoppered are sometimes left longer than the 20-30 minutes
specified.
Questions of number of staff, morale, supervision, organization and
training are closely related. There are bad situations caused by lack of
staff, and by absenteeism among staff actually hired and scheduled to work.
There are other situations in which staff, even if otherwise conscientious,
probably use shorthandedness for an excuse. A nurse reports of one unit:
Basically the staff is conscientious. At times when linen supplies
are consistently low or when a particular resident consistently
becomes unmanageable, and when people feel leadership lacks interest, morale gets a bit low. . . . A frequent excuse not to
utilize the gym etc., is lack of staff.
Another report states:
[Afternoon staff in a particular unit] often refuse to
transport residents back from [the program area] on the
basis of being short but are then found [by program staff]
to be all in the office or coffee room, as they were also during my visit (4:15PM) with residents apparently left alone
behind the locked door.
In one case, a school administrator called a given unit to find out why
no staff had accompanied residents to school; she was told it was none of
her business.

The decree requires that professional staff have input into the
evaluations of direct care staff.* Allita Paine, Director of Occupational
Therapy, reports that professional staff speak to supervisors if they
feel that direct care staff do not adequately follow up on professional
recorrmendations. She felt that supervisors were not always programoriented and that a more formal procedure might be useful.

*

See, section C. 3. Appendix A
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Pineland must make a concerted effort at training direct-care staff,
in order to achieve proper care and habilitation. In genera1, the nurses
found that direct-care aides were in fact adequately trained in dealing with
medical situations. In some units, aide staff are considered superior in
this respect. The type of expertise needed is described in the nurse's comment
on Kupelian Hall II:
Kupelian Hall II is fortunate to have several direct care staff
who have successfully completed the basic nursing course. other
staff members have years of experience in their field and are
consequently very adept at dealing with daily situations. The
aide staff of this unit are totally capable of dealing with emergency
situation, and I place a great deal of confidence in their judgement. Seizures are handled very well by the majority of the staff.
They are well trained in dealing with abrasions, lacerations, nose
bleeds, bruises, etc.; and, foremost, they know when nursing intervention is necessary. The majority of the staff do well in
describing signs and symptoms of medical problems to the doctors
and nurses.
A count of 16 residential units shot-led that the nurses found 6 adequate,
7 excellent, and 3 definitely in need of improvement. (This is a rough
estimate as between adequate and excellent; the nurses used various adjectives.
The 3 less than adequate ratings were clearcut). Of the three units needing
improvement, two were units for the multiply handicapped. One had 16 directcare personnel, 10 of whom had received Pineland's course in Basic Nursing.
As to one unit, the nurse.' s report said:
Lack of experience results in dmying residents proper care ••• It is
.inportant to knaw and apply all aspects of basic nursing to care
for these residents, including seizure care, taking of vital signs,
proper positioning to alleviate further contractures and deformities,
diet, bowel train.ing programs, and many more.
Posi tioning is essential in that unit. The residents are children. Because
of recent medical advances, proper care can save them from same of the deformities naw suffered by adult residents at Pineland.
Positioning must be
carefully monitored. Pineland staff report finding children in need of positioning lying in contracted positions while a nearby aide watches television.
Aides caught this way are not even embarrassed.
Another residence for the m~tiply handicapped is Perry Hayden Hall.
noted elsewhere in the staffing section of this report, Perry Hayden Hall
is often deliberately understaffed. Sometimes, a single direct-care worker
is left to care for all the residents on a Perry Hayden unit. In interviews,
supervisors of all three units stated that direct-care staff are expected to
administer non-injectable medications, and routinely do so. These workers
usually have insufficient training to be considered qualified to administer
medication.* At least one aide assigned to Perry Hayden refused to give medication, demanding that this be done by someone with nursing training. According
to supervisors, the lone aide assigned to a Perry Hayden unit is sometimes a
member of the "float" team. The "float" may never have worked in Perry Hayden
Hall before i he is left, unsupervised, to follaw unfamiliar procedures in the
care of unfamiliar residents who depend upon that worker for their every need.
As

*Sec, o. II., App. A: "Only appropriately trained persons shall be
allowed to administer drugs."
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For this unit--on all shifts--should hire experienced certified
nurses aides instead of on-the-job training in this unit with
basic nursing scheduled well after they have been here. Example:
On 2/12 PM shift only one certified aide, 4 others, fairly new
employees, with no knowledge of sei zures, aspiration, value of
frequent turning, importance of extra fluids, proper washing at
diaper change, etc.
In this unit all residents are profoundly retarded; all are incontinent and
confined to beds and wheelchairs. Although the nursing office reported no
bed sores, a nursing supervisor reported an unnecessarily high incidence of
body rash. The units for the profoundly retarded sometimes smell of stale
diapers.
Section M.4. of Appendix A provides:
There shall be regular training sessions for direct care staff
on the identification and reporting of medical problems, with
particular emphasis on seizure control, aspiration, prevention
of bed sores, and other common health problems of Pineland
residents.
Regular training sessions, plus adequate staffing, should make it possible for
new employees to be trained soon enough so there would not be four workers at
Perry Hayden with no knowledge of aspiration. The Nursing Department has
instituted a new course which provides certified nurse's training for directcare staff. The Nursing Department would like all direct-care workers to
qualify as nurses' aides.
There have been many requests for inservice training, both from the
Executi ve Management carrmi ttee and the program coordinators. It is recognized
that staff now doing a good job will do better with increased technical
knowledge:
Day care staff of Vosburgh I [are] to be complimented on the good work
they have been doing both at VHI and N.G.L.C. Evening staff to be
complimented on recent improvements they have made. Inservice
training should be made available to them on how to interact with
their residents, on how to provide specific ADL training, and on
how to do appropriate recreational and sensory stimulation activi ties in the evening.
Encouraging comments come from Doris Sidwell Hall, the unit for residents
who communicate through signing. This unit was set up by and received intensive
effort from the cammunication and occupational therapy departments. The comments
show that progress can be made in a short period of time, but that it is difficult to ensure consistency:
Ability of direct-care staff to interact with residents has improved
greatly just since last summer. During a one-hour visit by this
therapist last summer, staff were observed not to interact with the
residents in the building even though three were inappropriately
self-stimulating, in one case leading to self-abuse. This week's
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communication skills to interact with the residents; they also
asked about the possibility of in service training on how to better
develop residents' sensory-motor skills and improve behavior.
[Mrs. Paine O.T. ]
Carry-over of signing ranges from very consistent to non-existent
depending upon the person conducting each specific activity.
OVerall, it is fair to say that during major training activities
(meal time, dressing, bathing, and other ADL tasks, as well as
evening leisuretirre activities), signing is carried over with
good consistency. [ Mrs. Kalloch, Head of Communication Dept. ]
Both unit staff and program coordinators would like to see more training
in "behavior modification", techniques of changing specific behaviors.
Berman School could be helpful in teaching direct-care aides techniques
of psychological management. A Special Master's Assistant observed a boy sitting
before a triple mirror, pointing to eyes, nose, IlDuth, etc., being complimented
by the teacher, and obvious I y very pleased with himself. The same boy would
hardly sit still last year. Teachers feel the secret of handling retarded
children is consistency. This has to be learned ... " Screaming and hollering is
buil t into adults, and it doesn't work", said one teacher. "Consistency does.
I've tried it, and I know." The general disorder of Pineland is not conducive
toward consistency.
Other useless instincts are built into adults. One aide was seen trying
to punish a child for slapping herself. The aide slapPed her.
Program coordinators from various units mention the need for more training
in the technical skills of occupational therapy, communication, and phvsical
therapy. They also mention the need for training in interaction and socialization--simply providing the stimulation of human contact in a way that is
appropriate. The coordinator for the Perry Hayden units (those housing the most
profoundly retarded and physically handicapped) asks for training in ADL teaching,
in progranming, and in socialization. Until this year, these residents have had
no prograrrming. It is imperative that staff be helped to find ways to engage
their attention and to help them live a fuller life than was considered possible
before.
There must be better organization and more support for directcare staff. The quality of aide/resident interaction in the 1iving units is a
matter of supreme importance, but very difficult to monitor or evaluate. Training direct-care aides, changing their role, seeing that they "internalize the
need for program carry-over", none of these tasks is sure of accomplishment. One
encouraging theme runs through Pineland reports: when the aides understand the
need for a given procedure, they do a good job. Aides are generally champions
of their residents; they are proud of the residents' skills.
A unit prograIll would answer questions like these:
Which residents need positioning and range of motion, and when do these occur;
how many residents need extra chances for guided walking, and when do they have
this training; what training is given in comnunication, and when; what games are
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the residents able to play I and when do they have the opportunity to play
them; * what sensory stimulation acti vi ties are practiced in the unit. Excessive regimentation would be wrong, but it would be helpful to know the type
of acti vi ty appropriate for each unit and the time of day when it is most
likely to occur.
Same change needs to be made in the Residential Services Department so
that there will be more time available for support and monitoring. Some illli t
supervisors have said that they would like more in-unit contact with Residential
Services; in the past, administrative energy has tended to go into matters
like days off (an important problem) without enough time devoted to questions
of management and morale. We cited earlier a nurse's comment: "basically the
staff is conscientious but morale gets a little low when it seems that leadership lacks interest. Basically leadership is conscientious, but it needs
organizing."
Another change which would be good for morale is better supplies for
residential illli ts . The supervisor of coordinators calls the shortage of supplies
for in-illli t acti vi ties "critical." The units must have physical equipment to
do carryovers (activities which are consistent with the curricula of the
resident's formal program and which augment or build upon skills acquired in
daily program) .
There is a difference, not merely quanti tati ve, between econonuslng and
penny-pinching. Direct-care staff and program coordinators should have the
feeling that available resources are being apportioned fairly and systematically,
rather than according to moment by moment shifts in the financial picture and
the workload of the business office. Pineland's business managers have traditionally been both overworked and defensive about requests for money. Part of
the class action suit should be establishment of priorities which everyone can
understand and many people agree with. Equipment for on-unit activities should
be a high priority. Here are two examples:
First, there is the story of the sheets and pillowcases ordered by Perry
Hayden Hall. They were needed for wheelchair residents who liked to sit
outdoors during warm weather and needed coverings for vinyl wheelchairs;
without the coverings they risked skin trouble caused by perspiration during
the hoot months. On April 25 the problem was reported to the Program Quality
Carrmi ttee. A member agreed to check. On May 16 the committee reported no
word from the business office; on May 30, still no word; on June 20 the ]?rogram
Q1ali ty Committee received word that sheets and cases had been received.
Second, the Decree requires that residents receive training in the
preparation of food. One unit (since dispersed) had an active cooking program
which the residents enjoyed. The coordinator for another unit reported that
she was unable to get saucepans and food for a cooking program. Another
coordinator reported that he was able to get saucepans but no food.
There have been same encouraging developments. On a spring evening spot
check, staff were found taking residents for walks or for trips into the
cammillli ty. Unit staff are concerned about "bringing up our percentages" of
compliance with standards H. and V. of the Decree, requiring recreation and
*Sec. H.7., App. A provides: "Developmentally appropriate reading materials,
coloring books I film strips, special toys, games and records shall be available
to residents in places which are comfortable and conducive to resident use."
This accurately describes few, if any, of Pineland's residence illlits.
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integration with the ccmnunity. Much more discussion and monitoring
is needed before these standards can be declared satisfied as to quality
of the residents' experience; in general, coordinators and communication
department staff feel that the quality of the trips is improving. Some
instances have been reported in which staff showed considerable imagination and effort. One blind and very difficult resident was taken to a
farm where he patted the animals and feasted on fresh tomatoes. He also
went, with two aides, to climb Bradbury Mountain.
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Ca.1MUNITY PLACEMENT - INTRODUCTION

The Court's decree requires Pineland to assume the role of an
educational, habilitative organization devoted to preparing its residents
for a more normal, less restrictive style of life. An important goal
for each resident is the goal of independent comnunity living. Each
of them enjoys a present and personal right to leave Pineland.* Every
Pineland resident could experience as good or better quality of life
outside Pineland Center.
A prime barrier to community placement is that many of Pineland's
residents are now thoroughly "institutionalized" by the abnormal conditions under which they have so long lived. For years, the residents of
Pineland have been segregated and exposed to a style of life which bears
no resemblance to the styles of life they might be expected to encounter
outside the institution. They have not learned how to live other than
as "residents" of Pineland. They have not been exposed to family-style
living, dignity, comfort, or sanitation. They have not learned proper
deportment in public places. They have not been educated. Thus, their
confinement becomes the rationale for keeping them confined to Pineland.
Placements have suffered lengthy delays pending some necessary
approval by agencies other than the Department of Mental Health and
Corrections. The Department of Human Services, the Office of the State
Fire Marshall, and the Department of Education are unfamiliar with the
special characteristics and needs of the retarded. This unfamiliarity is
the natural consequence of confining retarded individuals to Pineland.
Because they are unfamiliar with the condition of Maine's retarded citizens
and with the Consent Decree itself, these agencies m~(e no special
allowance for either. They apply their rules and regulations with mechanical
uniformity. Pineland must direct energies toward educating state agencies
whose cooperation is needed for the developrrent of homes for its residents.
Pineland cannot wait passively, as it does now, for the disinterested to
cooperate.
Once others have overcome external obstacles to placement opportunities
and have prepared a community residence to receive residents, Pineland
does perform well as a coordinator and facilitator of placements. Even
so, Pineland has created its own unnecessary obstacles to placement. For
example, the length and intensity of the relationship between residents
and direct care staff sometimes result in the forma-tion of friendships.
Staf f are then reluctant to have the resident leave . Ironically, the very
residents capable of forming such attachments are often the best candidates for comnuni ty living. They tend to be the least handicapped and
cause the fewest problems for staff.

* Section A.l. of Appendix B states that defendants are to reduce the
Pineland census to 400 by July 1, 1979. This was done. The census must
be further reduced to 350 by July 14, 1980. This too will probably be done.
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Pineland also hinders the placement process because i-t uses inappropriate criteria to evaluate the suitability of place:rrtf'Jlt openings@
It is the policy of Pineland I s Departm?nt of Social Services not t.o place
any resident at a greater geographic distance from his concerned family
than he enjoys at pjneland
Residents' IUT's routinely accede to this
position although it is without foundation in the decree. Pineland refused
to place a resident over the opposition of his parent: or guardian. It
ignores the detailed proceudre set out in section A. 8., Appendix B f
whereby residents or their correspondents may appeal a placeffialt proposal.
That section specifies the criteria -to be used_ in deternUJling whether
a placement is proper: If the challenged placement will offer the
resident "a better opportunity for personal development and a more suitable
living environment and will result in placement in the least restrictive
al ternati ve appropriate for the resident f " then the placemeryt should
rJe effected.
Pineland is extremely cautious and conservative in its assessment
of placerneJlt openings. Its Department of Social Services takes pride
in its conservatism. It points to the relatively low number of placements
made during the first decree year as evidence that it is doing a good
job screening placements. Staff travel great distances to meet the
operators of oorrmunity residences and to conduct inspections of the homes.
Placements have been delayed because of subjective deterrojnations that a
potential hame is not suitable, despite prior approval of the hame by
Bureau of Mental Retardation regional workers. Even so f Pineland has
been unable to document a single instance in which regional workers had
conducted a faul-ty evaluation and recamnended a home which was g in fact,
substandard. 'Worst of all f Pineland does not consider the relative
merit betvveen a proposed placement and Pineland itself.
Pineland can no longer play the part of a self~contained institution
insulated from the rest of society. The decree assigns Pineland the
status of an integral part of a state-wide service system for the retarded.
Pineland and the Bureau's regional offices can no longer operate as
separate entities in the placement: process. Pineland should take an
active role in the development of alternative residential facilities, such
as sma.ll group hanes and intermediate care facilities for the mentally
retarded, and habilitative programs which residents will need af"cer leaving
the institution. Pineland I s institutional instinct for self~preservation,
manifest by inflat.<:c>d statistics on prog-ramning and a reluct.ance to take
an agressi ve role in developing good placement opportunities, will
ultima'cely be self~defeating. The fuhlre of Pineland rests on its ability
to discover a new indispensable foundation besides custodial care.
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CCMMUNITY PIACEMENT - FINDINGS

The unifying decree principles of normalcy and the least restrictive
alternative require that Pineland take appropriate action to secure
community placements for all its residents. These principles mandate
successive approximations of ordinary residential living conditions, if
this cannot be accomplished in one move, through a process of preparing
the resident by training, habilitation, and education. (See, Report of
the Special Master to the U.S. District Court, March 19, 1979, III.A., p.5).
Specific sections of the decree add form and substance to this
general directive. Section A.l. of Appendix A makes it the right of
each resident to have provided such habilitation as will "create a
reasonable expectation of progress toward the goal of independent community living."
Section A.3. of Appendix A provides that " . . . Pineland shall
rrake every attempt to move residents from (1) more to less structured
living; (2) larger to smaller facilities; (3) larger to smaller living
units; (4) group to individual residences; (5) segregated to integrated
community living; (6) dependent to independent living.
Section D.l. and section D.4., Appendix A, specify and describe
the format of an individual Prescriptive Program plan to be prepared
for each resident at Pineland. The decree clearly contemplates that the
ultimate goal of independent community living be given initial and continuing attention by Pineland sta£f. To this end, section D. 5., Appendix A, states:
Each resident's prescriptive program plan shall include
an analysis of the community placement best suited for
that resident and a projected date for the resident's
progress to a community setting. There shall be at
least an annual review of each resident's progress
toward community placement.
Finding: Pineland has no systematic approach to preparing residents for community living.
Discussion: Programming at Pineland bears no necessary correlation to the goal of community placement. Pineland does not assess a
person's behavior patterns or incapacities ~mich might make adjustment
to community placement difficult and then address those needs to smooth
the path to release. Programming is haphazard on this score; and, in
fact, the day-to-day life at Pineland reinforces uniquely institutional
behavior which will predictably complicate a person's transition to
noninstitutional life. Pineland personnel are well aware of Pineland's
failure to promote readiness for placement. Placement evaluations,
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on the other hand, will cite those behavior patterns and incapacities as
a reason for not recommending placement. Accordingly, a person who is
involuntarily confined to Pineland develops habits as a result of his
being institutionalized which form obstacles to placement; the institution not only fails to address those habits but also reinforces ·them;
and institution-inspired behavior becomes the reason why a person cannot
leave the institution.*
Pineland has made little effort to move persons from more restrictive
to less restrictive facilities within the institution. The only persons
who have obtained the benefit of such directed movement are those living
just off Pineland proper in the cottages. other, and more substantial
relocations within Pineland resemble a shell game with people more than a
planned sequence of movement. Persons have been moved from open units
to locked units for no reason pertaining to themselves as individuals.
They have been forced to move from better to worse; and they have protested,
but to no avail. Some residents have complained to the Master that they
feel ID(e they were put in jail as a result of moves made solely for
institutional convenience. On the other hand, almost invariably when a
person has been allowed to make a bona fide move from a more restrictive
to a less restrictive setting, aides report that his attitude and behavior
improves as a result.
In the summer of 1978 the Master observed how Pineland controlled
a resident who threw a temper tantrum: Five sturdy males wrestled him
to the ground and held him until he knew that persistence was useless.
The Master observed the same person throw a tantrum in his new comnunity
residence: There a petite female teacher firmly told him to go to his
roam until he could change his attitude, and he complied without delay.

Finding: Pineland fails to take adequate steps to assist Pineland
residents in realizing their right to leave the institution.
Discussion: Pineland's attitude toward its role in placement is
essentially this: Pineland has the duty to "identify" candidates for
placement. Otherwise, the CCJIrq?Onents of placement are the obligations
of others.
The persons who know more about the personalities of Pineland residents are Pineland employees. They know better than anyone what a person

* Pineland staff have indicated that a placement would be blocked, for
example, if a prospective home were located on a busy thoroughfare and
the candidate for placement had been known to wander in Pineland I s quiet
streets.
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needs and what he is capable of doing and learning. When it comes to
placement, Pineland makes no effort to meet those needs and take advantage
of the capabilities. Instead, Pineland waits. Pineland waits for regional
offices of the Bureau of Mental Retardation to "develop" a new group
home or residence. Pineland wajcts until the Department of Human Services
inspects a home even though all persons concede that the home is a good
place to live. Pineland waits until a school district, which has had no
connection with the candidate for placement in the past, convenes a pupil
evaluation team meeting. * Pineland waits until furniture has arrived
even if Pineland has unused furniture which could be sold, given, or
lent to the new home. Pineland has even delayed placements because it
did not approve of a home which had already been approved by all other
concerned parties. Pineland has refused to make placements over the
objection of a parent in complete contravention of the proper procedures
for objection to placement. Pineland fails to assist residents in overcoming outside obstacles to their placement away from Pineland.
Pineland fails to provide complete information concerning persons
who are placed into community residences. In some cases, three or four
sheets containing the most cursory information of most recent physical
examinations is sent to the regional staff and home operators. It has
required community social workers to come personally £ram allover the
state to Pineland Center in order to obtain substantive information from
a person's Pineland record.
Pineland has not discovered that it has nearly 400 already identifiable candidates for community placement.
Finding:

Pineland has made minimum placements required.

Discussion: During the first decree year, July 1, 1978, to July 10,
1979, 42 of Pineland I s residents were placed into the community. Nine
of these placements failed for a variety of reasons. Only six of the
nine residents placed were returned to Pineland, and of that number two
were returned solely because the home closed. The remaining unsuccessfully placed residents were moved from one community home to another. It
does not appear that poor matching of residents to homes could be the
cause of more than a few, if any, of the unsuccessful placements.
Finding: Pineland fails to take adequate steps to ensure the continued success of community placements.

* Such a meeting is supposed to facilitate providing special education
to handicapped children in the least restrictive environment possible.
In fact, because it is a triggering mechanism for financing education,
it functions for Pineland residents as an obstacle to placement.
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Discussion: Once a Pineland resident has been placed into the
community, the involveme;nt of Pineland staff ess81tially ceases. BMR
regional staff must then assume responsibility for service delivery.
However, this does not mean that Pineland's duties end inasmuch as
Pineland remains the chief source of information about the former resident
and Pineland employees are familiar to him.
If a placement shows signs of breaking down and a specific request
for interven"tion is made, the Pineland Department of Social Services may
assemble a "mini-lill''' comprising the Pineland staff most knowledgeable
about that former resident. Former direct care staff may be able to
address the problems presented and suggest to the current home operators
ways of dealing with specific behaviors. While this approach is eminen"tly
sensible, this service is not "advertised" to BMR regional offices as a
possible crisis intervention resource. It remains largely discretionary.
It is used only upon a specific request for assistance, but it seems
logical to conclude that such requests are not likely to be made unless
it is generally known that the service is, in fact, available. The
Department of Social Services has agreed to formally apprise the regional
offices of this service. The focus will be to prevent placement crises
rather than upon crisis intervention.
Prior to any actual move into the ccmmmity by a resident, Pineland
holds a placement Iill' in order to make current assessments and recommendations for "that resident in a number of respects relevan"t to community
living. These Iill' reports and other data supplied by Pineland to the
regional office are important to the regional staff who, as noted above,
become entirely responsible for coordinating the delivery of services
to that resident. Regional case management personnel have complained
that the information supplied them by Pineland is often inadequate. In
addition, placement 1ill' reports often do not arrive until some weeks
after the resident has been placed in that region. Pineland staff acknowledge that requests for additional information have been received from
regional offices of H~ because of the untimeliness and insufficiency of
information voluntarily supplied. Typically, Pineland fails to supply
copies of all the following evaluations: occupational therapy f physical
the:ra.py, speech & heaving, vision, education, and programming history.
Also missing are psycho-social histories in narrative fmm, certification
of mental retardation, and permission for service forms.
While Pineland supplies some professional reports, some family
data, and a check list of self-help skills and abilities, this information
is insufficient to give a useful picture of how this individual's time
was spent at Pineland, or how capable that person is outside of a few
narrow areas.
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Regional office staff must now expend tno~dinater unnecessqry effo~t
to obtain this information (or to actually secure professional evaluations
in cases where they VJere simply not d<Dne a,t pineland). For example, in
same cases the examining pineland physiciBn has simply checked off
HHearing: o •. k. \t or "Vision: o.k .. n on the data sheets ;fu;~nished to the
regional office without ma,king it clear whether the physician means to
indicate merely that the organs of aUdition and vision are free from
organic disease or that the full evaluations required by sections D.2. (a)
and D. 9, (a,) of Appendix B have been performed. The regional worker must
then take the newly-placed resident to an M.D. in the community for a
recommendation for a hearing or vision examination in order to make such
an exam Medicaid reimbursable. No reason appears why such evaluations
could not be performed routtnely at Pineland prior to placement,
Regional staff believe that the flow of information accompanying
Pineland residents upon placement shOUld closely approximate that furnished
when a J3r.-lR client is transferred betVJeen regions. This would include
essentially all information available which is relevant and non--cumulative.
The Department of Social Services has agreed to resolve this difficulty.
They will inquire of regional staff what information is routinely needed
following placement and move to meet those needs with a standard packet
of infOrmation.
Regional staff find Pineland placement IDr reports to be of poor
quality. Regional sta,f;f would like to see more attention to detail and
more comprehensive coverage in these reports. Pineland staff counter
that this detail is to be found in prior Pineland IDT reports for that
resident and that the purpose of the placement IDT should not be to
recapitulate this body of existing information. It would seem beneficial,
however, to summarize this pre,-existing data in a placement IDT and to
make speci:Uc references to prior IDT assessments and recommendations.
This is not being done routinely. Placement IDT reports tyPically give
a very sketchy picture of what substantive programs the resident has
participated in and benefited from, of what sort of person he really is.
pineland staff have been recently instructed to maintain coverage
of community-placeG. residents for a period of 90 days after plqcement
in cases where the Pineland staff have been involved with the resident I,S
family. This service will be limited to pla.cement problems vis>-a,'-Vis
the resident \ s ;family. The extent to which this will aid in I'bridging
the gar}1 between pineland and the canvnunity remains to be seen, It is
alSO ohyious ~t Pineland sta,ff will be of rather limited effectiveness
in this. rega,rd unless they are prepared to travel long distances a,cross
the state to be of se:rvice, Pro~ly the great bulk of assistance
contemplated by this directive will be delivered by telephone. However f
coupled with the '1nini~IDI"\ crisis prevention service discussed above r
this canvnunity out-reach ef;fort by pineland may prove to have significa.nt
value in pursuing the continued success of corrrnunity placements, This
alsO r~ins to be seen,
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Finding: Pineland uses restrictive criteria in evaluating the
suitability of openings for community placement,
Discussion: As previously noted, Pineland engages in virtually no
residential resource development. When community harnes are developed
or when openings occur in existing hc:mes, BMR regional staff notify
pineland. If home operators contact Pineland directly, seeking to have
residents placed in their homes, they are referred to the proper BMR
regional office. Therefore, all harnes have presumably been fully evaluated by BMR regional staff in accordance with sections A. 2. (l) and (b)
of Appendix B and a determination made that the home could se~e the
needs of at least some category of Pineland residents. The function of
pineland staff then becomes that of matching what the home can provide
to the needs of a particular resident. Pineland is reluctant to facilitate a placement unless near'-pe,rfection can be assured. Pineland does
not consider the relative merits of the proposed community residence
versus Pineland itself.
In making placements the Pineland Department of Social Services
puts great emphasis on geographic location of the home vis-a-vis the
family of the resident. Section A. 2. (c) of Appendix B provides that
given two openings, one near the resident's former heme and one sc::rne
distance away, this consideration has merit. Pineland now furnishes
each BMR region with a list of residents wham Pineland feels are properly
placeable in that region alone. This practice is potentially detrimental
to the placement process since every resident should be considered for
every placement opening primarily according to the criteria stated in
the decree, Such a system of reporting candidates for placement may
also be distorting the actual incidence of particular residential needs
among the Pineland population, thus hampering resource development ef ....
forts. While information on absolute housing needs (e.g., number of
residents needing pediatric IeF placement) is made available to regional
resource developers upon request, it should be furnished periodically
as a matter of course.

pineland staff also engage in placement evaluation by inquiring
into other features of a prospective hame, although this is clearly not
their function under the decree, and even though these considerations
are the responsibility of regional BMR staff. Pineland apparently remains
skeptical of the ability of regional staff and other state inspection
and licensing agencies to make proper evaluations of homes or finds these
entities to be less than conscientious in performing these tasks. However f
the Department of Social Services has not furnished any concrete examples
of such deficiencies.
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Finding: Pineland's documentation of its process of making placement
decisions is inadequate.
Discussion: Section A. B. of Appendix B defines the process of appeal
from placement decisions. It presupposes the availability of sufficient
evidence to reach a conclusion regarding the propriety of any such decision. Pineland does not maintain adequate placement files to allow compliance with section A.B.
When an opening for a resident is located or developed by regional
staff, the Department of Social Services solicits names of residents
from Pineland social workers. It is strictly up to the social workers
to match the IDT-identified needs and goals of each resident nominated
to the ability of the home to meet those needs and goals. No further
consideration of IDT recommendations is entertained in the placement
process. Once nominations have been received, a Department of Social
Services canmittee selects a resident from the names suJ::mitted. No
minutes or other fonnal memoranda of these meetings are kept making it
very hard to document the selection criteria actually used.
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CONCIDSION

The foregoing report constitutes the first annual report of the
Special Master. It is submitted to the Court for its consideration
in partial fulfillment of the obligations awed to the Court by the
Special Master.
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Special Master

Dated:
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Portland, Maine
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Ao

ICF-MR

EXPLANATION OF RECQItlMENDATIONS

Objective of Recommendations.

The purpose of these recommendations is to shift state adminisi::.ration of one part of a federal program from the Department of Human
Services to the Bureau of Mental Retardation, a division of the Department
of Mental Health and Corrections. The program involved is that aspect
of medicaid pertaining to inte:rmedia-te care facilities for the mentally
retarded. This transfer of authority is necessary, first, to enable
the State to establish a soundly financed, adequately staffed, and wellsllpported system of authentic community homes and programs for persons
who are mentally retarded; second, to facilitate the State's qualifying
for substantial federal financial assistance to meet its obligations
under -(:he order of this Court; and, third, to ensure that a federal
program, which is consistent in both its purposes and terms with the
Court's decree, is not administered at cross-purposes to the decree.
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Establishing a system of intermediate care facilities for the
mentally re"tarded could have major fiscal implications for the Sta"te.
Approximately seventy per cent of the cost of providing authentic
community homes, occupational or educational programs outside the home,
and various support services for persons who are retarded could be
financed with federal funds if the homes were designated under federal
law as ICF-MR. The state must provide such homes, programs, and services
in any event pursuant to the order of the Court. By treating decree
expenditures as the State i s matching share for medicaid reimbursement,
the State can effectively triple its resources for financing community
homes, programs, and services without increasing expenditure of state
funds. Thus the medicaid ICF-MR program could make available to the State
substantial federal aid to assist the State in meeting its obligations
under the Pineland consent decree.
Of equal importance is the manner in which the State takes
advantage of this opportunity under medicaid to establish an ICF-MR system.
It is essential that the system be established by persons who are closely
familiar with the affirmative capabilities of retarded citizens and
their educational as well as other needs. Federal regulatory standards
applicable to the ICF-MR program have sufficient latitude to allow for
a variety of interpretations and applications. Unless the program is
administered by persons familiar with the actual needs of retarded ci tizens, the ICF-MR program can defeat its own purpose and become an obstacle to compliance with the order of the Court. Numerous particular
restrictions and requirements can be imposed by the State which are
inconsistent with the Court's decree, which impede fulfillment of the
purposes of the decree, especially its purpose to promote normal living,
and which build in unnecessary, wasteful costs.
Federal law contemplates a state's primary medicaid agency's
contracting out certain portions of its responsibilities. This course
is particularly appropriate where, as here, a discrete component of the
federal program applies only to persons who are "mentally retarded and
a separate state agency has the greater expertise in evaluating and
meeting their actual needs. The recommendations set forth herein would
compel such a delegation of administrative responsibility.
Eo

to Make Recommendations.

This Court's order of July 21,1978, entitled "Appointment of
a Master," establishes the Master's authority to make formal recommendations concerning implementation of the Court's decree. Recommendations
must be based upon a determination of noncompliance with the decree
accompanied by findings of fact indicating the evidence on which the
findings are based; recommendations must be consistent with the decree
and susceptible of implementation within the framework of the decree.
The Master's recommendations are binding upon the parties unless a
party requests a hearing before the Master. Promptly following the
conclusion of a hearing, the Master is required to render a decision,
which is final unless reviewed by the Court on the record before the Master.
Pertinent provisions of the order of July 21, 1978, are set forth as an
appendix to "these recommendations.
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C.

Noncompliance with the Decree.

The basis of the Master's recommendations is the state's failure
to comply with the Court's decree. The decree guarantees to members
of the plaintiff-class a right to an individually planned program of
habilitation, including medical treatment, education, training, and
care,* and a right to live and learn in the least restrictive environment necessary to achieve the purposes of habilitation,** including
especially a right to placement out of Pineland Center into an authentic
community home.*** Most residents of Pineland live in a more restrictive
setting than is necessary for their habilitation, and they are not
provided with individually planned habilitation programs conforming to
decree requirements.**** Plaintiffs have been certified by the District
Court of the State of Maine to remain at Pineland Center, not because
it provides an environment suited to their needs, but rather because
the State has failed to provide any better alternative.***** Many
plain·tiffs who were formerly confined to Pineland live in boarding homes,
nursing homes, and state institutions which are not programmatically
oriented and violate major decree requirements. r~y plaintiffs do
not have suitable programs of habilitation and lack necessary supportive
services, notably transportation between horne and work.

*Wuori v. Zitnay, Civil no~ 75-80-SD, Order of July 14, 1978,
Appendix A §§ A.I (residents I rights), D (prograrrming), F.l (eating
ability), F.lO (dressing ability), F.ll (grooming and hygiene), G
(education) f L (speech. and carnuunication), Appendix B §§ B (programming),
F.l (community residences), G.l (programs).
** Id., Appendix A §§ A.3 (residents' rights), B (environment),
Appendix B:§§ A (community placement), F.l(b)-(c) (community residences),
G.l (community programs) .

"'** Id. , Appendix A §§ A.3-4 (least restrictive environment),
D.5 (individual plans to address community placement), Appendix B
§§ A (community placement), C (development of community placements).
See Report of the Special Master to the united States District Court,
Mardl 19, 1979, at 5-8,12, 13.
**** See generally Report of the Special Master to the United
S·tates District Court, Nov. 14, 1979, part II.
***** For the state-court procedure and standards for certifying
persons to be confined to Pineland, see M.R.S.A. tit. 34, § 2659-A
(1979-1980 Supp.).
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The State's failure to comply with the order of the Court constitutes an emergency. The State is requiring plaintiffs to live under
conditions violating the Court's decree because the State is failing
to provide an adequate array of community services. The State's failure
results in a daily denial of plaintiffs' rights and requires the
swiftest possible corrective action.
In order to implement the Court is decree, both at Pineland and
in the community, it is necessary for the State to establish a soundly
financed, well-staffed, sensibly regulated system of true community
homes and programs and to provide necessary support services. Such a
sys-tem is a practical prerequisite to the realization by many members
of the plaintiff-class of the rights guaranteed by the Court's decree.
The State's obligation to establish such a system derives from the
consent decree. It is not optional. The State has a duty to make
such expenditures as may be necessary to comply with this Court's
rnandate.
D.

'The Medicaid Option.

'The ICF-MR program can provide the State with substantial federal
financial assistance in meeting the State's decree obligations. If
the State cannot excuse its failure to implement the Court's decree on
the ground of a shortage of state funds, it most assuredly cannot
excuse its failure to take maximum advantage of available federal funding
to be expended in maximum cooperation with the order of the Court.
Medicaid funding through the ICF-MR program could be used to finance
approximately seventy per cent of the cost of new community-based group
homes, programs, and support services. *
The reason that federal money is available to assist the State
in implementing the Court I s decree is tha)c the congressional purposes
embodied in the federal program are essentially identical to the purposes of the decree. The two federal laws -- the Court's decree and
the ICF-MR compcment of medicaid -- are not only hannonious in purpose
but also substantially similar in their mechanisms and tenns. Consistently wi-th the Court I s decree, a mmmunity residence designated as an
ICF-MR "mus-t provide -training and habilitation services to all residents,
regardless of age, degree of retardation, or accompanying disabilities
or handicaps." 42 C.F.R § 442.463. "The living unit staff must make
care and development of the residents their primary responsibility.
This includes training each resident in the activities of daily living
and in the development of self-help and social skills." 42 C.F.R.
§ 442.433.
Residents are to be encouraged to be independent. See 42 C.F .R.
§ 442.442 (clotiling), 442.443 (health, hygiene, and grooming), 442.472
(eating), 442.436 (personal possessions). Planned activities and recreation

* Statutory authority for ICF-MR is found in 42 U.S.C. § l396d(d)
(1974). Accompanying federal regulatory standards are set forth in 42
C.F.R. §§ 442.400 et seq.
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must be provided. 42 C.F.R. §§ 442.435, 442.491. Various professional
services must be available according to client needs. 42 C.F.R. §§
442.474 (medical services), 442.482 (pharmacy services), 442.486
(physical and occupational therapy), 442.489 (psychology), 442.494
(social services). The mechanism for providing active treatment for
ICF-MR residents, like the decree' s prescriptive program plan, is an
individual written plan of care which
sets forth measurable goals or objectives stated
in terms of desirable behavior and that prescribes
an integrated program of activities, experiences
or therapies necessary for the individual to
reach the goals or objectives. The overall
purpose of the plan is to help the individual
function at the greatest physical, intellectual,
social, or vocational level he can presently or
potentially achieve.
42 C.F.R. § 435.1009. Federal ICF-MR regulations and the consent
decree are written in pari materia.
For a Maine ICF-MR system to work properly and consistently
rather than at odds with the consent decree, it is essential that the
program be administered by those persons who are most familiar with
the capacities and actual needs of retarded citizens. otherwise, the
ICF-MR program, so far fran being facilitative of the purposes of the
Court's decree, can become a barrier to the State's compliance with
the court v s mandate as well as being wasteful of state, federal, and
private money. These results would occur, for example, if the State
were to adopt state ICF-MR standards which were at variance with the
consent decree or if state or federal regulations were construed to
impose useless requirements based on a standard other than clients'
actual needs.
The agency currently designated to administer the federal
medicaid program in this State is the Department of Human Services.
That Department has no special expertise in mental retardation. It
has applied to group hanes for the mentally retarded state regulations
which are contrary to both the terms and objectives of the Court IS
decree. On the one hand, the Department has imposed artificial
limits on allowable staff and other necessities without regard to
client needs, and, on the other hand, it has imposed state regulations
requiring expenditures for unnecessary physical renovations.*

* In an exchange of correspondence, dated respectively June 27,
28, and 22, 1979, among the Special Master, Commissioner George A.
Zitnay of the Department of Mental Health and Corrections, and Commissioner Michael R. Petit of the Department of Human Services a request
was made and acknowledged for the Department of Human Services to bring
(footnote continued on next page)

In the course of the Department's certification of Pineland Center as
an ICF-MR, it has imposed upon Pineland federal regulations that were
vacated in 1977.* It has required physical and other alterations
designed to make Pineland Center more, not less, institutional in
character. The programmatic and fiscal dangers inherent in the potential misuse of the ICF-MR program counsel persuasively toward delegating
administrative authority to persons who know the plaintiffs best.

(cont. )
the State's system of community homes, programs, and services wi thin
the ICF-MR program. On September 13, 1979, the Department stated that
it would defer complying with the request until April 1, 1980, while
it formulated new state ICF-MR regulations. By letter dated October 7,
1979, the Special Master indicated that he would accept the judgment
to defer inclusion of the State's community system within medicaid
pending adoption of new state regulations but that no delay in adopting
those regulations was warranted. (Federal law does not require tJhe
S-tate to adopt separate ICF-MR regulations. Any community home
designated as an ICF-MR would be bound by both the federal ICF-MR
regulations and the Court i s decree. There is no apparent need for an
additional layer of regulations.) Despite a request for a response
at the Department I S earliest convenience, no substantive response has
been received.

* Citations to federal law in the plan of corrections imposed
upon Pineland by the Department of Human Services refer to 45 C.F .R.
§ 249.13 (superseded volume dated Oct. 1, 1976).
Those regulations
were vacated in September 1977. See 42 Federal Register 52827 (Sept.
30, 1977). The correct regulations, hand-delivered to the Commissioner
of the Department of Human Services by the Special Master on June 19,
1979, are found in 42 C.F.R. § 442.400 et seq.
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II.

A.

FINDJNGS OF FACI' AND RECC1-1MENDATIONS

Determination of Noncc:rnpliance.

The defendants are not in compliance with the Court's decree.
This determination is based on the following findings of fact.
B.

Findings of Fact.

1. Residents of Pineland Center are not being provided with
their minimum entitlement to individually planned programs of habilitation
and are not being allowed to live and learn in the least restrictive
conditions necessary to achieve the purposes of habilitation.
[This finding is based on Pineland Center IS
official programming statistics, an examination
of Pineland's interdisciplinary team reports,
personal observation of programs and residences
at Pineland Center, and interviews with Pineland
residents. ]
2. Residents of Pineland Center are being confined to Pineland
because the state has failed to provide sui table corrmuni ty residences,
suitable programs in the comrmmity, and adequate support services.
[This finding is based on records of Pineland
Center's department of social services, interdisciplinary team reports, interviews with social
services personnel and canmuni ty resource
developers, and the records of the Maine District
Court pertaining to certification of Pineland
residents. ]
3. Plaintiffs who are no longer confined to Pineland Center are
living in places which substantially fail to conform to the purposes
and terms of the Court's decree.
[This finding is based on personal observation
of community residences and interviews with
communi ty service workers, advocates, and former
Pineland residents.]
4. Plaintiffs who live in community hc:rnes are not being provided
with programs suited to their needs or support services adequate to
meet actual client needs.
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[This finding is based on interviews with
community service workers, advocates, and former
Pineland residents.]
The foregoing findings of fact apply in each case to a substantial number of members of the plailltiff class. The Special Master
believes that all of the foregoing findings can be established at an
evidentiary hearing exclusively through the official records of agencies
of this State and the testimony of employees of the State of Maine.
C.

Recanmendations.

1. The Director of the Bureau of Mental Retardation of the
Department of Mental Health and Corrections shall assume full responsibility for administration of that part of the medicaid program known
under the designation of ICF-MR. Such responsibility shall include
adopting state ICF-MR regulations based upon the Court's decree, inspecting I licensing, and certifying residences as ICF-IvIR, approving
programs, services, staffing patterns, and allowable rates of cost,
and all other ICF-MR administrative responsibilities except ministerial
disbursement of funds. The Director shall notify the Attorney General
of the assumption of this responsibility and shall request the Attorney
General to infonn the United States Department of Health, Education
and Welfare in an appropriate manner. The Director shall so notify the
Commissioner of the Department of Human Services and shall request
the Commissioner to take such steps as may be necessary or desirable to
effectuate the transfer to the Director of such responsibility.
2. The Attorney General shall certify to the United states
Department of Health, Education and Welfare that the Director of the
Bureau of Mental Retardation has assumed full responsibility for administration of that part of the medicaid program known under the designation of ICF-MR.*

* This recommendation would require only amending the State's
official certificate notifying the U.S. Department of Health, F~ucation
and Welfare of the State's division of authority for administering Jche
medicaid program. See State Plan Under Title XIX of the Social Security
Act Medical Assistance Program, attachment LI-A variously date.-d
Sept. 3, 1976, May 10, 1974, Oct. 1, 1975, signed by Andre Janelle,
Assistant Attorney General.
j
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3. The Comnissioner of the Department of Human Services shall
transfer to the Director of the Bureau of Mental Retardation full
responsibility for administration of that part of the medicaid program
known under the designation of ICF-MR. Such responsibility transferred
shall include adopting state ICF-MR regulations based upon the Court's
decree, inspecting, licensing, and certifying residences as ICF-MR,
approving programs, services, staffing patterns, and allowable rates
of cost, and all other ICF-MR administrative responsibilities except
ministerial disbursement of funds.
4. The foregoing recommendations shall be done on or before
the sixteenth business day following the filing with the Court of these
findings of fact and recommendations unless, within fifteen business
days, any party hereto files an objection with the Master and requests
an evidentiary hearing.
5. In the event that recommendation number 3 is not promptly
carried out, the Special Master recommends that Michael R. Petit,
Commissioner of the Department of Human Services, be added in his
official capacity as a named defendant under this Court's decree of
July 14, 1978, for the purpose of requiring him to take such steps as
may be necessary to effectuate the Court's decree including the recommendations contained herein.
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CONCLUSION

The foregoing findings of fact and recommendations are submitted
to the Court for the reasons explained herein pursuant to paragraph
6j (2) of the order of July 21, 1978, "Appointment of a Master."

Respectfully submitted,

DAVID D. GREGORY
Special Master

Dated:

December 24, 1979
Portland, Maine

Professor David D. Gregory
Universi ty of Maine School of Law
246 Deering Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102
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APPENDIX
PROVISIONS OF THE ORDER APPOINTING A MASTER
1978 i

Following are paragraphs 6j(l)-(5) of the order of July 21,
"Appointment of a Master":
(1) The Master shall have the authority
to make recommendations with regard to implementation of the decree if: (a) he determines
defendants are not in compliance with the decree;
(b) this determination is accompanied by written
findings of fact which indicate the source of
the evidence upon which each finding is based;
and (c) the recamnendations are consistent with
and can be implemented within the framework
of the decree. Such recommendations shall
include, where necessary i timetables for implementation of steps or measures necessary to
bring defendants into compliance.
(2) Copies of each recammendation accompanied by the findings of fact required by
(1) of this paragraph shall be filed with the
Court and served upon counsel for the parties.
All parties shall be bound by the recommendation
unless within 15 business days any party files
an objection with the Master and requests a
hearing. A copy of any such request shall be
filed with the Court and served upon counsel
for all parties. Objections may be made on
the basis that (a) the findings of fact relied
upon by the Master are erroneous i (b) the
Master's determination of noncompliance is
erroneous, or (c) the Master's recommendations
are beyond the provisions of or inconsistent
wi th the decree.
(3)

The hearing on the objection shall

be held before the Master at the earliest.

convenient time. Each party shall have the right
to present evidence of a dooJmentary and testamentary nature, and to cross-examine adverse
wi·tnesses. The Master shall make a record
of all proceedings and render a written decision
within 10 business days and provide the parties
and the Court with a copy of the decision.

(4) The pari::ies may agree prior to the
hearillg -to be bound by the Master I s written
decision.
(5) If an agreement to be bollild by the
Master's decision has not been reached, any
party may apply to the Court, with notice to
all parties and the Master, for review of the
Master's decision. An application for review
must be filed witlUJ1 15 business days after
the Master's written decision is rendered.
Upon receipt of the notice of application for
review, the Master shall certify the record
of hearillg -to the Cour-t. Review shall be on
the record llilless the Court determines that a
hearing is necessary. The Court may adopt
-the Master i s decision or may ITlO<3ify it or may
reject it ill whole or in part or may remand
i-t with illstructions.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that the foregoing Findings of Fact and Recommendations of the Special Master were served upon counsel of record by
depositing this day in the united States mail, postage prepaid, one copy
addressed to each of the following persons:
Honorable Richard S. Cohen
Attorney General
State House
Augusta, Maine 04333
William H. Laubenstein, III
Assistant Attorney l£neral
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04330
Neville Woodruff
193 Middle Street
Portland, Maine 04101
Jane Bloom Yohalem
Robert Plotkin
Mental Health Law Project
1220 Nineteenth street, N.W., Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20036

Assistant to the Special Master
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MAR'lTI WlDRI, et al ~ ,
Plaintiffs

v.
GEORGE A. ZITNAY, et al.,

Defendants

Civil No. 75-80-SD

REPORI' OF THE SPECIAL MASTER
TO THE UNITED STA'IES DISTRICT COURI'
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MAINE

COM1UNITY STANDARDS:

APPENDIX B OF THE COURI'I S DECREE

This action concerns the rights of mentally retarded citizens of the
State of Maine. The Court entered its decree on July 14, 1978, with the
consent of the State. The Court retained continuing jurisdiction for a
two-year period and appointed a Special Master to oversee the State's conduct
affecting the decree.
The State's failure to comply with the Court's decree remains
substantial. Achievements have been made in establishing small, normal
hones for retarded citizens in Maine's corrmunitiesand in helping retarded
citizens to lead productive lives. The State could have made much greater
achievements if all state agencies bound by the decree had given their
active, inforrred cooperation. The administrative complexity of carrying
out the decree in the absence of just such cooperation has prolonged the
tine needed for compliance without bringing any countervailing benefit to
the State and has derronstrably increased the cost to the State.
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

THE DECREE

The Court I s decree is divided into two parts: "Appendix A:
Pineland Center Standards" and "Appendix B: Canmunity Standards."
On November 14, 1979, this office filed a comprehensive report to
the Court on Pineland Center. The present report focuses on appendix B,
canmunity standards. The two halves of the decree are intimately
related; success or failure on one side affects the other. In terms
of the State I s actions and the likelihcxx1 of their success, the
center of gravity of the Court I s decree is the canmuni ty: Maine's
cities and towns where retarded persons have the right to live and
work comparably to other citizens. By consenting to entry of the
decree, the State has assumed the legal duty to provide normal homes,
educational and occupational opportuni-ties, and supportive services
to persons presently as well as formerly confined to a custodial
insti tution. The State's failure to provide the kind of homes,
programs, and services required by appendix B has an immediate impact
on the lives of persons who have already been discharged from the
institution; but that failure may even more profoundly affect persons
still confined to the State's custodial institution. Scores of individuals have been designated by Pineland Center staff and -the Maine
District Court as being ready to leave Pineland and join the corrmunity
from which they have been excluded; others are also ready. They remain
in custodial confinement solely because of the State's failure to provide the homes, programs, and services they need. The State's violation
of federal law is not an abstraction to persons whose fundamental human
rights are being daily denied.
In essence f the decree guarantees to members of the plaintiffclass three rights:
(1) the right to a normal home, (2) the right
to education and a productive occupation, and (3) the right to supportive services. Every member of the plaintiff-class has the right
to "be provided with the least. restrictive and most normal living
conditions" appropriate for him and "a right to a habilitation program
which will maximize his human abilities, enhance his ability to cope
with his environment and create a reasonable expectation of progress
toward the goal of independent 1iving . "

The State is obligated to provide community homes offering
"a better opportunity for personal development and a more sui table
living environment which will result in placement in the leas-t
restrictive alten1ative appropriate for that resident." A corrmunity
home must be "a normal home," a "typical private harte," "comparable
to . .
private homes," "of nonnal residential design. '! Their
occupants must be assured "privacy, digni-ty, canfort, sani tation and a
home-like environment." Hone sites must "be chosen in residential se-ttings normal for the corrmuni ty in which tl1ey are located and with ample
opportunity for interaction with the comnrunity." Communi-ty homes must
0
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be educationally oriented. They are not to be small custodial
institutions. Like other hc:m::;!s, they are places for learning and
development, for acquiring independence and the skills requisite
to independence. "[E] ach client shall receive training in his
residential setting in everyday living skills, including, as appropriate: (1) care of individual living area; (2) management, preparation and service of well-balanced meals; (3) selection, purchase
and appropriate use of clothing; (4) development of grooming and
hygiene skills; (5) preventive health and dental care; (6) use of
telephone; (7) safety skills; and (8) use and management of money."
Just as other citizens ordinarily attend school or work outside
their homes, so must retarded persons be given opportunities to learn
and work outside of their hanes. Individually planned programs are
to prescribe program activities based upon individual needs and
capabilities and are to be designed to foster growth and independence.
Program sites "shall be chosen in or close to a population center.
Programs shall be located in areas appropriate to the training purposes of the program. For example, workshop programs should be
developed in business areas." Cc:mmunity hc:m::;!s and programs "shall
be integrated into the cc:mmunity."
For a retarded person, particularly one who has been confined
to a custodial institution, coping with normalcy may not be easy. A
variety of supportive services must be at readiness for him. Daily
transportation is one necessary support-service. Crisis intervention
and respite care must be available. Corrmuni ty homes and programs
must have sufficient well-trained staff. Family-support services,
including hanemaker services, are needed for retarded persons living
wi th their families. They need regular medical and dental care and
may need special services in psychology, speech and hearing, occupational therapy, physical therapy, and social work.
The mechanism set forth in the decree for providing the
plaintiffs with the benefits to which they are entitled is an
"interdisciplinary team" which prepares and periodically reviews for
each individual a "prescriptive program plan." Plans prepared by
interdisciplinary teams are the means of identifying individual needs
and provide the basis for locating or developing resources to meet
those needs.
B.

SOURCES

This report is essentially an examination of the results of
the interdisciplinarj-team process in the community over the first
year and a half of the decree. we have examined 455 prescriptive
program plans prepared by interdisciplinary teams for compliance with
the decree's requirements on timing, composition of interdisciplinary
teams and attendance at team meetings, providing specific guidance to
teachers and others, periodic reviews of individual plans,

interim plans when services are unavailable, and recamnendations on
residential placement and day~programs. The results of our findings
have been corroborated by interviewing responsible personnel of the
Bureau of Mental Retardation, including program coordinators, case
workers, supervisors, and regional administrators. Information on
homes and programs was derived from prescriptive program plans,
interviews with case work supervisors, information reported by the
State pursuant to this decree, personal inspections of homes and
programs, interviews with staff workers, and reports prepared by
the State. We have visited homes and programs in all six regions
of the Bureau of Mental Retardation and examined records and interviewed
employees in each regional office. All of the information upon which
this report is based comes from the State.

c.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The community side of the Court's decree is a study in contrasts, and the contrast can,be stark. Every region of the Bureau
of Mental Retardation has a few excellent, model group homes in which
persons who were formerly confined to an institution are living increasingly normal lives. Every Bureau region has a few model dayprograms which are teaching retarded individuals to become productive.
Those few homes and programs prove that the decree can be done. On
the other hand, many plaintiffs are living in institutional-type
boarding homes and nursing homes, some without any program, others
with inadequate educational and occupational opportunities. Across
the State there is a decided lack of support services including
transportation, family-services, crisis intervention, and occupational and physical therapy.
o
Sixty percent of the members of the plaintiff-class who
have been discharged fran the institution live in homes which substantially fail to conform to the Court's decree.
o
Fifteen percent of the class-members have no program
activity at all, and many others have program opportunities unsuited
to their needs and skills.
o
Sixty percent of residential recommendations contained in
prescriptive program plans fail to comply with the requirements of
the decree.
o
Forty percent of the program recommendations contained in
prescriptive program plans fail to comply with the requirements of
the decree.
o
The State does not now know the extent of unmet needs as
to residence, program, or support services.

o
The State has wholly failed to provide crisis-intervention
services and substantially failed to provide respite care, both of
which can be crucial to assisting recently institutionalized persons
to adjust to normal living.
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Advocacy services are inadequate.

o

Just under one-half of all annual interdisciplinary-team
meetings are late.
o
Quarterly reviews of prescriptive program plans are not
being made.
o
Clear guidance on program goals and haw to assist in
attaining those goals is not being given to persons responsible
for daily care.

As serious as these findings are, the comnunity system is not in

utter disarray. The regional offices of the Bureau of Mental
Retardation are operating at high levels. The interdisciplinaryteam process is established, and its problems are beginning to be
worked out. A statewide survey of unmet needs is being conducted,
and results should be available next sumner. A uniform set of standards for various types of day programs has been agreed upon to
eliminate purposeless conflicts among state agencies. Steps are
being taken, as a result of the Special Master's reca:nmendations
of December 24, 1979, to establish a statewide system of intermediate
care facilities for the mentally retarded.
(While such a system
could provide substantial federal assistance in fulfilling the objectives of the Court's decree, the quality of the State's product is
still substantially in doubt.) The Attorney General has filed suit
to prevent the city of Brewer, Maine, fran zoning out mentally retarded
citizens "Who are working toward independence.
The fact remains that the State is a considerable distance
fran canplying with the order of the Court to which the State gave
its consent. The State is not providing the kinds of hanes, prograins,
and services to retarded persons living in Maine comnunities which the
State, by its consent, has guaranteed to them, and, most seriously,
the State is not prepared to provide the hanes, programs, and services
needed by persons who continue to be involuntarily confined to Pineland
Center.
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A.

INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAMS

INTRODUcrION

The Court's decree establishes a planning process by which
nearly all of the substantive benefits of the decree are to be secured
for the plaintiffs individually. An "interdisciplinary team" must
meet at least annually to prepare a "prescriptive program plan" for
every individual member of the plaintiff-class. (This individual
planning process corresponds to similar mechanisms required by such
federally financed programs as special education for the handiC'.apped,
vocational rehabilitation, and intermediate care facilities for the
mentally retarded.) Interdisciplinary teams' preparing and monitoring
indi vidual program plans are central to the State's discharging its
decree obligations. The State does not itself necessarily provide the
services required by the decree. The State does not generally, for
example, establish and operate horres and programs for persons who are
retarded. Those responsibilities are carried out by others in contract
with the State. Interdisciplinary-team evaluations are the only means
by which the State knows whether the rights guaranteed by the decree
are in fact being enjoyed by any individual member of the plaintiffclass. Interdisciplinary-team functions are the responsibility of
the Bureau of MBntal Retardation, a division of the Department of Mental
Health and Corrections.
1. Bureau of Mental Retardation. * The Bureau of Mental Retardation
maintains six regional offices, eaCh dIrected by a regional administrator
who reports to the Bureau's central office in Augusta. Each regional
administrator supervises a mid-management group including, in most regions,
a prescriptive program plan coordinator (responsible for convening and
chairing interdisciplinary-team meetings at least annually for each
Bureau ciient), a resource developer (responsible for developing new
horres, programs, and services to fill client needs identified by interdisciplinary teams), and a case-work supervisor (responsible for the
region's client-services coordinators and child-development workers,
who perform day-to-day case-management and social-work functions).
Regional offices must assess individual needs, develop resources according to needs still urunet 1 and monitor services provided in contract
with the Bureau.
As will be seen, none of these responsibilities is being adequately

discharged. Prescriptive program plans do not uniformly meet the requirements of the Court I s decree either as to content or timing
Services
promised are not consistently rronitored to determine whether they are
bein9 l?rovided. Absent this funGtion, the State has absolutely no
idea what benefits are or are not being provided to the plaintiffs during
the rronths between interdisciplinary-team meetings. The results of
0
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See Appendix B, SS Col, C.2(a), C.S, C.7, O.l(d), 0.10.

-7resource developnent have fallen far short of providing the hanes and
programs needed by the plaintiff-class.
Certain direct, professional services are provided by the Bureau
of Mental Retardation through two resource centers established pursuant
to the decree.* The resource centers are now staffed beyond minimum
decree requirements; but the demand for professional services is large
and growing, and the resource centers are nearly overwhelmed. Their
services are by and large limited to evaluations and consultations.
Resource center staff devise programs to be carried out by operators
of hanes and day-activity centers but are rarely able to monitor
implementation. They are almost never able to provide the type of
on-going therapy they recomnend. Accordingly, the State is not canplying
with the decree requirement that II [a]dditional professional services
shall be obtained as necessary to provide the habilitation, programming
and therapy specified in each client's prescriptive program plan.
[Appendix B, § D.l (c) .] "
2. Methods of Assessing Canpliance. To obtain an objective
measure of the State's canpliance with the Court's decree, the office
of the Special Master requested a copy of the most recent annual
prescriptive program plan for each member of the plaintiff-class
now living outside Pineland Center. The State was able to provide 455
plans within two months of the request. This number, while not complete,
provides a sufficient basis for quantifying certain features of the
plans and yields sane general conclusions about the process of individual
planning during the term of the decree. Info:rmation obtained by analysis
of prescriptive program plans was supplemented by interviews with State
employees and examination of documents obtained fram their files.**

* See Appendix B, §§ D.l, D. 3. Additionally, defendants have
provided grant-in-aid money to a private non-profit organization which
operates a third resource center in Augusta. The bulk of its financing
canes through Titles XIX and XX of the Social Security Act. Title XX
funding for this operation was recently reduced, and its future appears
uncertain. This resource center provides childrens' services, occupational therapy and psychology services either through staff positions
or by contract with local professionals.
** During the past year the Bureau of Mental Retardation undertook its own evaluation of prescriptive program planning. Defendants I
information was not based on a critical analysis of individual plans
but was derived from a number of sources including parents, Bureau
staff, and operators of day programs. Defendants discovered an untoward
complexity in forms, procedural deficiencies, and problems in developing
and monitoring habilitation plans. using this info:rmation, the Bureau
has revised its "PPP Procedures Manual." Findings presented in this
report corroborate the State's conclusion that there are deficiencies in
the Bureau I s planning system. The Master concludes, however, that the
problems are more extensive, more m.rrnerous, and more profound in their
implications than those revealed by the defendants' evaluation.
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B.

TIMING

Each client shall have by February 1, 1979, an
individual plan of care, development and services
referred to hereafter as a "prescriptive program
plan." By September 1, 1978 half of the clients
in the community shall have prescriptive program
plans. [Appendix B, § B. 1. ]
The State substantially carnplied with this requirement as the
following table shows:
PERCENT OF INITIAL PRESCRIPTIVE PRCBAAM PLANS PREPARED

BMR Region

By

Sept. 1, 1978

By

Feb. 1, 1979

LATE

I

35.14

18.92

45.94

II

61. 7

31. 9

6.38

III

41.05

52.63

6.32

IV

54.09

42.62

3.28

V

33.33

57.69

8.97

VI

44.11

50.

5.88

46.12

43.86

STATEWIDE

10.03

The statewide figure of 10.03% of plans developed late may be inflated.
It was dete:rmined to S~ extent by examining subsequent plans which
may have occasionally failed to reflect the development of an earlier
plan.
The prescriptive program plan shall be prepared
and re-evaluated at least annually by an interdisciplinary team . • . • [Appendix B, § B. 1. ]
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The following table shows that just over half of the annual
reevaluations are being accomplished on time:

PERCENT OF ANNUAL PLAN-REEVALUATIONS PREPARED
BMR REG

ANNUAL PPP IAG

ON

I

II

III

IV

63.16

51.11

31.46

47.69

95.35

2.6

24.44

7.87

26.98

1.16

7.84 '

13.40

1-2 m::mths
late

0

5.55

26.97

14.28

1.16

3.92

10.57

2-3 months
late

5.2

4.44

3.37

6.15

2.33

0

3.87

3-4 months
late

5.2

6.66

12.36

1.5

0

1. 96

5.41

4-5 months
late

0

4.44

3.37

1.5

0

3.92

2.58

23.68

3.33

14.61

0

0

5.88

7.22

0

0

0

0

0

56.86

On

time

Late by
1 month
or less

OVer 5 months
late

cannot be
determined

STATEWIDE

VI

V

56.70

19.6

It thus appears that only 56.7% of prescriptive program plans are prepared
within one year of the last previous plan. (This figure has been overcalculated sanewhat by including, in this category, plans which were
scheduled to be developed in 1980. If the pattern here illustrated
continues, one could expect that only about half of these scheduled
plans will in fact be prepared on ,time. Conversely, the percentages of
late plans are conservative.) Nearly one-third have been prepared
over one month late. Nearly one-fifth have been more than two months
late.
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A. vaxiety of c;i:rCLl.IT\$tances contribute to this situation.
note!l:'disciplinary teams are d;i:fficult to convene in the community.
Many partici)?ants are not employees of the State and cannot always
ar:r-ange their work schedules so that each may meet at an appointed time.
The program plan coordinator may be new to the system. Turnover of
coord;inators has been considerable since the decree was signed, and
State personnel policies make it cumbersome to fill vacant positions
qu;i:ckly. Region I was without a program plan coordinator for aver six
months in 1979. Training for new coordinators is inconsistent and wholly
;insufficient when provided. The region IV coordinator reports that she
was not provided any training before assuming responsibility and
has had very little training since.* Finally, coordinators' case-loads
are astronomical. At Pineland Center the ratio of coordinators to
res;i:dents now approaches 1: 35. In the camnunity case-loads of twice
and wee times that figure are usual. ** And this estimate considers
only members of the class. Including non-plaintiff clients, a coordinator
may well be expected to cover in excess of three hundred cases.

Not only are there considerable delays in scheduling interdisciplinary
team meetings for the purpose of preparing individual plans of care,
but also some regions are experiencing long delays in getting the plans
written once the team has adjourned. Accurately quantifying such
delay is impossible from the information at hand, but same general
obse!I:'Vations are possible. The speediest regional systems now produce
typewritten plans between two and three weeks after the team convenes. In
sane regions delays of several months are usual.
The consequences of delay are serious. Prescriptive program
plans are the means of identifying pressing human needs. Those needs
are not being timely met. Timely completion of individual plans Imlst
be assured in order to comply with decree requirements for implementing
and monitoring team recorrmendations.

* Appendix B, §I. 3 provides, "There shall be full staff orientation
and training programs. . . . Training programs shall be mandatory for
all regional office . . . employees." Section I. 3 describes in detail
the duration, content, and documentation of staff training. Defendants
have failed to implement this requirement in any consistent and meaningful
way.
** In contrast ·to Appendix A, Appendix B does not establish
a minimum ratio of prescriptive program plan Coordinators to clients.
Appendix B, § D.l (d) simply states, "One PPP Coordinator shall be employed
in each of the Bureau's six Regional Offices." This has been done. In
fact one regional Office now has two coordinators. Nevertheless, prescriptive program plans continue to be developed late, and, as will be seen,
the overall quality of individual plans falls far short of decree requirements. Coordinators are, of necessity, engaged in a mass-production
operation. Defendants have not implemented any solution to this obvious
problem.
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C.

COMPOSITION OF INTERDISCIPLJNARY TEAMS

[A] n interdisciplinary team • • • shall include
the resident home operator, foster parent or
other person responsible for the daily care of the
client, the person responsible for the client's
programming activities outside the residence,
the client's community social worker and other
appropriate professionals. The makeup of the
interdisciplinary team shall be sufficiently
broad such that each habilitation need of the
client can be professionally assessed and appropriate remedial recammendations can be made.
The client shall be asked to attend the interdisciplinary team meeting and shall be consulted in
the development of his prescriptive program plan.
Each client's correspondent and the client's
advocate, unless a competent client objects,
shall be asked to attend the team meeting. [Appendix B,

§

B.l.]

Although the office of the Special Master has not statistically
analyzed the 455 plans for adequacy of interdisciplinary team composition,
our review allows us to say that team composition does not uniformly
reflect decree requirements. This conclusion is illustrated in the
following pages by a sample prescriptive program plan. The plan was
prepared without the client or her representatives. No explanation
for the client's absence appears in the narrative summary. Professional
assessments were not solicited in preparation for the team meeting.
A psychological "statement" and occupational therapy report were
referred to, although apparently in a second-hand fashion. We are
not told when these reports were prepared or substantially what they
reccmnend. The psychological statement appears to conclude that
the client I s program is incapable of meeting her needs. We are
not told what programnatic needs the client has or how they may otherwise be met. The" team could have reccmnended further professional
assessment to establish optimal day-program goals, listed this
program as an unmet need, and established an interim plan which
conformed to decree standards. (Ideally, this would have been accomplished by seeking proper assessment and professional reccmnendations
prior to the meeting.) Instead, the members of the team, none of
whom purported to know how to meet the client's program needs, voted
to cancel her program. The team apparently expects the home operator
to carry out the program plan, without professional assistance, after
trained program staff have failed.

J
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II . DEPARTMENT0F MENTAL HEALTH /x/CORRECTIONS
411 State Office Building

Bureau of Mental Retardation
Region III
State Office
Cleveland Building
Augusta, Maine 04333
TEL: 207·289·2205
(Office location - Hallowell)

Augusta, Maine 04JJJ

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

is a 59 year old woman who currently resides at
Hall-Dale Manor in Farmingdale; she attends the Gardiner Developmental
Activity Center for programming. In October 1978, her lOT met to consider her needs and to develop a program plan accordingly. At that
time, medication review/reduction, DAC placement on a trial basis, and
{cOrftinued boardi~g home care were recommended for her. Today's lOT
was called together to discuss
's progress/problems related to
her DAC placement.

I

I
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II

II
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Rick Berg and Dave Wilson from the GDAC reported that
.'s
typical day at the Center begins with her arrival at 8:30; she sits at a
table where activities take place and may sort beads, the only task she'll
perform. Her lack of participation in planned activities is one of the
problems that exists due to her presence there; in general, her behavior
is disruptive to other program participants.
will break crayons,
try to eat buttons and thread, throw food, and refuse to participate in
any of the planned activities. The clients see her doing things that
they know are not right and then they become upset. Drinking a lotof
coffee and eating her entire lunch before 10:00, both undesirable behaviors
are the only things she consistantly does do. The GDAC has conferred with
was one
Dorin Zohner, psychologist, who wrote a statement that
of three persons attending that program whose activity needs are such
that they can be better met in a residential center than in a DAC. The DAC
felt that they could meet
's needs if 1:1 staffing was available to her;
however, it is not. The boarding home representative, Ida Gibbons, reported
concerning her observation of
since she has begun attending the
GDAC. Initially, she thought
was enjoying the GDAC, but then one
day she began to tear at her clothes when it was time to go to the DAC. Her
behavior change is attributed to her demanding schedul.e (DAC five- days per
week. six hours per day).
's CSC, Steve Zeldow, reported his impressions of
's
needs based on his observation of her over the past months. Before she began
attending the DAC, Steve found
_ to be happy, in general, even though
she really wasn't "doing" much; now she appears frustrated. He feels that her
behavior indicates that she was happier with her previous level of activity than
she is with her current programming. He recommended that the DAC placement
be dropped; that she be allowed to return to the routine she ""as happy 'tJith.
The workshop and boarding home were also in agreement with this recommendation.
will discontinue attending the Gardiner Developmental Activity Center
as of the day following the lOT.
In lieu of programming at the DAC, the OT report that the DAC had preIS needs will be provided to the boarding home so
pared to identify
that low-key one-to-one instruction can be implemented in recommended areas.

Paqe Two
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The IOT was split as to how much programming should be implemented. The
OAC thought an OT should be provided to work with
on a 1:1 basis.
Her CSC did not recommend lengthy programming for
., nor programming
that was objectionable to her; rather, he supported programming only to
the extent that it would not jeopardize her boarding home placement, which is
the first one that has been completely successful f o r . . In the
participates in housekeeping activities on an irboarding' home, :
regular basis. Ski II s she can perfonn include making her ovm bed, vacuuming,
moving chairs, clearing the table of dishes, and getting her own coffee. She
will participate in some activity programming if she knows that a reinforcer
wi 11 follow.
Concerning
.'s medication review, this has been attempted and
resulting in her ripping a chair and tearing her clothes. Dr. Mathews asked
that she be returned to her original medication reJlme; she is stable now.
The TOT should reconvene in October 1979 to review
plan for an update on her progress/needs.
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Barbara McEntee
IPP Coordinator
BM: ke .
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Poorly constituted interdisciplinary-team meetings have
been the subject of criticism from the Office of Advocacy of the
Departrreht of Mental Health and Corrections. While no statistical
analysis has been attempted by the advocate, the Master is in full
agreement with the advocate's observation that this initial stage
of the interdisciplinary-team process must be carefully attended
to if the resultant plans of care are to comply with the decree.
A generous amount of flexibility is built into decree requirements
for interdisciplinary-team composition. The provision set forth
above requires only the presence of "appropriate professionals."
The habilitation needs of the individual client determine the overall
membership of the team, not vice versa. It would seem sufficient
that the members physically present be allowed to rrake final recommendations based upon recent and thorough professional assessments,
submitted in full prior to the team meeting, if those professionals
are unable personally to attend the meeting. The observations of
both the Master and the advocate have attempted to account for
this flexibility and to limit the discussion to instances in which
such discretion plays no part.

-17SOl1I'HERN MAINE RESOURCE CENTER
INTER-DEPARTI1ENTAL COMMUNICATION

TO:
FroM:

Regional Administrators - BMR-Reg.4,5,6 DATE
Joe Witt, Advocate

SUBJEcr:

December 7, 1979

-------------~--~~-----------

Southern Resource Center

Provision of Service via the I.D.T. process

I will attempt in this memo to make some systematic observations of the I.D.T.
process as carried out In the community In regions 4, 5, and 6. 'will concentrate
on observations of weaknesses in the system and areas where the system appears to be
out of compliance with appl icable law. My purpose In this particular memo is to
alert you to these observations and to ask you to institute changes in the direction
of correcting the weaknesses. In the fairly near future this memo or parts of it
will probably be Incorporated into reports that will be directed outside the Department In accordance with the reporting function of the office of advocacy. Whether
for Internal .or more general consumption, I have a great desire for any reporting
I do to be accurate. Accordingly, I would appreciate any written comments or feedback you care to make regarding' the accuracy of remarks made here.
The
provided
making a
In light

I.D.T./P.P.P. process Is the cornerstone and primary component of services
by the Bureau (see 34 MRSA, 229, 2651). The process of assessing needs and
plan to meet those needs Is basic to the Bureau's responsibility especially
of the limited direct service provided except at Its Institutions.

The first point to be made Is that all cl ients receiving services from the
Bureau are to have a P.P.P. (see 34 MRSA 229, 2654, paragraph 4 Band 2656 paragraphs
4 and 5). This does not always happen. Even the recent draft form of the revision
of the Bureau's I.P.P. manual presented for review by our office in October of 1979
referred to "ellgibility" for the LD.T. process and the I.P.P. Hoptlon." (see
further comments addressed to Rod McCormick in a memo dated November 6, 1979.)
The next most basic point to be made is regarding the composition of the Interdisciplinary Team, and It Is in this area that I perceive the basic problem with the
system. Many many teams are not sufflcientl·y Interdisciplinary to carry out the
functions of the team and some are not Interdisciplinary at all and therefore are
no different from the older system of planning by the social worker. 34 MRSA 229
requires that each team Include at least one professional defined as a person 1 icensed
to practice medicine or psychology. This requirement is rarely met even when one
counts Involvement at I.D.T.'s of persons who appear well qual ified but whose licenses
as psychological examiners are pending test results or other formal ities. In addition
to the inclusion of a "professlonal" under state law, both state law and the Consent
Decree require that the team be establ ished In accordance with professional standards.
The Consent Decree (appendix B section B) goes on to state that the composition of
the team shall be "sufficiently broad such that each habll itatlon need of the cl lent
can be professionally assessed and appropriate remedial recommendations can be made."
The composition of the I.D.T. frequently Is lacking In such a base. I have attended
I.D.T. 's where the product was not a P.P.P. but a list of evaluations needed by the
cl lent. I have attended one lOT. composed of the cl lent, his wife, two Bureao C.~.C.;IS
the coordinator, and the advocate~ At that I.D.T. medical needs, vocational traln'lng
needs, and mental health needs Were discussed. It Is my observation that the typical
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SOUTHERN MAINE RESOURCE CENTER
. INTER-OCPAR'rnENTAL COMMUNICATION

TO: Regional Administrators - BMR-Reg. 4,5,6

DATE

December 7. 1979

~~
froM:

Joe w'rtt. Advocate

SUBJECI':

Southern Resource Center

Provision of Service via the I.D.T. process (continued) .•...••. Page Two

I.D.T. Is not legally or professionally constituted and that the quality of the
product of the I.D.T. Is thus adversely affected.
There Is a part of the product required by both state law and the Decree which
may not be quite so related to the composition of the team as some. I refer to the
requirement to create a plan or make recommendations based only on cl ient need and
without regard to service availability. This Is done but Inconsistently. It Is a
'\.. great temtatlon to deal with what Is possible In the "real world," but this does
the cl lent a disservice In the long run.
The final major area of concern Is the timely provision of services recommended.
have made no "scientific" study of the degree to which time lines are followed,
but I have been to I.D.T. 's where recommendations from the preceding year had not
been carried out and were then repeated. The sense of the situation that I get Is
that adherence to time 1 ines is inconsistent.
Let me emphasize that this report is not meant to be comprehensive or to be a
criticism of any Individuals. Rather it Is meant as a statement of what I see as
the major problems with the system. No attempt has been made here to point out the
valuable aspects of the system or the valuable contributions of Individuals In the
system. Let me simply state that both exist and that I am here crltlzlng part~ of
the system, Important as they are, rather than the entire system.
JW/et
cc: C.M. Macgowan
Cheryl Fortier
Jim Barnes
Ron Welch
I,P,P.C.'s,reglons 4, 5,

6
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The following table shows the frequency with which clients
and client advocates are present at IDI' meetings, expressed as
percentages of 455 prescriptive program plans:
CLIENT AND ADVOCA'IE ATI'ENDANCE

EMR REGION
I

VI

II

III

IV

82.5

90.09

67.96

85.94

93.55

92.59

84.84

Client absent
with reason

0

5.94

5.83

10.94

4.3

1.85

5.27

Client absent
without reason

15

3.96

26.21

3.13

2.15

5.56

.9.67

12.87

13.59

9.38

23.66

24.07

16.04

Client present

Advocate
present

12.5

V

STATEWlDE

It appears that clients attended 84.84% of the interdisciplinary
team meetings convened by defendants. Compliance with this aspect
of the decree has been excellent. Same of the clients who were absent
without a stated reason were both profoundly retarded and multiply
handicapped. Their ~ttendance would have been physically difficult for
them and of doubtful value either to the client or other team members.
In such cases, failure to note a reason for the client's absence was
likely an oversight.
By agreement between the Bureau of Mental Retardation and the
Office of Advocacy, advocates are routinely notified of forthcoming
interdisciplinary-team meetings. The case worker or program coordinator
indicates on the fonn whether the advocate should attend. In the
usual course, advocates attend team meetings only as requested or,
occasionally, when it appears to the advocate from same problematic
feature of the particular case that advocacy is strongly indicated. The
lack of advocacy services is attributable to the failure of defendants
to canply with the decree requirement that "[D] efendants shall ensure
that an advocacy system adequate to meet clients' needs is in place.
[Appendix B, § J. 5. ]" During the entire tenn of the decree, defendants
have retained only two community advocates, supplemented by the efforts
of the Chief Advocate (who has concurrent responsibility for mental
health programs and correctional facilities) and private advocacy
organizations.
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Advocates play a crucial role in improving the lives of
mentally retarded citizens. An advocate can speak for individuals
on questions of their legal entitlements, such as eligibility for
special education or vocational rehabilitation or entitlement to
rights under the decree. As advocates are independent representatives
of client interests and preferences, they must clash with the bureaucracy, occasionally including the Bureau of Mental Retardation. The
advocates have been responsible for insisting upon change in conformity
to this Court's decree.
The Office of Advocacy and the Consumer Advisory Board are
the only independent on-going agencies with responsibilities affecting
canpliance with the decree. The Consumer Advisory Board, a logical
successor to the Master's office, has failed thus far to assume an
active enforcement role. The Board's reports have been sparse and
anemic. strengthening the Office of Advocacy and the Consumer Advisory
Board is important to enabling the Court to withdraw fran continuing
supervision of the decree.
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PRESCRIPTIVE PRCGRAM PlANS

Each program plan shall describe the nature of
the client's specific needs and capabilities,
his program goals, with short-range and longrange objectives and timetables for the attainment of these objectives. The prescriptive
program plan shall address each client's residential needs, medical needs, ADL skill learning
needs, psychological needs, social needs, recreational needs, transportation needs, and other
needs including educational, vocational, physical
therapy, occupational therapy, and speech therapy,
as appropriate. The prescriptive program plan
shall include a clear explanation of the daily
program needs of the client for the guidance
of those responsible for daily care. The recommendations included in each client's prescriptive
program plan, both as to residential and programming placements, shall in all cases be the least
restrictive placements suited to the client's
needs. The recommendations of the prescriptive
program plan shall be based on the interdisciplinary team's evaluation of the actual needs
of the client rather than on what programs are
currently available in the conmuni ty • In cases
where the services needed by a client are unavailable, the IDT shall so note in the prescriptive program plan and shall reconmend an interim
program based on available services which meet,
as nearly as possible, the actual needs of the
client. The number of clients in need of a
service which is not currently available and the
type of program or residential placement each
needs shall be compiled and these figures shall
be used to plan for the development of new programs
and residential placements.
[Appendix B, § B.4]
The decree requires that each individual's prescriptive program
plan address a range of client needs. This report will examine the
manner in which interdisciplinary teams have dealt with recommendations
for program and residence. Some more general observations may be made
on the basis of a review of 455 plans.
A.

PROCEDURAL DEFICIENCIES
1.

Actual Needs versus Available Service.
The interdisciplinary team shall monitor the
quali ty of medical and dental care the client
receives . . . . [Appendix B, § D.2(d).]

During the term of the decree, interdisciplinary teams have
usually taken care to attend to each client's medical needs. The
exception is a widespread failure to insist upon, and in many cases
to consider, an annual withdrawal of psycl1otropic medication. The
decree is specific on the point. * . other needs, such as "ADL" (i.e.,
such activities of daily living as eating, dressing, and grooming) and
social and recreational needs are often addressed but with less
consistency than medical needs. The need for psychological services
is usually addressed by the team. Psychological evaluations and
reviews are regularly recommended and obtained. A review of a
sample of psychological reports and recammendations for members of the
class indicates that they appear to be thorough. The same may be
said of reports regarding occupational therapy, physical therapy,
medicine, and audiology.
It is clear, however, that there is a lack of many of the services which these professional evaluations recammend. In reviewing
individual plans it is cammon to encounter recommendations for
continuous professional involvement which cannot be implemented
because habilitation professionals are in short supply, Defendants
are now engaged in a statewide survey of unmet client needs. Al though
not yet completed, this survey may be expected to reflect substanti~l
deficits in at least the following services: recreation, transportation,
psychology, ADL training, occupational therapy, physical therapy,
speech therapy, vocational services, crisis intervention, respite care,
and education. All of these services are required by the decree. **

* Appendix B, section D.2 (f) states that "the interdisciplinary
team shall ensure that repeated administration of an antipsychotic
or antianxiety medication . . . does not cumulatively exceed one year
without the attending physician effecting a carefully monitored withdrawal
of the medication. This periodic drug withdrawal shall be used to
determine the need for continuing medication and the prescribed dosage
Medication may be resumed only if there is a clear documentation
of benefi t derived from its use. Such a drug withdrawal program shall
be repeated on an annual basis."
** E.g. Appendix B, §§ B.4, Dol, D.6 (transportation), D.S
(psychology), D.9 (speech and hearing), D.3 (crisis intervention),
D.4 (respite care), D.S (education).
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STATE OF MAINE
Inter~Departmental Memorandum
To

William A. Twarog, Regional Administrator

From

Carroll ~1,~,S:~/hief Advocate

"-

SubJect_lDTls at

~e

Date __0_e_c_em_b_e_r_5_,__1_9_7_9_

Dept. Bureau of Mental Retardation
Dept.

Mental Health and Corrections

Pinkham Home on October 23rd

I had the opportunity to attend five 10TIs on class members presently living
at the Pinkham Home. I have some observations and concerns garnered during those
10TIs which I believe should be shared with you.
First, I recognize that staff changes have taken place the past year and that
much of the confusion around recommendations developed last year during 10TIs may
be a result of staff changes. I also recognize that you were not here when many of
last yearls 10TIs were completed. It is my hope that, with your input. mechanisms
can be developed to assure that, regardless of staff changes, client needs and programs can be addressed adequately.
Many of the clients whose lOT I attended had as recommendations during last
yearls lOT that evaluations be done in specific areas: OT, PT. psychological. etc.
My concern with this is that h~ving an lOT before having adequate information on
which to formulate program plans does not make a great deal of sense. 1 am also
concerned that many of the evaluations that were recommended last year during the
lOT were not completed or were not forthcoming until very recently (some were forwarded at this lOT). This may, in part, be due to the lack of service availability
within the system but after an lOT makes a recommendation, regardless of service
availability. an attempt should be made to live up to that recommendation. If that
means contracting with private service providers instead of waiting for the resource
center to do those evaluations, this should be done. The monitoring responsibilities
for lOT recommendations do rest with regional office staff. ~1any of the recommendations in this yearls lOT were to again have evaluations done on clients. It is my
feeling that very little was accomplished in the way of creating an individual habilitation or program plan for the five clients that were IOTld on October 23rd. Con~
tinuations of programs that were not reviewed to assure the existence of meaningful
and measurable behavioral objectives does not suffice in my mind as an lOT.
All the clients at the Pinkham Home are now on pureed or semi-pureed diets.
Although there was discussion of this in the lOT. firm demands such as a medical review indicating the need for pureed diets were not made. Likewise, it was accepted
that
9 a twelve-year-old girl»
should have a full mouth extraction
due to the Oylanton hyperplasure and tooth decay she is experiencing. The extraction
may be justified; if it is. there is a necessity to examine the circumstances leading
to this necessity (i.e .• was medication monitored adequately - were all steps taken
to avoid hyperplasure - was there an adequate dental hygiene program to avoid the
widespread decay mentioned in the lOT. etc.
Another concern, and I think one that should be carefully monitored. regards
Bureau staff's attitude toward the Consent Decree. I recognize that this is not a
concern unique to your region, but since it was so apparent during the five IDTls I
witnessed, I believe I should express my concern directly to you. There is a twobedroom room and a three-bedroom room at the Pinkham Home, and there are five class
members living in the Pinkham Home. All class members are presently housed in fourbed rooms. I rai,sed the issue of compliance with the Consent Decree requirement
that all class members be housed in bedrooms of three or less people and was informed
by Bureau staff, namely Ellen Deschaine and ~ls. Bustin. that that was not an issue
which they felt was worthy of consideration. Mrs. Pinkham did indicate that it wa~

c
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William A. Twarog, Regional Administrator
December 5, 1979

Page Two

possible to place class members in smaller rooms if that was required but she would
prefer not to. I can understand the underlaying reasons for wishing to avoid the
downgrading of one client's services in order to upgrade another client's services
simply on the basis of class membership and I agree that that is an unforturnate
state of affairs- EtAt the inference presented by the Bureau's desire not to deal
with that issue was that the Consent Decree can be easily dismissed if people choose
not to deal with it - an inference which I believe might have been of some importance
to the two Department of Human Services' employees who were sitting on the lOT. This
attitude also fails to acknowledge the legitimate truth that smaller, more private
and personalized rooms are, in fact, the ultimate goal of the Bureau. I do not feel
it is of service to clients or to service providers to be less than honest with them
as to the future direction of client care. To lead Mrs. Pinkham to believe that it
is acceptable to have living situations which lack privacy and which do not comply
with the federal mandate is not productive for client or service providers. The
demand that class members be placed in smaller, more personalized rooms would have
been clear indication of the Bureau's attitude towards the importance of privacy and
individualization. It also would have set the stage for future demands that other
non-class members should have the issue of privacy and individualization addressed.
I believe the importance of honestly indicating the future expectations of the Bureau
of Mental Retardation to service providers is of the utmost importance and cannot be
overstated. I also believe that to ignore sections of the Consent Decree which prove
to be inconvenient, no matter how superficially inSignificant they may seem, is a
grave mistake.
I would appreciate hearing from you regarding any inaccuracies which may be
contained in this memo and any plans you may have for dealing with the issues I have
raised in this memo. If there is any way that I may be of assistance in clarifying
the issues I have raised in this memo or assisting you in planning to deal with those
issues, please feel free to contact me.
CMM/dbs
cc: ,Ronald Welch
"Joseph Witt
P.S. I have held this memo pending receipt of copies of information from your office,
! have not received the information requested 9 but g could not hold memo any
longer.
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STATE OF MAINE
Inter.. Departmental Memorandum
To

David N. Stockford

From

Ca rro 11 M. Ma cgowan, Chi ef Adyocate

Subject

Pi nkham Home

Dept.

Datc_~.K.;98",-,0,--_

OJ v. of Spec. Educat; on - ECS

l.. )))1(. DePt.---,~,-"le.....n.J. Jt"",a!.. .Ll-,-,-He",-,a",-l,-,t<.J.;h,-=a.LLnd""--,C"-"ou.r. Lr-,, ,e.>.<c..l<.t. L;,O",-,n..L:S~_

On January 15th. I had the opportunity to visit the Pinkhar.; ICF in Strong, Maine.
The intent of my visit was to clarify a number of alleged problems and conflicting statements regarding the education of school-age clients reSiding at Pinkham's Home. In speaking
to Nellie Pinkham and her ~aff I discovered a number of substantial contradictions of
information I had received from both the Division of Special Education, the Regional office
of the Bureau Of Mental Retardation and the central office of the Bureau of Mental Retardation. Although I had been informed by both the Region IV Bureau of Mental Retardation
office .and David Stockford of the Division of Special Education that IEP's had been completed on the clients of the Pinkham Home and that the educational plan included therein
was being carried out as part of the IeF habilitat10n for those clients I discovered while
at the Pinkham Home that neither Nellie Pinkham nor her staff were aware of any IEP's which
had been completed for the 1979/80 school year.
Mrs. Pinkham and her staff also indicated that the development of the individual education plan was being done by a review of those services being provided by the IeF. The
thought that an individual education plan could be developed by indicating that the services being provided are the needed services, seems to be in direct conflict with the
evaluation and planning process intended by the PET system.
Also the whole issue of the proper educational setting for the clients of the Pinkham
Home should be evaluated and decided through the PET process. Speaking with Mrs. Pinkham
it was clear that she was firmly against allowing the clients of her IeF facility to attend
an outside program and I believe her input should be heard and considered in the appropt'iate
forum. Unfortunately, such other factors as medical opinion, the needs of the client, the
attitudes and beliefs of other mental retardation professionals, and other service providers,
are not being given equal weight to that of Mrs. Pinkham and the proper mechanism for determining educational placement and service provision is not being utilized. Also, in contradiction with reports I have received from educators and BMR staff, Mrs. Pinkham indicated
her desire for the assistance of either teachers, teacher aides or specialized service
providers to assist in the development and implementation of specialized services to her
clients. Mrs. Pinkham did mention objections to specific individuals but did indicate her
recognition of the need for assistance in meeting the needs of her clients.
Those services which are being provided to the clients of the Pinkham Home. which I
presume to be deemed the alternative to educational services. are not being provided with
the guidance or supervision of a qualified educator and (though Mrs. Pinkham indicated
that educational plans would be developed within the coming month) I am concerned that over
half the school year has already passed without an adequately planned and monitored educattonal program for those clients of school age in the Pinkham Home.
I believe the educational planning process and system of service developed by the State
,of Maine is an excellent model and, if utilized properly, can provide those services needed
by individuals living in the state. I am afraid that in this instance the special education
planning process and service delivery process is not being adequately used.
Mrs. Pinkham indicated a desire to meet with the diverse parties involved in this
issue, in the hopes of clarifying the communication issues and in coming up with a specific
plan for dealing with the whole question of education for the clients at the Pinham Home.
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David N. Stockford, Div. Spec. Ed.-ECS

- 2-

January 28. 1980

I believe Mrs. Pinkham's desire is a rational and reasonable one and would recommend
that her request for a meeting of all persons involved in the education and care of clients
at the Pinkham Home be planned and convened as soon as possible. It is entirely possible
that Mrs. Pinkham did not have a full understanding of the activities going on in an effort
to provide educational services to the Pinkham Home. If her statements were inaccurate. I
would appreciate any information yo~! could provide regarding the actual state of affairs
regarding education of Pinkham Home clients. Thank you for your attention to this matter.
CMM/dbs
cc: Joe Witt
Dean Crocker
William Twarog
Ron Welch
~
David Gregory ~

--
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STATE OF MAINE
Inter.. Departmental Memorandum

To Ron Welch
From

Dept. _-AlB'-!:lu!.!:.r.Siec.sa~u~o~f~Ml.lieu.nut:..!ia!JI"--AR,).!eii..ltOL.!ai!.JrLd~a5!,;t....iolt,;Q:.t.Inl.A-_ _

-1:\

1\/\

Date November 30, 1_9_79_ _

P\

Dept. _-..':.;M:.,::e:,;:;n:..::t:.:::a::..::l:.. . ,:.H:..;:e::..::a::..:l:.,;:t::..::h"--,&",--C",,o::..;r::.,;r=-e=ct::..:.io,::.n=s_ __

C.M. Macgowa{;"Chief Advocate

Su~ect __~E~d~u~c~a~t~i~o~n~a~l~S~e~r~v~i~c~e~s~f~o~r~C~l~ie~n~t~s-=a~t~t~h~e~P~i~n~k=h~am~~H~om~e~__________~__________________

As I mentioned during our discussion of Wednesday, October 24th, I
had the opportunity on Tuesday, October 23rd, to visit the Pinkham
Home in Strong, Maine. While at the Pinkham Home I participated in IDTts
on the five class members living at Pinkham's ICF. Two issues raised by
my visit to the Pinkham Home are, I believe, of preeminent importance.
The two issues which I feel must be carefully scrutinized regarding the
Pinkham clients areg

1.

a free and appropriate public education for school-aged
children, and

2.

the adequacy and expense of programming in the Pinkham
Home.

I believe _on the May 7th meeting of the Maine COTmllittee, there was
some discussion regarding future educational planning for Pinkham clients.
At that time it was my understanding from Steve Lord (QMRP) of the
Pinkham Home that the in-house educational program which had been developed
for Pinkham clients was going to be evaluated to determine if those clients
should be receiving more normal, less restrictive outside programming.
The bottom line of the Maine COTmllittee meeting was basically that adequate
educational progrnm~ must be supplied to all school-aged clients at the Pinkhmm
Home. It was the feeling of the Maine COTmllittee that, if appropriate,
outside educational programrning should occur. And for those clients
for whom outside educational programming was not appropriate (for medical
or other documented and legitimate reasons), that internal educational
programming should continue.
Much to my amazement and dismay, I found while visiting the Pinhllam
Home that no outside programming has become available and that the internal
programming which was going on under the supervision of the local school
district at the Pinkham Home has not been discontinued. All "educational
programming" is now being done by aides in the Pinkham Home. Those clients
who were determined last year to be in need of outside educational programsp
are not going to outside programs; those clients for whom it was determined
that outside educational programming was inappropriate, and internal programming
should continue, are now having rCF required treatment considered
as their educational programminge As to programming generally, clients are
not receiving four hours of active programming a day as required by the
Consent Decree and that situation was not addressed by the lOT. When I raised
the question of education and adequate programming for the clients at
Pinkham Home, I wa s informed that I did not under st and the sit uat ion and
that BMR, Education and Human Services were working it out in Augusta.
Someone working it out in Augusta is not acceptable. There are educational
needs evident in school aged clients at the Pinkham Home and they are not
being met. Some of the school aged children at Pinkham Home do not have
many years 16ft during which they can appropriately demand educationd !!I,ervices;

continued •• o
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one client had only one year left during which she could demand and expect
that educational services would be supplied as required by law. This means
that that client has, at a minimum, lost two months of educational services
which that client could rightfully expect. It is my belief that that client
has a right not only to begin receiving education services along with all
other school aged clients at the Pinkham Home, but that all clients who
have lost educational services due to the fumbling planning process which
is taking place to deal with the educational needs of these clients,
should be repaid in kind with educational services beyond the expiration
date of their legitimate expectation for a free and appropriate public
education.
It is my hope that this is the stance the Bureau has taken regarding
services for school aged clients; I have not heard that stance voiced by
anyone from the Bureau. In fact, when I requested that the IDT make a
statement as to the appropriateness of outside programming for clients at
the Pinkham Home from a purely medical standpoint (based on medical reports
which had been received), I was informed that this could not be done as
there was no agreement by the members of the IDT. This was not an issue
on which members had to agree; simply a statement of the professional
opinion of qualified medical personnel.
I then requested that on the basis
of the medical opinion, appropriately constituted PET's be requested to
deal with the programmatic and other needs of those clients. Regional
Bureau staff indicated that the ~roblem had been referred to a higher
level, yet in speaking to you, you indicated that it was not something with
which you are actively in~olved. Apparently, during the transfer of this
problem from the region to the Central Office, the responsibility for
demanding that clients receive continuing services during the process of
ironing out difficulties and determining the appropriate setting for those
services was lost. I am concerned that adequate programming at the
Nellie Pinkham Home does not .exist. I would appreciate your Unmediate
attention to this memo and would be particularly interested in those areas
where my perceptions of the problem may be wrong.
CMM/dlr
CC8

Joe Witt

~
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At this point in the team I s deliberation, a serious breach
of decree-required procedure can occur. The decree states tha,t
" [t] he recanmendations of the prescriptive program plan shall be
based on the interdisciplinary team I s evaluation of the actual needs
of the client rather than on what programs are currently available.
[Appendix B, § B.4.]" The first type of error would be a f;ailure by
the interdisciplinary team to list a service need. This error would
result from the reasoning that, since no resource exists to meet
such a need, there would be no point in bringing it up. Error of;
this sort, while difficult to detect, does not appear to be corrm:::m.
Irrportant client needs do not appear to be ignored. A second fonn
of procedural error is evident. Once the team has acknowledged the
existence of a client-service need not easily met by existing resources, there is a tendency merely to recite that fact without
adopting a recomnendation that the service be provided. Recanmendations
are often based upon the team's assessment of what programs and
services are currently available. This error is illustrated by the
narrative summary portion of the plan reproduced earlier at page 14 •
There, the team recognized a need for one-to-one training and went
on to note only that such training is currently unavailable. The
actual recomnendation was that the day programming required by the
decree be discontinued. *

* Team members were not simply unaware of what the decree
required. An earlier prescriptive program plan written by some of
the same team members contains the following notation:
.
Steve Zeldow reported that psychiatric and
psychological recanmendations have been [made]
for group counseling and strict behavioral con~
troIs to help deal with her temper. The IDT,
with [Client I s] consent, recomnended that she
receive group counseling under the direction of
a qualified person who has been trained in
therapeutic/counseling techniqueS/Skills. The
WDAC does not have a program or personnel to meet
this need and the KVMHC cannot meet it either;
furthermore, no one present at the IIJI' was aware
of any such service currently existing; therefore,
this need will be listed in [Client is] IPP as an
unmet need and will be referred to the Resource
Developer.
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2.

Interim Pr99"rams.
In cases where the services needed by a client
are unavailable, the IDI' shall so note in the
prescriptive plan and shall recommend an interim
program based on available services which meet
as nearly as possible, the actual needs of the
client. The number of clients in need of a
service which is not currently available and
the type of program or residential placement each
needs shall be used to plan for the development
of new programs and residential placements.
[Appendix B, § B. 4. ]

Failure to comply with this procedural step is a frequent
error. It is well-illustrated by the plan cited in the previous
footnote. The team properly identified a service need, noted that
the service was unavailable, and made the unmet need known to the
resource developer. Nowhere does the team specify what services
will be offered during the interim.
In the following pages are presented portions of a prescriptive
program plan which illustrate many of the structural and procedural
deficiencies so far discussed.* First, as to camposition, the
team is in no measure "interdisciplinary." Neither do team members
present rely, though making crucial recanmen.dations, upon any
professional assessments obtained prior to the team meeting. The
client and his representatives are absent without explanation. The
obvious need displayed by the client for behavioral psychological
intervention is not formally noted and, hence, never even rises to
the level of an unmet need. Increased staff at the program center to
deal with the client's anxiety is not discussed as a possibility.
The team recommends removal fran day program in violation of Appendix B,
sections B. 7 and 8. Interim programs are neither recommended nor
discussed.

* Examples

of very good and very bad prescriptive plans can
Plans reproduced in
this report are not intended as illustrations of the overall quality
of plans developed in a particular region. Regional variations do
appear from the tables presented in this section of this Report.
be found in the files of IIDst regional offices.

./
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'

January 15, 1979
NARRATIVE SUMMARY

NAME:
DoO.B.

2-17-14

The I.D.T. met at Clements Boarding Home in Winthrop, Maine
on January 15, 1979 to discuss
's I.P.P. as established at his October 1978 I.D.T. meeting. His needs as identified at
that time included:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Developmental Activities Center placement;
Opthalmological Evaluation;
Boarding Home Care;
Speech/language/hearing screening.

Lee Ellis is in the process of arranging for
's speech/
hearing evaluation and Sue Ward needs to arrange f o r ' s
opthalmological evaluation.
's boarding home continues to
meet his need for a quiet, country home; however, problems have
arisen at
., s program placement at K:1C:ct.C which necessitated
recalling the I.D.T. to discuss his current status/needs.
was originally referred to the Gardiner Developmental
Activity Center for A.D.L. training, music therapy and exercise
programming.
enjoys "bus rides" and the LD.T. felt that
the Developmental Activity Center would be appropriate up to 5
days per week, but recommended it be on a trial basis as he may
be unable to physically tolerate that amount of involvement.
Steve reported that when the bus would come from the Developmental Activity Center,
didn't like going (she would have
to push him towards the door) and he acted as if he were afraid
of the bus (he usually asks to go on a "bus ride"). Steve reported that when he would come home from the Developmental Activity
Center, he would glare at staff. Eventually,
began coughing;
the doctor who examined him could find no medical cause for it and
felt that it was a nervous cough. Since
stopped going to the
Developmental Activity Center, his cough has disappearede Developmental Activity staff then reported their observations of
at
the Gardiner Developmental Activity Center. Ted characterized
as appearing afraid. He would not perform even simple activities. His eyes had a frightened look flickering back and forth)
and the nervous cough appeared.
would keep saying "bus ride,
bus ride." Although
is not known to say anything'but "bus ride",
Ted said that near the end of the time
attended the-Developmental Activity Center, he spoke using about 12 different words in
an attempt to communicate the fact that he wanted to go home, and
wanted his coat. The one day when
was able to relax was a
day when Ted took him outside for a walk.
Marilyn Swift, Work Activites Manager at KVCRC said that they
were unable to implement any of the developmental programming designed for
' as he seemed so overwhelmed that they spent all
of their time trying to adjust him to the center.
(over)
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(page 2)

Steve Zeldow,
's Client Services Coordinator, stated his
opinion on programming for
as he has observed him over the
past two or three months..
(at age 65) is happy in the boarding home which meets the standards Pineland Center set for a home
for him and he is not happy going to the Developmental Activity
Center as evidenced by his nervous cough. Steve feels that going
to the center has had a negative effect in
, causing him to
be uncomfortable, nervous, and insecure; therefore, he (along with
the rest of the I.D.T.) recommended that
return to the boarding home and continue to entertain himself as he did before going
-to the center.
The I.D.T. recommends modification o f ' s original I.D.T.
on October 24, 1978 to exclude the Developmental Activity Center
programming as it has been rejected by
and therefore it does
not appear to be in his best interest to continue to push him to
attend. In'
's docile boarding home life style he is more
neraly normalized as a 65 year old man than he would be in attending a Developmental Activity Center.
The I.D.T. should reconvene in October, 1979 to consider all
aspects of
. 's I.P.P. in depth.

£:pv&O~ n~c;~
Barbara McEntee, .
I.P.P. Coordinator

BM/db
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Even when interim plans are recommended, few of them ccmply

with the decree:

In cases where programming outside the residential
setting is unavailable and IlDVing the client
would be inappropriate, the interdisciplinary
team shall develop an interim plan . . . .
This interim plan shall include an alternative
plan for integration into the community which
shall require frequent participation in social
functions, shopping trips, athletic events,
meals out or other similar activities in the
cammunity . Activi ties of this sort shall take
place at least twice weekly. [Appendix B, § B.7 (e) .]
On January 22, 1979, an interdisciplinary team in region IV made the

following recommendation:
New federal mandates require that [Client]
be involved in a day program outside the horne

for at least four hours every weekday. . . .
There is an activity center in Auburn, but it
does not accommodate wheelchairs. As a temporary
alternative to an outside day program, federal
mandates call for integration into the community
through at least two trips weekly into the
community for activities.
While Clover
Manor has its own van and [Client] does get out
several times a year, she is unable to get out
twice weekly. This will be listed as an unmet

need.
Earlier, a region IV team made this recommendation for a different
client:

In regard to day program, Jane will
visit the local school program to see if it would meet
her need for socialization, language stimulation
and increased awareness of herself and her surroundings.
If not, Jane will attempt' to find someone
to work with [Client] or she will alert the
Bureau of Mental Retardation Resource Developer to
the need for an activity center. Jane felt that
the nearby activity . . . is above [Client's] level
of functioning. In the meantime, Donna will assure
that [Client] participates in cammunity activities
such as shopping, etc. at least twice weekly.
In juxtaposition, such recommendations make it difficUlt to escape the
conclusion that defendants are well aware of the decree's procedural
requirements but are treating them as discretionary.
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If the recamtended services are not available
in the ccmntmity within [45 days] :
(a) the client shall be placed in the interim
program recamtended by the client's prescriptive
program plan, and
(b) the Bureau shall suhnit to the master for
his approval either a plan including a time
schedule for the development of an appropriate
program or a statement that the program will
not be developed with accompanying documentation
demonstrating that the service or program is not
required by professionally accepted standards
of habilitation or care. [Appendix B, § B. 9. ]
Defendants have never complied· with: sub-paragraph . (b) • '* Defendants
claim that the process of formulating prescriptive program plans is
not refined enough at this point to allow them routinely to seek the
Master's approval of interim plans. In January 1980 the Bureau agreed
to provide the Master with brief reports, twice monthly, on its
efforts to address the process of meeting individual clients' unmet
needs through resource development efforts. This has not been done
either.
The Bureau is now implementing a statewide survey of unmet
client needs. As yet, information is not fully gathered. Results of
this first survey will be subject to two sources of innacuracy. First,
regional office staff must beccrne acquainted with the system.
Essentially, the Bureau plans a practice run. Revisions in the
reporting system are not expected to achieve smooth operation before
next summer. ** Second, unmet needs are to be gleaned from canpleted
prescriptive program plans, sane of which, as just demonstrated, fail
to note needs as unmet and form recomnendations accordingly. These
two factors may be expected to render conservative, the total figures
for various categories of unmet needs.

* The sole exception is an interim plan suhnitted by Region II.
The plan was for individuals placed out of Pineland into a new group
hare in Eddington.

** Appendix B, section C.14 states, "Defendants shall develop
a data system of client needs. .
An annual report shall be prepared
. . . "; thus, the results of the first unmet needs survey will be
about one year late.
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3.

Habilitation Plans.
Each program plan shall describe the nature of
the client's specific needs and capabilities,
his program goals, with short-range and longrange objectives and timetables for the attainment of these objectives.
The prescriptive
program plan shall include a clear explanation
of the daily program needs of the client for
the guidance of those responsible for daily care.
Each prescriptive program plan shall be carried
out pursuant to a written service agreement.
Each service agreem:mt shall include at least
the following information:
(a) It shall specify the respective
responsibilities of the client, the family ,
correspondent or legal guardian of the
client, the regional office, the facility,
and each public and private agency which
intends to provide services to the client.
It shall include a specific description
of the client I s daily activities with an
explanation of how they will contribute
to the achievetrerit of the client's program
goals.

[Appendix B,

§§

B.4, 5(a)]
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The final procedural step in the interdisciplinary-team process
concerns rronitoring actual delivery of services recom:nended by the team.
Here is how it should \<.'Ork: Annually, the defendants should convene
an interdisciplinary team to prepare a plan of care for each client
for the oorning year. The plan f a cluster of specific reccmrendations
for meeting identified needs, should "include a clear explanation of the
daily program needs of the client for the guidance of those responsible
for daily care. lAppendix B, § B. 4]." Those team members who have
agreed to seek or provide each reoorrmended service shou~d enter into
a written service agreement. This agreement should include "a specific
description of the client's daily activities with an explanation of
how they will contribute to the achievement of the client I s program
goals. [Appendix B, § B.5 (a) .] " Supervision of the client I s progress
and responsibility for ensuring actual delivery of each service falls
to each client's cormrunity service \<.'Orker. * Finally, the decree requires
that the cormrunity service \<.'Orker and others review the prescriptive
program plan at least quarterly in order to ensure service delivery and
to make any minor m:xlifications in the plan. Problems should be identified
and addressed as part of each quarterly review.

But the current system does not work' this way. For the most part,
preparation is good. Needs are listed separately and appropriate
individuals are assigned to .inplement and rronitor the delivery of each
needed service. Irrv?lementation dates and target completion dates are
faithfully assigned. The problem is the develop.rrent of concrete
instructions on how to carry out each habilitative service, instructions
to be followed by the designated provider Who may have no special expertise
in teaching persons who are retarded. To meet the requirements of providing "a clear explanation of the daily program needs of the client
for the guidance of those responsible for daily care,1I the team decides
in each case whether such step-by-step instructions should be drawn up.
If so, the team designates a person or organization to develop a "habilitation plan." A habilitation plan is indicated for each and every service
task which con:stitutes a "develop.rrental activity. n** A developmental
activity is broken down into separate tasks to be learned in sequential
steps, each to be mastered in turn. Any learning task lending itself
to this approach should require a habilitation plan to be followed by the
teacher. This method would also allow rronitoring the client I s progress
toward acquiring each particular skill. Thus, a habilitation plan "WOuld
be indicated for carrying out a reccmfundation which assigned a team member
the duty of "increasing socialization skills, II or "ADL skills." Scheduling an eye examination would not require a habilitation plan.

*

worker."

"Cormrunity Service Worker" is the decree's title for "social
The Bureau uses the designation, "client services coordinatore"

** Not all program coordinators, when surveyed, were able to articulate
the criteria by which habilitation .plans we:J?e assigned in their region. Statewide training in habilitation plah' devel~t'was proyided toBurea~ staff in
September, 1979, but not' ,all, coordinators, now employed received 'such training~
Regional office staff report thatth~se, sessions were :fX)orly attended by staffs
of community homes and programs.
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OUr review of 455 prescriptive program plans revealed that
58.46% of individual plans assigned the development of at least one
habilitation plan. Some assigned as many as ten. Using the criteria
set forth above, it was found that 29.23% should have required the
preparation of at least one habilitation plan but failed to do so.

HABILITATION

PLANS

By percent

BMR REC'-ION
I

II

III

Prescriptive
program plans
assigning at
least one
habilitative
plan

87.5

74.25

57.28

48.44

Prescriptive
Program Plans
which should
have assigned
at least one
habilitative
plan but
failed to do so

25

16.83

36.89

51.56

IV

VI

STATEWIDE

56.99

25.5

58.46

11.83

47.05

29.23

V

The Master's office requested copies of each habilitation plan
assigned as part of each prescriptive program plan it reviewed.
Documentation that each habilitation plan had been implemented by the
appropriate service providers was also requested. Only the data for
region I is carnplete.* Only 50.7% of all habilitation plans assigned
were actually written. Documentation that habilitation plans were
implemented existed for only 19.7% of all plans assigned. Habilitation
plans and documentation are now being received from other regions
but not at a rapid rate. The reason is simply that defendants do not
have copies of habilitation plans in their files.
During the entire term of the decree, there has been little, if
any, accountability to anyone for the services each team member agrees

* Region I was uniquely well-situated for complying with this
,informational request as it provides services to relatively few class
rrernbers many of whom are served by one facility. Many of the habilitation
plans received from -reg,i,on I were written in January 1980, after the
Master requested copies of all such plans.
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to provide. Signed service agreements are never enforced as binding
contracts. Signatories are left to fulfill or to ignore their duties
with absolute impunity. At one annual interdisciplinary-team meeting
it was routinely noted that Bangor Regional Rehabilitation Center had
failed to implement any of the services embodied in five signed service
agreements covering a one-year period. Not a voice of protest was
noted. There is nothing unusual about this particular case.

4.

Quarterly Reviews.
The prescriptive program plan shall be reviewed
by the client's community service worker and by
those responsible for the daily care of the client
at least quarterly. At the quarterly review,
minor modifications in the plan may be made,
and progress as well as problem areas shall be
noted. The quarterly review team may reconvene
the entire interdisciplinary team if they find
that reevaluation of the client is necessary.
[Appendix B, § B.3]

Finally defendants must devise a method of reviewing quarterly
their clients' progress toward prescriptive program plan goals.
Quarterly reviews have been carried out irregularly or not at all.
A cammon pattern over the term of the decree has been for interdisciplinary teams to assign service tasks and simply hope that the tasks
are carried out sometime over the coming year in a fashion that
approximates team recorrmendations. Very often defendants do not
learn how well or to what extent team reccmnendations have been implemented until the prescriptive program plan is reviewed one year or
more later.
The .following' is an· eXcerpt· from the narrative summary of a
prescriptive program plan prepared in region V on October 1, 1979:
As was the recorrmendation of last year's
program plan, an al ternati ve placement was explored
and secured in August of this year. It was felt
by the previous team that a Nursing Home environment was not the most appropriate placement for
[Client]. [Client's] new residence is a six
bed group home. . . . This home operates under
the philosophy of normalization and appears very
canducive to develop:nental training. . . . Mr •
Libby was present at the last IDT and took
responsibility for insuring that transportation
be worked out in order to allow for [Client]
to attend [day program] for at least four hours
of programming daily, this has been resolved and is
no longer an issue. . . . Communication between
program and home was also a problem last year,
however [the problem] does not exist with the
present situation. . . Posi tive changes are
obvious, not only at harne, but also at the program.
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[Client's] communication is much more appropriate
in that she now initiates conversation and is
able to express feelings more. [Client] stated
at the meeting that she now enjoys where she is
living. Many of the needs that existed at
[nursing hooe] have seem to be resolved simply
by [Client's] moving to a home which offers more
appropriate peer grouping and some developmental
training.
This excerpt illustrates the real impact which decree compliance
may have on people's lives. It is here intended to show the remarkable
speed with which decree compliance can accomplish significant habilitative goals. It underscores the need to monitor carefully reconmended
services in order to insure their provision with all possible dispatch.
There is no apparent excuse for the frequent practice of allowing
clients to languish for months while interdisciplinary-team members
fail to furnish the services and programs they have expressly promised
in written contracts to provide.
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B.

PROGRAM RECCMMENDATICNS

The Special Master has undertaken a statistical analysis of
the manner in which interdisciplinary teams have made recammendations
which address the programmatic needs of the plaintiff class. Four
hundred and twenty-five prescriptive program plans were reviewed and
and analyzed for these characteristics.
Each client's prescriptive program plan shall
provide for a minimum of four scheduled hours
of program activity per week day, and each
client shall receive this programming. This
program activi ty shall be designed to contribute
to the achievement of objectives established
for each client in his prescriptive program
plan. [Appendix B, § B.7(b).]
Each client shall receive the programming required by subparagraph (b) outside the client's
residential setting [with exceptions for clients
living in four named ICF-MR facilities.]
[Appendix B, § B. 7 (d) . ]

In cases where programming outside the residential
setting is unavailable and moving the client
would be inappropriate, the interdisciplinary
team shall develop an interim plan pursuant to
paragraph 4 of this section. This interim plan
. . . shall require frequent participation in
social functions . . . in the corrmunity .
Activi ties of this sort shall take place at
least twice weekly. [Appendix B, § B.7(e).]
A client may receive programming in the residence
and/or receive fewer than four hours of program
activi ty per week if:
(a) a physician certifies in writing that four
hours of activity outside the residential setting
would be medically harmful to the client. Any
such decision shall be reviewed quarterly . . .
(b) a client who is cCJIrq?etent for the purpose
of making this decision shall be per:mittedto
choose to engage in fewer hours of programming
a day or to engage in prograrrming in his residence.
The client shall be asked to reaffirm this
decision quarterly. [Appendix B, § B.S.]
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Reccmnendations for program were reviewed from a total of 425
prescriptive program plans. Team recamnendations were sorted into
six categories:
1. The team reccmnended four hours of program per week day
outside the residential setting and this program was secured for the
client.
2. The team reccmnended such program but noted that it was
currently unavailable. An interim plan was established. (Figures
reported below for this category of reccmnendation are inflated.
Included are interim plans which, while not complying with section
B.7 (e) above, demonstrate a real attempt by the team to see that
same purposeful activities are provided while needed day program is
being developed or pursued.)
3. The team reccmnended such program and merely noted it as
an unmet need. No interim plan was reccmnended, or the interim plan
was wholly deficient.
4. Medical hann was documented pursuant to B.8 (a). *
5. Program was not reccmnended by decree standards.
6. Program was not addressed.
The following table presents the findings expressed as percentages
of prescriptive program plans falling into each of the six categories:
PROORAM RECCMMENDATIONS
Type of
Program
Recommendation:

BMR REGION
III

STATEWIDE

I

II

#1

13.5

51.65

18.75

46.77

52.27

47.05

39.76

#2

5.4

28.57

17.71

29.03

2.27

11. 76

16.70

#3

0

2.20

14.59

16.13

23.52

12.24

#4

0

1.1

3.13

0

1.14

0

1.18

#5

78.3

16.48

40.63

22.58

26.14

17.64

30.35

#6

2.7

0

2.08

0

1.14

0

.94

IV

V

15.9

VI

* we have seen no evidence that decisions based on medical
hann are being reviewed quarterly.
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Categories 1,2, and 4 may be combined. All recanmendations
which fall into these categories represent substantial compliance
with the procedural requirements for program recanmendations. Thus
the next table presents the total percentage of prescriptive program
plans reviewed which made recorrmendations for program in a manner
consistent with Appendix B.

PMR REGION

I

PERCENT OF PROGRAM RECa.1MENDATIONS WHICH CCMPLY WITH APP. B

18.92*

II

81.32

III

39.58

IV

75.80

V

55.68

VI

58.82
r

STATEWIDE

57.64

It must be emphasized that these figures do not precisely
correspond to the percentages of Bureau clients in each region who
now actually receive the amount of program required by Appendix B.
These figures represent the degree to which defendants are complying
with interdisciplinary-team procedures for recorrmending such program.

* This region was without a program coordinator for more than
half of 1979. During this period the regional administrator allowed
Houl ton Residential Center, which houses about half of the region's
class members, to conduct its own interdisciplinary-team meetings.
It appears that during the first year and a half of this decree the
regional administrator was of the opinion that Houlton Residential
Center was not required to provide four hours per weekday of program
to its residents whether in or out of the residential setting.
Whether the regional administrator misread the Court's decree or
believed that his region in Aroostook County was shielded by time and
distance from review is not clear.·
Many of the Region I plans
were reviewed and signed en masse by the regional administrator in
December 1979 following tne request that they be provided to the
Master's office.
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C.

RESIDENTIAL RECa.1MENDATIONS

we have conducted a similar analysis of 425 prescriptive
program plans to determine compliance with the procedural requirenents for recorrmending a residential setting for each client.
[E]ach client's community interdisciplinary
team shall deterimine whether movement to any
other living arrangenent is necessary to meet
the client's needs. If so, the team shall
make a placenent recorrmendation. Plac:errent
decisions shall be based on a determination that
the placenent will offer the individual a better
~pportuni ty for personal development and a more
suitable living environment, and will result in
placenent in the least restrictive alternative
appropriate for the client. [Appendix B, § A. 3ta~ .]
Defendants shall not place clients in and shall
remove clients fram those facilities that fail
substantially to meet the environment, care and
programning standards included in this decree .
[Appendix B, § C.IO~]
For any client who resides in a facility of over
fifteen beds [with certain exceptions], the
interdisciplinary team shall give special
scrutiny to the continued appropriateness of the
client's residential placenent and shall note
their findings and the reasons therefor in the
prescriptive program plan. The Regional Administrator shall review these findings. [Appendix B, § C.ll.]
Clients shall be prepared to move fram:
(1) living
and programning segregated fram conmunity to living
and programning integrated with the community; (2)
more structured living to less structured living;
(3) larger living units to smaller living units;
(4) group residences to individual residences;
(5) dependent living to independent living, as
appropriate for the individual client. [Appendix B,
§ F.l(c).]
Each client has a right to a habilitation program
which will maximize his human abilities, enhance
his ability to cope with his environment and
create a reasonable expectation of progress toward
the goal of independent conmunity living. [Appendix B,
§ F.l (a) .]
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Interdisciplinary-team recommendations for residential placerrent were sorted into four categories:
1. The team fOillld that the client's current residence canplied
with the decree. (Inclusion in this category was not made to depend on
mere phrasing of the recamrendation, as, for example, use of such
words as " least restrictive." If a recommendation to continue the
current placement were preceded by sufficient consideration of the
factors stated in the above-cited provisions of the decree, the plan was
rated in category 1.)
2. The team noted that client's current home failed to canply
with the decree and recammended an alternative home or proposed some
concrete solution to the problem of noncanpliance.
3. The team noted only that the current home failed to canply.
4. The team otherwise failed to address the issue of residential
setting according to decree standards.
The findings are presented in the following table, again as percentages
of 425 individual plans.
RESIDENTIAL RECOMMENDATION'S

Type of
Residential
Placement
Recommendation

BMR REGION'
I

II

#1

24.3

4.4

53.13

11.29

21.59

35.29

25.41

#2

10.8

16.48

6.25

12.90

13.64

21.56

13.18

#3

0

2.2

1.04

6.45

0

0

1.65

#4

64.8

69.35

63.64

43.13

50.59

76.92

III

37.5

IV

STATEWIDE

VI

V
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Data for categories 1 and 2 may be carnbined in order to
determine the total percentage of team recommendations which complied
wi th the applicable procedural requirements of the decree. Those
figures, in percentage, are as follows:
PMR REGION

RESIDENTIAL RECOMMENDATIONS
WHICH CCMPLY WITH THE DECBEE

I

35.14

II

20.88

III

59.38

IV

24.19

V

35.23

VI

56.86

STATEWIDE

38.59

These figures are not the percentages of class members living
in homes which comply with the decree. What they show is that over
sixty percent of all prescriptive program plans fail to make recommendations for residential placement in accordance with decree standards. This is the rrost pervasive type of error seen so far. The
ramifications of this error are potentially very serious not only
because of the impact on quantifying unmet needs for establishing
priorities for resource development, but rrore importantly because of
the negative effects on members of the class. *
The sources of this error appear to be many. Sometimes it
appears that team members are not even aware of what the decree requires. In sane cases they are well aware of what it requires but
treat decree provisions as "guidelines" or recommendations" instead
of law. In other cases placement recommendations are framed only in

*See, for example, the excerpt from a Region V plan of October 1,
1979, page s 39-40.
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terms of what resources are actually available instead of according to
actual client need. Individual plans sometimes preface the recanmendation to continue current residence with a brief statement that the hame
is "appropriate" or "meets the client's needs." The former is wholly
inadequate to meet the requirements of the decree. The latter fails
to consider, first, whether the home complies with the substantive
standards of the decree*' and, second, whether the hame offers max:irnum
opportunity for growth and developnent and whether the client I s needs
could as well be met in a less restrictive residential setting.
D.

ILLUSTRATIVE PLANS

On the following pages are reproduced some examples of prescriptive
program plans developed for members of the plaintiff class during the
term of the decree. They are included to illustrate the manner in which
defendants have made same recommendations for program and residential
placement.

The first is excerpted from a prescriptive program plan developed
on November 9, 1979, in Region II. It is apparent that the "team" is
not interdisciplinary. The meeting is nearly three months late. From
the narrative summary it appears that same professional assessments were
obtained. None of these assessments provides a basis for reconmending
program outside the residence according to individual need. This client
has been without day program outside the residence for fifteen months
because of her mother's objection to placement. The mother is not legal
guardian and, therefore, lacks the legal competence for waiving the
benefits secured by the decree to a member of the class.** The recamrnendations that the client attend the ''NEWP program" appear to be based
only upon a perceived need to have the client go somewhere outside the
residence for four hours a day. An interim program is described but
is not fully consistent with the decree, which requires that the interim
plan specify community activities take place at least twice weekly.
The recanmendation for residential placement, which appears on
the second page of the narrative summary, is preceded by discussion
indicating that the home is offering the client some opportunity for
growth and development. There is no discussion of whether this hone
provides such opportunity in the most normal and least restrictive
setting in which this client can function. Given the characteristics
of the horne, it appears doubtful that the question could be answered
in the affirmative for any member of the plaintiff class.
Next is presented at page 52 a portion of the narrative sumnary
from an individual plan prepared on January 1, 1979, in region IV.
Relying upon professional assessment and recorrmendation, the team
recommends and notes an unmet need for four hours per weekday of
outside program more or less tailored to individual need. The team

* See pages 63-65.
** Over three months after this team meeting, the client was
still without program outside the residential setting.
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notes the need for an interim plan in keeping with decree requirements
but then, for reasons which are not entirely clear, notes an interim
plan as an unmet need. This should have been the first basis for
recommending new residential placement. Instead, the team goes on
to note that the horne fails to meet decree standards in several other
respects and ends up recommending continuation of the placement, a
canplete non sequitur.
These two prescriptive plans should be compared to two others,
recently developed in region VI. The first team meeting was conducted on January 9, 1980. The cover sheet and narrative surrmary are
reproduced beginning at p. 53.
This meeting was held approximately
seven months late. While the team is not "interdisciplinary," the team
carefully frames its recommendations in conformity to the assessments
and suggestions of professionals in psychology and physical therapy.
The team I s recommendations for program and residence proceed directly
fran i ts analysis of actual client needs. The plan gives careful
attention to decree requirements. Sources of noncanpliance are isolated and slated for corrective action.
The second individual plan was prepared on January 21, 1980, also
in region VI. This plan illustrates well the procedures required by
appendix B for framing recommendations for program and residential
placement. It can be seen from the "INDIVIDUAL PR03RAM PLAN AND
SERVICE AGREEMEf.\n''' at page 61 that the interim plan is specified
with careful attention to appendix B, section B.7 (e) .
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Client Case 112?2035

NARRf\}LI.LE .SUI~!...Ji.r~Y_ {IncllHJ(!s):
Q

1. Summary - prc!)cntinrJ problcl"ls
client's current status
significant rlcdical/other factors
2. Major areas of discussion/priorities with ration~les
3. Prograrrl direction
4. Client ~roup's involvement in nroce~s/reaction to
5. Required resources not available
6. Dissent1n~ ooinions
1. If recall date is prior to annual review. state why (recall considerations)
An interdisciplinary team meeting was held November 9, 1979 at Ward's Home for
Those listed on the face sheet had opportunity for input into
the development of an individual program plan.
,1.

is a twenty-nine (29) year-old woman who resides at Ward's
She is independent in ADL skills with the exception of needing assistance
in oathing and shampooing, She has no behavior problems and gets along well with
other residents of the home~
Ho~e.

2. The ,initial individual program plan was reviewed and updated, with the following determinations:
SA #1: Enrollment at MHCPIJ - gain independence and maturity. An application
was filled out for MHCPV, was not submitted due to her mother's concern regarding her attendance at a program. It was determined that the CSC would contact
Mrs.
about prorram attendance. The team agreed t h a t ' s skills
were high enough for her to attend the new program (NEWP) being developed.
Pom will make out an application to this program.
will have an opportunity to visit NB.'IP.
SA 2 & 3: Shampoo training - client will shampoo her own hair, and bath
scheduling ... client will schedule her own bath. Completed.
has been
working on this at Ward's with Edna and is now independent in these two areas.
SA #4: Alphabet training = client will recognize letters of the alphabet.
Ongoing need.
has just started working on this. She knows and recognizes her name and can print it, on request, most of the time. Edna will
continue to work on this with her.
SA #6 ~ Ongoing medical and dental evaluations - good physical and dental
health& This will continue. Judy Jewell will assume responsibility for
making arrangements.
had her yearly physical Se,pto 19, 1979 with IE.
Harold Cross of the Promis Clinic.
has lost 7-1/2 lbs. since her last
physical. No medical problems were noted. !Ental evaluations are through
the Pineland Outpatient Clinic, John Rice, Dentist. Pam will assist Judy
with making the arrangements.
SA 117 g Lim.ited r,uardianship, medical consent and financial management legal protection. It was agreed ~ the team that guardianship was needed.
Pam has written to Mrs.
about this and she would like to review
guardianship. It appears that a relative may be willing to assume this
role, if not, public guardianship will be obtained. This will be limited
to financial management and medical decisions.
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SA 1f1: (Con"t.) Pam noted that there was a need for a handbook for parents and
people who are interested in becoming a guardian. She will discuss this with
Dan Field, R.A., BMR, Region II.
other areas of need were discussed and have been added to the new plan.
are listed below.

They

A visual exam was administered by Dr. Everett Sawyer. No recommendations w'ere
made. Dr. Cross will be asked to do a visual screening during physicals and
if problems are noted another appointment will be made with Dr. Sawyer. Judy
to assume responsibility.
takes no medication.
A hearing evaluation was administered by the EMMC's Speech and Hearing Clinic
on May of 79, Nancy Kenniston, evaluator. A mild contuctive hearing loss was
noted but no recommendations were made.
A speech screening has been completed on Oct. 11, 1979 by Tom Backiel, Speech
Therapist of the Northern Resource Center. As soon as this is completed, a
moci:!-fied IIll' will be called ·by Pam, to address recommendations.
An occupational therapy evaluation has been done. by Beth· Smith, O.T. from EMMC.
Elina will continue to carry out her recommendations for perceptual exercises.
Edna said that
has membership in YWCA and attends programs in macrame
and swimming. This will continue year round.

At Ward's,
is involved in approximately 8 hoursaf-programming daily.
Six hours is individual attention. She has been active in Special Olympics,
and won a gold medal in soccer. She attends both summer and winter Olympics
as well as the state grunes. Edna will continue to provide programs in the
following areas: Safety and community awareness, home management, shoppinr,
clothing selection, money skills/knowledge, and pre-vocational training.
is very active at Ward's and takes an active part in these classes:
Music, rhythm band, nature group, crunping/hiidnf, craft, history, art, camera,
exercise classes, diet and nutrition classes. She is involved in the self-awareness class. Pam requested a copy of the checklist from &ina.
The appropriate residential settinr, for
was discussed.
expressed
that she would like to move to
with her mother, but her mother is unable
to have her, due to her age. She visits there on holidays. It was agrred by
the team that Ward's was the most appropriate living situation for her at this
time.

3.

?rofram direction is for
to continue to reside at Wards and be involved in their program? until a response is received from the NEWP application,
(if accepted, she will attend) and to follow the individual program plan designed
at this meeting.
4.
attended tho meet:inr, answered questions when asked, but had little
input into the development of the plan.
5. Daily program outside of home.
6. None

7.

The yearly recall meeting will be Nov. 9, 1980. A modified IDT will be held
to address recommendations of tile psycholo{'ical evaluation. The appeal process
and }he process used to call a modified IDT was explained.

~lAIA--y'-i~~\.-..
Gerry Aru18 Ke arns
IFP Coordinator
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hns been living at the High Street Nursing Home in Auburn for about three yenrs. In
September Conrad Hurtz evaluated's psychologica I functioning. He found that she is
functioning in the profound level of mental retardation. Her social functioning is hi~hcr
than her intellectual funct'ioning. Her primary strength is her ability to underst.:lnc1 \"hnt ·;.s
said to her. She is also described as being friendly with a good sense of humor. She especially
enjoys her close relationship \~i.th Ina Brai.nerd, Director. Connie supported's desires n'nd
recom:nended that she be involvec1 in a training program outside of the home.
has not been
involved in any outsi.de programming on a regular basis. It was agreed that
should be
involved in an activity program outside the home at least four hours every weekday. AlthotlGh
there is an activity center in Auburn, it does not 3ccomodate people in wheelchair1J. He lire
left with the only option of informing the local Reiource Developer of the Bureau of Mcntal
Retordation of the need for ouch a program which could provide transportation and a program to
t(!Qch
more about money, use of the telephone, very simple cooking lind other arclIs relcv.1nt
to
For now we will need to rely on the activity program of games, etc. being provided at
the nursing home twice a week. Another temporary alternative to a complete day procram would bn
bi-Heekly trips for community activities such as shopping, concerts, sports events etc. Unfortunately, that is not ayailable to ".
and will be considered to be an unmet need.
In the post
has enjoyed dances sponsored by the Au~urn Activity Center. But at some point
Ina stopped getting the notices. It was decided t h a t ' s new social worker, J03eph Wallace.
will contact the activity center to see about getting Ina's name back on the mailing list.
Those dances are held about every three months, but not all of them tal~e place in this ir..mcd5.o.tc
area. l~e decided that
needs more frequent dances and other leisure activities "Iith peers.
Once again, such a program does not exist presently. The Resource Developer has alre~dy been
informed that at least eight other people in this area need an evening social progr2n.
Y \~,

'

,1

J~~" ' Ijtv I
tl
is living in a large home with people who are mostly much~l~_

In spite of the fact that
than her, it wa~ felt that she should rema[ri~~here. She has a very positive attitude towayds
dlel1on18ancrIi:"· is meeting her needs. v,'e did fee(~ however, that: she could benefit [rom a
"tricnc1uhip with a person her age 'Vlho- could come to visit once a month to put together puzdp.G.
listen to records, have a snack and so forth. We were aware of a particular person who migtlt
~e ideC11.
Hcr socia 1 \~orker wi 11 try to mnke arrangements.

is receiving- Physical Therapy five times ,,'eekly from Pete Coutur:-e. At first !le did l\ lot of
stretching exercises. Then he did stimulatton of mmlcles. Hhen he first tried t". \,),:"E~er, ~he
just stood. She h<:s rn.'lc1e significant progress and is nO\~ able to to.l<e t\,'enty-five to thirty
steps. She cnn transfer herself \~ith only one person standing by. Self-ambulatjon 1S .!l
potential long term goal.
Pete \dll continue to provide therapy for inereD-sed aP.1~)ul<ltion throur,h
gnit training, correcting posture and redUCing contraction. 'He had two suggestions "'hieh He
discussed. Her suggested a smaller \~heelchair specially made for her with !mobs. She 'Vlotlld
be able to move her own wheelchair much better if it \~as smaller and hod knobs. The reason ohe
doesn't already have that wheelchair is because of money. It was agreed that Josep~ will attempt
to arrctnge for the ftlnding of the chair ($350 - $400). Pate Couture could write out .:l deseriptj 0.'
of the chair and Dr. "lazzo would prescribe it. A smaller chair would also mean thllt she could
go more places in tIll '.:ommunity.
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eMR IPP

(3)

NARRATIVE SUHMI\RV (Includes):

1. Summary

problems
client's current st~tus
significant medical/other factors
2. Major areas of discussion/priorities with rationales
3. Program direction
4. Client group's involvement in orocess/reaction to
5. 'Required resources not available
6. Df~sentin~ 001nion5
7. If recall date is prior to annual review. state why (recall considerations)
1.

~ present1n~

Presenting Problem
is a Class Member currently residing at Hilltop Home in
Warren, Maine and attending the Coast.aJ. Workshop in Camden.
I s recall
date was for May 18, 1979, but due to the resignation o f ' s CSC and
the vacancy of that position until early December, his annual review was
not scheduled until today.

2.

Major Areas of Discussion
began the discussion himself when he arrived at the meeting stating
that he hoped he did not have to move from Hilltop because he liked living
there. Rod told
that as a Team, we needed to set up a plan to obtain
the services
needed.
went on to say that he was all right there
at Hilltop and if he left he wouldn't know where to find a job. Rod
told
, that there were problems w i t h . · s living situation at Hilltop. The
home is not ramped or barrier-free to afford
the mobility and accessibility
he should have in his living situation. The home does not provide a trained
staff that can train and give therapy to
in the areas defined in
Psychologist Susan Vayda's report. A recommendation from that report calls for
the location of a residential program based on a physical therapist's recommendations. The home in which
lives at Hilltop,houses 33 people which is out
of compliance with the Consent Decree. Rod suggested that a service agreement
be negotiated with Hilltop to move
to a smaller home at Hilltop and that
in-home services w.ith the development of a hab plan be addressed at a mod if ied
IDT. The home would have to be ramped and assistance through Southern Maine
Resource Center would be sought. Rod told
that the recommendation was
being made for him to move to a horne more conducive to
• s .need for physical
therapy and training to become more independent. in daily living skills.
became very angry about this recommendation qnd Rod told him that he could
appeal this. Janet reminded the Team about the difficult transportation problem
the workshop was experiencing when it came to finding a suitable home for
Heather told
that she would make every effort to find him a home that
would enable him to stay at Coastal Workshop, since it was apparent that it was
a very important part of his life.
There was some discussion of
's neeg~for development of his ADL skills. It
has become noticeable to workshop staff that
needs to bathe much more
often than he apparently does. An implement for scrubbing his back would aid
i n ' s independence. Time seems to be a factor at Hilltop as far as getting
ready for workshop in the mornings.
only shaves himself "once in awhile"

-55because he is always being told to "hurry up" by Hilltop staff who
invariably will shave
to 8av~ time.
's razor is broken and
he is in need of a new one that would be for his use only and not other
residents.
said he would be willing to shave in the evening before
going to bad WhiCh would also aid in the development of his independence.
Bathing and general ADL skills will require the development of a hab plan
with Hilltop staff.
does not require medication. Hi's last physical exam was 4/79 with Dr. McCue.
His last dental checkup was by Dr. Rice during 1/79.
It was noted t h a t ' s wheelchair is in need of minor adjustments. The
orthopedic shoes which were fitted specially this past Spring h u r t ' s
feed and he does not wear them. Heather will look into this matter and see
that
j shoes are fitted properly so that he can wear them instead of
the rubber boots he is currently wearing.
's clothing is also in
great need of mending and cleaning and what clothing he does have does not
fit him properly. Heather will contact M r . , ' s guardian,
to inform him of this need for clothing and to request funds for the necessary
purchases.
,
There was a discussion concerning the program at Coastal Workshop and
's
work there. The workshop is primarily concerned with providing a place for clients
to come everyday and with securing sub-contracts to keep them busy. Within this
workshop structure each individual's specific goals toward improving their basic
living/working skills are not perceived by staff as objectives to be worked
on in their program. Goals of same clients possibly moving 'on to work in the
community are not seen as realistic.
For
it was noted throughout the meeting and from information in his
psychological review that he has a need to be less dependent on others. He
should be encouraged to do all that he can for himself to strengthen the muscles
he is still able to use. The workshop staff agree to encourage
to use
his walker as often as is feasible and to encourage other clients to allow
to be more independent.
Short term goals for
include referrals for wheelchair improvements to
be made, the home he lives in to be ramped and his shoes and clothing fitted
and pl'rchased. Long term goals for
will be focused in the direction
of an appropriate living environment for his needs and continued support for
maximum independence with emphasis on social/recreational activities.
3.

Client Involvement
was an active Team member who wholeheartedly disagreed with the Team's
recommendation that he move to a safer and more suitable home that would better
meet his nee1s.
expressed his thoughts about his friends and how important
the workshop is to him.

4.

Dissentin~

Opinions

There are basic differences of opinion between BMR and Coastal Workshop as to
what the realistic goals of retarded citizens can be and how those goals can
be attained.
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5.

,!?rogram Direction
will remain at Hilltop until a barrier-free home is located which
would provide
with therapy and support for maximum independence.
Until this new home is located, BMR will negotiate service agreements with
Hilltop Home, concerning ramps and in-home programming.

6.

Required Resources not Available
A small 6 bed or less home which is barrier-free with trained staff to carry
out physical therapy recommendations and to train
to be more independent
in his basic daily living skills as outlined in psychologist's report.
f

7.

Recall Date
Modified IDT to be held in 30 days.
Recommendations
1.

2.

All recounendations on psychological review to be carried out.

Modified IDT to be held with Hilltop Home to address immediate needs of
's living situation. Service agreements to be negotiated and a hab
plan developed for ADL skills within the home.
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Washington, Maine
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04574

IPP DATE
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NAME
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Susan K. Lanning
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Tim Garneau

CSC/BMR

Joseph Witt

SRC

Joe CurU

CPC/SRC

CLIENT
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Cl rENT

ADVCCA.T~

Psychologist

Dr. Conrad Wurtz

Home Operator

Moe Potvin
Rod McCormick

Home staff person

Darlene Emery

Home staff person

Doris Wescott

. BMR
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BMR IPP

(3)

NARRATIVE:. SurofMARY (Includes):

1. Summary - presentinry problems
client's current status
significant medical/other factors
2. Major areas of discussion/priorities with rationales
3. Pl'ogram dfrect10n
4. Client group's involvement in orocess/react1on to
5. 'Required resources not available
6. D1ssentin~ ooin1on5
7. If recall date is prior to annual review, state why (recall considerations)
1.

Presenting Problem:
, is a member of the Pineland Class Action Suit who resides
at Merry Manor at Seven Elms in Washington.
had attended the
Mobius program for about 6 mouths until transportation became difficult
fOl" the home to provide.
This IDT is being held as an annual IDT Bnd to
address program needs.

2.

Major Areas of Discussion:
After Team members were introduce~ discussion began concerning the previous
TOT recommendations (1/15/~9). Since there were no service agreements
obtained at that meeting the Asse~s and Needs list was used as a reference.
Recommendations concerning Program Direction were for attendance of ,the
Mobius Activity Center and for ADL skills to be encouraged by home staff.
Since that time an in-home program assessment has been done by Joe Curll, C.P.C
The areas iderHified as needs for
are as follows: washing her hair
independently, learning to make her bed, learning to dial a telephone,
telling time, using a calander, ~haring'common space with others, identify
denominations of paper currency, scheduLinE of when to take her bath~arid
a vocational proGram.
' skills in hairwashing have come a long
way in the past month or two. She is also able to make her bed and is
able to do her laundry. She is independent in ADL skills, enjoys cooking
can choose quality items when shopping, is friendly and cooperative, can
. follow multiple step instructions and is motivated to learn.
The issue of guardianship has not yet been clari fied and 'ream members
endeavored to do this. Contact will be made with
' mother but
it was thought a determination should be made as to whether or 'not
guardianship is necessary. Dr. Conrad Wurtz stated that when
experiences any anxiety it almost causes her to not be in reality.
Doris said that there are times when
reaches points of hysteria.
As to whether or not
would be able to make clear judgements about
medical or financial decisions, Dr. Wurtz felt this would pe impossible.
The Team therefore recommends Limited Guardianship which Tim will discuss
with Mrs.
"--.

with the fact that the
Medications were discussed as Tim was concerned
....
.
been
doubled
In
the past year. Dr. Wurtz
• medication has
amount of
asked what the condition was that brought on this doubling of the amount
,-
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of Hollaril prescribed. According to Dorio,
wao constantly
hollering at, kicking and hitting others in the home. Apparently,
even though medicRtion has been increased, there has not been a
I$ignificant change in this behavior. Joe Wi tt suggested that Dr. Waterman
be notified of this and Tim recommended a medication review. Dr. Wurtz
asked staff members about the kind of pattern they see in
Darlene said that
will act out if she doesn't get her own way
and if she can't be first all the time. She copies the bad behavior of
others and seems to act out for attention it gets her. It has been
occurring more often and
has been asking for more medication
because she l1is nervous". Joe Curll commented that
is very
responsive to any input and that maybe she needs to be learning more
things than she now does. He felt she has a lot of ability and learns
very quickly. Tim suggested that more areas be picked out of the home
assessment to give
more to work on. Joe said that at the present
time there are not enough staff members at Merry Manor to give
all the involvement she needs. Apparently
displayed this negative
behavior while attending Mobius also. Dr. Wurtz stated that testing
showed
to be functioning in the Moderate range of retardation
and tha~'has excellent verbal abili ties. She is highly variable in her
responses. Darlene commented that
has trouble in doing things
over that she hasn't done correctly the first time. At this point Dr. Wurtz
asked
if she understood what the problem was we were discussing.
, Bald she did, that she is ashamed of herself when she hurts others.
She said she was not a low grade but a bright girl who was not sick.[*]
Dr. Wurtz stated that there would be some value in therapeautic counseling
for
Also, a behavior modification program would help structure
ln the home environment. He felt that
' expects herself
to react in the manner she does and that she resolves the anxiety without
solving the problem. Counseling and relaxing training are recommended
by the Team.
As far as a program is concerned Dr. Wurtz felt that it should be a highly
structured sllel tered workshop wi th limited compaU tiveness' and fine motor
activities (which are difficult for her) and utilizing
, high verbal
ability. Dr. v/urtz felt that a smaller number of people in
living environment would be preferable as too many peoply make her more
anxious and causes her to lose control. A foster home with older people
would be ideal.
will be shown other homes to help make her
aware of what might be available to her at some future date.
An Interim Plan will be developed involving community services which will
develop her social skills and utilize her positive assets.
help
within
the home program should involve
in higher
Activi ties
functioning activities.
, last physical exam was on 10/26/79 with Dr. Waterman. She takes
Mellaril 100 mg. QoI.D. Her last dental exam was on June 5, 1979 with
Dr. Fowler when she had one tooth extracted.

3.

Program Direction:

will remain at Seven Elms until'a suitable foster home becomes
available that also has access to a highly structured program that will
[*In the past Pineland Center staff (and so retarded persons themselves) designated
Pineland residents as "high grades" and "ICJV.T grades," terms of compliment and
insul t. Senior Pineland staff may still on occasion be heard to use these terms.]
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-3.meet her needs. An interim plan will be developed and more areas from
the in-home program assessment will be utilized.

4. Client Involvement:
, was noticeably more involved at this lOT than last years. She
seemed to follow the conversation and was more relevant in her answers
to questions. Her interaction with Dr. Wurtz indicated to the Team that
counseling would be of great benefit to her.

I'

5.

Required Resources Not Available:
Highly structured sheltered workshop/limited competition/ limited use of
fine motor skills/utilizing her high verbal skills. Foster home with
older people.

6.

Dissenting Opinion:
None

7.

Recall:

1/21/80

ousan K. Lanning,
Bureau of Mental Retardation
Region VI - 'rhomaston
SKL/hmr
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Burew of Montal Retardation

189 Main Street
Thomaston, Maine 04861
TEL: 207·354-8766

March 6, 1980

Mr. Moe Potvin, Director
Seven Elms Boarding Home
Washington, Maine
04574
Subject:

Interim Programs

Dear Moe,
Having recently completed the Individual Program Plans for the
classmernbers at Merry/Twin Maples Boarding Homes, the focus of social
services must now become the implementation and monitoring of the
program plans developed. One of the first benchmarks of this phrase
of service is the development of good inter im plans. As I am sure
you are aware, the purpose of the interim plan is to provide a realistic
alternative to the Consent Decree requirement for training outside
of the home, until such time as outside training can be provided.
The interim plans can address a wide range of social, recreational,
deversional activities. These activities, however, shou~d focus on the
programming needs of the individuals who will receive these services.
I feel that these services should occur on a regular, reoccurring, and
scheduled basis.
Your agency is responsible for the development and implementation
of the interim plans. BMR is responsible for sending a copy of the interim
plans to the Court Master. I, therefore, ask for your assistance in providing this office, as soon as possible, with copies of the individual's
interim plans with schedules and time frames for their implementation.
Sincerely,

,r:-~~-'/;,;, /

./

~ Mc~orro:iek
Regional Supervisor
BMR - Region VI - Thomaston
kM/dd
cc:

Tim Garneau
Joe Curll
pc;.ter Stowell
~t Dingley
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IV.

A.

CCMMUNITY HOMES

DECREE STANDARDS
Each client shall be provided with the least
restrictive and most normal conditions appropriate for that client . . . . [Appendix B, § F.l(b).]
Placement decisions shall be based on a determination that the placement will offer the individual a better opportunity for personal development and a more sui table living environment, and
will result in a placement in the least restrictive
alternative appropriate for that client. [Appendix B,
§

A.3(a); see

§

A.2(a).]

conmuni ty residences [" shall be integrated into
the ca:umunity"] - - Sites shall be chosen in
residential settings normal for the community
in which they are located and with ample opportunity
for interaction with the ca:umunity . Preferably
placements shall have easy access to shopping
facilities and be within a reasonable commuting
distance from programs attended by clients during
the day. [Appendix B, § C. 12 . ]

The rules of the decree applicable to community homes reflect the
decree's unifying principles of education and normalcy. For purposes
of assessing the quality of hares where class members are naN living, we
have divided relevant decree provisions into "environmental standards"
and "program standards." Environmental standards contemplate residential settings which are the antithesis of institutions, whether
large or small.
(a) Defendants shall ensure that cammunity living
facilities afford clients privacy, dignity, comfort,
sani tat ion and a hare-like environment
This shall
include but is not limited to:
(1) individual bed, dresser and storage place;
(2) attractive, comfortable and spacious
living and sleeping areas;
(3 ) privacy in bathroom areas;
(4) normal temperatures and adequate ventilation,
comparable to that found in private homes.
(b) Each facility must provide for all the functions
characteristic of a normal home, including a kitchen,
living room, dining area, bedrooms and bathrooms of
normal residential design. .
(c) The dining area shall be of sufficient size to
permi t staff and clients to eat meals together.
(d) Hallways and circulation space must be c..unparable
to that found in typical private homes and apartments.
(e) The facility's activities, routines and rhythms
shall conform with practices prevalent in the community
and the client's age.
[Appendix B, § F. 2.]
0
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As i.rrportant as the foregoing provisions are, meeting environmental standards alone will not suffice for compliance with the Court's
decree. Even a small hare which is normal in size and appearance must
do more than provide custodial care. The hare is a context for learning
as well as living.

Each client has a right to a habilitation program
which will maximize his human abilities, enhance
his ability to cope with his environment and
create a reasonable expectation of progress
toward the goal of independent carmunity living.
[Appendix B, § F.l (a) .]
Clients shall be taught skills that help them
learn how to manipUlate their environment and
how to make choices necessary for daily living.
[Appendix B, § F.l (b) .]
Clients shall be prepared to move fran:
(1)
living and programming segregated fran carnmunity
to living and programming integrated with the
ccmnunity; (2) more structured living to less
structured living; (3) larger living units to
smaller living units; (4) group residences to
individual residences; (5) dependent living to
independent living, as appropriate for the
individual client. [Appendix B, § F.l (c) .]
In addition to the four hours of programming

[outside the hare], each client shall receive
training in his residential setting in everyday
living skills, including, as appropriate:
(1) care of individual living area
(2) management, preparation and service of
well-balanced meals;
(3) selection, purchase and appropriate use of
clothing;
(4) development of grooming and hygiene skills;
(5) preventive health and dental care;
(6) use of telephone;
(7) safety skills; and
(8) use and management of money.
Such training shall be monitored by the appropriate regional office staff. [Appendix B, § b. 7. ]
The client's need for training or assistance in
tooth brushing and oral hygiene shall be considered
by the interdisciplinary team. Any necessary
training or assistance shall be provided under
the supervision of the registered nurse at each
resource center. [Appendix B, § D.2 (i) .]
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There shall be at least three meals a day provided
at normal times, and in a manner as close to
normal family-style dining as possible. Clients
shall be taught to eat in leisurely family style
and to choose their own quantities and items
according to individual tastes and preferences.
[Appendix B, § F. 3 (a) .)

Finally, the decree is specific on the State's duty to ensure
that these benefits are realized by the plaintiffs:
Defendants shall not place clients in and shall
remove clients fram those facilities that fail
substantially to meet the environment, care
and programning standards included in this decree .
. . . [Appendix B, § C.10.]
B.

FINDINGS

To obtain an initial assessment of the comnuni ty hcrnes in which
the plaintiffs now reside, the Master's office sought the benefit
of the judgment of social workers in each regional office of the
Bureau of Mental Retardation. Social workers supplied information on
the residences of all class members. As a means of verifying the
social workers' assessments, each regional case-work supervisor was
interviewed and asked to provide an independent evaluation. Criteria
for evaluations were the above provisions of the Court's decree.

we found that community residences could be classified in
the following categories:
1. Homes provided by members of the client's natural family.
2. Hcrnes which canply with both environmental and programmatic standards of the decree.
3. Hcrnes which fail to canply in one or both respects but
which may be improved over time.
4. Homes which show no present promise of carrpliance.
5. Hcrnes which were not classifiable; information was
unobtainable.

The number of clients who live in hcrnes of each category was computed.
The data derived is presented in the following table, expressed as
percentages of 574 class members fcur wham defendants were able to
account.
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Category

I

II

BMR Reglon
.
III
IV

V

VI

STATEWIDE

#1

9.30

7.62

1.42

12.22

12.50

10.45

8.36

#2

16.28

30.48

30.50

f33.33

34.38

35.82

31.36

#3

4.66

18.10

29.01

~6.67

21.88

22.39

22.47

#4

67.44

43.81

39.01

25.56

29.69

31.34

36.93

#5

2.33

0

0

2.22

1.56

0

.87

Categories 2,3, and 4 are, by far, the most significant. Ccrnbining categories 3 and 4 yields the percentage of community class
members who currently live in homes which fail substantially to comply
wi th the decree.
PERCENTAGE OF CLASS MEMBERS LIVmG

rn

HCMES WHICH VIOLATE THE DECREE

BMR REGION
III

II

I

72.09

61.90

......

......

68.09

IV

52.22

V
51.26

VI

STATEWIDE

53.73

59.41

---_ - ---_ _-- ---------- --------- ---_..... _-- 1--------- ------------
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C.

IIJDSTRATIONS

The following contrasting illustrations are derived fram
personal observations by the Special Master and his assistant.
Home A is a group home located in Region V. It serves eight retarded
adults including five members of the plaintiff class. This home
exemplifies the residential services described by the decree.
Although few in number, homes of equal or superior quality are to be
found in every region of the Bureau.
Home A is physically indistinguishable from other homes in
its residential neighborhood. Most comnunity services, such as
stores, banks, and bus l3ervice, are close at hand. Home A is clean and
orderly, yet active and "lived-in." The kitchen, living roam, dining
:roam, bathrooms, and bedrooms are just like any other homes.
Furnishings are comfortable and home-like. Clients are included in
decision-making. Rules of conduct are determined jointly by staff
and clients. Recently, the home occupants nominated one of their
number to serve on the board of directors of the non-profit corporation which operates the home. Household duties are shared; responsibility is appropriately assigned.
The staff at Home A are attuned to providin~instruction and
encouragement. Clients are consistently taught skills necessary for
increased self-dependency and are prepared to live in a less restrictive environment. corrmunity contact is encouraged. Clients learn to
cope not only with the narrow environment of the home but with the
urban setting· as well. They learn to make use of services available
to the general public. Two clients at the home are now ready to
live, with supervision, in their own apartments.
Home B is a boarding home located in Region II. Fifty-four
people live there including 23 members of the plaintiff class. This
home violates most environmental and programmatic requirements of
Appendix B. Variations of this type of residence are also to be
found in other regions of the Bureau of Mental Retardation.
Located on a country road some distance from comnunity
services, Home B is distinguishable from other rural homes. It is
very large and is marked by a big sign facing the road. Home B
is clean, orderly and cheerful but not heme-like in design. Bedrooms
are arranged in dormitory fashion. The dining area is huge. Most
clients, while not at outside programs, are to be found in one
large day-roam. Hallways and circulation space are not comparable
to what is found in typical private homes and apartments. These
conditions are not necessary to meet any special needs of the persons
who live there.
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Home B does not systemmatically prepare clients to live in
less restrictive homes by imparting skills which increase selfdependency. During a recent visit to the home we received a canplaint
fram one member of the class that she was not allowed to prepare
meals. Staff would not allow her in the kitchen because she "spilled
things on the floor." Same activities are provided. Nevertheless,
the majority of home occupants are to be found seated in the "day
room" staring into space or amusing themselves simply in a diversionary
way for lack of anything purposeful to do.. Staff at the home reported
that activities were provided according to habilitation plans, but
they could find no habilitation plans. Staff reported that program
progreESwas monitored and documented by keeping attendance records
at various classes offered by the home. Most of the attendance record
cards were blank.
Clients living in Hane B have reported to the Office of
Advocacy that they are not allowed to smoke, to go outside, or ·to
go to their bedrooms. Clients have spontaneously approached advocates with requests to move fram Home B. They say they would like
to live in group homes. One member of the plaintiff-class reports
that she would rather go back to Pineland Center than return to
Home B.
Bureau staff in Region I I state that Hane B is a valuable link
in the chain of community residential services because it provides
a "bridge ll between institutions, such as Pineland and Bangor Mental
Health Institute, and more normal residences such as Hane A. Hane
B is necessary, they say, in order to prepare clients gradually for
increased self-sufficiency. But not one person has been placed
directly from Pineland into Home B during the term of the decree, and
only one class member had been placed into Home B fram a mental health
institution. In addition, there are now several homes, three of them
located in the same region, which successfully serve clients, many
with severe mental retardation and psychiatric disorders, who were
placed directly from institutions. These homes are comparable to
Hane A.
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The Bureau of Mental ~t:ardation provides few direct services
other than professional services available through its resource centers.
with the exception of the Freeport Towne Square home and program, the
State does not provide on-going residential and program services. All
other homes and programs are either proprietary or operated by private,
nonprofi t corporations and associations, none of which is under the
Bureau I s complete control. If homes and programs are not inclined to
provide services in accordance with decree requirements, the Bureau
is left with seeking their cooperation by friendly persuasion and limited
financial coercion. Many hames, particularly the largest and the worst
when measured against the Court I s decree, also have mentally ill and
elderly clients who live there along with persons who are mentally
retarded. The larger the number of Bureau clients the home or program
serves, the less is the Bureau inclined to precipitate a confrontation
with the service provider over decree issues. From the Bureau is point
of view, having a large number of clients in a bad home is better than
having no home at all. Service agreements have not been enforced in
such situations even though they bear all the attributes of binding
contracts. Their susceptibility to specific performance has not been
tested.
D.

CRISIS INTERVEN'rION AND RESPITE CARE
The defendants shall provide crlS1S
intervention services in emergency situations
which threaten acli~~t's program or residential
placement. Resource center staff with skills in
crisis intervention and behavior programming shall
provide intensive intervention at the community
placement. Only if intervention at the community
placement fails or if the crisis intervention team,
after seeing the client, determines that immediate
rrovement is necessary shall the client be moved to
a respite care facility or other appropriate treatment facili"ty. Any time crisis intervention services
are required, an interdisciplinary team meeting shall
be convened as soon as possible thereafter to review
the client I s prescriptive program plan, and in no
event more than 10 days after the event requiring
the crisis intervention.
[Appendix B, § D. 3.]
Respite care or temporary residential assistance
shall be available to clients by December 1, 1978.
When respite care is reasonably needed, it shall
be provided in community facilities. Pineland
may be used for respite care purposes of a specialized
nature only. [Appendix B, § D.4 (a); see Appendix B,
§§ D. 4 (b) - (c), A.4 (b) • ]

The resource centers operated by the Bureau of Mental Retardation
have entirely failed to provide crisis-intervention services. This failure
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has resulted in total noncompliance with the other requirements of this
decree provision. Statewide figures of the practical consequences of the
failure to provide crisis intervention have not been compiled by the
State. The Northern Maine Resource Center has furnished statistics for
region II, the Bangor area. In the calendar year 1979, 25 residential
placements were lost in region II because of behavior problems exhibited
by clients.* Same of these individuals were re-institutionalized at
Pineland Center and Levinson Center. Another 25 residential placements
were in jeopardy as of January 1, 1980. By the end of 1980 region II
will be responsible for 85 to 103 clients (not all of wham are members
of the plaintiff-class) who exhibit serious behavior problems.
Nowhere in the State have defendants kept track of the number
of program placements lost to members of the plaintiff-class because of
similar behavior. In reviewing prescriptive program plans we found
exarrples of what happens when a client behaves in ways that programs
are not able or inclined to confront. Crisis intervention is not
provided. An exemplary result may be seen in the prescriptive program
plan reproduced at page fourteen of this report.
Not only was
the intensive intervention required by section D. 3 unavailable, but also
the Bureau failed to provide any type of alternative support to the dayactivity center. The client lost the day program to which he was by
law entitled. Occasionally one sees interdisciplinary-team recommendations for increased staffing of homes and programs in order to shore up
failing placements. Even if such recommendations were carried out, as
they rarely are, such actions do not alone fulfill the decree's mandate
for "intensive intervention" by "staff with skills in crisis intervention
and behavior prograrrm.ing. II
The lack of respite care similarly causes community placements to
be lost. A retarded person (or even his parents in the case of persons
living at home) needs an occasional respite. The State has not compiled
specific data on the need for respite care, but we knaw that the lack of
respi te-care services is a statewide problem.

* Such behavior can include self-inflicted injury, aggression,
bizarre or delusional behavior, toileting problems, sexual advances,
ingesting inedible objects, or socially unacceptable activity. Defendants
corrmonly refer to same forms of this conduct, which is associated with
persons' having been confined to custodial institutions, as "institutional
behaviors. " Such conduct is not a characteristic of persons who are
mentally retarded in general. When removed from institutions and provided
with intensive therapy in normal, active environments, the relatively few
retarded persons who exhibit such behavior can be taught to behave
normally. Absent intensive intervention, the easy "solution" is to
re-institutionalize the individual, returning him to the context in which
his undesirable behavior was acquired and allowed to ,flourish.
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E.

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW HCMES

In the report to the court dated November 14, 1979, we presented data showing that the Bureau had developed 125 residential
placements during the first decree year. While that total exceeded
the 100 minimum placements required by appendix B, section C.8(a), it
did not satisfy the requirement of appendix B, section J.l that plaintiffs be provided with normal homes within one year of the signing
of the decree. It means simply that the minimum resource-developnent
quota was exceeded. There is no similar minimum standard for the
second decree year. Appendix B, section C. 8 (b) requires the development of new hcmes "as the needs of the class demand." "The type and
number of placements developed shall be dictated by the needs of
the class and the provisions of [the] decree. . . ."

The following table shows the total amount of residential
development so far aooamplished by defendants:

CLASS MEMBER RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENTS DEVELOPED
July 1978 to February 1980
Region

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

16

16

19

0

25

0

76

Boarding
hones

0

7

10

0

0

20

37

Foster homes

4

23

7

5

3

1

43

Nursing hcmes

0

8

3

3

0

0

4

Apartments

0

0

1

3

0

0

4

20

54

40

11

28

21

174

Group hcmes

TOI'AlS

Total State

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Based on resource development now in progress, defendants
predict that an additional 87 homes will be available to members
of the class by July 1980, as follows:
ADDITIONAL RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENTS PROJECTED
February 1980 to July 1980
Region

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Group homes

3

7

12

4

16

6

48

Boarding
homes

0

3

0

0

0

0

3

Foster homes

0

1

5

0

0

0

6

Nursing homes

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

Apartments

0

0

1

2

0

0

3

Intermediate
Care
Facilities
(ICF)

0

10

15

0

0

0

25

TOTALS

3

21

35

6

16

6

87

STATEWIDE

-----------------------------------------------------------------~--

At the present time over 200 members of the plaintiff class
live in ccrorro.mity homes which show no present promise of corrplying
with the Court's decree. New homes Imlst be developed for these
individuals. Additionally, the present census of Pineland Center
is 382. Pineland Imlst reduce its population to 350 by July of
1980.
This will require the develq::rnent of 32 ccrorro.mity residential
placements. Even if defendants successfully corrplete development of
all projected homes by July of 1980, there will remain a deficit
of 157 cammmity placements. This figure exceeds the number of
camnunity homes developed in the first decree year by 32. It
exceeds by 21 the number of homes which will probably be developed
during the second decree year. Development of homes is not accelerating
rapidly. At the present rate defendants will not have sufficient homes
for plaintiffs before the fall of 1981. This figure assumes no
reduction of the Pineland census below 350, an untenable prospect for
the remaining residents of the institution, many of whan have been
recommended for community placement. SiImlltaneously, defendants will
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have to improve the homes of 129 members of the plaintiff-class to bring
these homes into compliance. Meeting this goal will certainly require
developing new homes because same of the existing hanes must be reduced
in size. These circumstances set the date for expected compliance with
appendix B of the decree well into the future.*

* Among the primary obstacles to group-home development in this
State are the licensing regulations and principles of reimbursement of
the Department of Human Services. The Department of Human Services, not
the Department of Mental Health and Corrections, has licensing and financing
authority over group homes and other publicly supported residences in Maine.
Licensing regulations are based on a model of geriatric nursing care or
medically sound custodial care in contrast to the decree's prograrrmatic and
educational orientation. Human Services' licensing regulations conduce
toward promoting mini-institutions.
The Department of Human Services' "principles of reimbursement"
govern financing of group homes. Those principles are designed to cover
the expenses of providing custodial, not habili tati ve, care. Even though
an expenditure may be unquestionably necessary to rreet the requirements
of the Court's decree and is reimbursable as defined by the Department of
Human Services, it will not be reimbursed if it exceeds a ceiling imposed
by the Department quite regardless of actual client needs. Home operators
who are concerned with fostering their clients' independence and complying
with the decree must resort to such devices as deficit spending financed
with their personal funds, invading line-item budgets, and seeking hardto-obtain credit at costly rates. Salaries for group-hame staff are set
at minimum wage minus the cost of room and board if provided. On one hand,
Human Services' licensing regulations require that staff be present at
night; on the other hand, Human Services' principles of reimbursement
forbid payment to a hame for a ratable share of expenses "attributable" to
the presence of house parents. The home is forced to bill its own staff
for a proportional share of operating expenses which the staff must pay
from their minimum wage. No overtirre payments are made although staff
may be required by the needs of their. clients· to be on duty many extra
hours per week. These problems are of particular consequence because the
Bureau of Mental Retardation has chosen to make nonproprietary, private
organizations the chief rreans for carrying out the Bureau I s responsibility
of creating an adequate system of corrmuni·ty hares.
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V.

A.

DAY PROGRAMS ourSIDE THE RESIDENCE

DECREE STANDARDS

An essential feature of the court I s decree, program activi ty ,
is defined as follows:

[A] ny activi ty specified in the client's prescriptive program plan that is individually
designed and structured to increase the client's
physical, social, emotional or intellectual
growth and development. [Appendix B, definition 19.]
Each client should receive this activity for a minimum of four
hours per weekday. Program activity is to take place outside the
client's residence, with exceptions for those residing in four
specified ICF homes on July 14, 1978. When outside program is
. unavailable, defendants are to implement an interim plan which must
include community activities, such as social functions, shopping trips,
athletic events and meals out, at least twice weekly. There are but
two permissible exceptions to these rules. First, a competent client
may refuse to receive program; second, a physician may certify in writing
that such program would result in medical harm to the client. (See
Appendix B, §§ B.7, B.8.)
Compliance with the decree's requirements for program may be
evaluated by looking first to the amount of activity provided by
defendants. Not all clients receive four hours per weekday of program
outside their homes. Not all clients who reside in the four named
ICF hones are receiving the four hours of "in-hane" program per weekday
to which they are entitled. There must be subtracted frem this number
those to whom a recognized exception is applicable. Sorre competent
clients refuse program or a part of the minimum amount to which they
are entitled. A few would suffer medical harm. *
One must consider whether the activity received is, in reality,
"activity prescribed in the client's prescriptive program plan." For,
if it is not, it is not "program" as defined by the decree. Finally,
it must be determined whether activity recommended by an interdisciplinary
team "is indtvidually designed and structured" and whether the recommendations of the prescriptive program plan are "based on the interdisciplinary team's evaluation of the actual needs of the client rather
than on what programs are currently available in the comrmmity."
(See Appendix B, § B.4.)

* Five prescriptive program plans, 1.18% of 425 plans reviewed,
made note of such medical ha:rrn.
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B.

FINDINGS

we were not able to obtain accurate figures for the number of
clients who are now without minimum program entitlements in time to
include the figures in this report. We did determine that statewide
76 members of the class are entirely without program. This number
represents approximately 15% of plaintiffs now released from Pineland
Center who have not waived their entitlement to program. * This number
does not represent the full extent of noncompliance. Not included are
persons entitled to receive out-of-home program but who now receive
program at their residence and persons attending outside program
part-time. Also not included are those class members entitled only
to in-home program who currently receive less than four hours per
weekday. (Defendants are now conducting a statewide survey of 'Ul:1ll\@t
client needs. Accurate figures on the number of class members who do
not receive minimally required program will probably not be available
before next stmmer.)
The number of clients who now take part in acti vi ty other than
that which was recomnen.ded by their prescriptive program plans has not
been computed. This computation would require a thorough examination
of each client I s most recent prescriptive program plan and a comparison
of that plan with each client I s daily program schedule. The comparison
was not possible because defendants have not conducted quarterly reviews
of program plans. Defendants are not in possession of the great
majority of the habilitation plans which interdisciplinary teams have
indicated should be prepared and followed. In short, defendants are
unable to state the frequency with which interdisciplinary team recommendations for individually designed activity are being carried out.
For illustration, suppose an organization operates a day program
in the basement of a municipal building. Staff from the program
attend an interdisciplinary team meeting and agree, by signed service
agreements, to provide a client instruction in handling money. A
habili tat ion plan is indicated for the task. Day program staff are
to write the plan and implement it by a certain date. Target dates
for achieving goals are established by the team. The client then
attends the day program for five hours per weekday. If no habilitation
plans are written, for one reason or another, no one is the wiser
No
review is conducted by the Bureau case-worker until many months have
passed. Staff at the client's group home may be puzzled; they had
agreed at the meeting to increase the client's community contact by
taking him shopping. He attends the program each day but still can I t
count money. The result is that defendants report the client as receiving
decree-required program. He is not, even though he attends a day
program for five hours each weekday.
0

* Who may decline services is an issue which remains open.
Approximately 66 plaintiffs are listed by defendants as having declined
decree benefits. Included in this number are persons whose parents or
guardians have refused to allow provision of services by defendants,
including, in some cases, parents of adult class members not under
guardianship.
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Bureau employees uniformly report that variations of this
scenario are fairly routine. There exists no means of quantifying it.
When defendants begin to require timely development of habilitative
plans and to implement the quarterly review system of monitoring
service delivery, this information will be available. (See Appendix B,
§§

B.3, E.l, E.2.)

Finally, not all interdisciplinary-team reconmendations for
program are framed in te:rms of actual client needs. In such cases,
program availability, not client needs, becomes the basis for the
team's recommendations. The result is that the client's daily activity,
regardless of the amount, cannot be considered "program activity"
under the decree. Defendants nevertheless report such activi ty as
"prograrr:t- I'
An example of this phenc:menon is what happens to clients attending
Bangor Regional Rehabilitation Center (known as BRRC, pronounced "briCk").
Clients who first attend BRRC are usually deemed appropriate for "work
activities" training. Often, this training is reconmended by an interdisciplinary team. Work-activities training teaches good work habits
such as how to arrive promptly, how to attend to a task, how to manipUlate objects purposefully, and so forth. Upon completing this program,
a client may be evaluated by vocational-rehabilitation personnel and
found appropriate for "work-adjustment" training, which is then recommended by the client's interdisciplinary team. Upon completion of this
program, the client may be re-evaluated and found ready for "shelteredshop" employment. This type of employment is corrmonly unavailable in
the Bangor area. According to Dan Fields, Regional Administrator for
the Bureau of Mental Retardation, what may happen next is that the
client may be retwned to the work-activities training component of BRRC.
The client has no need for this training; it has already been successfully
completed. But work-activities training becomes the client's "program"
because it is the only out-of-home activity available to the client for
more than four hours per weekday. Defendants then report that this
client is receiving decree-required program.

While Bureau employees admit that these situations occur, getting
a reliable numerical figure on the extent of this form of noncompliance
is very difficult. In reviewing prescriptive program plans, the Office
of the Special Master classified program recamrnendations which failed
to consider actual client needs under category five. * Although this
category includes plans which failed to recarrmend enough program of the
proper type, it can be seen that, during the term of the decree, thirty
percent of all prescriptive program plans failed to recommend program
by decree standards by making these types of error. OVer forty percent
failed in some respect properly to recommend program. Although it is
not possible to determine precisely the amount of activity provided
to clients for wham such plans were developed and then reported as
"program," it is clear that much of this activity must be discounted in
order to determine compliance.

*

See p.

42.
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While noting extensive noncanpliance with decree requirements
for program we also point out that a few excellent programs for the
retarded are now operating in every region of the Bureau. These programs
provide individualized activities in accordance with properly identified
needs. Short- and long-range goals are established for each client,
and progress is objectively measured. Such programs do not merely
provide diversionary activities but systemmatically prepare their
students to participate in more challenging programs. Self-dependency
skills are increased. The promise of the decree is being realized by
those members of the class fortunate enough to attend such programs.
The problem is their small number.
Appendix B requires that defendants monitor the quality of
programs made available to the plaintiff class:
Employees of the defendants or a consultant retained
by defendants shall . . . assess the extent to
which reccmnended services are being provided, and
evaluate the adequacy of services and programs.
Records of such evaluations shall be forwarded
to the Director. [Appendix B, § E. 2 . ]
Paragraph J. 1 of the decree contemplates the canpletion of
this evaluation no later than July 14, 1979, but the State has not
done it. Defendants are unable to document the quality or quantity
of recanmended program received by plaintiffs. Defendants plan
to have a system of program evaluation in place by this summer. This
survey, in combination with the statewide survey of unrnet client
needs and a more stringent application of the interdisciplinary team
procedure of framing program reccmnendations in terms of actual
needs, may begin to yield the true picture of what remains to be
accomplished. Only then will defendants be in a position to begin
closing the distance between unmet program needs of the plaintiff
class and substantial canpliance with the order of the Court.
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PROGRAMS

In Part II of the Report to the Court of November 14, 1979, we
indicated that 156 new day-program openings had been developed for
class members between July 1978 and July 1979. The following table
shows the number of day-program "slots" developed for members of the
class during'the second decree year:

NEW DAY PROGRAM SImS DEVELOPED FOR CLASS MEMBERS
July 1, 1979 to March 1, 1980
REGION
New program
openings

I

I!

17

16

-------------- ------ ------

III

IV

3

11

1..- _ _ _ _ _ _ 1.- _ _ _ _ _

V

VI

8

19

TOI'AL STATE

74

------ ------ 1....-------------

This table shows the total arrount of program development so far
pleted by defendants since the decree was entered:
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NEW DAY PRCGRAM SImS DEVElOPED FOR CLASS MEMBERS
July 1, 1978 to March 1, 1980
RffiION
New program
openings

----_....._--------

I

I!

37

49

------ ------

.....

III

IV

V

VI

49

19

30

46

TOI'AL STATE

230

---_..... ------ ------ --------------------

Based upon resource development now in progress, defendants
predict that an additional 106 program openings will have been
created for plaintiffs by July of 1980 as followS:
DAY PROORAM SImS - PROJECTED DEVELOPMENT
March 1, 1980 to July 1, 1980
REGION
New program
openings
projected
development

I

I!

II!

IV

V

VI

17

32

28

4

20

5

--------------- ------ 110------------- ------

TOI'AL STATE

106

------~-------------------
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VI.

mNCLUSIOO

This report is sul:rni tted to the Court pursuant to the Court's
order of July 21, 1978, "Appointment of a Master."
The Court should be aware that George A. zi tnay is now
Superintendent of Pineland Center. Kevin W. Concannon has succeeded
him as Com:nissioner of the Department of Mental Health and Corrections.
Ronald S. Welch has been appointed Director of the Bureau of Mental
Retardation. Martti Wuori has been placed out of Pineland Center and
is nCM living at the FreepJrt Towne Square group l1.a"rei he refuses to
go back to Pineland even. for a visit.

Respectfully submitted,

Special Master

Dated:

April 22, 1980
Portland, Maine

Professor David D. Gregory
University of Maine School of Law
245 Deering Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102

ARTHUR R. DJNGLEY

Assistant to the Special Master

